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FOREWORD

The R&D work being pursued in BARC covers a wide range of subjects
in physical sciences, chemical sciences, life sciences and many disciplines of
engineering. A significant part of the effort is dedicated to basic research. Reports
on the outcome of basic research are often published in scientific journals or as
technical reports. A part of the applied research also leads to journal articles and
technical reports, but a significant part of the work in the field of applied research,
especially those which have a direct bearing on the design, development and
operation of nuclear power reactors, result in technical notes specifically addressed
to the concerned agencies. The purpose of bringing out a consolidated BARC
Progress Report on an yearly basis is to give a brief account of the work being done
in BARC in a single document. Those who find any particular item of work of interest
can refer to the detailed reports or papers listed in the list of references. I hope this
compilation serves the purpose of giving a flavour of the entire gamut of R&D work
being done in BARC.
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ACCELERATOR AND PULSE POWER DIVISION

Major Achievements

The major activities being carried out at the Accelerator and Pulse Power Division
(APPD) are, Development and Applications of (a) Accelerators, (b) Pulse power
Technology and (c) electromagnetic interference and compatibility (EMI/EMC). The
expertise developed in the Division in the above fields is made available to various other
units by participating in collaborative programs.

1. ACCELERATORS:
The types of accelerators being developed are (a) DC Accelerators, (b) Electrostatic

Accelerators, (c) RF Accelerators and (d) Pulsed Intense Beam Accelerators.

1.1 DC Accelerators:
The DC accelerators are of industrial type having numerous applications in the

fields of plastics modifications, food preservation, medical sterilisation and pollution
control.

(a) 500 keV/lOkW Industrial Electron Irradiator:
In this accelerator, which employs Cockcroft Walton configuration, the electron

beam is brought into the atmosphere and scanned over an area of 1000 x 70 mm on the
product conveyor. The accelerator is being assembled at BRIT, Vaabi, New Miumbei The
completed sub-systems are accelerator tanV^ SF/> pfta h îvtiing nUmt̂  ft/w-lfrfntjpg tube
assembly, electron gun employing LaB^ cathode, scan horn for guiding the swept electron
beam, vacuum system based on turbo-molecular pump and low conductivity water plant.
The completed civil work and technical services at the site are: trenches for product
conveyor, cable ducts and ozone exhausts, control cubicles and power distribution panels.
The work in progress are high voltage column, high frequency source at 10 kHz, scan
magnets, scan power supplies, thyristor controlled DC high voltage supply, stepper motor
drives, PC controls and Inatrumeaiation.The various BARC and DAE units, who have
contributed to this accelerator are Construction & Services Group, BRET, TPPED, RSSD,
Arch. Section, CED, AFD, ID, NPD, HPD andCWS.

(b) 3MeV/30 kW Industrial Electron Irradiator:
This accelerated- is being built jointly with Isotope Division of BARC. The design

of the accelerator is completed. The specifications for all the sub-systems axe drawn. The
procurement of materials, components and sub-systems is in progress. The accelerator tank
(5500 mm height x 2200 mm diam) is designed jointly with RTD. The sub-systems of this
accelerator are: accelerator tank, RF power source of 100 kHz, Parallel coupled self
capacitance voltage multiplier column of 72 stages to give an overall output voltage of
3MV, 10 nos. of high gradient accelerating modules, Lafig electron gun, UHV pumping
system, SFg gas handling plant, X and Y scan magnets, scan horn, Low conductivity
water plant , ozone extract ion, PC control with Mmfoiffpfrntŷ W^ The accelerator also
incorporates an optional provision to convert the electron beam into X-ray for irradiation of
thick specimens.



1.2 Electrostatic Accelerators:
The 5.5 MV Trombay, Van-de-Graaff is being converted into a folded tandem

(FOTIA) to give 7MV at the tenninaL This programme is taken up jointly withNPD. The
major contributions of APPD are the following : (a) engineering design and assembly of
components in the FOTIA tank-interior, (b) design and fabrication of 180° Bending
Magnet consisting of core, coil and cooling jacket, and (c) fabrication and testing of UHV
compatible beam tube tnaiHg bending magnets.

The fabrication of modified assembly of ceramic posts and 180° Bending magnet
core is in progress. The fabrication and testing of coil and cooling jacket is successfully
completed. A closed-loop test set up for cooling of 180° Bending magnet with
magnetically coupled pumps, to be ultimately located at the 7MV dome, is assembled and
undergoing tests for its performance.

1.3 RF Accelerators:
RF Accelerators are based on acceleration of charged particles in RF cavities

having the features of high Q, low loss and high shunt impedance. The E-fielda in the
cavities are generated by radio frequency or microwave excitation. Two accelerators from
this family, being developed at this Division, are (a) RFQ proton accelerator and (b) RF
Linac Electron accelerator.
(a) RFQ Proton Accelerator:

The low power RFQ accelerator, fed by a duo-plasmatron ion source and
energised by a pulsed RF source at 55 MHz, has produced a proton beam at 100 keV. The
diagnostic techniques incorporated in the system are: Zinc Sulphide on glass, CR-39 track
detector and magnetic analyser. The RFQ is being used as an R&D research facility to
study the beam behaviour, optimise the input ion source and its matching, reduce the RF
pick up and fine-tune the diagnostics techniques. The various Divisions who have
contributed to this program are: TJPPED, CWS and RSSD
(b) 10 MeV/lOkW Electron Linac:

This accelerator to be developed is proposed under the 9th plan. The important
applications for the accelerator are food preservation, medical sterilisation and radiation
processing of materials. The design of the cavities is completed. The project report is
prepared. The civil and technical services requirements for the proposed building to house
the accelerator have been worked out.

1.4 Pulsed Intense Beam Accelerators :
These accelerators are unique for their capability to deliver nanosecond bursts of

relativiatic electron beams at intense power, levels ranging from megawatts to gigawatta.
The electrical pulse power for driving the accelerators is achieved by fast pulse power
systems comprised of Marx Generators, Tesla Transformers, Pulse Forming Energy
Storage lines, Sparkgaps, Magnetic compression switches and Induction Cavities.
Important accelerator applications being carried out at this Division are: flash X-ray,
pulsed neutrons, intense ion beams, high power microwaves, compact high gradient
accelerators and plasma heating. The family of accelerators in operation and taken up are:
KALI-75, KALI-200, KALI-1000, KALI-5000, Induction Linacs and compact High
Gradient Accelerators.



(a) KAU-75:
KALI-75 (300 kV, 750 MW, 100ns) developed earlier, continued to be used for

generation and studies of bursts of flash X-rays, neutrons and high power microwaves.
(b) KALI-200:

KALI-200 (300 kV, 6GW, 30ns) developed earlier at BARC was transported to
Bangalore and commissioned there during March 1996 at the DRDO Laboratory-
Electronics & Radar Development Establishment (LRDE). The application is generation of
High Power Microwaves (HPM) and studies of their effects on electronics systems.
(c) KALI-1000:

KALI-1000 (300 kV, 18 GW, 50ns) was commissioned at BARC. It is being used
for generation of high power microwaves. It was also operated in a burst mode for
repetitive pulsing.
(d) KALI-5000:

KALI-5000 (1 MV, 80 GW, 60 ns) is under fabrication. The major components of
this are: Marx Generator (1.5m X 1.5m X 3m; 12 Tons) and Blumlein (1.2m diam X 6m
long; 12 Tons). The entire accelerator will be on rails and the CIVIL WORKS for this is
completed. The fabrication of Marx tank is completed. The assembly of Marx modules and
charging supplies are in progress. The Blumlein is in an advanced stage of completion at
theCWS.
(e) Induction Linac:

The design of an induction electron Linac (200 keV, 5kA, 50 ns, 10-100Hz) is in
progress. It is a rhalienging technology involving met-glass cavities, magnetic
compression switches and energy storage water lines. It has applications in the
development of repetitively pulsed HPM and compact high gradient accelerator.
(f) Compact High Gradient Accelerator:

A compact High Gradient Accelerator (CHGA), which can sustain accelerating
gradients of 200 MV/m compared to 20MV/m of conventional RF Linacs, is proposed
under the 9th Plan Project. The overall configuration has been finalised and the project
report is ready. The CHGA will utilise the electron beams produced from KALI-1000/
KALI-5000. The important applications for CHGA are generation of electron beams in the
range of 5-10 MeV, intense neutron pulses of 10^-10^ for burst of 60 ns, and heavy ion
beams of few amperes at tens of MeV tor material studies.

2. PULSE POWER TECHNOLOGY & APPLICATIONS

The important pulse power programmes taken up include development of
innovative and r.h*11«nging schemes of pulse power techniques and harnessing them for
applications of relevance.

2.1 Pulse Power System with helical line storage :
A novel idea based on using helical coaxial lines for generation of high voltage

pulses, having features of flat top and long duration, was successfully proven in our
laboratory trials. A Blumlein ŷ b̂ m** based on tb'a concept was successfully it



by the Laser Division for generation of electrical pulses with parameters of 130 kV , 165
Amp, 5.5{is for electron beam pumping of CO2 laser . A Marx generator based on this
concept is implemented by the Physics Department of university of Pune for generation of
flat top electrical pulses of 400 kV, 20 Amp, ljxs for cerenkov FEL.

2.2 High Power Microwaves :
The high power microwaves (HPM) has applications for: (a) compact high gradient

accelerators, (b) simulation source for vulnerability studies on electronic systems, and (c)
evolving protection technology against electromagnetic interference. It was a quantum leap
in progress when HPM, greater than 100MW in peak power, were achieved in the
frequency range of 3-5GHz in a 50ns burst using KALI-1000. In mis scheme, the energy in
the pulsed electron beam with parameters of 200-250 keV at a current level of 10-15 kA
was converted to HPM in a virtual cathode oscillator (VIRCATOR). The diagnostics
employed are: (a) microwave induced glow in an array of neon bulbs for a rough indication
of HPM and (b) Diode Detectors alongwith band-pass filters coupled to a horn ̂ ntenn^ for
quantitative determination of power spectrum.

2.3 Pulsed High Magnetic Fields :

2.3.1 Pulsed high magnetic fields are being developed for fabrication of aluminium
cladded nuclear fuel pin for one of the research reactors. This work is being done jointly
with Atomic Fueb Division. Magnetic flux densities up to 15 Tesla were successfully
produced using a 40kJ capacitor bank and a flux concentrator. The preliminary results on
fuel pin cladding ay>H end-plug f/tllflpging/wftjHjng are encouraging.

2.3.2 Impulse magnetisation technique using pulsed high magnetic fields was
successfully employed for ̂ bftT̂ gifig of permanent magnets based on Nd Fe B to saturation.
Such magnets are required in large numbers for the Pipe instrumentation Gauge (PIG)
project taken up by Reactor Control Division.

2.3.3 A LIVE demonstration of magneto-forming and impulse mflgnMtgAtfan with
6kJ/20kV bank and flux concentrator was conducted at the WISITEX-96 exhibition, held
at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi during 7-13 February, 1996.

3 ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE & COMPATu3ILITY(EMI/EMC)

The important developments successfully completed in this field are fast surge
suppressors, electromagnetic field sensors and NEMP Bounded wave simulator. The
studies on low pressure miniature sparkgaps employing Ar, Ne, & SFg gases with
embedded radio isotopes of 63Ni, 14^Pm and 2 4 * Am have yielded switching times of 5-
10 ns in the operating range of 500-2000 V. These have the potential uses as fast surge
suppressors for protection of power lines and signal tines in electronic equipments against
fast and intense EMI. Work is being continued to produce compact sealed devices. For the
measurement of electric fields associated with fast electromagnetic transients, E and D-dot



field sensors which are passive, broad band and miniature have been successfully
developed. A nuclear EMP simulator, which can give E-field of 50kV/m with rise time of
10 ns and FWHM of 250 ns in an active volume of 300 mm (L) X 150 mm(W) X 50
mm(h) has been constructed. It will be used for Vulnerability/Hardness Assurance of
electronic subsystems and components.



ADVANCED FUEL FABRICATION FACILITY,
TARAPUR

Major Achievements

Advanced Fuel Fabrication Facility (AFFF), BARC, Tarapur is now fully geared to
manufacture MOX fuel for Tarapur Atomic Power Station. Atomic Energy Regulatory
Board carried out a comprehensive review of the safety status and experience of
fabrication of the first six MOX assemblies fabricated at the plant and issued
authorisation for regular production of MOX fuel assemblies for TAPS reactors in
September, 1996. Already two MOX assemblies in Unit-1 and four MOX assemblies in
Unit-2 of TAPS have been loaded and their performance is satisfactory. The MOX
assemblies in Unit-1 have already reached burn-up above 7000 MWd/Te. AFFF has
processed more than two tonnes of MOX fuel and is one of the very few MOX plants in
the world working on industrial scale. The plant has used state-of-art technology for
fabrication and quality control and some of the important achievements during the year
are as follows:

i) Dry Scrap Recycling

During fuel manufacturing process around 10-15% of MOX scrap is generated
mainly due to physical defects and surface defects of MOX pellets. The process
flowsheet now developed at AFFF is able to make use of this scrap using thermo-
mechanical treatments specially developed for this purpose. This reduces the
demand for wet recovery work of the scrap recycle and gives rise to very high yield
of nuclear materials processed in the plant. Efforts are also on to characterise the
grinder sludge and develop process for its direct dry recycle which could result in
minimisation of alpha contaminated wastes and also improve the yield even
further.

ii) Fuel Rod end plug Welding

After extensive study of the fuel pin end plug welding, the welding parameters
were optimised to get high acceptability during welding. This include minor
modification of the existing end plug design of &WR fuel rod. Experiments were
also conducted using pulse TIG welding for end plug closure. The welding
machine and the process has now been qualified for use in MOX rod fabrication.

iii) Microwave Processing

Two numbers of PLC controlled microwave heating systems were fabricated and
tested for various time and temperature cycles. These systems use completely
indigenous components except for the magnetron. Microwave processing of
materials will become very important for MOX fuel manufacture in future and in-
house capability to design and fabricate such equipment will give important
technological and environmental advantage in handling large quantities of
Plutonium bearing materials.

iv) Infra-red DiameterGuaging System

A proto-type infra-red based diameter guaging system was developed for
measuring the diameters of cylindrical objects. It is possible to measure
diameters with an accuracy of better than 5 microns. The system will be useful for
diameter checking offuel rods, fuel cladtubesand other objects.



ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY DIVISION

Major Achievements

Analytical Chemistry Division of BARC is entrusted with the responsibility of
providing analytical service support to the various projects of DAE. During 1996, the
Division analysed about 1940 samples involving over 4050 determinations for various
Divisions of BARC, other units of DAE like NPC, IRE, HWB etc. as well as other public
and private sector organisations. The services renedered to private organisations yielded
some revenue for the Department. Various types of nuclear and non-nuclear materials like
uranium, metals and alloys, organic and inorganic compounds, minerals and solution
samples were analysed using various analytical techniques like conventional chemical
methods, spectrdchemical, electroanalytical, nuclear and chromatographic methods. Other
specialised analytical services like DTA/TGA, determination of particle size and surface
area were provided as and when needed to various user departments.

Basic Research

Research on various aspects of analytical chemistry was carried out. Some of the
important research works include:

a) Cyclic and adsorptive voltammetric study of uranium sulfosalicylic acid complexes,
b) Electrochemical studies of uranium (IV) on HMDE for elucidation of electrode

processes,
c) Chronopotentiometric studies on heterocyclic antifoggants of photographic emulsion

at silver electrode in presence of bromide,
d) Electrochemical studies of biotin by cyclic voltammetry at HMDE,
e) Fabrication of ion selective electrodes for copper and the evaluation of its properties.

Prepation and evaluation of electrodes with membranes containing Se, Ge and Sb and
having doped Cu and Ag.

f) Evaluation of permeation of anions and cations on ionomer membrane in order to
standardise conditions on selective permeation of ions.

g) Investigation of phase transition of copper tellurite and the reaction of lead oxide with
titanium oxide by DSC.

h) Study of thermal decomposition of ammonium uranyl carbonate and characteristics of
volatile products,

i) Standardisation of wear and tear analysis of zircaloy by pin-disc method using 40 Mev
a particles,

j) Investigation of possible nuclear transmutation during germination of green gram
seeds by INAA and AAS.
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R&D Work

The Division carried out a substantial amount of analytical R&D work in order to
develop faster and better methods of analysis and to meet the specific analytical needs of
various user departments. Some of the important analytical R&D efforts include:

1. Development of procedure for the determination of Zr and Nb in Zr/Nb alloys,
2. Standardisation of a procedure for analysis of steel by AAS,
3. Determination of impurities in ZnO samples by AAS and anodic stripping

voltammetry,
4. Analysis of graphite for trace impurities,
5. Analysis of glass powder, molecular sieves and zeolites for major and minor

constituents,
6. Analysis of zirconia for trace impurities,
7. Analysis of trace impurities or alloying elements in materials like pure Al, Li-Al, Al-Si,

Al-Ni-Si as well as in other materials.
8. Analysis of impurities in nuclear materials, like the determination of chloride in Zr/Nb

coolant tubes from NFC, determination of sodium in thorium salts, determination of
uranium in water samples by DPASV, and in bindi specimens by fluorimetry,

9. Development of a procedure for the estimation of traces of Cu, U and Al on Ta foil for
an ongoing project of B ARC,

10. Working out of methods for the estimation of mercury and arsenic in naphtha for an
oil company, metal ions in acetic acid in order to solve some process difficulties of an
organisation, and toxic metal ions like Co and Cd in yeast in order to evaluate the
effect of toxic metals on biological materials,

11. Standardisation of methods for the estimation of toxic metal ions in sea plant extract,
in body fluids like blood and serum and in micronutrient fertilizers,

12. In connection with the use of chemistry in crime detection, development of methods
for the analysis of Cd in toner samples, trace metal ions in metal scrapping and
ashtadhatu powder for source correspondence studies,

13. Development of analytical methods for certain specific analytical needs like the
determination of cement admixtures used for water proofing, analysis of Au, Pd and Pt
in process streams for a Govt. agency, determination of Pd and chloride in recombiner
catalyst and determination of trace elements (REE) in the process samples of UCIL.

The Division, as the central analytical laboratory of the Centre also developed
methods for the characterisation of high purity materials like Ga, As etc. and also took up
specific R&D work for other projects of BARC and DAE.

Engineering Services

A versatile electrochemistry system with multitechnique capabilities and interfaced
with PC for data logging, storage and retrieval was designed and built with indigenous



components as part of import substitution. Interfacing of a surface area analyser with
IBM-PC was carried out. Interfacing of Netzsch simultaneous thermal analyser with
computer was carried out in order to facilitate better data acquisition. Design
modification in the trap heater and fan controller in the LECO carbon analyser was carried
out. In addition, electronic services were extended to the users from other Divisions of
BARC.

Standardisation and quality assurance

The Division participated in the intercomparison run on IAEA reference materials
like coal fly ash and algae samples. The samples were analysed by INAA and AAS
methods.

Analysis of a standard for gold and standardisation and inhouse certification of
ultramafic rock samples of NGRI were carried out

Analytical services for healthcare

Analytical services were extended to hospitals and other institutions in order to
analyse essential and trace elements in biological fluids like blood, serum, other body
tissues etc. Analysis of various metal ions like Pb, Cd, Hg, Cu and Zn was carried out in
connection with a case of mass food poisoning from an area near Mumbai.

Refurbishment of ultra trace analysis facility

The laboratory at South Site (HRD Centre) is being set up to take up analytical
work at ultra trace levels. Major civil works have been completed and some of the
essential analytical instruments have been acquired and are being installed. The laboratory
is expected to become functional soon and the work on ultra trace analysis will be started
immediately thereafter.

Collaboration

NAA unit of Central Forensic Science Laboratory, Calcutta, based at ACD
continued to avail of the facilities provided at the Division for their work on the analysis of
forensic samples for the Department of Home Affairs, Govt. of India. Facilities were also
extended to Geological Survey of India, Pune, ITT, Mumbai and other academic
institutions for their R&D work as part of a collaborative programme.

Consultancy and Training

The Division continued to provide consultancy services to various nuclear power
stations through COSWAC, on various aspects like current status and problems of water
chemistry and material compatibility in various water/steam systems of NAPS, proposal
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for chemical decontamination of moderator system of NAPS-1 etc. Consultancy service
on water quality was also extended to Bureau of Indian Standards.

Training

The Division continued to provide training facilities to HRD Centre of BARC,
other Universities like SV University, Mumbai University etc. Resource personnel as well
as laboratory training facilties were provided on various sophisticated analytical
techniques.

Publications and Symposia

The lists of publications and symposium presentations are given in Annexures 1
and 2. The Division organised a National Level Scientific Programme on the Application
of Neutron Activation Analysis to Forensic Applications, in collaboration with NAA unit
of CFSL, Calcutta.
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P.K. Sharma, S.S. Thantry and M. Sudersanan
International conference on Enviromental Science, Trivandrum, January 1996

2. Determination of methyl mercury in fish and shrimp around Bombay region
A.P. Walvekar, B. Maiti and T.S. Krishnamoorthy
ibid

3. Determination of trace levels of total and methyl mercury in fish and biological
materials
S.S. Thantry, A.P. Walvekar, B. Maiti, M.M. Ali and M. Sudersanan
Fourth International Conference on mercury as a global pollutant, Hamburg, Germany,
August 1996

4. Estimation of thorium in gas mantle to ascertain regulatory compliance
S. Geetha, K.S.V. Nambi, G. Venkatraman, V. Shukla and R. Parthasarathy
Fifth National symposium on Environment, Calcutta, February 1996

5. Neutron activation analysis and its applications
R. Parthasarathy, S.R. Kayasth, Rakesh varma, T.S. Krishnamoorthy, N.
Chattopadhyay and M.S. Rao
International symposium on developments on enhancement of research reactor
utilisation, Bombay, March 1996

6. Neutron activation analysis in environmental studies
R.Parthasarathy and T.S. Krishnamoorthy
International conference on Environmental science, Trivandrum, January 1996.

7. Applications of neutron activation analysis in geological materials
R. Parthasarathy
Seminar on techniques in inorganic elemental analysis, Ballabgarh, January, 1996

8. Electrochemical studies of IT4 reduction at HMDE.
A.V. Kulkarni and P.R. Rakshe
Nuclear and Radiochemistry symposium (NUCAR - 97) Calcutta, January 1997
(Accepted)

9. Determination of the stoichiometry of uranium dioxide by differential pulse
polarography
M.M. Palrecha
ibid

10. Determination of cross section of alpha induced reaction on Zr for surface analysis by
thin layer activation
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D.P. Chowdhury, Sujit Pal and R. Parthasarathy
ibid

11. Determination of low - Z elemental impurities in semiconductor grade materials by
charged particle activation analysis.
Sujit Pal, D.P. Chowdhury, and R. Parthasarathy
ibid

12. Search for recoverable elements from different stages of process plants of uranium -
An overview
S.R. Kayasth and D.R. Pant
ibid

13. Recovery of rare earth elements from copper concentrate tailings and other by-
products of UCIL, Jaduguda - A preliminary study
D.R. Pant, S.R. Kayasth and R. Parthasarathy
ibid

14. Effect of melting on trace element profile of transmission aluminium wires for forensic
application - A case study
N.Chattopadhyay, A.K. Basu, A.B.R. Tripathi, C.A. Bhadkambekar, R. Parthasarathy
and M.S. Rao
84th Indian Science Congress, New Delhi, January 1997

15. Determination REE by CPAA
D.P. Chowdhury, Sujit Pal and R. Parthasarathy
Fourth National seminar on physics and technology of particle accelerators and their
applications (PATPAA - 96) Calcutta, November 1996

16. Material Characterisation by charged particle activation analysis (CPAA)
Sujit Pal, D.P. Chowdhury, and R. Parthasarathy
ibid

17. Phonon dispersion relation in zircon
R. Mittal, S.L. Chaplot, M.N. Rao, N. Chowdhury and R. Parthasarathy
Solid state physics (India) Volume Vol. 39C (1996)54, Proc. DAE Solid state physics
symposium, BARC, Mumbai, December 1996.

18. Trace element characterisation for forensic applications
S.R. Kayasth, N. Chattopadhyay, A.K. Basu and R. Parthasarathy
Scientific meet at NICFS - IAFS, Delhi, October 1996

19. Elemental analysis of a few selected thorium bearing ores by energy dispersive X-ray
fluorescence (EDXRF)
P.K. Patra, Madan Lai and H.N. Bajpei
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XII ISAS National symposium on analytical techniques for safety and sufficiency of
natural resources/products (INSAT-97), February 1997 (Accepted)

20. Analysis of traces of metal ions in thorium
N.S. Shenoy and M. Sudersanan
ibid

21. Preparation of high purity uranium and thorium oxide
S.R. Kayasth, Naina Raje and R. Parthasarathy
ibid

22. Determination of non-metallic elements (carbon) in thorium metal
S.P. Awasthi, V.R. Joshi and P.K. Mathur
ibid

23. Analytical techniques for zirconium and its compounds
P.K. Sharma, K.V. Iyer and M. Sudersanan
ibid

24. Analysis of nuclear fuels - Estimation of impurities in uranium
J.C. Upadhya, S.S. Thantry, MM. Ali and M. Ramanamurthy
ibid

25. Determination of selenium and tellurium in lead and zinc concentrates.
A.C. Udas and MM. Ali
ibid

26. Analytical methods for the analysis of titanium containing materials of nuclear
importance
K.S. Shrimal and K.V. Iyer
ibid

27. Determination of individual rare earths in misch metal by INAA
D.R. Pant
ibid

28. Electrochemical studies of ascorbic acid at glassy carbon electrode
S.C. Hodawadekar and A.V. Kulkami
ibid

29. Studies of trace elements of a few selected Indian spices by energy despersive X-ray
fluorescence (EDXRF)
D. Joseph, M. Lai and H.N. Bajpei
ibid
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30. Elemental analysis of a few selected ayurvedic medicines and their herbal ingredients
namely Tulsi and Neem leaves by energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence (EDXRF)
D. Joseph, H.N.Bajpei and M. Lai
ibid

31. Analytical techniques for characterisation of flyash and coal samples
S.S. Thantry, Shaji C. Kumar, M. Sudersanan and T.S. Krishnamoorthy
ibid

32. Analytical techniques for health and safety,
A.C. Udas, S.S. Thantry and P.K. Mathur
ibid

33. Analytical techniques for trace element characterisation of algae grown under different
environments
Shaji C. Kumar, S.S. Thantry, M. Sudersanan and P.K. Mathur
ibid

34. Estimation of iron in diamond grade zirconia
S.C. Chaurasia and A.C. Udas
ibid

35. Challenges and opportunities in the analytical chemistry of thorium
P.K. Padmanabhan
ibid

36. Herbal cure for cancer
P.K. Padmanabhan
ibid



APPLIED CHEMISTRY DIVISION &
WATER AND STEAM CHEMISTRY LABORATORY,

KALPAKKAM

Since Chemistry Group was reorganised only towards the end of the

year, the Progress Report includes the work of both Applied

Chemistry Division & Water and Steam Chemistry Laboratory,

Ka Ipakkam.

Major Achievements

Decontamination of PHT System of RAPS Unit # 2

A full system decontamination of the primary heat transport

system of RAPS Unit # 2 was carried out during February 1996,

using the indigenous technology developed earlier and which was

used succesfully for decontamination of PHT systems of both MAPS

Unit # 1 & Unit # 2. Around 300 kg of iron was removed. The DF

obtained on monel surfaces was around 2.7 and that on CS surfaces

was 1.1. Low DF on CS surface was inferred to be due to the fact

that the radiation levels on these surfaces were already quite

low. Analysis of loose deposit obtained on opening the- end

fittings in RAPS Unit # 2 after the decontamination indicated

that besides magnetite, 10 % Fe2O3 was also present.

Decontamination of BWR System Surfaces

Studies on decontamination of BWR surfaces is under way. A

comparative assessment of LOMI and EAC formulation has been

completed. A feasibility report for carrying out chemical

decontamination of the clean-up system of TAPS Unit # 2 has been

prepared and the details regarding ion exchanger column size,

quantity of chemicals needed and operational procedure has been

prepared.

Work on the development of new DCD formulations which are as

good or better than the EAC formulation is in progress. New

reductants/chelants such as gallic acid and 2,6-pyridine

17
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dicarboxylic acid have been found to be very effective in this

regard.

Secondary Side Water Chemistry

Laboratory simulation studies were continued to optimise

conditions for operation of MAPS-CPU with the indigenously

available cyclohexylamine as the AVT chemical instead of

morpholine. Electrochemical studies on corrosion of monel and

copper in alkaline medium containing volatile amines were

initiated and the surface films were charecterised by X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy. Corrosion inhibitors for carbon steel

and cupro-nickel used in the process cooling water system of

nuclear power plants were evaluated.

Studies Related to Biofouiing

Efforts were made to understand the key factors involved in

the adhesion of bacteria and larval foulants on the surfaces of

engineering materials. The bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa was

shown to be able to induce pitting of carbon steel surfaces in

phosphate-rich media. Detailed analysis of cooling water

chemistry at RAPS revealed that bacterial mediation led to

nitrate reduction to form ammonia which caused SCC of admiralty

brass condenser tubes.

Radiation Chemistry

Employing the pulse radiolysis technique, one electron redox

reactions of •~aq, H atoms and OH radicals with 2-pyridyl

carbinol, 2-amino pyridine, gallic acid, thioacetamide and

thiobenzamide were investigated and multiple pK's of amino

polycarboxy1ic acids such as EDTA, DTPA, NTA and HEDTA were

evaluated. The products formed during the radiolysis of ammonia

and hydrazine in aqueous solutions were identified and analysed

in the context of their use as 'oxygen scavengers' in the primary

coolant circuits of VVER type PWRs.
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Solid State Reactions and Thermdovnamic Studies

Solid state reactions in a number of systems were

exhaustively investigated with a view to understand the basic

mechanism and to evolve alternative routes to the synthesis of

useful materials. These included charge transfer reactions

involving diazabicyclo octane as donor and dichiro dicyano

benzoquinone as acceptor, and synthesis and fluorination of

Ca2CuO3 and LaFeO3. Thermodynamic studies centered around

reactor applications and included determination of standard

molar enthalpies of formation of CaTeO3, CaTe2 0a, SrTeCte ,

SrTezO3, and vapourisation behaviour of SrTeOs and SrTe2O3. Phase

equilibria in CaO-TeO2 , Pd-TeO2, Ag-TeO2 and Ru-TeO2 systems

were investigated. Dissolution of SrRuOs and CaRuO3 in

borosilicate glasses was studied in the context of nuclear waste

immobi1isation.

Consultancy. Training and Services

The Division actively participated in the training programme

for the chemistry trainees of the 39th batch of BARC Training

School. Consultancy services to Nuclear Power Stations and Heavy

Water Plants were continued to be provided. Analytical services

(X-ray, TG, DTA, ESCA) were provided to other Divisions of BARC

and to various DAE units; a total of 380 samples were analysed in

this context.
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JOURNAL PUBLICATIONS

PUBLISHED

1. G.R. Dey, D.B. Naik, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy

'Pulse radiolysis study of 5-amino tetrazole in aqueous

solutions'

Radiat. Phys. Cfcem., 47, 559 (1996)

2. P. Dwibedy, K. Kishore, G.R. Dey and P.N. Moorthy

'Nitrite formation in the radiolysis of aerated aqueous

solutions of ammonia'

Radiat. Phys. Chem., 48, 743 (1996)

3. M.S. Eswaran and P.K. Mathur

'Physico-chemical evaluation of corrosion inhibitors for

carbon steel used in the process cooling water systems'

Corrosion Science, 3J5, 1 (1996)

4. Santosh Joseph, G. Visalakshi, G. Venkateswaran and

P.N. Moorthy

'Dissolution of haematite in citric acid - EDTA - ascorbic

acid mixtures'

J. Nucl . Sci. and Technol . , 3_3, 479 (1996)

5. A.G. Kumbhar, R..M. Kadam, A.G. Page, S.V. Narasimhan

and P.K. Mathur

'Investigation of electroreduction of Cu(II)-AVT amine

complexes using ESR and UV-Vis absorption'

Bull. Electrochem., 12, 31 (1996)

6. R. Mishra, M.S. Samant, A.S. Kerkar and S.R. Dharwadkar

'A thermoanalytical study of solid state reactions between

tellurium oxide and the oxides of zirconium and hafnium'

Thermochim. Acta, 273, 85 (1996)
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7. S.C. Bhargava and B.N. Wani

'Mossbauer study of Sr2CuO2F2+6 superconductor'

Solid State Commun., 99, 825 (1996)

8. H. Mohan, K.I. Priyadarsini, A.K. Tyagi and J.P. Mittal

'Formation of water soluble complexes of Coo: Solid state

reaction between tertiary amines and Coo'

J. Phys.B: At. Mol. & Opt. Phys., 29, 5015 (1996)

9. D.B. Naik and W. Schnabel

'Decrease in the yield of photoionisation of hexacyanoferrate

(II) ions condensed onto partially protonated

polyethy1eneimine'

J. Photochem. Photobiol . A: Chemistry, jJ8» 155 (1996)

10. D.S. Patil, K.P. Sreekumar, N. Venkataramani, R.K.Iyer,

Ram Prasad, R.S. Koppikar and K.R. Munim

'Plasma sprayed hydroxyapatite coatings'

Bull. Mater. Sci.,19, 115 (1996)

11. S.V.S. Rao, S.S. Raj, K.B. Lai, M.P. Srinivasan,

S.V. Narasimhan and P.K. Panicker

'Removal of n-tributyl phosphate from synthetic

intermediate level waste'

Separation Science and Technology, 3_i, 1011 (1996)

12. U.R.K. Rao, V.C. Sahni, T.V. Chandrasekhar Rao and A.K. Tyagi

'On magnetic behaviour of REBa2F7 compounds (RE = Eu, Dy, Ho,

Er, Tm and Yb)'

J. Magn. Mater., 16J., 181 (1996)

13. P. Sahoo, S.V. Narasimhan and S.E. Kannan

'Preparation of electrodeposited source for Zn6S>

J. Radioanal. and Nucl. Chem. Articles, 204. 3 (1996)
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14. M.S. Samant, S.R. Bharadwaj, A.S. Kerkar, R. Mishra

and S.R. Dharwadkar

'Vaporization behaviour and thermodynamic stability of

hafnium tellurate (HfTe3Os)'

J. Nucl. Mater., 22J_, 153 (1996)

15. K.K. Satpathy, M.P. Srinivasan, S. Rangarajan,

S.V. Narasimhan and P.K. Mathur

'Monitoring of corrosion rates of condenser tube materials

in coastal sea water using electrochemical techniques'

Bull. Electrochem., ±2, 64 (1996)

16. K.K. Satpathy and K.V.K. Nair

'Effect of phytoplankton bloom on the hydrography of-

coastal water'

Indian J. Marine Sciences, £5, 145 (1996)

17. K.K. Satpathy

'Seasonal distribution of nutrients in the coastal waters of

Kalpakkam, East Coast of India'

Indian J. Marine Sciences, £5, 221 (1996)

18. S.N. Tripathi, S.R. Bharadwaj and M.S. Chandrasekharaiah

"The ruthenium-rhodium system1

J. Phase Equilibria, 11, 362 (1996)

19. S.N. Tripathi and S.R. Bharadwaj

'The iridium-scandiurn system'

J. Phase Equilibria, 11,445 (1996)

20. A.K. Tyagi

'On reaction of ammonium hydrogen fluoride with Al, Ni, Cr

and zircaloy'

Synth. React, in Inorg. & Met. Org. Chem. , -2j3, 139 (1996)
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21. A.K. Tyagi, S. velmurgan, S.V. Narasimhan, U.R.K. Rao

and P.N. Moorthy

'Fluorine incorporation into YBa2Cu3Ox by X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy'

Physica C, 260, 52 (1996)

22. S. Velmurugan, Padma Sasikumar, S.V. Narasimhan, P.K. Mathur

and P.N. Moorthy

'The passivation effects of magnesium ion on PHWR primary

heat transport system structural material'

J. Nucl. Sci. and Technol., 33. 641, (1996)

23. C.K. Vinaykumar, G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy

'Redox reactions of V(III) and Cr(III) picolinate

complexes in aqueous solutions'

Radiat. Phys. Chem. 48, 737 (1996)

24. B.N. Wani, L.L. Miller, B.J. Suh and F. Borsa

'Fluorination of Sr2CuO3 and high temperature superconducting

oxides'

Physica C, 212, 187 (1996)

ACCEPTED

1. S.R. Bharadwaj, M.S. Samant, R. Mishra, S.R. Dharwadkar,

S.S. Savant and R. Kalyanaraman

'The standard molal enthalpy of formation of ZrMoaOe'

Thermochim. Acta

2. G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy

'Pulse radiolysis study of 2,6 pyridine dicarboxylic acid in

aqueous solutions'

Radiat. Phys. Chem.
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3. D.B. Naik, G.R. Dey, K. Kishore and P.N. Moorthy

'Characterizatin of the transient species formed during the

pulse radiolysis of 3-hexyn-1-oi and 5-hexyn-1-ol'

J. Phys. Chem.

4. V.K. Jain and V.S. Jakkal

'Synthesis and characterisation of arene-ruthenium(II)

dialkyldithiophosphate complexes: Single crystal studies of

[Rn(SSP0Et)2 (nB-p-cymene) (PPh)3 (BPh)4]'

J. Organometal1ic Chemistry

5. R. Mishra, S.R. Bharadwaj, A.S. Kerkar and S.R. Dharwadkar

'Gibbs energy of formation of Cs2Cdl4'

J. Nucl. Mater.

6. R. Mishra, S.R. Bharadwaj, A.S. Kerkar and S.R. Dharwadkar

'Determination of Gibbs energy of formation of CaTeO3 and

CaTe2Os by the transpiration method'

J. Alloys and Compounds

7. K.K. Satpathy, T.S. Rao, R. Rajmohan and K.V.K. Nair

'Some recent investigations on condenser slime and

biocorrosion at Rajasthan Atomic Power Station (Unit - 2)'

Trans. Indian Institute of Metals

8. V. Thiyagarajan, V.P. Venugopalan, T. Subramoniam and

K.V.K. Nair

'Rearing of barnacle Balanus reticulatus utinomi larvae

using the diatom chaitoceros wighami as food'

Indian J. of Marine Sci.

9. A.K. Tyagi and J. Kohler

'Preparation, crystal structure and magnetic properties of

3-Li3TiF6 '

Z. Anorg. Allg. Chem.



ATOMIC FUELS DIVISION

M a j o r Achievements

1.1 Metallic fuel requirements for CIRUS and DHRUVA
were met.

1.2 Pulsed Magnetic Forming and Welding (PMFW)
Technique :-

An alternate route of DHRUVA fuel pin fabrication
is being developed using PMFW technique. In this
technique high intensity magnetic fields are produced
using energy storage capacitor banks and these magnetic
fields are transformed into mechanical forces using
flux concentrator and electrically conductive job piece
to be worked upon.

Fuel pin fabrication has got three basic
operations (i) plug fixing (ii) canning and (iii)
welding. All these three operations can be accomplished
using PMFW technique. This work is being carried out in
collaboration with Accelerator & Pulse Power Division.

1.3 Two Boron Carbide control blades were fabricated
and supplied to TAPS.

1.4 VECC, Calcutta needs about 42 kms of Nb-Ti
superconducting wire of 1.29 mm dia. containing 500
filaments each of 40 micron dia. for Superconducting
Cyclotron Project. This wire will be soldered onto
U-shaped grooved rectangular OFHC copper channel. The
minimum acceptable length of the conductor is 3 km
with overall copper to superconductor ratio of 20:1.
Extrusion billet assemblies meeting these requirements
have been designed. Raw materials needed for the
billets are on procurement stage. A sample batch of
OFHC copper channel was procured and soldering trials
were carried out with copper wires to asses the
integrity of the solder bond between the channel and
the wire.

1.5 Laser cutting parameters for PWR spacers and FRP
Aramide were standardised. Studies were carried out to
determine the set of parameters required for surface
marking on zircalloy-2 and stainless steel sheet by
surface melting.

1.6 In-Service Inspection (ISI):-
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1.6.1 IGSCC has been reported to be a generic problem
in core shrouds of BWRs. In-Service Inspection (ISO
tools, techniques and methodologies for visual and
ultrasonic examination were standardised and used at
TAPS for determining the presence of IGSCC in core
shrouds. No flaw indications were observed in the zones
examined. This work is done in collaboration with DRHR
and NPC.

1.6.2 33 coolant channels of MAPS-2 were subjected
to in-service inspection (ISI) using 8ARCIS. This
involved ultrasonic and eddy current testing for (i)
pressure tube - flaw and wall thickness, (ii) garter
spring - location and tilt and (iii) pressure tube -
calandria tube gap measurements. The ISI results
provided important inputs for assessment of integrity
and residual life of coolant channels.

1.7 Inconel- Alloy 625 is widely used in chemical
industries for its excellent high temperature strength
and corrosion resistance. Ageing degradation of this
alloy during long term exposure at elevated temperature
causes decrease in ductility and toughness. This
results in reduction of critical flaw size and
premature failure. A study has been carried out to
establish correlation between degree of age hardening
and ultrasonic parameters. Results obtained during this
study indicate that ageing degradation of alloy 625
takes place during long term elevated temperature
exposure. It is feasible to monitor the extent of
hardening non-destructively by ultrasonics. Properties
can be recovered by heat treatment and the same can be
ensured by monitoring ultrasonic parameters. This study
is useful for life assessment of heavy water plant
components.

1.8 Monitoring of IGSCC initiation and growth by
ultrasonic testing is carried out as per design Code .
The depthsizing is based on comparing signal amplitude
from IGSCC with that from a reference notch. This
approach results in undersizing of flaw because of
roughness , branching etc. associated with IGSCC. This
limitation can be overcome by using known depths IGSCC
as reference standard and/or employing ultrasonic
sizing technique independent of signal amplitude.
Experiments were carried out to generate IGSCC of
varying depths and sizing of the v same using flaw
tip diffraction technique. The results obtained during
this study indicate: (i) machined notch reference
defect standard is not suitable for sizing of IGSCC,
(ii) amplitude based sizing method undersizes IGSCC
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(iii) it is feasible to generate IGSCC of varying
depths in sensitized structures by exposure to
polythionic acid and (iv) tip diffraction method is ob-
served to be more accurate for sizing of IGSCC.

1.9 Studies were carried out to determine the
feasibility of applying AE technique for leak (of the
order of less than 100 cc/hr) monitoring through seal
plug during simulated studies at Refueling Technology
Division.

1.10 Magneto-acoustic emission (MAE) technique is
being developed as an NDE tool for ferromagnetic
materials. The MAE response of ferromagnetic materials
depend on residual stress, grain size, microstruc-
ture etc. Studies were carried on (i) 6.0 mm thick mild
steel plates butt welded by MMAW and (ii) metallic
glass ribbon subjected to thermal relaxation for
different time and at different temperatures below
recrystal1ization temperature to determine the
sensitivity of this technique and its possible
application in future.
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2. o Publications

2.1 A Split Coil Eddy Current Technique for the
Measurement of Annular Gaps

V.M.Bhole, U.N.Tripathi, Arbind Kumar and P.G.Kulkarni,
INSIGHT, vol 38, No. 10 , October 1996.

2.2 Acoustic Emission Monitoring of Through Wall
Circumferentially Cracked Pipe Under Tensile Load

B.K.Gaur, B.K.Shah, P.G.Kulkarni, D.K.Mahanty,
H.S.Kushwaha and S.C.Mahajan.

2.3 Determination of Ultimate Resolution in Screen
Fluoroscopy Using Microfocal Projection Magnification

P.R.Vaidya, L.G.Khanolkar and P.G.Kulkarni.

2.4 Ultrasonic Characterization of Intergranular Stress
Corrosion Cracking in Austenitic Stainless Steel Welds

M.Bandopadhyay, P.P.Nanekar, B. K. Shah, R. Ramanathan,
M.D.Mangsulikar and P.G.Kulkarni.

2.5 Ultrasonic Characterization of Ageing Degradation
During Long-Term High Temperature Exposure in Nickel
Base Alloy 625

B.K.Shah, P.P.Nanekar, M.Bandopadhyay,
A.K.Bandopadhyay, A.K.Biswas and P.G.Kulkarni.

2.6 Development of Test Procedures Results of Helium
Leak Testing of Ti-Nb Superconductor Billets

N.G.Dutta, Anish Ahmad, P.G.Kulkarni and
D.S.C.Purushotham.

2.7 Users Attitude Towards Indian Standards

P.R.Vaidya and P.G.Kulkarni, Journal of NDE, vol 16,
Jan- March 1996.

2.8 Detection of Zirconium Hydride Blister by Nutron
Radiography

A.M.Shaikh, P.R.Vaidya, K.C.Sahoo, et al., presented in
IAEA seminar on " Utilisation of Research Reactors" at
BARC 1996.
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2.9 Processing of Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 Tapes

M.R. Gonal, N.C.Soni, Ram Prasad, S.K.Gupta, M.K. Malik
and S.K.Malik, presented at DAE, BRNS symposium on
Electroceramics, Rajkot, March 1996.

2.10 Fabrication of Bi-2223 Superconducting Tapes

M. R. Gonal, N.C.Soni, Ram Prasad, S.K.Gupta, M.K.Malik
and S.K. Malik, paper accepted at International Work-
shop on High Temperature Superconductivity, ten years
after its discovery, Jaipur, Dec. 1996.

2.11 Precision Window Cutting of Thin Stainless Steel
Spacer Tube by Laser Beam

R.Kumar, S.Ghosh, S.K.Jha, R.P.Singh and G.L.Goswami,
Proc. National Laser Symposium, Jan 1996, BARC, Mumbai.

2.12 Parametric Studies of Cutting Zircaloy-2 Sheets
with a Laser Beam

S.Ghosh, B.P.Badgujar and G.L.Goswami, Jl of Laser
Applications, 8, (1996), p 143-148.

2.13 On Line Monitoring of Structural Integrity and
Leakage by Acoustic Emission Technique

S.K. Jha, B.P.Badgujar, G.L.Goswami and
D.S.C.Purushotham, Proc. Int. Conf. on Maintenance,
Inspection, Corrosion, Metallurgy and Plant
Reliability, Jan. 1996, Baroda.

2.14 Multiple Sheet Cutting Using Laser Beam for
Improving Productivity

S.Ghosh, S.K.Jha and G.L.Goswami, Proc. National Laser
Symposium, Jan 1996, BARC, Mumbai.

2.15 Material Processing Applications of High Power
Lasers

S.K. Jha and G.L.Goswami, Proc. National Symposium on
High Power Lasers, Dec. 1996, Defence Science Centre,
Delhi.

2.16 Investigation of Nuclear Reactor Steel by
Magneto-Acoustic Emission Method

Peter Pellionisz, F. Gillemot, G. L. Goswami, S. K. Jha
and S. Pirfo, Proc. 14th World Conf. on NDT (14th
WCNDT), Dec. 1996, New Delhi.
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2.17 Surface Modification of Stainless Steel Using
Laser Beam for Improving Oxidation Resistance

S.Ghosh et al. Proc. National Seminar on Surface
Science and Engg., Jan. 1996, Kalpakkam.

2.18 A Study of Two Beam Laser Welding Process

G.L. Goswami, C.S.Viswanadham, K.Mukherjee and
S.Kudappa, Proc. Int. Welding Conf., Dec. 1996, Mumbai.

2.19 Beam Welding Processes-Status at BARC

G.L.Goswami, D.Kumar, A.K.Ray and T.P.Saha, Proc. Int.
Welding Conf., Dec. 1996, Mumbai.



BERYLLIUM MACHINING FACILITY

Major Achievements

BMF undertakes precision fabrication of Beryllium components for
Space, Nuclear and other Applications. It h*s received a
challenge in fabricating intricate, high dimensional accuracy
Beryllium Mirrors as of import substitutes in the INSAT Programme
of ISRO. 3 Nos. of 340 mm :< 210 mm :< 19.5 Elliptical Mirror*
along with Adopter have been successfully fabricated. These
Mirrors require highly polished surface. This has been achieved
by plating their surface by Electroless Nickel Plating Technique
(developed by BMF) and then polishing it. The Mirrors are
undergoing polishing/optical coating..

4 Nos. of AY-Thruster Brackets for INSAT programme were
fabricated and are used in INSAT-II C Mission.

In continuation of MOU between M/s. Bharat Electronics &
BMF/ISRQ, BMF fabricated and supplied 1700 Nos. of Beryllium
Windows to M/s. Bharat Electronics, Pune which are used in X-
ray tubes manufactured by them.

Based on BMF's fabrication capability M/s. Hughes Spacecraft and
Communications. Company, USA is awarding a contract for
manufacturing 20 sets of Berylliym shaft Assemblies for their
Ico Programme.
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BIO-ORGANIC DIVISION

M a j o r A c h i e v e m e n t s

Bioorganic chemistry deals with the interfacial areas of biological, material and chemical
sciences. The activities of the Bio-Organic Division are tuned to contemporary demand and relevance.
The major thrust is directed to the basic researches in the frontier areas of bioorganic chemistry keeping
in view of their possible applications in applied areas. The highlights of the projects under progress are
given here.

A. BASIC RESEARCH
A.1. Biocatalysts in Bioorganic Syntheses

With the burgeoning demand for the development of clean technology, the potentialities of
biological processes are being increasingly realised in the present decade. Use of biocatalysts (enzymes),
the cornerstones of modern biotechnology are likely to contribute very significantly in the future
chemical industry. Biocatalytic reactions provide highly regio- and stereoselective transformations under
mild and eco-friendly conditions. High enantiocontrol of biocatalytic transformations contribute towards
the development of efficient protocols for chirotechnology - an important branch to biotechnology. To
this end, efforts were directed to design novel asymmetric synthesis of high-value low-volume bioactive
compounds such as Pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals. Using operationally simple protocols such as
solvent engineering, it was possible to alter the enzyme specificity and their activities could be tuned in
the desired directions. Enantio switching by enzyme activators in lipase catalysed esterification was
used in the synthesis of [R]-8-gingerol, the cardiotonic principle isolated from ginger. It is a highly
valued component of flavour agent used in food industry.

A highly convergent protocol which allows enantiocontrol of three stereogenic centres has been
developed. This strategy was used for the synthesis of tetrahydrolipstatin, the drug used for the control
of obesity. A diastereoselective strategy of C-C bond formation was formulated and used in the
synthesis of several unusual demospongic acids. With a view to understand the mechanism of enzyme
action, the active site topology of oxynitrilase was established via an empirical substrate control
approach.
A.2 Synthetic Bioorganics:

In addition to biocatalytic methods, stereoselective organic transformations were developed
using chiron routes as well as organo-metallic and photochemical reactions.
A. 2.1 Asymmetric Synthesis of Bioactive Compounds

In view of the importance of chiral compounds especially in the pharmaceutical and agrochemical
sectors, several asymmetric methodologies have been developed. Thus, using sugar as the chiral
auxiliary simple method for the preparation of homochiral homoallylic and homopropargylic alcohols
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with multiple stereocentres has been developed. These highly fiinctionalized chirons are currently being

explored for their conversion to drug intermediates and other bioactive compounds.

Recently marine natural products have attracted considerable attention because of their novel

bioactivities. Chirons obtained from easily available natural products were used for asymmetric

synthesis of several chiral compounds of marine origin like cytotoxic amides and polyacetylenic alcohols,

antibiotic fatty acids, immunomodulators etc. These compounds will be useful for understanding the

molecular mechanism of their action vis-d-vis their stereochemistry. The immense potential of enzyme

inhibitors in the rational drug design is well appreciated and has led to the discovery of many new drugs.

In this pursuit, some sulfonamide based inhibitors of carbonic anhydrase, the enzyme crucial for many

physiological functions of living systems have been designed via molecular modelling. Based on this

concept, synthesis of several analogs of sulfonamides as potential enzyme inhibitors have been

synthesised.

A.2.2 Organometallics in Organic Synthesis

Organometallics have provided valuable and powerful arsenal in the repertoire of organic

synthesis. However, for selective transformation, controlling their activities is essential. In

continuation of work on low-valent titanium (LVT) reagents, efficient ways for their activation as well

deactivation have been formulated by rational choice of ligands. Thus, now it has become possible to

tune the activities of the reagents to carry out McMurry reaction at wide range of temperatures to give

exclusive products of choice and often with preponderance stereoselectivity. Likewise, the organosilane

chemistry was used earlier for 1,2- and 1,3-stereocontrol. This strategy has now been extendeed for 1,5-

stereocontrol also which would allow access to the syntheses of important natural products like vitamin

E, phytol, insect pheromones etc.

A.3 Molecular recognition:
Introduction of non-natural amino acids into the peptide backbone impart special physical and

biological properties to proteins. The local constraints imposed by these modifications often confer

secondary structures to the proteins which may provide resistance to biodegradation and lead to

different molecular and chiral recognition. In this connection, peptides containing amino/sobutyric acid

and 1-aminocyclopropane carboxylic acid residues have been synthesised. They show strong chiral

recognition in dilute solutions as evidenced by NMR spectroscopic studies.

NMR spectroscopy was used for the first time for the study of molecular interactions of

fullerene, C ^ with different classes of compounds. Organic compounds with heteroatoms (n-donors)

and/or 7i-electron systems (n-donors) exhibited higher solubilities. Based on *H and 13C NMR data, the

solubility trend could be rationalised on the basis of its charge-transfer (CT) interactions with solvents.

Solvent-Cgo interaction studies led to the discovery of several new solvents. In addition, the concept of

CT interaction offers a platform for explaining the photophysical and photochemical properties of

fullerenes and designing novel fullerene derivatives for biological studies.
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B: APPLIED RESEARCH
B.1 Ecofriendly Pest Control Strategy - Use of Pheromones:

Integrated pest management programmes of pest control based on the use of pheromones

provide an eco-friendly alternative to use of toxic pesticides. The insect pheromone which is useful for

the control of the weevil menace of the sweet potato crop, has been synthesized and field trials have

been conducted in collaboration with Central Tuber Crop Research Institute (CTCRJ),

Thiruvananthapuram. Repeated trials reveal excellent efficacy of the synthetic pheromone both in the

control of the pest as well as improvement of the quality of the crop. A memorandum of understanding

(MoU) has been signed between BARC and CTCRI for the control of the pest using the BARC

synthesized pheromone. Coconut and palm are valuable sources of edible oils. However, their

productivity is severely affected due to the damage caused by the red palm weevil. Consequently, its

pheromone has been synthesized in racemic form and its bioassay is currently under progress.

Pink bollworm (Pectinophora gossypiella) and American bollworm (Helicoverpa armigera) are

the two major pests of cotton. Pheromones of these pests have been synthesised and trials for their

control were continued for the third successive year. Prediction of the population build-up of pests

could be made by careful monitoring the extent of infestation. This work was carried out in

collaboration with NAD & BTD, BARC and Central Institute of Cotton Research, Nagpur. Studies on

mating disruption have also been carried out against pink bollworm. A pheromone mimic was evaluated

for mating disruption of pink bollworm.

B.2. Bioorganometallics - Applications to Radiopharmaceuticals:
Radiopharmaceuticals are the backbone of nuclear medicine. Improvement in the methods for

the preparation of known radiopharmaceuticals and design of new ones are some of the important goals

of IAEA Coordinated Research Programme. The preparation of HMPAO and ECD were completed

earlier and made available to BRIT for the preparation of kits. Expertise gained from the basic work on

bioorganome(tallies was utilised towards the development of new generation of organic ligands which

are likely to find use in the radiopharmaceuticals, chelation therapy and analytical

chemistry/biochemistry. The reaction is based on single electron transfer process which is mediated by

transition metals. Based on this versatile and efficient method, about fifteen ligands with rigid,

multidentate and macrocyclic frameworks have been synthesised. These allow moderation of physical

characteristics (e.g. hydrophobicity) and altering the chelate ring size to the desired stability by using

appropriate substrates.

B.3 Actinide Extractants:
Solvent extraction procedures are extensively used in the nuclear fuel reprocessing. R&D work

on CMPO (w-octyl-phenyldiisobutylcarbomoylmethyl phosphine oxide) has been supported by

synthesising the ligand in sufficient quantities. Elaborate studies on radiolytic degradation of TRUEX

solvent was carried out using GC and GC-MS (in collaboration with RCD). Interpretation of the mass

spectra show that CMPO undergoes fragmentation at different sites giving products such as n-octyl
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phenyl phosphine oxide, w-octyl phenyl phosphinic acid and nitro derivatives of the fragments. An

understanding of the chemical nature of the radiolytic products will be useful for their removal so that

CMPO can be repeatedly recycled. Use of alkyl malonamides as extractants for actinides offer some

advantages because of their ready incenerability. Several malonamides have been synthesised for R&D

work.

B4. Bioactive Natural Products:
In search of bioactive compounds, investigations on indigenous plants have been continued.

Compounds with immunomodulatory activity have been isolated and purified by elaborate fractionation

of the crude plant extracts (in collaboration with CBD). Structural studies on the active principal by

chemical and physical techniques have been undertaken. Extracts from some of the plants show reverse

transcriptase inhibitory activity. Bioassay directed fractionation has resulted in the isolation of phenolic

compounds. Amongst recently discovered anti-AIDS compounds, pyranocoumarins are receiving

attention. Some of these compounds have been isolated as possible candidates for the development of

anti-AIDS compounds. Ecdysoids and precocenoids, (the insect growth regulators) have been isolated

from plants sources. Some of the growth regulators have been found to be toxic to marine fouling

organisms (in collaboration with the ApCD).

Some of the synthetic analogs of garlic constituents were found to inhibit HMG CoA reductase

activity. Therefore, these compounds were evaluated for hypolipidemic activity (in collaboration with

Hindustan Antibiotics). Significant reduction in triglyceride and cholesterol levels were observed in

cholesterol induced hypercholesterolemic rats. In addition, the synthetic compound showed antioxidant

properties. It exhibited significant in vitro inhibition of CCI4 or Fe2+ induced lipid peroxidation.
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BIO-TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

Major Achievements

In groundnut, a somaclonal variant was selected for
increased biomass and having tolerance to leaf spot and leaf
rust. Pigeonpea somaclones tested for 5 generations showed
increased yield compared with the control. In chickpea, a method
for high frequency shoot regeneration was developed. Cell and
callus cultures of rice cv. Basmati 370 exhibited typical Basmati
flavour and different supplements were tested for enhancing
flavour production.

Potato virus 'Y' coat protein gene was cloned in pUC18
vector by synthesising cDNA from virus RNA. The restriction site
analysis and DNA sequence determination have confirmed the
identity of virus coat protein.

Studies were conducted on the elucidation of wound
induced signal transduction system for the activation of plant
defence genes in potatoes. The requirement of activation of
calmodulin gene for the mobilisation of calcium ions for the
activation of plant defence genes was inferred from the studies.

By using coat protein gene probe a method was developed
for the detection of potato virus.

Methods were developed for micropropagation of banana,
grape, ginger, turmeric and sweet flag and plants were
transplanted to soil. Attempts were made to improve microtuber
production in potato by manipulation of the nutrient medium.
Among micropropagated plants of banana, one variant which
flowered in 5 months was observed and this was subsequently
micropropagated in vitro and 150 plants were transplanted to
field. Somatic embryos obtained from male inflorescences of
banana developed into plantlets. A total of 220 hardened plants
of different cultivars of banana subjected to different doses of
gamma-rays were planted in the gamma field and several
morphological variants were noted.

Clonally propagated Rauwolfla serpentina plants showed
similarities in chemical constituents and contained all the four
major alkaloids viz. reserpine, ajmaline, ajmalicine and
serpentine in levels comparable to the field grown plants.

Viable cells of Kluvveromyces fragilis immobilized by
entrapment in Ca-alginate were investigated for fermentation of
whey a major byproduct of cheese and casein industries either in
a batch process or in continuous process using a packed bed
reactor. A high alcohol and sugar tolerant flocculating yeast
was immobilized in Loofa sponge (Luffa cylindrical through
passive entrapment and was used in repeated batches for the
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fermentation of ayurvedic aristas. This approach was found to
reduce the fermentation time from 30 days to less than 18 h.

Glucoamylase adsorbed on cellulosic support in the form
of waste cotton threads followed by cross-linking using
glutaraldehyde was used as an immobilized biocatalyst in a batch
reactor without any appreciable loss in efficiency over 20
batches for the hydrolysis of 2.5% rice starch under optimal
conditions.

A yeast strain Torulaspora protoriensia isolated and
identified from metal bearing industrial waste site was found to
accumulate high concentrations of cadmium (120 ug/gm wet weight)
with high specificity. Few fungi which have a high biosorption
capacity for cerium have been isolated and identified. These
will be screened for their potentials in the bioremediation of
radioactive waste.

Chromobacterium viccosum lipase catalysed the reaction
between succinic anhydride and lauryl alcohol. In acetonitrile
alone the reaction products were monolaurylsuccinate and
dilaurylsuccinate in a concentration ratio of 3:7. Addition of
equal volume of n-octane reaction changed the ratio of monoester
to diester to 6:4. Thus, by a suitable selection of solvents,
the yield of diester can be reduced/eliminated and selective
synthesis of monoester from a bifunctional compound can be
achieved from this principle was extended to transesterification
of divinyladipate with tetradecanol and octadecanol.

Metabolic functioning of 4-AB shunt in A- niger was
confirmed by demonstrating the presence of all the three enzymes
of 4-AB bypass pathway, glutamate decarboxylase, 4~AB
transaminase and succinabesemialdehyde dehydrogenase in A. nicer
crude extracts. This is the first report on the presence of a
functional 4-AB bypass in a fungus. The temporal expression of
the 3 enzymes during the life cycle of A., nicer and during
acidogenesis was elucidated.

The effect of alcohol on microsomal ethanol oxidising
system (MEOS) was examined . Ethanol specific isozyme of
cytochrome P-450, CyPZEl was probed by N-dimethylamine
demethylase (NDMA-d) activity in multigeneration alcohol fed
swiss mice. In F44 NDMA-d showed no difference in 8 months old
swiss male and female mice. However, in 45th generation 4 months
old male mice showed significant increase (< 0.001) in enzyme
activity while female showed no change in activity. Similarly, 2
month old males in 46th and 47th generations when fed with 35%
alcohol for 2 weeks also showed significant Increase in NDMA-d
activity whereas females showed no change in activity.

Studies on chlorophyll a degradation by soluble and
insoluble enzyme fractions from Cavendish banana peel showed
existence of two distinct chl catabolic pathways, first one
chlorophyllase pathway, which is independent of oxygen and the
second oxidative chl bleaching pathway involving active oxygen.
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The presence of these two pathways was confirmed by studies on
chlorophyllase. Mg-dechelatase, and action of certain activators
and inhibitors of oxidative chl bleaching enzymes.

Photoinhibition as measured by O2 evolution and
Thermoluminescence [TLj glow curves was found to be more at
higher temperatures [temp > 25°C]. The presence and absence of
growth regulatory hormones exhibited a difference of more than
50% photoinhibition over a short interval of 1 hr in light. The
photosystem II (PS II) photoinhibition was more pronounced with
IAA compared to GA3 and kinetin. Thylakoid membranes isolated
from the developing green leaves such as Mustard (Brassica),
wheat, rice and green grams exhibited Methylviologen [MeV]
mediated O2 uptake as a measure of photosystem I [PSI] activity.
On supplementation of Indole Acetic acid [IAA] in the PSI assay
medium in the absence of MeV, a light dependent oxidase activity
was seen. This was confirmed to be associated with PSI.
Consequently, oxidation of IAA by the enzyme IAA oxidase was
demonstrated in the system.

Sodium Erythorbate (commercial name Eribate) a new low
cost antioxidant recently introduced in market was found to be
effective in controlling of browning of potato chips for
sufficiently long period. The procedure was scaled up to
industrial level and of practical relevance for Indian conditions
to maintain product quality.



CELL BIOLOGY DIVISION

Major Achievements

Divisional Objectives :

Mechanisms and modulation of radiation effects, nature of genetic variation and biology of
radioadaptation and stress responses

The research activities in the Division under the above objectives encompass three major programmes.
(i) Elucidation of the mechanisms and modulation of radiation effects in living organisms and search for inhibitors
of mutagenesis/DNA damage, (ii) Investigations on the human genome to elucidate the nature of genetic variation
at DNA and chromosomal levels for ascertainment of the magnitude of polymorphism and germ line mutations
among different ethnic groups and those under radiation exposure, (iii) Search for cellular and molecular basis of
radioadaptation and stress responses in living organisms. The programmes include studies from molecules to man
at individual and population levels and involve genetic, immunological, biochemical and molecular studies to
provide an integrated and comprehensive approach in pursuit of understanding the underlying mechanisms of
biological responses to ionizing radiations and other relevant environmental stresses.

There is emphasis on low dose effects, since, these are relevant to practical human situations such as
occupational and environmental exposures. Further, recent evidence indicates that biological effects at low level
exposures can be entirely different from those at high doses and low level exposures need not necessarily follow
the liner relationship as extrapolated from higher doses. Modulation of DNA damage is being investigated to
provide inputs for prophylactic strategies/interventions. Genomic alterations are being probed at the chromosomal
and DNA level employing cytogenetic and molecular genetics methodology. The altered gene expression is being
investigated using molecular phenotypes at protein and/or enzyme levels. Cellular and molecular basis of diverse
stress responses is being elucidated in a variety of organisms to delineate unique and global responses.

Monitoring and mechanisms of genetic effects and inhibitors of DNA damage

Studies related to monitoring, mechanisms and modulation of biological responses at cellular and
molecular levels in various experimental systems following exposure to ionizing radiation and other environmental
agents were continued during the year. Since, DNA is the primary target of radiation damage, reliable and rapid
method(s) of estimating DNA and chromosomal lesions including rearrangements are being employed. Study of
single strand breaks in plasmid DNA is being used as a rapid measure of DNA damage following exposure to
ionizing radiation or reactive oxygen species. "Chlorophyllin", a naturally occurring pigment, in low
concentrations was found to protect against DNA damage induced by ionizing radiation and singlet oxygen in the
pBR322 system measured as single strand breaks. Gallic acid and cobalt (II) chloride on the other hand, offered
only moderate and marginal protection respectively.

Ascorbic acid (vitamin C) is an important physiological antioxidant and scavenger of free radicals, whose
cellular concentrations are highly amenable to dietary manipulations. Ascorbic acid did not induce any
chromosomal/DNA damage in human lymphocytes as revealed by various cytogenetic procedures including
metaphase analysis for chromosome aberrations and sister chromatid exchanges and micronuclei in cytochalasin-
B blocked binucleated cells. However, ascorbic acid, interestingly seemed to potentiate the chromosomal
damaging effects of mitomycin C in GO human lymphocytes. Ara-C, a DNA repair synthesis inhibitor also
increased chromatid aberrations in human lymphocytes in vitro, when added prior to harvesting the whole blood
cultures.

Quinacrine, originally introduced as an antimaterial drug has been recently propagated for non-surgical
method of female contraception in several countries. This drug was also being considered for adoption at the
national level as population control is a thrust area of Govt. of India. It was, however, pointed out during the
expert advisory committee meetings that despite the strong opinion as a safe drug for female contraception, among
several countries including USA, quinacrine is potentially genotoxic as it intercalates with DNA, induces frame
shift mutations and strongly binds with chromatin. In an exploratory study in the Division, quinacrine at low
concentrations was found to induce chromosomal changes such as dicentrics, inversions and even marker
chromosomes in human lymphocytes grown in vitro. These results, warranting detailed investigations, support
the decision for withdrawal of clinical trials of the drug in India.

Micronuclei, which provide a rapid cytogenetic measure of chromosomal mutations, such as breakage
and non-disjunctional events, were found to increase in an age dependent manner in the bone marrow
erythrocytes of Swiss mice. The frequency of micronucleated erythrocytes was significantly lower in the young
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(at weaning) animals compared to adult and aged mice. These investigations corroborate with the mutational
theory of ageing and senescence.

The human cytogenetic laboratory, which has been established at BARC hospital with the expertise
extended from this Division, continued chromosomal studies in the newborns and other referred cases. About 175
newborns have been analyzed for various karyotypic changes. Studies have also been carried out on over SO
referred cases from pediatric and gynaecology units of BARC hospital and from TAPS and RAPS (collaborative
studies with Medical Division).

Immunomodulation by radiation and natural products

The multicellular and complex immune system is essential for maintenance of cellular and tissue
functions and protection of the host against invading organisms and other environmental stresses. Perturbation of
the immune system can lead to enhancement of the susceptibility of the host to environmental diseases, failure of
cellular homeostasis and biological defense mechanisms and precipitation of autoimmune diseases. Delayed type
hypersensitivity (DTH) response serves as an useful indicator of the cellular arm of the immune system. DTH
response to mycobacteria in intradermally immunized young and adult BALB/c mice, following exposure to low
dose whole body gamma radiation showed marginal enhancement of DTH response. However, CS7BL/6 mice,
known to show stimulation of some in vitro responses following low-dose irradiation, exhibited no change of
DTH. Earlier studies in BALB/c mice had shown that DTH response to mycobacteria was induced when the
antigen was given intradermally, and DTH got suppressed following immunization by intraperitoneal route.
However, low-dose irradiation did not affect suppression of DTH response mediated by intraperitonal
administration of mycobacteria in BALB/c mice. Thus, radiation may perhaps not influence CD8+ suppressor
cell function in mice.

Strain related response in CS7BL/6 and BALB/c mice to low dose radiation (LDR) exposure,
investigated in the in vitro mitogen (ConA) - induced blast transformation assay, showed that irradiated young and
adult C57BL/6 mice exhibit enhanced transformation, while BALB/c mice do not show such a response.
Further, observations emerging from a series of experiments, suggested that LDR stimulation ability may
dependent on the genotype of mouse, the antigen employed, as well as the type of response examined.

Studies on route dependent growth and immunogenicity of murine lymphosarcoma tumor showed that
LSA cells given intraperitoneally were tumorigenic in Swiss mice. However, these cells administered
subcutaneously were found to be immunogenic but not tumorigenic. Proliferation of the tumor cells metastasizing
in the spleen of Swiss mice given intraperitoneal syngenic LSA cells were found to be inhibited when cultured
with irradiated LSA cells. Further, supernatants of irradiated LSA cells also inhibited the proliferation of
metastatic splenic tumor cells suggesting that perhaps irradiated cells might have secreted a proliferation inhibition
factor.

Natural products from Indian Medicinal Plants have immense potential for modulation of the immune
system. A polysaccharide rich fraction of the dry stem crude extracts of the Indian medicinal plant Tinospora
cordifolia (Guduchi, Gulvel) showed mitogenic activity in mouse B lymphocytes. However, mouse T cells as well
as human lymphocytes did not respond to this fraction. The sugar moities of the polysacharride have been
identified. During further efforts to determine the nature of the critical sugar moities involved in the binding of the
mitogen to mouse lymphocytes, both galactose and arabinose were found to inhibit polysachharide mediated
mitogenesis in murine lymphocytes (collaborative studies with Bio-organic Division).

Nature of Genetic variation and DNA polymorphism

Genetic polymorphism provides a basis for the wide genetic diversity observed among living organisms.
Among the human populations, diversity can be seen not only in the physical features but in susceptibility to
diseases and sensitivity to environmental agents including radiations, xenobiotics and infectious organisms. In
addition to establishing individual identity (for forensic purposes) and evolutionary relationships among human
populations, the study of genetic polymorphism can be utilized to explore germ line mutations at specific loci and
for elucidation of the nature and origin of allelic variation.

HLA Class II polymorphism in Indian population
The major histocompatibility complex "Human Leucocyte Antigen" (HLA), a multiallelic system located

on short arm of chromosome 6, is perhaps the most polymorphic region in the human genome. The complex
encompasses class I, II and class III regions, which code for immunoregulatory proteins. In the Western
populations, the HLA class II polymorphism has drawn wider attention to understand the genetic susceptibility of
various autoimmune diseases, e.g. diabetes and for tissue typing during transplantation. However, such studies
are lacking in the Indian populations.
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Studies on HLA class II polymorphism (with DR, DQ and DP as functional molecules) involving
investigations of allelic and haplotype frequencies in two distinct Maharashtrian ethnic groups (Marathas and
Konkanastha Brahmins) have been continued. Analysis of DNA samples from peripheral blood of over 160
individuals from the two ethnic groups with reference to HLA-DQA1, DQB1 and DPA1 have been carried out
based on PCR amplification using specific primers synthesized in the laboratory with a Gene Assembler. The
studies identified predominant, common, and exclusive alleles establishing the frequencies of several alleles at
different loci and haptotypes between the two groups. Alleles DQAl*0101, allele DQB1*6O1 were most
prevalent, while alleles DQAl*0102 and *0103 and DQB 1*0303 and 03032 had a reciprocal distribution in the
two population groups. The genotype frequencies in both the population groups conformed to the Hardy-
Weinberg equilibrium. The allele frequencies observed in the Maharashtrian populations differ markedly from
other Caucasians, Japanese and blacks reported from Western investigation.

HLA Class II polymorphism in IDDMfamilies
Insulin Dependent Diabetes Mellitus (IDDM), an autoimmune disease is associated with the HLA Class

II region, more specifically with the DQ region. Twenty seven families (parents and sublings where available)
were HLA typed at DQA1, DQB1, and DRB1 loci and relative risk associated with the specific alleles have been
determined. The high risk alleles and haplotypes identified for our populations are only in partial agreement with
the Western reports summarized by the International His toco mpatibility workshop for Caucasians, Japanese and
Blacks. There was also partial overlap of protective DQA1 and DQB1 alleles, with the Western reports, but gross
differences with respect to protective haplotypes were observed. The haplotype DQA 1*0101-DQB 1*0501
associated with DRwlO was found to be most protective in our populations and emphasizes the role of DQ in the
above haplotypes. Further, about 55% of the diabetics encoded at least one. of the listed "susceptibility"
haplotype, as against 80-90% of diabetics reported from West. The DR associations with IDDM in our
population do not appear to be very strong. The possibility of the role of non-HLA genes or existence of a variant
of IDDM e.g., malnutrition related diabetes need to be explored.

DNA (mini and microsateUite) polymorphism in the Indian population
Human genome contains a large number of tandemly repetitive DNA sequences, which exhibit a high

degree of polymorphism. Because of their hypervariable nature the variable number of tandem repeats " VNTRs"
as they are called, provide extremely useful markers for various studies in human genetics, including
characterization of genetic variation in populations, pedigree analysis, finger printing and several other
applications in forensic medicine. The programme on DNA mutations based on the number of repeats and
variation of the core sequence within the repeats had been started last year with the objective of analyzing
mutations in the genome of various ethnic groups of the populations from high background radiation areas of
Kerala coast. Studies have been initiated using locally available DNA samples and about 30 minisatellite and/or
microsatellite loci have been identified for genomic analysis. The specific primers for PCR amplification of these
loci have been synthesized in the Division. Studies on 6 of these loci (D1S80, APOB, D19S20, DYS19,
DYS287, D17S5) in two Indian populations have been completed. The frequency and distribution of alleles and
genotypes have been determined. Analysis of another five loci (D12S66, D12S287, VWA, HUMTH01, F13A1)
is in progress. While, considerable work has been reported from the Western population, comprehensive
information on DNA polymorphism is not yet available on human populations from India. The data base thus
generated would serve as a comparative set of information in reference to Kerala population. Over 500 samples
obtained from HBR areas have been processed for DNA analysis, (collaborative studies with Monazite Survey
Project).

Human Dental pulp for DNA typing in forensic medicine
Dental pulp, due to its anatomical position within the hard walls of two calcified tissues, undergoes very

slow post mortem changes and remains well protected from deterioration most often under nearly asceptic
conditions. Since, teeth may be the only remains of man available for analysis during disasters, major fires or
explosions etc., dental pulp is a potential source of critical genetic investigations. Teeth and peripheral blood
samples were collected from 30 human subjects selected from outpatient Department of Dental College, who were
advised extraction for periodontal or orthodontic reasons with no systemic complications. DNA was extracted
from peripheral blood and dental pulp for simultaneous analyses. PCR amplification of the DNA using different
minisatellites namely D1S80, D17S5 and D19S20 and typing of the amplified DNA by polyacrylamide gel
eletrophoresis was carried out. The studies demonstrated that good amount of high molecular wt. DNA can be
isolated from dental pulp irrespective of anatomical position of teeth. Highly reproducible and comparable pattern
of DNA amplification from dental pulp and peripheral blood with concordance of DNA profiling between the
two tissues demonstrated the suitability of dental pulp for finger printing in forensic medicine. Dental pulp can be
the only source of vital information particularly when other tissues are not available or no more suitable for DNA
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analysis. (During this work, carried out in collaboration with Prof. B K Parekh, Prof. & Head, Department of
Oral Medicine and Radiology, tyair Hospital Dental College, Mumbai, Dr. Vasavi Krishnamurthy, BDS, a Post
Graduate student was trained in DNA finger printing).

Biology of radioadaptation and stress responses

Living organisms respond to physical, chemical and biological stresses in diverse ways, perhaps for
augmenting their defense(s) to withstand better the hostile environment. Search for the underlying mechanisms of
stress responses, a component of stress biology, now forms a frontier area of biomedical research. The cellular
and molecular basis of adaptive and stress responses to ionizing radiations, heat and agriculturally important
environmental stresses are being pursued in relevant organisms e.g. bacteria, plants and mammals including
human cells. •

Stress responses in human lymphocytes and laboratory mammals
Pre-exposure of human peripheral blood lymphocytes obtained from healthy donors to 1.0 cGy,

significantly reduced the level of chromosomal damage induced by 100.0 cGy gamma radiation, as revealed by
the frequency of micronucleated binucleate cells blocked at cytokinesis. There was, however, considerable
variability of adaptive response among individual subjects. The studies on adaptive dose optimization showed that
radiation doses upto 5.0 cGy were effective. However, exploratory studies carried out so far indicated no
evidence of radioadaptive response in germinal cells, as assessed by dominant lethal mutations during any stage of
spermatogenesis in mice.

Stress induced modification of protein synthesis, generally achieved by transcriptional process has been
shown for several microbes, plants and animals during exposure to a variety of stresses. The biological
significance and functions of stress induced proteins is beginning to be understood. To understand the molecular
events underlying the phenomenon of radioadaptation [35S]methionine radiolabelling followed by SDS
poly aery lamide gel electrophoreses was used to determine the induction of nascent proteins. In human
lymphocytes cultured in vitro and exposed to gamma radiation, there was no unambiguous evidence of any
induced protein. However, exposure of whole blood cultures to thermal stress induced about nine proteins in
mitogen stimulated and five proteins in unstimulated lymphocytes. Induction of proteins in specific transformed
or malignant human cell lines and whole animals following radiation exposure is being investigated.

Thermal stress is known to influence the biological processes among all the living organisms and heat
shock responses are the most widely investigated stress responses. Whole body exposure to thermal stress
(WBETS), offers protection against ionizing radiation in mice. The cellularity of the lymphoid organs indicated
that in mice exposed to thermal stress, there was a drastic reduction in the thymus cell number, starting from day
3 and from day 5 onwards repopulation started with complete recovery by day 15th. In fact, by day 18, there was
a significant increase in the cell numbers compared to the controls. However, bone marrow cells remained
unaltered and in case of spleen, there was only a transient increase. Preliminary observations indicated that
combination of WBETS and IL-1 treatment increases the survival of mice subjected to whole body irradiation
compared to IL-1 or WBETS alone. Thermal stress also modified the immunosuppressive effect of radiation as
measured by graft rejection (collaborative studies with Radiation Biology & Biochemistry Division).

Ethyl alcohol is a major ingredient of alcoholic beverages, which like smoking, are major confounding
factors encountered in the assessment of health profile of occupational workers and during epidemiological
investigations. Inbred strains of laboratory rodents provide closest experimental models for investigating
pharmacogenetic variability of human alcoholism. Ethanol is metabolized in human and rodent liver principally
by cytosolic alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) and also by microsomal ethanol oxidizing system (MEOS). Hepatic
ADH activity in mice showed, genotype, sex and age dependence in seven inbred strains of mice. The induction
of ADH by ethanol feeding was also genotype dependent. An increase in NDMA demethylase (N-DMA-D)
activity was observed in Swiss mice fed ethanol continuously, while short term exposure had no appreciable
effect. Even at higher level of ethanol the NDMA-D induction was genotype dependent.

Mechanisms of stress responses in nitrogen fixing cyanobacteria
"Cyanobacteria, or blue green algae are the unique forms of bacteria some of which are, simultaneously

endowed with two enormously important processes, plant type (oxygenic) photosynthesis and biological nitrogen
fixation. These organisms harness solar energy for photosynthesis and utilize atmospheric nitrogen to make
carbon and nitrogenous compounds. While nitrogen fixation is sensitive to oxygen produced in photosynthesis,
cyanobacteria adapt adequate protective strategies though, the two processes are intimately connected in these
organisms.

Both these phenomena are important for basic investigations as well of applied interests in agricultural
productivity. Salinity, heat, drought and osmotic stress are the major environmental stresses, which affect the
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agricultural productivity globally. The molecular mechanisms underlying stress regulated gene expression in
response to important abiotic stresses, such as salinity /osmotic stress, heat, have been the focus of investigations
in the Division. Several stress responsive genes have been cloned, many new stress induced proteins detected,
characterized and their contribution during adaptation identified.

Heat-shock response (HSR) has been characterized in nitrogen fixing Anabaena strains for the first time
and detailed kinetics, temperature dependence and conditions optimal for induction of HSR delineated. In
particular, using specific antibodies, regulation of the expression of a32 and GroEL proteins has been elucidated.
Interactive effects of heat and osmotic stresses investigated in Anabaena revealed cross-protection by heat against
osmotic stress. Cells which had pre-synthesized heat shock proteins (HSPs) appeared to be better in tolerating
osmotic stress. Pre-exposure to osmotic stress, in contrast, reduced the thermotolerance by interfering with HSP
synthesis. Heat-shock and osmotic stresses shared several common stress proteins, apparently regulated by certain
common signals. An excellent correlation between the presence or synthesis of stress proteins and enhanced
stress tolerance was demonstrated for osmo- and thermotolerance as also for the cross-protection.

Mechanisms underlying the enhancement of cyanobacterial nitrogen fixation during growth in sucrose
and its inhibition by NaCl were investigated further. Other osmotic stresses, such as polyethylene glycol and
mannitol did not cause similar enhancement. Unlike E.coli cells, Anabaena sp. strain L-31 was found to take up
sucrose, metabolize and incorporate it into proteins. Western blotting and immunodetection with anti-
dinitrogenase reductase antibody revealed that the Fe-protein synthesis was specifically enhanced by sucrose but
severely inhibited by NaCl. Thus, molecular basis of differential effects of ionic and osmotic components of
salinity stress on cyanobacterial nitrogen fixation were found to be due to repression of the dinitrogenase
reductase synthesis by NaCl and induction of its synthesis by sucrose.

Potassium deficiency was found to cause pleiotropic defects during growth of cyanobacterium Anabaena
torulosa, both under nitrogen-fixing as well as nitrogen-supplemented conditions. Prominently these included loss
of cellular turgor and decreased cell size, decreased photosynthetic pigments and impaired photosynthesis,
reduced synthesis of dinitrogenase reductase, inhibition of nitrogen fixation and growth arrest. All the defects
were corrected by addition of K+, even after prolonged K+ starvation, indicating that K+ deprivation was
bacteriostatic rather than bactericidal. The enhancement of nitrogen fixation by sucrose was, however, found to
be independent of the requirement of K+. Several novel polypeptides were synthesized by A. torulosa under
potassium starvation in a time-dependent manner. Most of these potassium deficiency-induced proteins (PDPs)
located in the membrane, were also induced by osmotic stress such as sucrose and their synthesis was repressed
upon K+ supplementation. These data clearly demonstrate that the common response (PDPs and OSPs) of protein
synthesis during K+ deficiency and osmotic stress is consequent to the turgor perturbation caused by these two
stresses. One of the PDPs has been identified as KdpB protein, corresponding to the high-affinity K+ K+-
transporting KdpATPase system in Anabaena.

Salinity stress regulated gene expression in rice
Submergence enhanced the halotolerance of rice (Oryza sativa L.) cultivar Bura Rata, considerably. The

growth inhibitory effect of abscisic cid (ABA) was, however, not alleviated by flooding, indicating that the
osmoprotection due to submergence was consequent to shoot elongation caused possibly by diffusing out of ABA.
A record number of 35 salinity stress-induced polypeptides (SSPs) were detected in Bura Rata seedlings using the
approach of in vivo radiolabeling with [35S]methionine. Many of the SSPs were expressed only transiently and in
low abundance, which is why many of the earlier approaches have not been able to detect most of these SSPs.
The peak expression was observed within 24h of exposure to salinity and declined thereafter. This correlated well
with the known induction of endogenous ABA levels by NaCl in the first 24h in rice seedlings. The salinity
stress-induced gene expression in rice is thus probably mediated by ABA levels (collaborative studies with
Nuclear Agriculture Division).

Drought tolerance in Portulaca
Studies on the underlying mechanism(s) of cellular responses to desiccation (drought) of Portulaca

grandiflora(\n orange-scarlet pentapetaly) an ornamental plant of considerable nutritive potential resulted in the
identification of several stress proteins. Characterization of these peptides is in progress. One of the desiccation
protein has been sequenced and another four have been purified to near homogeneity for microsequencing. Based
on the sequence data relevant oligomers are being synthesized and purified for further investigations,
(collaborative studies with Molecular Biology & Agriculture Division).

Miscellaneous

Analysis of samples of commercial acinol (an algicide), received from Cirus, Reactor Operations
Division, was carried out for its efficacy to inhibit the growth of green and blue-green algae in the laboratory and
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in open cultures. Recommendations were made regarding the required dose and the frequency of application of
acinol for controlling algal blooms in open ponds storing municipal water used as coolant for CIRUS machinery
and pressurized water loop.

The photographic unit of the Division continued to cater the needs of Scientists from NAD, MB&AD,
CBD and MSP in respect of Art work and photography for publications, experimental records and seminars.

The Division continued to interact with scientists from other Divisions including Medical, RB&BCD,
BOD, NAD, MB&AD and MSP. Divisional scientists were closely associated with human resource development
programme in Radiobiology and Biology of the Centre in respect of co-ordinating its overall scientific activities
and organizing practical training and lecture courses.
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CENTRAL WORKSHOPS

M a j o r A c h i e v e m e n t s

1) Equipment/components for foreign collaborations :

a) OSIRIS - RAL (UK): Various critical and precision components like chopper assembly,
collimator, shutter centre section, vacuum guide tubes for polarised neutron scattering studies
were manufactured and delivered to RAL. Further additional work is referred by RAL.

b) Scintillator detector - for Fermi lab (USA) - The second batch of 44 nos of scintillator
detector were manufactured and delivered to Fermi lab through TIFR.

2) Components/Equipments for In service - Maintenance of Power-reactor :

a) Special closure plugs and delivery system for RTD - These plugs are for in-service
maintenance works at MAPS. This will help to isolate the coolant channel for re-positioning
the indigenous garter spring. Many components of these assemblies required precision
machining and assembly work.

These were completed and handed over to RTD.

b) Sag measuring gauge - This gauge was designed manufactured and successfully used to
measure the sag of coolant channel tubes at RAPS. This device uses a LASER beam for
reference, the data acquired is analysed using a PC and the graph representing sag could be
plotted.

3) Equipment and components for Research reactors :

a) Control Rod drive mechanism components for PRP (Phase I) -
There are 120 types of components of intricate shape with close precision geometrical and
dimensional tolerances. To confirm the process and quality of the manufacturing components
almost 25 tasks were selected and the process are qualified. Now all these components are in
advance stage of completion.

b) Seal cutting machine : Design and manufacture of prototype machine for cutting the
canopy seal of steam generator and pump for PRP is completed. The required slim bearing
was manufactured by CWS, conforming to the accuracy nearer to standard bearing. The
mock up trials are planned.
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4) FOTIA Project

a) S.S column post assembly : Design and drawing of mechanism by which the ceramic
columns while assembling with S.S. plate shall be subjected only to compressive load has been
finalised and rework of column plates and machining of additional components are in progress.

b) 180 degree bending magnet: These are made out of soft iron tata 'A' grade steel. This is
precise job. Yoke machining is challenging process which is carried out to drg. requirement.

c) 90 degree magnet: Requirement of raw material is being built up by welding plates.

d) 20 degree Electrostatic deflector : Design & detailing is completed. This is also a very
close tolerenced job withstanding vacuum in order of 10-9 Torr. Work is commenced.

5) Equipment for Scientific use/research

a) Hydraulic Ingot Manupulator: Designed manufactured and supplied to LFMP. This is
used to lift and shift the 200 kg uranium Ingot.

b) Profile Measuring spectrometer: Designed, manufactured and supplied to SSPD.

c) ICP Polychromator for Spectroscopy division is completed and delivered.

d) TACTIC - Gamma Ray Telescope - 3 Nos. are in advanced stage of completion. This is
required for study of cosmic ray by NRL. One prototype is already manufactured and
installed at Mount Abu by CWS, as reported earlier.

Publications

(i) Mechanical Design & Fabrication of Monochromator for Photophysics Beam Line' at
International Conference on Spectroscopy - Frontiers and Perspectives (BARC, 3-5 Jan. 1996)

(ii) Design, Fabrication & Performance Evaluation of Scanning Monochromator for Rare
Earth Element Analysis' at XXIII National Symposium of the Optical Society of India
(Dehradun, 14-16 March, 1996).

(iii) ' Scintillation Counter - Development and Evaluation' at National Conference on
Machines and Mechanisms (CMERI, Durgapur, 20-21 Jan. 1996)

(iv) "Manufacture of R.F. Resonator by E.B. Welding at Symposium on Symposium on
Joining Materials (Friday, Sept. 1996) - WRI, TRICHI.
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(v) Mechanical Engineering Aspects of TACTIC - India's first Imaging Telescope' at
International Welding Conference (Mumbai, 5-7 Dec. 1996)

(vi) 'Fabrication of Zircaloy-2, Stainless steel Transition Assembly for In-situ
instrumentation of Nuclear Reactors' at International Welding Conference (Mumbai, 5-7 Dec.
1996)

(vii) Development of Diffusion Bonded Assembly of Titatium & Stainless Steel' at
International Welding Conference.



CENTRALISED WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITY,
KALPAKKAM

Major Achievements

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

1) The Liquid Effluent Treatment Plant, Solid Waste Management
Facility and the Decontamination Center were operated
satisfactorily to provide uninterrupted service to MAPS,
KARP, and various units of IGCAR. During 1996, about 22,000
M3 of various categories of liquid waste were received and
discharged to sea after dilution/treatment and monitoring
within the discharge limit approved by AERB. Similarly,
about 250 M-*. of solid wastes were received and disposed to
Brick-Walled Trenches, (BWT), Reinforced Concrete Cement
Trenches (RCCT), and Tileholes (TH), after treating by
baling/incineration, wherever necessary. In the
Decontamination Centre, about 100 Te of protective wear were
received, decontaminated and sent back to the users for
reuse.

2) 115 MJ of Category-I solid waste, which was kept in interim
storage till the completion of construction of Brick-Walled
Trenches (BWT), was segregated and disposed to BWT, thus,
clearing the back-log. Similarly, a back-log of about 15 Te
of protective wear was decontaminated and sent to MAPS for
reuse.

3) All the liquid effluent transfer pipelines, connecting MAPS
and various units of IGCAR to CWMF and interconnecting
different units of CWMF, were tested every 6 months, in
accordance with the guidelines stipulated by SARCOP, AERB.

4) The safety record at the plant during the past year was
satisfactory.

7) Development studies for the treatment of ILW: A special
stream of Category III waste (11 M?) was received from the
Dump Tank of MAPS. This was treated on experimental basis
with variety of sorbents, as described below :

a) Cupric hexacyanoferrate (Cu-HCF) loaded resin, supplied
by BARC : When 1000 L of the waste was treated by
passing through a 1 L bed of the resin at a flow rate
of 10 BV/h, a decontamination factor (DF) of above 100
was obtained.

b) Commercial polyacrylic fibres loaded with Cupric-
Ferric-hexacyanoferrate (Cu-Fe-HCF) : About 400 L of
the diluted (10X) waste has been successfully rreated
using a 0.53 L bed at a flow rate of 6 BV/h. The DF is
about 100 and the bed is still under use.

c) Mixture of commercial zeolites 'AR-1, 13X and 4A : The
zeolites were mixed in the ratio of 4:1:1 and a 150 ml
bed was used for the treatment of the waste. A DF of
above 100 has been obtained on passing 40 L of the
diluted (10X) waste at a flow rate of 6 BV/H, and the
bed is still under use.
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WORKS

1. Construction of a new battery of RCC Trenches, Tile Holes,
additional Pretreatraent and Post treatment tanks, chain link
fencing of the disposal area etc. , at an estimated cost of
Rs. 150 lakhs, is under progress.

2. Mock-up trials for handling of hull drums at CWMF end was
completed. The complete mock up trial for hull management
system has been planned.

3. Embedded parts for cell tunnel lining and process piping for
Alpha Waste Management Facility were finalised and put in
position upto 12000 RL (ground level).

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

1. Modelling studies on the ultrafiltration process have been
completed. Validation tests with copperferrocyanide slurry
filtration have indicated excellent agreement with the
predicted values.

2. Copperferrocyanide loaded polyurethane foam has been found
to be effective for the removal of Cs from LLW & ILW. The
foam, loaded with Cs could readily be digested in H,O: +
H?SO4, with a view to immobilize the radioactivity in
inorganic matrix.

3. A two step process for in situ neutralisation with cement
slurry, followed by addition of dry cement for the fixation
of simulated of acidic higher active waste in cement, has
been evaluated and found satisfactory.

4. A process using precipitation with Zinc for the removal of
COD, arising due to the presence of sulphide ions in tannery
wastes, has been developed.

5. Ru/Alumina and Pd/Alumina catalysts, developed indigenously
for the removal of NO, from gaseous wastes, have shown 95%
removal of the NO, component of gaseous stream.

6. Studies are continued for the separation of radioactive
inert gases such Ar & Kr, using Pressure Swing Adsorption
system. Carbon molecular sieves and molecular sieve 5A are
being evaluated for the removal of 0* and N,, respectively.

7. site characterization studies for a deep repository at the
Kalpakkam site have been continued. Core samples obtained
from 3 borewells of 600 m depth and 1 borewell of 200 m
depth are being investigated for their physico-chemical
characteristics. Important parameters like *in-situ' stress,
resistivity and permeability upto a depth of 200 m have been
measured in collaboration with NGRI, Hyderabad.

8. Sorption studies of typical ions such as Na +, K+, Ca 2 +, Mg 2 +

and some radioactive ions on selected backfill materials,
are continued in order to get information on
movement/retention of the ions.



CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. The facility for grinding LIMP slag (USTF-dry) was commissioned
for trial runs. As per clearance obtained from MOSC -for the
initial trials, about 15 liT of uranium slag was ground to re-
quired size and supplied to UMP for further processing. The
report on these trials is under preparation for submission to
MOSC. Further operation of the facility will be undertaken after-
clearance based on this report.

2. Work was continued in collaboration with M/s Indian Rare
Earths Ltd (IRE) for thorium concentrate retrieval, its process-
ing and long term storage, as per the recommendations of the
Kakodkar Committee. Required inputs were provided by the Division
to the consultants appointed by IRE for preparing the detailed
project report. The report is under the cosideration of IRE.

3. The pilot plant for the enrichment of B isotope by exchange
distillation of BFT;.ether complex was operated. Enrichments upto
92.5 atom 7. ^B were obtained in the product ether complex. This
was further processed to obtain BF-?, . CaF~> and- boric acid for use
in connection with fabrication of neutron counters. BF-^.CaF^
enriched in B isotope was supplied to Solid State Pljrsics Divi-
sion, BARC for this purpose.

4. Synthesis of scintillation chemical PPO was carried out and
was supplied to various users particularly to power reactors for
use in monitoring of tritium. Plastic scintillator blocks were
prepared and supplied to TIFR for their experiments on g_amma ray
astronomy at gev energies (GRAPES) being conducted at. Ooty. The
value of these items totalled Rs.11.36 lakhs.

"J . Work was taken up at the request of BRIT for scaling up the
facility for technetium column gel generator from 1 gm active Mo
to 100 gm active Mo processing capacity. Experiments were con-
aucted on inactive material based on information supplied by BRIT
arid equipment required for remote? operation was identified. The
system was demonstrated and a detailed project report including
equipment specification was prepared and submitted to BRIT.

6. In development work on 'cold fusion', a reproducibi1ity
factor of 60 "/. was obtained for production of tritium as one of
the products in Ni-H^. system.Further work-is planned to be car-
ried out on Patterson^cel1.
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7. Execution and implementation of three? VI11 Plan projects
viz: (i) Processing of Magnesium Fluoride Lining Material
(ii) Pilot Plant F-'acilitv for Enrichment of 10B by Ion Exchange.
and (iii) Development: of .1500 Ampere Prototype Fluorine Cell mid
5 Tonnes/Year SF^ Pilot Plant, is nearing completion.

Publications

1. 'Investigation of Low Level Tritium Generation in
N1-H2O electrolytic Cells' T. K. San karanarayan'an,
M.Srinivasari!, M . B . B a j p a ,i. a n d D . B . B u p t a , F u s i o n T e c h -
nology, 30- Dec. 1996

2. Trace? Determination of Nitrate Ions; in Ammonium Uranyl Carbon-
ate Powder - M.B.Bajpai. lvl. K-Dix.it, M.V.S. Natarajan, S.K.Arora
and J.M.Joshi : BARC Report BAFr<C/1.996/1 /009



CHEMISTRY DIVISION

Major Achievements

The highlights of the work done in chemistry division during

1996 are given below;

-• • 6.3d_i.a.r..io_n .and. Php_toc_h_enu_sjt_rZ

Limited clinical trials of a radiation processed hydrogel

developed in the Chemistry Division were suceesfully carried out

at the BARC hospital. It was shown that old scars could be

reversed by the use of this gel.

Radiation chemical studies on microemulsions made very good

progress. It has been shown that nanoclusters of metals like

Cadmium,Copper,Pal 1 adium and Platinum could be obtained by

radiolytic reduction in microemulsions. These nanoclusters have

been deposited on carbon film; they range in size from 6~40nm.

Considerable insights have been gained from the radiation

and photochemical investigations on several important systems such

as curcuminoid and phenolic ant ia:< idants, drugs, fullerene

derivatives, laser dyes, haloalkanes etc. The reactions of

nitrogen peroxide and its free radical with /?--carotene are also

being stud i ed .

Setting up of a transient absorption spectrometer for

studying the ultra fast reactions at femtosecond time scale is

nearly complete. 70 femtosecond laser pulses are now being

routinely produced.

2.Catalyst for Hydrogen hit igat ion

The precious metal catalyst system for hydrogen

mitigation developed in the Chemistry Division was delivered in

Jhset form (1 m ;; 7m; to the Reactor Engineering and Reactor Safety

Divisions for pilot plant scale studies. The multistream hydrogen

monitor developed in the division was used in determining the

dispersion of inert gas in the test chamber of the pilot plant.

3 • QAJLBSIML f7 i i ms

For coating diamond films by the chemical vapour

deposition method, methane gas which is an imported item and in

use sc far, has been substituted by the indigenously available

acetone. The substitution by acetone has proved to be highly

advantageous; higher deposition rates and improved quality of
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films have been thus obtained. A 20mm diameter steel piece was

coated with- diamond film on one planar surface and delivered to

Refuelling Technology Division.

4• L i thium Fluoride Phosphors

Developmental investigations on the high tissue

equivalent doped lithium fluoride based thermoluminescent

phosphors have yielded significant results. By doping with

copper, magnesium and phophorus phosphors highly sensitive to low

radiation fields have been produced. The optimisations of the

concentrations of the dopants and the thermal treatments for the

samples are being presently studied.

5 • Calculations on. Dr_y_ Combust ion P las ma

Theoretical calculations of the thermodynamic and

electrical properties of potassium seeded dry combustion plasma

which might be generated from indigenous charcoal, have been

carried out. It is found that the properties are remarkably

superior to conventional combustion plasmas obtained from fossil

fuels like coal, natural gas etc. which were being employed so far

in magnetohydrodynamic<MHD) power generation experiments. For

example, the electrical conductivity of the dry combustion plasma

is ten times higher than those of the conventional plasmas.

Refinements and elaborations of the calculations are now being

done .

6.Chemical Syntheses

A method for the synthesis of perdeuterated poly

ehtylene, in high yields, has been developed. The material was

successfully tested for its deuterium content and several batches

of the same have been prepared.

A number of mixed organometal1ic complexes of copper with,

iron, chromium and cobalt which are known to show

ferromagnetic behaviour at low temperature, were synthesised.Their

magnetic and other properties are being investigated.

A novel se 1 eno-sulphide of palladium, Pd-rSeS, was

synthesised by thermolysis of the corresponding trinuclear

seleno- thio complex. A series of trinuclear organoarsenic

complexes have also been synthesised. An interesting zinc peroxy

terpyridine which shows fluorescence at room temperature, both in
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solution and in- solid state has also been synthesised. Their

characterisation and properties are being presently studied.

A pilot plant for the production of pressure sensitive

adhesives at the rate of 20kg per batch has been commisioned.

7. Interfacial Chemistry

Investigations of vesicle to micelle transition induced by

heat or by addition of other surfactants have yielded very

interesting results. A new mechanism has been proposed. Diffusion

of polystyrene particles in worm-like micelles has been studied

using dynamic light scattering. The entanglements of the micelles

could be studied by this technique. Using a He-Ne laser

birefringence studies were conducted on CTAB—sodium salicylate

micellar systems. A two component decay of birefingence was

observed.



Publications

I. PUBLISHED

(A) CHEMICAL I) YNAM1CS, It A I) I A TION AND MIOTOCUEMISTR Y

1. Identity of transients from chlorinated fullcrenes in organic solvents : A pulse radiolysis
study
K.I. Priyndarsini, llaii Mohan, PR. Ilirki'll and J.I'. Millal
J. Phys. eiiem., 100, 501 (199G).

2. Reduction and defluorinalion of perlluorophenol in aqueous solutions
Lian C.T. Shoute, Jai P. Miltal and P. Ncta
J. Phys. Chem., 100 3016-3019 (1996).

3. Aggregation of C70 in solvent mixtures
UN. Ghosh, A.V. Sapre and J.P. Millal
J. Phys. Chem., J00 9022 (1996).

4. Spectral, acid-base, and laser characteristics of l,4-bis[(2-quinolyl) vinyl] benzene (DQVD)
S.A. El-Daly, S.M. Al-IIazmy, E.M. Ebcid, A.C. Miasikullan, D.K. Palit, A.V. Sapre nr<'
J.P. Mittal
J. Phys. Chem., 100.9732-37(1996).

5. Fluoride elimination upon reaction of pentaduoronniliiic with e"aCi, M, and OH radicals in
aqueous solution
Lian C.T. Shoute, Jai P. Mittal and P. Neia
J. Phys. Chem., KX), 11355-11359

6. Deuterium isotope effect on ullrafast inleimolecular election transfer
II. Pal, Y. Nagasawa, K. Tominaga and K. Yoshihara
J. Phys. Chem., 100, I l%'l (1990).

7. Formation of radical anion on the reduction of carbonyl- containing perfluoro-aromatic
compounds in aqueous solution. A pulse- radiolysis study.
Lian C.T. Shoute and Jai P. Mitlal
J. Phys. Chem., 100, 14022-14027 (1996).
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. 8. Deuterium isotope clVccl on (he solvation dynamics of methanol: CH3OH, CH3OD,
CD3OH and CD3OD.
H. Shirota, H. Pal, K. Tominaga and K. Yoshihara
J. Phys. Chcm. 100, 14575 (1996).

9. Free radical intermediates in llie reduction ol'tjuinoxaline N-oxidc anlilumor drugs : Rcdox
and prototropic reactions
K.I. Priyadarsini, M.l;. Dennis, M.A. Naylor, M.R.L. Slrallbrd and P. Wardman
J. Am. Chem. Soc, JJjJ, 5648-5654 (1996).

10. Dual sites of solvalion lor electrons JIIKI calion-clcelron recombination observed in the
radiolysis of Triton X-100 & water mixtures: Homogeneous and liquid crystalline regions
Il.N. Ghosh, A.V. Sapre and K.V.S. Rama Rao
Chem. Phys. Lett., 255, 49 (1996).

11. UV spectrum and decay kinetics of transient mcthylsilenc produced in the 193 nm
photolysis of gaseous 1-methyl-1 silacycloluilane u..
R.K. Vatsa, Awadhcsh Kumar, P.D. Naik, I IP. Upaclhyaya, U.B. Pavanaja, R.D. Saini,
J.P. Mittal, and J. Pola
Chemical Physics Letters, 255, 129-133 (1996).

12. Branching ratio for the H + NCO channel in the 193 nm photodissociation of HNCO
R.A. Brownsword, T. Laurent, R.K. Valsa, I I.-R. Volpp and J. Wolfrum
Chem. Phys. Letters, 249, 162 (1996)

13. Photodissociation dynamics of HNCO at 248 11111
R.A. Brownsword, T. Laurent, R.K. Vatsa, I I.-R. Volpp and J. Wolfrum
Chem. Phys. Letters, 258, 164 (1996).

14. CO2, laser induced IRMPD of 2-bromo-2-chloro-l,l,l-trinuoroethene time-resolved
luminescence studies
K.K. Pushpa, Awadhesh Kumar, R.K. Vatsa, P.D. Naik, K. Annaji Rao, J.P. Mittai, V.
Parthasarathy and S.K. Sarkar
Chemical Physics Letters, 24.9, 167 (1996).

15. Dynamics of 11 + D2O > D + HOD hydrogen exchange reaction
R.A. Brownsword, M. Ilillenkamp, T. Laurent, R.K. Valsa, ll.-R. Volpp and J. Wolfrum
Chem. Phys. Letters, 259, 375 (1996).

16. Repair of semi-oxidized 3,5-diiodolyiosiiie : Radiation chemical studies in the presence of
oxygen, ascorbate and supcroxide aiiioii
T.N. Das
Int. J. Rad. Diot., 70, 7-13 (1996).

17. Oxidation reactions of a bovine serum albumin-bilirubin complex. A pulse radiolysis study
S. Adhikari and C. Gopinalhan
Int.J. Radiat. Biol., 69(1), 89 (1996).
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18. Mechanism of protection against b-ray induced micronucJci in poly chromatic erythrocytes
L. Sarma, T.P.A. Devasagayam, Hari Molian, J.P. Miltal and P.C. Kesavan
Int. J. Radiat. Biol., 69, 633 (1996).

19. Timc-resolvcd study of the transients produced in Ihc CO2 and ArF laser flaslt photolysis
of gaseous silacyclobulane and l,3-di.silacyelol>ulane
S. Dhanya, Awadhcsli Kumar, R.K. Valsa, R.I). .Saini, J.I'. Mil I a) and J. Pola
J. Chcm. Soc. Faraday Trans., 92(2) 179-183 (1996).

20. Formation of radical adducls of ('(>() with alkyl ami halo alkyl radicals : Transient absorption
and emission characteristics of the adducls
H.N. Ghosh, II. Pal, A.V. Sapre, T. Miikhcrjce and J.P. Mittal
J. Chcm. Soc. Faraday Trans., 92, 911 (1996).

21. Onc-clcctron transfer reactions of some hydroxy-naphlhoquinones : Solvent and
substitution effect as studied by pul.se nuliolysis
M.C. Rath, H. Pal and T. Mukhcrjcc
J. Chem. Soc. Faraday Trans., 92, 1891 (1996).

22. Kinetic and spectral characteristics of one-electron oxidation of acridine (l,8)dione in
aqueous solution
Hari Mohan, N. Srividya, P. Ramanuulhy and J.P. Miltal
J. Chem. Soc. Faraday Trans., 92, 2353 (1996).

23. Reactions of Oil and e'aij with uracil and lliymine in the presence of Cu(ll) ions in dilute
aqueous solutions : A pulse radiolysis study
K. Chabita, A. Saha*. P.C. Mandal*, S.N. I3haltacharyya*. N.C. Rath and T. Mukherjee
Res. Chem. Intermcd., 22, 225-210 (1996).

* SINP, Calcutta

24. Three-electron bonded a/a* radical cations from mixed substituted dialkyl sulfides in
aqueous solution
S.A. Chaudhri, E. Anklam, Hari Mohan and K.-l). Asmus
J. Chem. Soc. Perkin Trans., 2, 383, (1996).

25. Kinetics & spectral properties of the electron adducl of 2'-dcoxyinosine : A comparison
with other purine nucleosidcs
R.R. Rao, C.T.Aravindakumar, U.S.M. Rao, I hiti Mohan and J.P. Mittal
J. Chem. Soc. Perkin Trans., 2, 1077 (1996).

26. Effect of coordinating ligands in the radiation chemical studies of (l-hydroxy prolinate)
ethylene diamine) palladium(II)-chloride complex iii a(|ueous solution
R.P. Patel, M.A. Vaidya, H. Mohan and S.K. Kulshreshtha
Radiat.Phys. Chem., 48(1), 41 (1996).
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.27. Pulse radiolytic one-electron reduction of anlliraquinone and chloro-anthraquinone in
aqucous-isopropanol-acctone mixed solvent
M.C. Rath, H. Pal and T. Mukheijee
Rad. Phys. Chem., 47,221 (1996).

28. Radiolysis ofbinary and mixed-ligand palladium (II) complexes with 2,2'-bipyridinc and 1-
amino acid ligands
R.P. Patel, H. Mohan and S.K. Kutslircshlha
Radiat. Phys. Chem., 47(4), 571 (1996).

29. Electron transfer reactions in RB90745, A bioreduclive drug having both aromatic N-oxidc
and nitroarcne moieties
K.I. Priyadarsini, M.A. Naylor, M.R.L Stratford and P. Wardman
Free Radical Research, 25, 99-107 (1996).

30. Reactions of OH and eaq adducts of cylosinc and its micleosides or nucleotides with Cu(II)
ions in dilute aqueous solutions : A steady-stale and pulse radiolysis study
K. Chabita*, A. Saha, P.C. Mandal, S.N. Bhallacharyya, M.C. Rath and T. Mukherjee
Radiat. Res., H6, 514-524 (1996).

* SINP, Calcutta

31. Chemical properties which control selectivity and efllcacy of aromatic N-oxide bio-
reductive drugs
P. Wardman, K.I. Priyadarsini, M.F. Dennis, S.A. Everett, M.A. Naylor, K.B. Patel, I.J.
Stratford, M.R.L. Stratford and M. Tracy
British Journal of Cancer, 74, S70-74 (1996).

32. The one-electron reduction potential of 3-amino 1,2,4- benzolriazine 1,4-dioxidc : A
hypoxia selective bioreductive drug
K. Indira Priyadarsini, M. Tracy and P. Wardman
Free Rad. Research, 25; 393-399 (1996).

33. Caffeine as an anlioxidnnl : Inhibition of lipid pcroxidalion induced by reactive oxygen
species
T.P.A. Devasagayam, J.P. Kamat, Ilari Mohan and P.C. Kcsavan
Biochima. Biophysica Acta, 1282, 63 (1996).

34. Vibrational coherence in photoisoiMeiisalion reaction of cis-slilbeuc in solution
D.K. Palit, A.Z. Szarkn, N. Pugliano and R.M. I lodistnisser
in "Ullrafast Processes in Spcetroscopy", O. Svelto, S. Oc Silverlri and G. Devardo Eds.
Plenum Press, N.Y. p. 75-77 (1996).

35. Femto-second intermolccular electron transfer: Towards better understanding of the role
of vibrational motions
K. Yoshihara, 11. Pal, II. Shirota, Y. Nagasawa and K. Tominaga
in "Fcmtochemistry", M. Chcrgui (I 'd), World Scientific Publishing, 540 (1996).
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36. Study of transient intermediates in radiation chemistry and biology
T. Mukherjee and J.I'. Mitlal
in "100 Years of X- rays and Radioactivity", IANCAS, Mumbai, 1996.

(li) INTERFACIAL CHEMISTRY AND CATALYSIS

37. Anomalous ordering of work-like micelles under electric field
Janaky Narayanan, C. Manohar and I*. Mendes
J. IMiys. Chcm., J00, 1X524 (19%).

38. Vesicle to micelle transition induced by coulomb correlations in 2-dimensions
S.V.G. Mcnon, C. Manohnr and I". l.ci|ucux
Clicm. Phys. Lett., 263, 727 (1996).

39. Vesicle to micelle transition : Rheological investigations
P.A. Hassan, B.S. Valaulikar, C. Manohar, F. Kern, L. Bourdieu and S.J. Candau
Langmuir 12, 4350 (1996).

40. A thermally reversible vesicle to micelle transition driven by a surface solid-fluid transition
R.A. Salkar, P.A. Hassan, S.D. Summit, U.S. Valaulikar, V.V. Kumar, F.Kcm, S.J. Candau
and C. Manohar
Chemical Communications, 1223 (1996).

41. Aggregates from cetyl trimethyl ammonium hydroxy naphthalene carboxylate : A light
scattering study
P.A. Hassan, Janaky Narayanan, S.V.G. Meuon, R.A. Salkar, S.D. Samant and C.
Manohar
Colloids and Surfaces A : Physicochemical and Hngineering Aspects, 117. 89 (1996).

42. Alkaline earth metal ion- proton-exchange equilibria on Nation-117 and Dowcx 50W X 8
in aqueous solutions at 298 + 1 K
Sita T. Iyer, D. Nandan and 13. Venkataramani
Reactive & Functional Polymers, 29, 51 (1996).

43. Studies on the sulphur poisoning of Ru, RuOx/TiO2 catalyst for the adsorption and
melhanation of carbon monoxide
V.S. Kamble, V.P. Londhe, N.M. Gupta, K.R. Thampi and M. Gratzcl
J. Catal., J58, 427 (1996).

44. Syncrgislic effects during CO oxidation over mixed oxides study of (Fe2O3 + S11O2) and
(M112O3 + S11O2) systems
S.K. Kulshrcshtha, MM. Gadgil and R. Sasikala
Catalysis Letters, 37, 181 (1996).
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45. Reactions of ethene over silica, T-aliiiiiina, YIia2Cii3O6 9 perovskile and ZSM-5 zeolite :
Thermal vs catalytic processes
B.S. Shcte, AD. Bclapurkar, V.S. Kanible, and N.M. Gupta
Ind. J. Chem. 35A, 262(1996).

46. Air Tolerance of a Ru-RuOx/TiC>2 catalyst for the CO2 melhanalion reaction
N.M. Gupta, V.S. Kamblc
Ind. J. Chem.. 35A. 557(1996).
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J. Appl. Phys. 79 (8), 5260 (1996).

49. Neutron diffraction structural studies of 1201
J.D. Mandal, D. Dandyopadhyay, 13. Ghosh, 11. Rajagopal, A. Scqueira and J.V. Yakhmi
J. Supercond., 9, 261 (1996).

50. A structural study of the chemical stability of Y|_xCaxBa2. xLaxCu3O7.j (x=0.0, 0.2 and
0.4)
H. Rajagopal, A. Scqucira, R. Ganguly and J.V. Yakhmi
J. Supercond., 9, 617(1996).

51. Superconductivity in (Gdi85.xPrxCeo 15)CUC>4

I.K. Gopalakrishnan and J.V. Yakhmi
PhvsicaB. 223-224. 551 (1996).

52. Neutron structural study on YQ gCarj. |CCQ I B«i2^lM^8 superconductor
A. Sequeira, II. Rajagopal, I.K. Gopalakrishnan and J.V. Yakhnii
Physica B, 223-224. 568 (1996).

53. Infrared spectra and normal modes ofoilhoihonibic
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J. Molecular Struct., 375, 9-21 (1996).
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Phys. Lett. (A), 219, 217 (1996).

55. Evidence for superconductivity in lluoiinated UnCuC^ at 35K. Microwave Investigations
G.M. Phatak, K. Gangadharan, R.M. Kadam, M.f). Sastry and U.R.K. Rao
Pramana J. Phys., 46(4) 277 (1996).
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56. Muon spin relaxation studies on the fcrromagnct MnCu(obbz). III2O
R. Cywinski, J.V. Yaklimi, S.A. Cliavan, S.I*. Cottrell and 0 . Kalin
Synth. Met., 85(1-3), 1751 (1996).
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60. Electronic-structure elTecls in the suppression of superconductivity in hydrogenated Z^Rh
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Phys. Rev. 53, 12299-303 (1996).

* Solid State Physics Division

61. Low-temperature magnetic phase of UC112GC2 : A macroscopic, mesoscopic and
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Phys. Rev., B53, 28-31 (1996)

Solid Stale Physics Division
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64. Phonon Density of states in Z^Ni
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Physica, D 222, 233-37 (1996).
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Solid Slate Communications, 97 647-650 (1996)
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Chem. Phys. Lett., 261, 515(1996).
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Environment Monitoring and Assessment 40, 253-59(1990).
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73. Chemistry and Physics of hillcrenes and Relaled Clusters
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74. Diamond CVD-National & International Status
A.K.. Dua
lit "Thin Film Characterization ami Applications", lids, S.A.K. Narayandas and D.
Mangalraj, Allied Publishers Ltd., pp. 45-53 (1996).
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* 11T, Powai
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* I IT, Powai
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J. Organomet. Chem., 515, 81-87 (1996).
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B.C. Alyea and V.K. Jain
Polyhedron, J i , 433-438 (1996).
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82. Preparation and characterization of O.O'-dialkyldithio phosphate complexes of
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V.K. Jain and S. Chaudluiry
Polyhedron, JJ>, 1685-!6S9 (I996).
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Janaky Narayanan, C. Manohar, I), l.angovin and W. Urbach
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121. Shear-Induced vesicle to micelle transition
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Sastry
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S. Narayan, V.K. Jain and S. Chaudluuy
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A. Singhal and V.K. Jain
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COMPUTER DIVISION

Major Achievements

DEVELOPMENT OF SUPER COMPUTERS BASED ON PARALLEL PROCESSING
TECHNIQUES

64-node ANUPAM parallel processing system, developed earlier during the last year,
functioned satisfactorily as part of the central computing facilities for BARC as the fastest
system available for super computing applications. The system with a peak computing speed of
5.7 Giga flops, giving a sustained performance of 400 Mflops for actual users jobs which is
equivalent to the super computing speed obtainable on CRAY YMP class of super computers,
is being extensively used for solving a number of super computing jobs from various Divisions
of BARC. The system can be used in 8 node, 16 node, 32 node or 64 node configurations
depending upon the users requirements.

Following are some of the new programs implemented on the ANUPAM Parallel
Processing Systems:-.

- Simulation studies for 4 elements Tactic Gamma-ray Telescope being set
up by NRL, BARC:- This simulation package used CORSIKA code, which was
originally developed by KfK, Karlsruhe, Germany. The code contains 30000 lines of
Fortran-77 code. The code simulates interaction and decays of nuclei, hadrons,
muons, electrons and photons in the atmosphere upto 10**17 eV and generates type,
energy, location, direction and arrival times of all secondary particles created in an air-
shower.

- ' C language code dealing with plasma multi-phase chemical equilibrium and
thermo physical property computations for Laser and Plasma Technology Division.
The code is useful in high enthalpy plasma heater design and simulatioa

- Intense fields laser-atom interaction calculations for Laser and Plasma
Divisioa The code has produced some new results in multi-photon ionisation of
hydrogen atom.

A new software environment for allocation of nodes on ANUPAM parallel processing
system as per the users' requirements has been developed. The parallel processing system is
logically partitioned into a number of clusters. A user can request the number of clusters
depending upon the requirement. Each cluster can have 7 or 16 nodes. The free clusters
available on the parallel processing system can be allocated for other users' jobs.

Computer Division, BARC took active part in conducting 2nd International Workshop
on Parallel Processing and Super Computing Applications in Science and Engineering held at
ICTP, Trieste, Italy during September 9-27, 1996. The complete practical session of the
Workshop was based on a parallel simulator software developed for ANUPAM parallel
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processing system at Computer Division, BARC. Six scientists from BARC participated in the
workshop as invited faculty members.

It is planned to develop a new parallel processing system using DEC Alpha compute
servers and other high speed compute servers as nodes and the latest ATM (Asynchronous
Transmission Mode) switches for inter communication. The first model ANUPAM-DEC is
based on a DEC-ALPHA workstation interconnected using high speed ATM gigaswitch. A
single gigaswitch can support upto 52 nodes. For higher number of nodes more switches have
to be used in cascaded fashion. The complete ANUPAM parallel processing environment
including parallelising libraries (ANULIB) and other parallel tools are made available on this
system. A client-server approach has been used so that any user can run parallel job from any
workstation. A remote file system has been incorporated to keep user account on a central
server. For the last six months 2 node DEC-ALPHA workstation connected over ATM
gigaswitch configuration has been made operational at BARC, which will be upgraded to 8
nodes configuration shortly. Initial results and performance figures obtained on this platform
are very encouraging.

DEVELOPMENT OF TEXTURE MAPPING AND 3-D BILL BOARDING FOR
VIRTUAL REALITY APPLICATIONS

The Virtual Reality packages 'Master Plan' has been further upgraded by providing
support for texture mapping 3D and Bill Boarding

Texture maps are image files, which can be pasted into the 3D polygons describing the
3D geometry of the object to give a much better visual impact. For example, for displaying a
brick wall modelling each brick of the wall, not only consumes a large amount of time, but
also increases the number of polygons to be displayed. This in turn reduces the frame rate and
hence interactivity. This problem can be tackled by using texture maps. In the above case, a
photograph of a brick wall is scanned into an image file. The wall is drawn with the help of a
single, simple rectangular polygon. The image of brick wall is then pasted into thin polygon.
This gives effect of a brick wall, at the same time reducing the total number of polygons, which
aids in improved frame rate/interactivity and reduced time in generating the model.

Bill boarding is another technique used to reduce the total number of polygons in a
given model. This technique was implemented for symmetrical objects like spheres, cylinders,
cones etc. These are basic objects used in most of the models. It is noted that such objects
always have only one half of their geometry visible to the user. Hence such objects are drawn
with only half of their original geometry. Thus we have a hemisphere for a sphere, a half
cylindrical sector for a cylinder and so on. Algorithms have been developed so as to keep
these objects facing always towards the observer. Thus at each step, these objects keep
orienting themselves towards the user, eliminating the need of drawing the polygons which are
never seen by the observer. Thus we can define the objects with half number of polygons in
this geometry, and improving the frame rate/interaction without compromising on the visual
simulation.
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DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE FOR IMAGE ANALYSIS USING
MORPHOLOGICAL METHODS AND GRANULOMETRY

Morphological Methods are extremely useful for image analysis particularly for
extracting image components. Morphology involves two basic operations namely erode and
dilate. Erode results in shrinking of the image and dilate results in expansion of objects in an
image. A structuring element of varying size is used for performing these operations. By
combining of erode and dilate operations, open, close and other morphological operations can
be performed. Software packages for various morphological operations has been written using
visual C++ in windows environment. Morphological methods are useful in developing
algorithms for Granulometry which deals with determining size and distribution of particles in
an image.

The Morphological image processing software has been used for developing the
following applications:-

- Processing of images of glass ceramics samples developed for preparation of phase
transformation diagrams and identification of features on the basis of grey level, shape
factor and other related object parameters for Process Instrumentation System Division

- Application in the field of physics and Fractal and non-fractal formation for Solid
State Physics Division,

Metallographies examination of samples for Materials Science Division, Metal
particle size distribution on the catalyst surface from scanning electron microscope and
transmission electron microscope pictures for Chemistry Division.

- Porosity of metals for Radio Metallurgy Division.

- Restoration of old engineering drawings for Reactor Engineering Division

DEVELOPMENT OF VISUALISATION SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR STUDYING
COMPLEX FLOW/COCENTRATION FIELDS

This software provides support for studying for the voluminous results generated
during fluid dynamics computations. This helps in visually comprehending the numerical
results in an easier and more meaningful way. This package also provides support or
simulating transparency effects. By using this packages multidimensional data like the velocity,
temperature, particle trajectory, density, counter-current flow rate, etc. can be studied in
complex high speed fluid dynamics problems. This package is being further upgraded to
provide walk-through facility along the trajectory of particles.
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DEVELOPMENT OF 3-D VOLUME RENDERING PACKAGE

Volume rendering is a flexible technique for visualising scalar fields with widespread
applications in medical imaging and scientific visualisation. Its use has been limited because it
is highly compute intensive, whereas interactive rendering is possible only on supercomputers.

The 3-d volume rendering package provides facilities for rendering on graphics
workstation and supports parallel projection. Ray tracing algorithm is used for rendering the
individual voxel. Surface shading calculations at every voxel are performed using local
gradient vectors. These local gradient vectors are serving as surface normals. In a separate
step, surface classification operations are applied to compute opacity factor for individual
voxel.

IMPLEMENTATION OF NUMERIC ALGORITHM GROUP (NAG) STANDARD
FORTRAN LIBERARY ON DEC ALPHA SERVERS AND GRAPHICS WORK
STATIONS

Since most of the scientific users at BARC has been using NAG Library package for their
computational jobs, there was a requirement of implementing NAG library on DEC ALPHA
and Silicon Graphics systems. For this the NAG library source code has been modified to
support the machine dependencies such as definition of smallest positive real number, largest
negative real number and positive permitted argument for exponential operation, largest
positive permitted argument for SIN, COS, DSIN, DCOS, largest integer representation on
computer, largest integer power of 2.0 without underflow, maximum number of decimal digits
which can be represented on computer, etc.. Random Number generator routine implemented
in the library supports wide range i.e. 10**-1024 to 10**+1024 for representing randomization
in the numbers.

The NAG library code is available in the re-entrant form for DEC FORTRAN77, DEC
FORTRAN90 and Silicon Graphics FORTRAN77 compilers.

DATA STATION FOR RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENT OF METALLIC SAMPLES

This system interfaces a PC to Nanovoltmeter through GPIB for resistivity measurement
experiments using Four-Probe method. The resistivity/time profile at any given ageing
temperature gives information on material composition and structures.

The hardware consists of GPIB (NI/PC-II compatible) add-on card in PC-486. The
device drivers have been developed and assimilated in the main software package. The
software has remote dontrol of nanovoltmeter panel-settings and data sampling and fixed time
intervals. It has Graphical User Interface for data handling and resistance profile displays.
Data acquisition uses parameters set within this program like sampling rate, No. of samples
and remote settings on Nanovoltmeter. A sliding Bar executive gives access to acquisition,
profile display etc., through Pop-down menus. This data station is functioning at Material
Science Division, BARC.
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AUGMENTATION OF CENTRAL COMPUTING FACILITIES

The central computing facilities foe BARC has been upgraded by installing two latest
DEC Alpha compute servers and graphics work stations. These high speed computer systems
are widely used for scientific computing and high speed graphics applications.

The DEC Alpha servers 2100 4/275 are based 275 MHz Alpha processors. Each system
has 256 megabyte main memory, 6.3 GB fast hard disk and other periperals. The servers
support unix operating system, FORTRAN-90. C, C++ compilers, pre-processor for C and
FORTRAN, graphical debugger, MOTIF, XI1, OpenGL graphics libraries and other utilities.
These systems are also connected through digital ATM GIGASWITCH. Links between DEC
Alpha server and ATM Gigaswitch have the speed of 155 Mbps. PVM (Parallel Virtual
Machine) software has been implemented on two DEC Alpha server systems. PVM
communication takes place over 155 Mbps ATM links to avoid communication bottlenecks for
Parallel processing programs.

One Silicon Graphics Power Onyx 8000 high-end graphics system is based on 90 MHz
MIPS R8000. The system has 256 Megabyte main memory, 8.4 GB fast hard disk and other
standard peripherals and extreme graphics (1280 * 1024 resolution, 24 bit planes, 24 bit Z
buffer). The graphics system supports Unix operating system, FORTRAN-77, FORTRAN-90,
C, C++, compilers, OpenGL, IRIS GL, MOTIF, XI1, graphics libraries, MATLAB 4.0
software, CRAY compatible FORTRAN library, 3D visualisation software.

Two INDIGO-2 medium power workstations with extreme graphics and virtual reality
equipment (Data Gloves, Head mounted displays) and Two INDT low end workstations have
also been installed.
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DESALINATION DIVISION

Major Achievements

Desalination Division is engaged in 1 airly advanced ongoing research and
development programme on thermal and membrane processes for desalination and water
reuse.

1. PLAN PROJECTS

1.1. 6300 M3/d«y Nuclear Devaluation Demonstration Project at MAPS,
Kalpakkam (DC Plan)

The detailed project report was prepared. The project aims for setting up a
desalination plant comprising of 4500 MVday Multi Stage Flash (MSF)
desalination plant and 1800 MVday Sea Water Reverse Osmosis (SWRO) plant
The plant will utilize the steam from Madras Atomic Power Station (MAPS).
Arrangement will be made to tap the required quantity of steam tor MSF plant fi'om
both the reactor systems to ensure continuous operation. Provision will be made to
regulate the steam supply as well as isolate the system as and when required. The
condensate from MSF will be returned back to MAPS at an appropriate point. It
has been decided to meet trie sea water requirement for MSF from the seal wells of
the process sea water system of MAPS which is at about 3°C higher than the
ambient temperature of sea water. The reject sea water and blow down brine will
be sent to the sea water outfall line of the MAPS. Electrical power requirement
(1.8 Mwe) will be met by installing a transformer (33 KV to 415 V) for the power
supply at 415 V to desalination plant. Site for die desalination plant has been
selected adjacent to the MAPS (2 x 170 Mwe PHWR). Capital investment and
operating cost details were worked out Plant layout was prepared. Hie plant
will be a demonstration of safety and economics of nuclear desalination technology
as a future viable alternative to meet the water shortages.

2. BASIC RESBARCH

2.1 Polymer Synthesis and Membrane Characterisation

Dry nanofiltration (NF) membranes based on polyamide (PA) were developed and
tested in a plate module at 15 bar using sodium sulfate feed.

The newly developed polysulfone polyamide polymer was subjected to
characterisation of its RO properties, membrane samples gave around 97% salt
rejection (SR) and >1000 LMD flux for brackish water in test cells.
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2.2. New Product Developed

Spirally wound membrane element lias been developed for brackish water
desalination and effluent water treatment.

2.3. New Process Developed

A process based on solvent exchange cum immersion precipitation was developed
ihr preparation oi* supported asymmetric semipenneabie membranes from
polyamide type polymers.

2.4. Improved Heat Transfer Studies

Based on the preliminary date collected on a single tube experimental set up, the
detailed design of 1 Tonne/day (TPD) Horizontal Tube Thiii Film (HTTP)
desalination unit was completed. It was decided to use plate heat exchangers for
preheating the sea water. Action has been initiated for the procurement of chemical
dosing system, sea water pump, vacuum pump and the plate heat exchangers.

3. APPLIED RESEARCH & ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT

3.1. 425 M 3/d Mulli Stage Flash (MS*) Desalination Plant

The 425 niVd MSF plant was operated round the clock on different occasions with
particular emphasis on control systems as level control for the product water,,
brine, condensate and sea water feed (o get valuable data for the 4500 M3/d MSF
plant design.

3.2. Waste Heat Utilization For Desalination

Efforts are directed towards utilization of waste heat for sea water desalination as
a part of water cost reduction strategies, it is proposed to couple the existing Low
Temperature Vacuum Evaporation (LTE) desalination plant to CIRUS utilizing a
part of the waste heat of the reactor for sea water desaJination. A joint report on
waste heat utilization of CIRUS for producing PCW makeup from sea water by LTE
desalination plant was prepared. Sensitivity analysis was carried out for the
existing LTE plant based on peifonnance data PCW makeup requirement of
CIRUS is around 10-15 lit/min. and it matches with the production rate of desalted
water from LTE plant.

3.3. Termocompreuion

Ilie 1 TPD LTE desalination unit coupled with Thermo Compressor (TC) was
successfully operated. A significant improvement in the overall performance of
the desalination evaporator was noted. The performance improved with the motive
steam. Performance analysis indicates a performance ratio upto 1.5 could be
achieved from a single effect desalination evaporator using 7 bar motive steam to
compress vapour Com 0.1 bar to 0.2 bar.
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3.4. 5 M3/d Sea Water Reverse Osmosis (SWRO) Unit

It was operated in generaJ and round the clock shifts to generate valuable data for
higher capacity SWRO plant.

3.5. 40 M 3/d Sea Water Reverse Osmosh (SWRO) Plant

Most of the equipments have been procured. Membrane elements for first and
second stages were inspected. Hie civii structure and electrical work are taken up.

3.6. RO Decontamination Unit at UMP

RO plant at UMP was operated in general shift. A decontamination factor (DF) of
50 was obtained along with volume reduction (VR) of 20.

4. CONSULTANCY

4.1. Consultancy services were provided to M/s. Sandoz (I) Ltd., Thane for setting up a
membrane based plant for concentration of calcium lactobionate stream from 24%
to 48%. The plant has been since set up at Sundoz works.

4.2. A MOU was signed with Defence Laboratory, Jodhpur to provide the consultancy
for setting up 2 RO plants in Banner District, Rajasthan.

4.3. Expertise was offered to Dr. Ambedkar Technological University, Lonare for
setting up a membrane separation laboratory in the Chemical Engineering
Department.

4.4. Discussions are being held with NDRI, Karnal for supply of membranes and
modules for dairy applications.

Publications

International

M.S. Hanra, V. Ramachandhran
Trace level separation of ZnSO* and Pb (NOj)2 from toxic effluent streams by RO
plate modular systems.
Separation Science &Teclmology 3± (1996) 50.

A.M. Hanra, V. Ramachandhran
RO performance analysis oi'CA and TFC PA membrane systems for separation of
trace contaminants
Desalination K)4_ (1996) 175
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DIVISION OF REMOTE HANDLING & ROBOTICS

M a j o r A c h i e v e m e n t s

Research and Development programme at the Division of Remote Handling and
Robotics is primarily oriented towards development of needbased technologiesin the areas
of Intervention Robotics, Remote Manipulation and Advanced Automation for beneficial
substitution at manual labour with stress on higher levels of safely, reliability, ergonomics
and consistency for handling diverse tasks in nuclear facilities.

During the period under review, the programme registered appreciable progress
on the following lines.

(i) BARC HMT Collaboration for Servomanipulators;

The BARC-HMT Collaboration programme launched in July, 1994 through a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) and sanctioned by the Department in December,
1994, reached the final phase during the year.

The formal handing over ceremony held at HMT, Bangalore in October 1996
marked the demonstration of this indigenous technology and highlighted the rewarding
interaction between HMT and BARC in productionising the upgraded technology for
servomanipulators within a reasonable time frame and cost for in house applications.

After testing and demonstration at HMT premises, the 3 pairs of
servomanipulators covered under the MOU have been delivered - one and half pairs in
early November,96 and the balance one and half pairs in early March 97. Commissioning
activities have since been initiated.

(ii) Co60 Teletherapy unit for cancer therapy:

Design, fabrication and progressive implementation of the control systems and
Interlocks is in progress; action is underway for incorporating certain minor modifications
in the mechanical sub-assemblies for facilitating integration of the control system and
Interlocks.

(iii) Core Shroud Inspection: TAPS

A totally indigenous and cost effective manipulator system was 4$Y^oped and
successfully implemented for core shroud inspection for TAPS Reactor synchronizing with
the outage of the Reactor. Further work for upgradation of the system and extension of its
application was taken up. (core shroud inspection of TAPS I with" enhanced work volume
has since been completed, work on development of systems for compact cleaning Head,
UT and for steam nozzle inspection etc. is underway).
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(iv) Food Irradiator (POTON) Project:

The Division is involved in the development of a Commercial Scale Food
Irradiator for sprout inhibition in onions and potatoes by C06O gamma Irradiation. Design
of mechanical and control sub-systems falls particularly within the purview of the Division.
Design of some of the components has been completed during this period. The scope of
design includes, design details and drawings for Plug-Door and Trolley over pool, suitable
Hot Cell, Plug-Door Liner, Pool Lining grid, EPs, Trolley, Plug Door Safety gate etc.
Further work is in progress.

(v) Robot Configurations:

Development of 5 DoF SCARA ( Selective Compliance Assembly Robot
Arm) Robots for deployment in constrained workspace, hostile environment and repetitive
operations in underway. Prototype of one version (500 g payload) has been developed.
Further work is in progress.

A Laboratory Scale model of a Laser Beam Manipulator Robot was
developed and demonstrated. The 3 axis gantry type Robot has deployment potential in
Laser Material Processing techniques such as laser cutting, welding, marking, surface
hardening and laser engraving.

(vi) Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) for material handling;

This system is intended for fuel rod handling at the Atomic Fuels Division.
Design is in progress. A scaled down model has been fabricated and the appropriate
control strategy is under development. Based on feedback from the performance of the
model, the design of the actual system will be finalised.

(vii) Mobile Robots:

A pneumatically driven walking mechanism with capability for mobility
over inclined surfaces and walls was developed and demonstrated.

(viii) Advanced sensory devices and vision systems:

Fabrication of the Stewart Platform configuration for Force Torque
Sensors was completed and dynamic studies were carried out. This sub-system, will
provide force feedback for achieving improved ergonomics and better transparency of
work areas for servomanipulator operation and adequate force control in the End Effector
of high technology Robots for dexterious manipulation and complex operations.

Development of vision system (both hardware and software) for Intelligent
Robotics and Advanced Automation progressed satisfactorily. A prototype Robot vision
system for object Recognition was developed and demonstrated through integration with a
Robot control computer through digital communication for interactive object handling.
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A Laboratory Model of a workstation for vision development has been set-up for
analysis of process parameters for scene analysis in Robot vision.

A prototype video motion detector has been developed and demonstrated at low
speeds; areas of application include Robot Cell Monitoring in Manufacturing Automation
and intrusion detection in computerised High Security systems.

(ix) Other significant developments:

Other noteworthy programmes currently underway include the periscope
for FBTR, Graphite cutting device for CIRUS, upgraded 3 piece Mechanical Master Slave
Manipulators for WIP, Advanced Power Manipulators for KARP and modelling and
simulation studies for obstacle avoidance and mobile robot navigation (using neural
networks).

(x) Technology Transfer/Collaboration programmes:

M/s. ECIL are set to launch production of 4 Axis Robots on a limited
scale, based on our technology, the cost factors are under study for buyback. In view of
the rewarding experience in our collaboration with M/s. HMT, Bangalore for
servomanipulators vis a vis time schedule and cost and the interest evinced by M/s. HMT
for further collaboration on Hi-Tech areas, it is proposed to enter into an MOU with HMT
for limited scale productionisation of the Co60 Teletherapy Technology. Preliminary
discussions were held with HMT and a Draft MOU was prepared. With a view to
associate the prospective users viz. Tata Memorial Hospital - Tata Memorial Centre,
Bombay with the proposed collaboration, discussions were held with TMH (TMC) and
their comments on the Draft MOU have been received with indications of their interest in
the programme, possible areas of their participation and site for locating the units. The
programme will be finalised after identifying the firm location, source of funding and cost
aspects.

Again, in view of the proven success of the MOU approach for meeting our in-
house needs for special equipments within a reasonable lead time, it is proposed to adopt a
similar approach for the manufacture of Rugged Duty Manipulators for our in-house
projects. Discussions were held with reputed Manufacturers in the Public and Private
Sector and the issue is being actively followed up with a keenly interested Private Sector
organisation to arrive at a cost effective and time bound programme.
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ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. Automated Liquid Scintillation Counting System

A PC based automatic liquid scintillation counting system has
been developed. It allows samples to be handled in blocks of 10
samples per cassette upto 30 cassettes during a single loading.
The cassettes are transferred to and fro on friction driven rubber
belts which are controlled by AC synchronous motors. Thus the
movements of samples in the X, Y and Z directions are fully under
motor control. The system also features a spectrum analyzer in
addition to the electronic hardware for obtaining Beta energy
spectrum of coincident events. The spectrum is analyzed to derive
the Spectral Index of the Sample (SIS) which is utilized for
identification of radioisotope or for calculation of efficiency in
case of known isotope to display CPM and DPM. Menu driven software
enables the user to appropriately select the parameters such as
counting time, no. of cassettes, normal/calibration mode and
others.

2. DSP based Accelerator Card for High Speed Processing of 2D Data
such as image

A PC Add-on board based on ADSP 2100 Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) has been designed. The Hardware testing has been completed.
It enables very high speed data processing capability for
voluminous data such as 2D images. Software routines have been
developed for image processing tasks such as 2D convolution.
Further software for more complex operations such as 2D FFT, 2D
DCT etc. is under development. 7x7 convolution operation on a
512x512 pixel image is carried out in 2.67 seconds whereas a
pentium (P60) takes over 39 seconds for the same operation. This
board also has a provision for high speed digital video bus. With
the help of this bus, the DSP board has been interfaced to the
video frame buffer board developed earlier. When operated
together, these boards provide a very high speed video image
acquisition and processing environment. As the images are
processed in 'local mode', data transfer to PC (for processing
purposes) is not necessary.

3. Ultrasonic Imaging System for NDT

The system has been significantly upgraded. The new
pulser/receiver board has several new features such as i)
programmable transmit pulse amplitude, damping & pulse repetition
rate; ii) A preamplifier with software selectable gain upto 50dB
max. with a 3dB Bandwidth of 30 MHz. iii) Programmable bandpass
filter for SNR optimization, iv) Trigger in/Trigger out facility
for synchronisation with external pulser/receiver or Flaw
Detector. The ADC card has been upgraded by including the PC
interface logic and increasing the memory capacity for A-Scan data
storage thereby reducing the total no. of cards required for
system configuration. Two systems are being fabricated for supply
to BHEL, Hyderabad and Materials Science Division, BARC.
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4. Development of PISA-Cardiograph

A PC Based Phase Invariant Signature Algorithm (PISA)
cardiograph system has been developed for early detection of
ischemic heart disease. The low amplitude high frequency
perturbation signals from the acquired ECG signal are extracted
and processed. These signals are specific to ischemic heart
disease. The system developed is being clinically evaluated.

5. Development of Magnetic Stimulator

A magnetic stimulator has been developed for stimulation of
neuromuscular tissues for diagnosis of related disorders. A time
varying magnetic field is used for the purpose of stimulation and
due to this the stimulation process is painless when compared with
its electrical counterpart.

6. Gamma Camera to PC Interface (ANUGAMI-S)

This system is basically an image acquisition PC Add-on card
which enables interfacing of a Gamma Camera to Personal Computer.
This state of the art design provides quality improvement in
addition to image acquisition. This has been achieved by applying
on-line uniformity correction and this feature is extremely
essential for nuclear medical investigations using Gamma Camera.
The improvement in image quality is achieved by image acquisition
in positionally varying & sliding energy window.

IAEA has placed an order on B.A.R.C. for supply of 70 units
of ANUGAMI-S and 50% of the supply has been executed. Upgradations
have been carried out in interface hardware and software to meet
specific user needs. "Fast Acquisition1 feature has been added to
acquire the images at a rate of less than 1 sec. This system has
been extensively evaluated clinically even in other countries, and
an extensive program of evaluation and quality control has been
successfully carried out.

7. Development of Box Car Averager System

This system has been designed for recovering low level, fast
and repetitive signals buried in noise. It consists of two gated
integrators & boxcar averager module, Averager module and a Gate
Scanner module, Analog signal processor module and preamplifiers.
The Boxcar Averager has a gate width of 2 nsec. and a front panel
controlled gate delay of 100 msec. max. The maximum trigger rate
is 20 KHz and exponential averaging as well as shot to shot
analysis can be carried out. Real time signal processing and
variety of scanning modes are significant features. The system
amplifiers have rise/fall time of 2/3 nsec. in 5V dynamic range
and the preamplifiers have a dynamic range of IV with rise/fall
time of 1.2 nsec. The interface unit for the boxcar modules helps
to process the Analog Processor & Boxcar Averager signals. It is a
module with 8 bidireactional analog' input and 2 bidirectional
digital input channels. The configuration can be set from the host
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PC. The system has a display module that displays the voltage
connected to it in analog, digital and bargraph form. Two boxcar
systems and 15 boxcar integrator modues have been supplied to
various users in B.A.R.C.

8. FOTIA Control & Information System

Folded Tandem Ion Accelerater Control & Information System
(FOTIA-CIS) has been developed for monitoring and control of a
large number of FOTIA parameters from different locations. It
incorporates CAMAC as front-end and has facility for observation
of parameters from remote locations and for assistance and
training to operators. It has been designed as a Distributed
Command & Control System (DCCS) with distributed CAMAC crates to
minimise cabling and standard PCs are connected over ethernet for
obtaining high performance and cost effective solution for control
& monitoring of accelerator parameters. About 44 different modules
have been developed in house for hardware implementation of the
system. Extensive software has been developed for this system.
Some of the salient software features are:

* Window based user friendly operator interface
* FOTIA expert system to train/guide the operators in normal use
as well as maintenance.

* Flexibility of configuration.
* Automatic sensing & isolation of detective or removed crates
from the system operation.

* QNX real time operating system.

9. Data Acquisition System for PSD based Neutron Diffractometer

This system has been designed for experiment using Position
Sensitive Detector (PSD) based Neutron Diffractometer. The
hardware interfaces a ratio ADC (RDC) and provides necessary
control capabilities for counting and positioning. The software
controls data acquisition, storage and presentation. Salient
features of the system are:

* Transputer board with a piggy back card interfacing an external
4K Ratio ADC.

* Jumper selectable 32 bit scalar (External/Internal).
* Detector positioning under precise motor control.
* Generation of spectrum for each session of counting and
individual spectrum storage in binary or text format.

* Support for RDCs of different resolutions.
* Spectrum compression if needed.

10. Development of Integral Photon Counting System

This unit is an integrated module for photon counting
purposes. It is suitable in applications such as mass
spectroscopy, gamma ray densitometry and ion counting.- It has a
pulse pair resolution of 10 nsec. The amplifier has a rise time of
3 nsec and adjustable gain upto max.of 40. It provides a prescalar
output, fast output and linear count rate meter output. The count
rate meter has basic full scale range of 100 cps to 100K cps in
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five scales with 2% accuracy. The prescalar of 10,20,50, IK, 10K
enhances the linear count rate meter dynamic range upto 100 MHz.
The module, alongwith other applications can be employed either
for upgrading the old spectrometers or as a compact front end for
new spectrometer systems. A fast preamplifier (with dynamic range
of IV, gain of 10 & rise time of 1.2 nsec) has been developed as
an accessory to this module. 4 modules have been supplied to SSPD,
TPPED, NPD & Spectroscopy Division.

11. Development of High Speed Nuclear ADC

A high speed nuclear ADC with a conversion time of 250 nsec
and 13 bit resolution has been developed using low cost
components.

12. RADAS for PRP Project

The hardware development of the Radiation Data Acguisition
System (RADAS) for PRP project has been completed and the software
testing and system integration is in progress.

13. Electrical Impedance Tomograph

A feasibility study of a PC Based Electrical Impedance
Tomograph unit configured with 16 electrode system and
equipotential algorithm has been carried out and it has been
possible to identity conducting/insulating objects in saline
solution. This system is now being upgraded to 32 electrode
configuration for clinical applications.

14. Development of Pulsed X-Ray Monitors

2 0 units of Pulsed X-Ray Monitor have been fabricated and
supplied to CAT Indore. Around 2 0 radiation Monitors/Sensors for
PRP are under fabrication.

15. Nuclear Instrumentation for Kamini Reactor

Five types of Neutron Flux Monitoring channels alongwith
detectors for measuring neutron flux from 1 nv to 109nv for the
purpose of reactor protection, power regulation and indication
have been fabricated and commissioned. Five units of area
radiation monitors and one unit of water activity monitor have
also been installed.

16. Upgradation of Nuclear Instrumentation for FBTR

Ten types of prototype channels have been fabricated, and
tested for conformation to environmental requirements. The
knowhow has been transferred to ECIL. This instrumentation has
been designed as a retrofit to the existing instruments and to
provide improved features such* as ease of maintenance,
incorporation of advances in technology, microprocessor based
reactivity safety channel with FIT (Fine Impulse Test) facility
and isolated outputs for connection to safety logic. These
instruments monitor neutron flux from 1 nv to 101 nv, reactor
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coolant flow and form the major part of reactor protection system.

17. In-Core Flux Mapping Instrumentation

Instrumentation has been developed for measuring in core
neutron flux using vanadium detectors. Using a single board
computer and associated PC-ISA bus compatible hardware, slow
responding vanadium detector signal is digitally processed to
generate an output which is prompt (less than 40 msec, delay) and
which can be also used for reactor protection & regulation
purposes.

18. PSS Rod Monitoring System

Nine more untis of the PSS Rod Monitoring System needed for
RAPS 3 & 4 have been fabricated. These units are presently under
integration tests before offering to QS, NPCIL for review.

19. Upgradation of Reactor Regulating System for RAPS # 2

The hardware design of the Reactor Regulating system (RRS)
for RAPS # 2 has been completed and fabrication of printed circuit
boards is in progress. Control stability analysis is also being
carried out.

20. Development of Detectors & Sensors

i) Thickness gauge ion chamber

A 540cc sensitive volume ion chamber filled with xenon at 60psi
was tested for performance at ECIL and found acceptable. The
chamber was incorporated into a transmission type thickness gauge
for steel cold rolling mill. The chamber has an Al end-window for
detecting 60kev gammas from a 2.5Ci Am-241 source. The chamber has
a current sensitivity of HOnA/r/h.

ii) Pulsed X ray monitor ion chambers

Ten nos. of ion chambers of 4.5 litre sensitive volume filled with
argon at 150psi have been developed and installed as area monitors
for detecting pulsed X-ray background from the synchrotron
accelerator at CAT. The chamber has two pairs of electrodes to
provide good collection efficiency at high peak dose rate
conditions. The chambers have a current sensitivity of 5nA/r/h.

iii) Neutron ion chambers for Kamini reactor

Four boron lined ion chambers have been developed and installed at
Kamini reactor as a part of the safety and control instrumentation
The chambers have high purity aluminium xall-welded construction
with explosion welded SS-A1 end plates. The current sensitivity of
the chambers is 2.5 x 10~14 A/nv.
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iv) Boron line proportional counter

An all-welded high purity aluminium proportional counter with B-10
coating has been developed for reactor start up applications. The
counter has integral m.i.cable assembly and 3.5cps/nv sensitivity.

21. DSP Based Motor Rotor Monitoring System

DSP based motor rotor monitoring system by stator current
signature analysis has been developed and supplied for field
evaluation. This on-line monitoring system helps in early
detection of faults such as rotor breakage, bearing defects,
unbalance & eccentricity normally encountered in rotating
machines.

IAEA Interregional Training Course

An ' IAEA Interregional Training Course on Preventive
Maintenance, Quality control and Upgrading of Nuclear Medicine
Instruments' was jointly conducted by Electronics Division &
Radiation Medicine Centre during November 4-29, 1996. This course
included a series of lectures alongwith practical hands on
experience on related topics.

Publications

1. Anita Behere, S.S. Pande, M.D. Ghodgaonkar, K.R. Gopalakrishnan
(Electronics Division) and Dr. P.P. Chakraborty (RSSD).
"Enulation & Processing Software for PC Based Multichannel
Analyzer (PCAEP)" BARC External Report (BARC/1995/E/020)
published in 1996.

2. A Narsaiah & K.R. Gopalalrishnan
"Role of Microcontrollers in Sensor Signal Processing"
published in the proceeding of: National Conference'on Sensor
and Transducers (NCST) held at CSIO, Chandigarh during
Sepetember. 20-21, 1996.

3. S.H. Sanghvi & P.M. Sathe
"Development of Magnetic Stimulator at B.A.R.C." published in
the Proceedings of 4th Annual Conference of Indian Academy of
Neurology held at Bangalore during September 27-29, 1996.

4. S.H. Sanghvi & P.M. Sathe
"Measurement of Electrical Field in Magnetic Stimulator"
published in the proceedings of 'International Conference on
Biomedical Engineering' held at Coimbatore during December 12-
14, 1996.

5. C. Naren, J.P. Babu, G.D. Jindal & K.R. Gopalakrishnan
"Development of Simple Electrical Tomography" published in the
proceedings of " International Conference on Biomedical
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6. S.R. More, V.H. Patankar, V.M. Joshi & K.R. Gopalakrishnan
"Advanced Ultrasonic Imaging System for NDT/NDE" published in
the proceedings of "14th World Conference on Non Destructive
Testing1 held at New Delhi during December 8-13, 1996.

7. V.K. Madan, P. Abani, R. Shah, D.N. Sharma
"Prediction of Environmental Dose Employing Neural Networks",
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ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. Image Processing and Vision Systems :

i) Vision System for Coolant Channel Replacement Machine :

A vision system was developed for precision alignment of
Coolant Channel Replacement Machine (CCRM) with respect to
the E-face of the coolant channels before starting
repair/replacement operation. It consists of a radiation
resistant camera and PC-4 36 based image processing system.
The camera generates circular image of the E-face of the end
fitting which is digitized with 768x576x8 bit resolution.
The image is then analysed to compute the offset of CCRM
with respect to the E-face of the coolant channel to carry
out the alignment operation. The software for precision
alignment was developed under WINDOWS and has a provision
for automatic, semi-automatic and calibration mode. The
vision system for precision alignment developed at ESD, BARC
forms part of the CCRM and help in reducing the man-rem
consumption during replacement operation.

ii) Color Image Processing System for Cell-Biology
Applications :

Image analysis system was developed for cell-biology
application to carry out micronuclei and chromosome
analysis. Chromosome analysis is very useful technique for
various diagnostic and biological radiation dosimetry
purposes.

Digital color imaging and processing techniques are
essential for automatic classification of these complex
chromosome structure which is time consuming task otherwise.
Karyotyping software to identify type of chromosome and to
arrange them in a order, from chromosome sample image was
developed. Each feature parameters are compared with a
stored standard karyotyped chromosome parameters to find a
match. Chromosomes are rotated so as to make short arm up
and positioned according to standard karyotyping convention
in an image.

iii) Automation of DNA Sequencing :

Software has been developed to automate the DNA Sequencing
process. Generating the DNA Sequencing manually by seeing
the X-ray film is time consuming. This software takes the
image of X-ray film through scanner and analyses it by easy
user interaction. Analysis involves selecting four lanes in
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the image and then detecting the band position to generate
the final sequence. It provides facility to suggest and
correct the band position in case of ambiguity in band
detection due to poor quality of the image.

iv) Simulation Studies of Liquid Poison Injection System
for 500 MWe PHWR using Image Processing Techniques :

Experimental simulation results of liquid poison injection
system for 500 MWe power plants were analysed using color
image processing techniques. The experiments were carried
out by injecting a red color ink into a large tank filled
with water, to study the ink concentration variation within
the injection jet. Color image processing techniques were
used to quantify the variation of concentration in the
axial, radial and azimuth direction.

2. instrumentation :

i) Computer Aided Electrochemistry :

This system has been developed for automating the corrosion
rate measurement of metals in solution. The corrosion
analysis requires imposing the electrical perturbation and
measuring the response from the specimen. The system
consists of a potentiostat connected to a PC based AD/DA
card and interfacing electronics. A completely graphical,
menu driven, user friendly software has been developed for
this. System provide facility for setting different
parameters like initial potential, conditioning parameters
etc. Different waveforms like ramp, double ramp, incremental
pulse etc. as required by various experimental techniques
are generated using DAC. The program also provides
facilities for file management, data manipulation, data
analysis, data editing and on-line plotting etc. Besides
corrosion measurements, the system will also be used for
other experiments like potentiodynamic polarization,
pitting, cyclic Voltametry, noise based corrosion
measurements and so on.

ii) PC-based Multistream Hydrogen Monitoring System :

Hydrogen in the concentration range of 4 to 75 % is a fire
and explosion hazard which makes it necessary to monitor in
the environment where it is generated or handled. This
system was installed at RED to evaluate the efficiency of a
hydrogen mitigation catalyst intended for use in nuclear
power reactors.

The system consists of four major subsystems viz. detection
unit, control unit, stream selection' unit and stream
switching unit. The detection unit works on thermal
conductivity of gas (hot wire). It has leniarity upto 6%
v/v and accuracy of 0.1%. PC based control unit performs
stream selection, acquisition and control functions.
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Graphical display of trends is provided on screen and hard
copy for post processing. Stream selection and switching
units are responsible for selection sample line from 12
channels. Auto sequencing of lock on particular channel
facility is provided.

iii) Multichannel Non Intrusive Dynamic Liquid Level
Monitor :

To measure the dynamic level of the agitated liquids design
of a microprocessor based level monitor system is finalised.
The system is designed to detect the peak in the echo and
fast algorithm provides for the average value for variable
preselected sampling rate. Look up tables are written to
incorporate corrections for the sound velocity variations
due to fluctuations in the ambient temperature and humidity.
It has facility to simultaneously monitor liquid levels in
upto eight tanks.

iv) Real Time Display of thermograms on PC :

In order to view thermal images in real time mode from AGA
782 Thermovision Camera a dedicated software was written.
The four fields of the single frame grabbed by the grabber
card developed in house were interlaced. Direct addressing
of the video memory was used to complete the fast video data
computation.

3. Security Systems :

i) Integrated Security System (ISS) :

The Integrated Security System (ISS) brings three security
related sub-systems viz. Access Control, CCTV Surveillance,
Perimeter Intruder and other alarm monitoring and
annunciation under the control of single integrating
computer. The system not only perform the full
functionality of individual sub-systems but also provide
interaction among them. All the three sub-systems are
configured, controlled and monitored from in real time. All
access control transactions, alarms from access* control,
surveillance and perimeter intruder detection system are
stored in the database. An user friendly, menu driven
database access service is also provide for report
generation and analysis purpose. The system is developed
using IBM PC using QNX real time operating system and QNX-
Windows graphical user interface (GUI).
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1. "Electronics in Security", Invited talk by R.K. Nigam
Advances in Electronic Industry and New Trends in
Ecological Balance at Nainital organised by Hindi Vigyan
Sahitya Parishad during Oct. 3-4, 1996.
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Workshop on Image Processing and Analysis (WIPRA-96) at
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5. "Hardware Aspects of Image Processing", Invited talk by
V.K. Chadda, Workshop on "Image Processing and Analysis"
(WIPRA-96) at Visakhapatnam during Dec. 27-28, 1996.

6. "Application of Color Image Processing System for
Simulation Studies of Liquid Poison Injection System", by
V.G. Patankar, S.V. Bannur, S.V. Kulgod and V.K. Chadda,
WIPRA-96 at Visakhapatnam during Dec. 27-28, 1996.

7. "Thermovision System for Tensile Stress Analysis and Spot
Weld Quality Assurance", by A.K. Sharma, K.P. Ambastha,
Y.V. Chaudhari, B.D. Bhasin and V.K. Chadda, WIPRA-96 at
Visakhapatnam during Dec. 27-28, 1996.

8. "Application of Image Processing and Analysis for
Bacterial Colony Counting", by K.G. Krishna, J.K. Sainis,
V.R. Kumar and Y.V. Rao, WIPRA-96 at Visakhapatnam during
Dec. 27-28, 1996.

9. "Use of %Image Analysis Systems for Biology :BIAS' in low
level remote sensing like applications in agriculture by
M. Mathur, V.R. Kumar and J.K. Sainis, WIPRA-96 at
Visakhapatnam during Dec. 27-28, 1996.



ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT DIVISION

Major Achievements

I MODELLING STUDIES:

Urban Air Shed Model (UAM-CBMIV) developed by United States Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) is applied for predicting the impact on air quality in the Mumbai Metropolitan Region due to
link based mobile source emissions of SO2, NOx, CO, VOC, TSPM and PM10.

Particle trajectory model developed for atmospheric dispersion of gaseous effluents was constructed as
a parallel processing version and run on 8-mode ANUPAM parallel processing system in BARC. This
has enabled the model application with real time meteorological input over extended period.

Inversion methods were employed in obtaining continuous aerosol size distribution from cascade
impactor data and subsequently used for computation of solar radiation transfer in atmosphere.

A simple model has been developed to study the migration of radionuclides from high level radioactive
waste (HLRW) which is useful for the preliminary safety analysus during site survey stage of the
repository. The host matrix of the repository is modelled as a cylindrical system having circular fracture
at its centre. The migration of radionuclides is described using two coupled equations: one for the
fracture and the other for the host matrix. The processes considered in the fracture are advection,
sorption on the fracture surface and diffusive loss to the host matrix and radioactive decay. The
governing processes for host rock are diffusion, adsorption and decay.

II ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES:

Radiological basis for fixing drinking water standards (DWS) for radioactivity has been evolved and
DWS values are derived for man-made and natural radionuclides based on respective reference dose
level of 0.05 mSv/y and 0.1 mSv/y. Procedures for the estimation of critical nuclides have also been
developed.

Distribution of mercury, both inorganic and organic forms, is studied in the Thane Creek ecosystem
which receives effluents from different industries located in Trans Thane Creek Industrial Area
(TTCIA). Percentage of methyl mercury in sediments varied from 2.8 to 7.8 while the same in
biological species ranged from 33 to 97. Techniques based on atomic fluorescence spectrometry (AFS)
and RNAA have been developed for the estimation of mercury in air and environmental matrices (such
as coal, flyash, soil and food materials) respectively.

The ratio of selected hydrocarbons in the atmospheric samples derived from industrial and auto exhaust
emissions has been used for the identification source contributions. The fate and the distribution of
Chlorpyrifos, an organophosporous pesticide, in marine ecosystem was studied under controlled
laboratory conditions using its labelled form.
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III TOXIC METAL EXPOSURE STUDIES:

Metal poisoning studies in patients referred by various hospitals revealed 32 lead poisoned cases out of
seventy eight suspected cases (MPC 25 mg/dl); 7 Cu poisoned cases out of 20 liver biopsy cases

(MPC 45 ug/g). A collaborative project on Cr deficient poisoning cases, known as HAIR AN
syndrome, has been undertaken with Harkison Das hospital, and Cr in serum samples were estimated
(0.5-2.5 ug/l) using Electro thermal atomic absorption spectrometry (ET-AAS).

IV WORKSHOP ON LEAD ANALYSIS:

A workshop on analysis of lead had been jointly organised by BARC, CPCB and ILZIC, New Delhi to
educate the industries involved with lead as a producer or a user on various analytical and quality
control aspects of lead analysis in environmental and biological materials and the participants were
given practical demonstration of instrumental techniques for the estimation of lead in environmental
samples with special reference to blood samples.

V INDO-GERMAN COLLABORATIVE STUDIES ON MERCURY:

Under Indo-German Collaborative study on merury, Shri A. Vinod Kumar has developed Tropospheric
Chemistry Module in collaboration with GKSS Research Centre, Germany, for evaluating the
transformation and deposition of mercury species under different meteorological conditions. Dr. R.M.
Tripathi had developed methods for the estimation of dimethyl mercury using GC-MS-Microwave
desorption system and total mercury in natural gas using the gold amalgamation cold vapour atomic
fluorescence spectrometry.

VI PARTICLE CHARGE NEUTRALIZATION STUDIES:

Aerosol charge neutralization theory was extended to non-continuum regimes to include the entire
particle size range. The latest available ion-particle combination coefficients were employed in the
charge balance equation and the temporal decay rate was related to the moments of the symmetrised
steady-state charge distribution. The variation of the neutralization coefficient thus computed indicated
a decrease of this quantity by a factor of two as particle sizes decreased from a few mms to lnm. This
explains the recently published experimental findings which indicated such a decrease.

VII RADON DAUGHTER DEPOSITION ON SURFACES CARRYING AC FIELDS:

Henshaw et al. demonstrated recently that AC fields from domestic wires greatly enhance radon
daughter depositions on adjoining surfaces. This has implications to cancer risks in populations
subjected to power frequency fields. In order to explain these results, a mathematical model has been
developed by coupling the oscillatory field-induced motion to turbulent diffusion. Several complex
processes associated with radon daughters such as their volumetric generation, transient charge state,
attachment to larger particles and radioactive decay were considered. Analytical solutions were
developed both for flat-plate and wire-plane configurations used by Henshaw et aL for which the
respective Po-218 Enhancements Factors were computed as 1.7-3 and 5-15, under typical indoor
conditions. These are in agreement with the experimental observations, thus providing a preliminary
validation of the model.
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VIII CARBON MONOXIDE MEASUREMENTS AT NAVI MUMBAI:

Carbon Monoxide levels inside a subway (35 m long) at Sanpada Railway station, Navi Mumbai, were
measured continuously during April, 3-10, 1996 using a CO monitor developed by EAD, BARC.
Hourly mean concentrations varied from 1.6-14.4 ppm. The lower than expected levels indicate efficient
removal of polluted air by vehicular movement inside the subway.

IX PREPARATION OF NANOSIZE PARTICLES:

Nanosize particles of TL material CaSO^Dy) were prepared by bubbling techniques. Dry particles of
calcium and dysprosium chloride were generated by a BARC aerosol generator and bubbled through a
mixture of sulphuric acid and ethanol. The product particles were seen to be spherical with diameters
ranging from 20 to 120 nm. TL dosimeters prepared with these were found to have an enhanced
sensitivity for alpha radiation.

Suspensions of nano size alpha and tau iron oxide particles of about 10 nm diameter, were prepared by
slowly mixing iron chloride solution with 80% hydrazine hydrate solution under constant stirring.
Particle sizes were measured by light scattering and their phases were ascertained by Mossbauer
spectroscopy. These suspensions were labelled by Tc-99m and were aerosolized for use in lung
scintigrahy studies.

X RADON/THORON STUDIES:

HBRA studies:

Analysis of one year Radon/Thoron survey carried out in the dwelings in Chavara (HBRA) has been
completed. Radon and thoron gases were observed in the ranges of 2-100 and 5-750 Bq/m3

respectively. The potential alpha energy concentrations of the respective daughter nuclides were 0.3 to
50 and 8 to 1000 mWL.
Estimated inhalation doses work out to be between 150 to 8800 nSv/h with a median value of 1050
nSv/h.

XI GERMON PROJECT:

This division is participating in an International project "Global Environmental Monitoring Network
(GERMON)" under which continuous monitoring stations for monitoring of gamma dose rate and air
paniculate activity is to be carried out at twentyfive stations spread all over India.

An instrument consisting of Ionisation chamber for monitoring ambient gamma dose rate and a moving
filter assembly to assess the paniculate activity has been designed in this division. This is a
microprocesser based assembly and gives out data on gamma dose rate and concentration of long and
short lived beta emitters in a print out on continuous bases.

Upto now eight such assemblies have been installed and other stations are being covered with high
volume samplers and continuous gamma dose monitors. These will be replaced by the full scale system
in near future.
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XII TLD STUDIES:

This division is participating in a DST project " A coordinated research programme on quarternary
stratigraphy and palaeoenvironmental history of the Thar Desert".

Under this project we are associated with the dating of the sand samples of aeolian and lacustrine
sequences in the Thar desert. Samples from Two sites in Amarsar village in Jaipur Dist. were taken and
one of the series has been dated using the IRSL technique recently developed and perfected in this
division. Ages of the sand samples collected at various depths range between 12,000 to 87,000 year for
depths ranging from 0.5 to 6.5m.

XIII RADIOACTIVITY ANALYSIS & REVENUE RECEIPTS:

Analysis of 954 samples of food and nonfood items for export and two samples of dairy product for
import certification was carried out for Cs-137. It was found that the level of Cs-137 was less than
minimum detection limit of 0.3 Bq/Kg in all the samples.

Total receipts for BARC from this service during 1996 is Rs. 19,08,000/-.
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FOOD TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. Technology Development

1.1. Irradiation processing of foods

Prepacked semidried (35% moisture) shrimps subjected to a combination treatment

of radiation at 2.5 kGy and dry heat 60°C/30 min could be preserved up to 4 months at

ambient temperature (28-30°C) without loss in quality attributes. Studies were undertaken to

assess the effect of gamma irradiation on the shelf-life extension and quality parameters of

button mushrooms {Agahcus bisporus). A dose of 2 kGy coupled with storage at 10°C could

extend the shelf-life of mushroom up to 10 days compared to two days in nonirradiated controls

stored at 20°C. Quality parameters such as cap opening, cap diameter, stalk length and

polyphenol oxidase activity were studied. The application of gamma irradiation for improving

the microbiological quality and shelf-life of minimally processed (shredded carrots) was

studied. Irradiation at 2 kGy improved the microbiological quality and enhanced shelf-life

of shredded carrots up to 4 weeks at 2-3°C without loss in freshness. Various ready-to-eat

products based on rice, meat, pulses and milk products were evaluated for shelf stability

and quality following high dose irradiation (45 kGy) and storage at ambient temperature.

Preliminary studies indicated that certain rice based products were not amenable to radiation

sterilization, however, other products showed potential for radiation sterilization. Dried Bombay

duck irradiated at a dose of 1 kGy could be stored up to 45 days with acceptable

organoleptic scores. In mung beans (green gram) irradiated at 0.25 and 0.75 kGy for insect

disinfestation, the main flatulence producing oligosaccharides were degraded much earlier

during germination thereby improving their nutritional quality.

1.2. Detection of irradiated foods

Studies on detection of irradiated (2.5 kGy) lamb meat during chilled storage by

ESR spectroscopy indicated that radiation induced ESR signal in bone tissues of the samples

was stable and the intensity of the signal was not affected significantly during storage at 0-3°C

for 4 weeks or by cooking. No signal was detected in nonirradiated samples. Studies on

changes in electrical impedance between a pair of electrodes at 50 Hz frequencies showed

that the increase in the impedance in irradiated potato was lower than that in

nonirradiated controls and could be used as a method for detection of the irradiated

commodity. Studies on the rooting efficiency by day 4 measurements of root length revealed

that irradiated shallots could be detected by their drastic reduction in root length compared to

that of nonirradiated control.
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1.3. Consumer response studies on irradiated foods

Surveys to judge the response of the consumers to snack items prepared from

irradiated potato and onion were conducted at Sophia College, Thane Medical College,

SNDT Women's University and BARC. Overall response to these surveys was quite positive.

2. Other foods and additives

A process for utilization of shark meat for the preparation of gels and biofilms has

been developed. The properties of such biofilms are being examined. Preparation of

protein hydrolysate and alkaline proteinase from a tiny shrimp, Jawala, has been

standardized. Production of Xanthan gum on a semi-pilot scale using a 10L fermenter has

been studied. A high yield of high quality and high viscosity xanthan gum was obtained.

3. Miscellaneous studies

Volatile aroma compounds of fresh ginger subjected to 0.06 kGy for sprouting control

and in Alphonso mango following treatment with radiation (0.25 kGy), hot water dip and

Bavistin (0.1%); cellulolytic activity of Botrydiplodia theobromae; lipid peroxidation in chilled

buffalo meat; textural changes in radurized beef and lamb meat; cathepsin B in prawns, and,

microbial pathogens in dairy products were also studied.

4. Training course for operators of Food Irradiation Facilities

A six weeks course for operators of irradiation facilities was conducted by the Food

Technology Division jointly with Radiological Physics Division and Radiation Protection

Services Division att BARC from June 3, 1996 - July 12, 1996. Extensive coverage included

theoretical and practical aspects of Food Irradiation Technology followed by written and oral

examination for 15 participants. The participants were given a certificate on successful

completion of the course.

5. Food irradiation extension work

A vigorous consumer education and awareness campaign was carried out by Food

Technology Division in collaboration with SNDT Women's University, Apna Bazar, Consumer

Guidance Society of India, Society for Nuclear Medicine (Indian, Indian Medical Association

and NAARRl. The scientists of the Division gave more than 30 talks covering the various

aspects including technology, safety and legislation of food irradiation in the various seminars

organized by these bodies.
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A book entitled "Food Irradiation - A Guide for the Consumer" was brought out by

the Division for the benefit of public
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FUEL CHEMISTRY DIVISION

Major Achievements

SOL-GEL PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF NUCLEAR FUEL MATERIALS

1. Work on the commissioning of computer controlled sol-gel plant was continued
and improvements in various sub-assemblies for easy monitoring, operation and maintenance
are being incorporated. These include a) incorporation of pressure based level probes instead
of conductance probes to improve the flexibility in handling and also reliability of the process
controller and b) modifying the software to include several safety interlocks and audio-visual
alarm systems. Also, provision was made for manual operation in any process segment when
the production is in progress under Auto Mode.

2. A collaborative program with RMD for the production of 300 Kg of soft UO3
microspheres suitable for preparation of dense UO2 pellets via sol-gel microsphere
pelietisation route was launched. These pellets are proposed for fueling one channel of MAPS.
About 110 Kg of UO3 was prepared and calcined in rotary calciner at 886°C. The quality of
the calcined material is good.

3. Sol-gel microsphere production plants each with 10 te/a capacity for the
production of UO2 in special fume hoods and (U.PuX^ in glove boxes are being
commissioned at A3F Tarapur. Design lay-out of the plant for installing the fume hoods &
glove boxes was initiated. Several items like pumps, pipes, pipe fittings, other hardware
materials and chemicals were procured and dispatched to A3F Tarapur. Design of annular
process vessels and storage tanks was done at FCD. After getting the criticality safety
assessment at RSSD these are being fabricated. Rotary calciners and drying units are in the
final stages of fabrication.

SOL-GEL PROCESS FOR NON-NUCLEAR APPLICATIONS

1. Large size crystals of neodymium-doped YAG are used as lasing medium and
are presently imported at high cost. With a view to preparing such crystals indigenously,
Kilograms scale batches of high purity Nd-YAG powder were prepared by gel entrapment
technique, maintaining dust-free conditions. The quality of the powder was ascertained by
XRD, sp. surface area analysis, SEM and spectrographic analysis. One kilogram of this high
quality powder was supplied to TPPED for crystal growth.

2. High surface area alumina microspheres of controlled porosity are of immense
use as a base for a variety of catalysts and for several other applications. To obtain good
quality alumina gel spheres, the process optimization studies on internal gelation technique
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using hexamine, were carried out. High molarities of 3.5 M Al were achieved by partial
denitration of aluminium nitrate solution. This was used for making alumina gel spheres under
different conditions of gelation. The process parameters have been identified to obtain crack-
free product of desired quality. Studies have been initiated to use these spheres, after
modification, for ion-exchange and waste fixation.

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES

1. The Hot Vacuum Extraction-Quadrupole Mass Spectrometric (HVE-QMS)
system set up in the Division is being used for the determination of hydrogen and deuterium in
zircaloy coolant channels of PHWR. The equipment has been tested for smooth operation and
made ready for sample analysis. Different samples of zircaloy coolant channels from RAPS
and MAPS obtained from RMD were analysed for hydrogen and deuterium. Using this
technique, it is possible to confirm the initial hydrogen and also get information about initial
hydrogen in those channels for which no information is available. The results have been
forwarded to RED and NPC for further evaluation and interpretation. Efforts are being made
to extend this technique to analyse zircaloy sliver samples for hydrogen and deuterium.

2. A simple electrochemical method has been developed for the determination of
gaJlium in alloy samples. This procedure is based on the precipitation of Ga as gallium
ferrocyanide (Ga^FeCCN)^). The problem of sluggishness in reaction could be overcome by
resorting to a back titration, in which a known excess of the ^FeCCN)^ was added and the
excess back titrated with a standard solution of zinc employing a biamperometry end point
detection. This procedure has been applied for the determination of Ga in a number of alloy
samples after separating Ga by anion exchange in HC1 medium.

3. Standard addition approach which was developed earlier in the Division, was
adapted in Davies Gray method using potentiometric end point detection to determine uranium
at ng levels (25 to 50 ng) to improve the precision in the measurements from 5-8% obtained in
routine procedure to 0.5%.

4. Methodology to improve the accuracy in thorium determination in presence of
SO4 ions was developed. Sulphate ions which are invariably associated with thorium when
dissolution of ThO^ is carried out in H2SO4 medium give lower results for Th in its EDTA
complexometric determination, probably due to competition of SO^ ions with Th to form
EDTA complexes. It was possible to eliminate the SO4 interference upto 100 mg, by
precipitating them as CaSO^. For higher amounts of SOjjp (upto 800mg), the precipitated

has to be separated before Th determination.

5. A derivative quotient spectrophotometric method was developed for the
simultaneous determination of uranium and plutonium at ppm levels in 3M HNO3 after
developing the colour with Arsenazo III.Overlapping spectra of Arsenazo III complexes of
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uranium and plutonium were resolved by making use of first-derivative of quotient (ratio)
spectra. Uranium was determined by measuring peak height at 630.3 nm and plutonium by
taking peak-to-peak amplitude at 605 nm and 627 nm. Calibration plots were constructed and
the relative error in the measurements was about 2%. The method is simple, fast and does not
require any prior separation.

6. Separation of ultra-trace levels of chlorine at ng levels in zircaloy by
pyrohydrolysis followed by its determination using ion chromatography has been standardised.
Using about 500 mg of the thin turnings of the alloy and moist oxygen as the carrier gas and
furnace temperature 850°C, quantitative recovery of chlorine was possible.

7. A simple pH titration method with NH4OH has been developed for the
simultaneous estimation of free-acid, nitrate and uranium in pure uranyl nitrate solution of
varying acidity. Uranium molarity was varied between 0.324 M & 0.006 M while the NO3/U
mole ratio was varied at 1.556,2.00, 2.20 & 2.40. The technique can be useful where
moderate accuracy ( » 5%) can be tolerated.

8. Efforts are underway to develop indigenously solid carbonaceous electrodes for
electrochemical studies. Preliminary investigations have been directed to develop smaller
(0.07cm^) and larger (50 cm^) surface area electrodes from glassy carbon and other graphite
materials. Typical glassy electrodes developed were found comparable in performance to those
available commercially. These electrodes have been used for voltammetric studies on Pd(II) in
acidic media. Larger surface area graphite electrodes are being developed as possible
substitutes for Pt ar Hg in electrochemical studies.

SOLUTION CHEMISTRY OF ACTINIDES

1. The FTIR spectral studies of the uranium complexes adsorbed on solvent
impregnated resin using PC88A were carried out. The spectra were recorded in KBr pellet in
the range of 4000 - .400 cm"1 for different samples viz. XAD-4 resin alone, clean PC88A
impregnated on resin and U(VI) complex adsorbed on the solvent impregnated resin. Various
peaks found were characterised and compared with the similar spectra obtained earlier during
normal IR. The P=O stretching frequency appeared at 1160 cm"1 as against 1194 cm"1 in
normal IR indicating complexation of P=O to Uranium. A strong and sharp peak in FTIR
spectrum at 922 cm"1 for O = U = O stretching which was not observed in normal IR has
confirmed the presence of covalent nature of complex.

2. Extraction studies with Pu(VI) in Aqueous Biphasic System(ABS) of (PEG-
2000)/(NH4)2SO4 (40% w/w) with Arsenazo(III) which was found to be the best amongst the
various chromogenic reagents used, indicated the stoichiometry of the extracted species to be
PuO2:Arsenazo(l:l). Similar studies using 18-crown-6(18-C-6) as extractant for plutonium
reveal the extracted species to be (PuO2.18-C-6)SO4 ([18-C-6] = 0.2-1 M) for Pu(VI) as
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against [Pu.(18-C-6)2](SO4)2 ([18-C-6] = 0.6-1 M ) for Pu(IV). The thermodynamic
parameters (J\G, AH, AS) evaluated by the usual temperature coefficient method indicated the
extraction to be favoured by high negative AH and counteracted by negative AS values for
Pu(VI) and Pu(IV) respectively. High negative AH values indicate the bonding of crown ether
to be direct (inner sphere complex) with Pu. The differences in enthalpy and entropy values
for Pu(VI) and Pu(IV) were explained on the basis of larger hydration of Pu(IV). The part of
the energy used up for the release of larger number of water molecules in Pu(IV) compared to
Pu(VI) results in smaller Pu(VI) AH value and higher AS value for Pu(IV).

3. Stability constants of Am(III)-fluoride complex were measured by distributive
method using two extractants and two cation exchange resins. Distribution ratios of ^41Am
were measured in presence of varying concentrations of fluoride by gamma counting and the
equilibrium free fluoride was measured by ion selective potentiometry. The results from all the
four experiments were in good agreement and the average value of log 8 was 2.48±0.02 in 1
M NaC104 medium at 25 °C.

4. Distribution ratios were determined for Pu(IV) between aqueous medium having
varying concentrations of nitric and oxalic acid and alumina powder/microsphere having
different surface characteristics viz. specific surface area, pore size distribution etc. The
AI2O3 microspheres were fired at 673 K and equilibrated with a solution having 0.5 M HNO3
and 0.005 M oxalic acid before use. The distribution ratios for powder samples were always
higher than for the microspheres. However, microspheres are better amenable to column
operation. Highest D value for AI2O3 microspheres obtained was 170 and the 10% Pu(IV)
break-through capacity obtained for different types of alumina microspheres from feed
solutions of various compositions (HNCtyO.S - 1.0 M, oxalic acid : 0.005 - 0.1 M, Pu : 50
mg/litre) under different flow rates (2-6 bed volumes/hr) varied between 2.23-0.29 g/1.

5. Distribution studies related to extraction of Pu(VI) from nitric acid (1.0 to 5.0
M) to TBP 20% in dodecane saturated with U(VI) upto 80% were carried out. The results
were similar to those obtained earlier for 30% TBP with expected lower values for 20% TBP.
However, the distribution ratio for 20% TBP increased continuously as a function of nitric
acid concentration upto 5.0 M. In 30% TBP the peak was at 4.0 M HNO3.

STUDIES ON RECOVERY OF ACTINIDES

1. Laboratory scale studies on the extraction of Am from 6M HNO3 waste
solutions obtained after separation of Pu from leaching of Pu from gauntlets was carried out
using DBDECMP. The stripping was carried out with 2-3M ammonium sulphate after
neutralising the extracted acid using ammonium hydroxide.

2. Solvent extraction methods using (i) Aliquat-336 in presence of A l " " and also
(ii) PC88A have been developed for the recovery of Pu from plutonium oxalate supernant
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solutions generated during the precipitation of plutonium oxalate for its conversion to
Pu could be back extracted using 1M ammonium oxlate when Aliquat-336 was used as solvent
and 1M oxalic acid + 0.2M ascorbic acid was used in PC88A case. The extractant PC88A
diluted with kerosene was also found suitable to recover Pu from phosphate bearing analytical
waste. The back extraction was carried out using a mixture of oxalic and ascorbic acids.

3. Recovery of Pu from different types of analytical waste solutions generated
during standardization and development of different analytical methods employing solvent
extraction in alicjuat-336 in xylene was studied. Acidity of solution was adjusted to *4M
HNO3 and valency of plutonium was adjusted to Pu(IV) with NaNC>2. Plutonium was
extracted into 20% Aliquat 336 (in xylene). After washing with 4M HNO3, Polonium was
back extracted with 0.1M ammonium carbonate solution. Besides, purification, overall
reduction in volume was about 1/1 Oth of the original solution.

X-RAY, THERMAL AND THERMODYNAMIC STUDIES

1. Basic thermodynamic data for compounds formed due to the interaction of fuel-
fission product-coolant were obtained by a variety of experimental techniques such as vapour
pressures, solid electrolyte galvanic cell and calorimetry. Thermal and X-ray studies were also
performed to determine the thermal stability and identification and
characterization of the compounds.

The molar Gibbs energy formation of C s ^ ^ O ^ s ) was obtained by solid
electrolyte e.m.f. studies in the temperature range 950-1100 K. Similarly, the molar Gibbs
free energy of formation of Rb2U4Oj i(s) was also determined.

The decomposition of UMoOg(s) in oxygen was studied by transpiration
technique by determining the vapor pressure of MoCtyg) above the system.

The enthalpy increment values were determined for a variety of alkali metal
ternary uranates such as MUO3(s), M2UO4(s), M2U2O7(s) (M= Li.K.Rb), K2U4O12(s),
K ^ l ^ O ^ s ) , 0541150^7(5), Cs2U2O<7(s) and UMoOg(s) by using a high temperature Calvet
calorimeter. Using auxiliary data, all the thermal properties were evaluated.

The molar Gibbs energy formation of S^Z^Ctys) was determined by Knudsen
effusion mass loss of Sr(g) above the phase fields S^Z^Ctys)-!- ZTQ 74OQ 2g(s) +
S tyZ^O^s ) from 1200 to 1350 K. Using the mass loss and galvanic cell, the molar Gibbs
energy formation of UTe3C»9 and UTeC>5 were also determined.

A new phase transition at 773 K has been identified in the compound

2. Reduction kinetics of A2U3Oj j to A2U3O9 ( A = Ca, Sr, Ba) were studied by
thermogravimetry in reducing atmospheres under nonisothermal conditions. The reduction
process was found governed by phase boundary controlled reaction with activation energies of
65, 147 and 145 kJ/mol respectively for Ca, Sr and Ba.
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3. In continuation of studies of zirconia ceramics for waste immobilisation,
leaching studies of Cag 2 3 ^ 0 77)9 9U0 \O^ g containing 50 mg of U at 90°C in 5 ml of 0.1
HC1 for 2 days and analysis of leachate for uranium by fluorimetry gave U values of less than
0.02 jig/ml showing excellent non-leaching behaviour of ceramic precursors.

OTHER ACTIVITIES

1. For the analysis of complex alpha spectra a computer software called ALFA has
been developed in Fortran language. The shape of the alpha spectrum is a composition of a
hyperbolic part in the low energy region and a combination of two Gaussians in the high
energy region. The algorithm is based on generalised least square method. The program is to
be tested with suitable data, two other software programs were also developed. One is
RANGA which determines die fifteen pivotal percent points expressed in standard measure,
for a given Pearson type 4 distribution (PD4), when its parameters of Skewness (Vtij) and
Kurtosis (62) are known. The values for the pivotal percent points given by RANGA are in
perfect agreement with those given in Johnson's Tables. RANGA is useful in instances where
one comes across a situation in which the PD4 has its parameters \AB^ and 82 beyond the
range of values considered in Johnson's tables. The second program is BLINDS which covers
the incomplete block designs. ANOVA developed earlier and BLINDS together encompass
the statistical techniques to cover data from almost all the Designs of experiments.

2. Analysis of S/R data involving six shipments, each shipment having 16 items
was carried out using two techniques. With ANOVA technique where only random part of the
error was used to calculate the test statistic for t-test, the mean S/R difference was found
significant. The other technique, suggested by Jaech, where random as well as systematic parts
of error were used to calculate the test statistic, showed that the mean S/R difference for the
same S/R data is not significant. This shows that the mean S/R difference caused by any
systematic factor will never be detected if one adds systematic parts of the error to the random error
and then calculate the test statistic. It is therefore proposed that in order to detect the effect of
a systematic factor on the S/R differences only random part of the error should be used to
calculate the test statistic for t-test or normalised z-score.

ANALYTICAL SUPPORT

A number of techniques such as Mass Spectrometry for isotope abundance
measurements and input accountability of uranium and plutonium, X-ray Diffraction
technique for solid state investigations, Differential thermal analysis and thermogravimetry for
O/M measurements and phase transition studies, Gas chromatography for gas analysis,
Elemental analysers for C,H,N,0 determinations were used to provide analytical support to
different R & D activities of other Divisions of BARC, Units of DAE and outside Agencies.
More than 1500 analytical determinations corresponding to about 472 samples have been
carried out during this year.
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Analytical Support from Fuel Chemistry Division

1. Thermal ionisation mass spectrometry (TIMS) for isotopic
composition and isotope dilution (ID)-TIMS for concentration
determination

Sample Received
Description from

Analysed for Number of
samples

Uranium

Ammonium
diuranate

Dissolver
solution

D20
moderator

Boron
compounds

Li

CTD

FRD

FRD

KAPS

KAPS

ChED

FCD

I.C. of U

I.C. of B

200

I.C. & cone. 3
of U

I.C. & cone. 2
of Pu

20

I.C. of Li

28

16
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2. X-ray diffraction (XRD) for crystal structure

Sample
Description

Graphite

BaTiO3

Super conducting
oxides

Crud samples

Cu films

WO 2

Amm.phosph.Molybd

Er-Fe-H

Nafion

Received
from

CD

TPPED

Jammu
Univ.

ApCD

TPPED

PMD

ID

CD

RChD

Number of
samples

3

2

12

3

2

2

2

3

3
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Analytical supprt to the chemical quality control of samples
received from Radiometallurcrv Division

Sample Number of
Description samples

1. 0/M determination by thermogravimetry
U02 powder 3
(U,Pu)O2 4

2.Uranium, plutonium and thorium analysis
Pu alloy 14
PuO2 38
U in PuO, 34
Am in PuO2 20
Pu in waste 2
Am in waste 2

3.C, F. Cl. 0. H. N, homogeneity and moisture analysis
C in PuO2 4
F in PuO2 3
Cl in PuO2 3
N in U02 1

4. Thermal ionisatjon mass spectrometry (TIMS) for ^sotopic
composition and concentration determination

PuO2 18
Pu alloy 22

5.Gas chromatography for gas analysis
B4C pins 4
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8. Synthesis and Charactertisation of Sulphoxide adducts of Uranyl bis beta diketonates:
The crystal and molecular structure of [UCtyDBM^.C^CI^SOCIty
S.Kannan, V.Venugopal, M.R.A.Pillai, P.A.Droege and C.L.Barnes
Polyhedron,15_, 97(1996)
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9. The dibenzylidineacetone adducts of Uranyl bis beta diketonates: The crystal and
molecular structure of [UCtyTTA^.DBA]
S.Kannan, V.Venugopal, M.R.A.Pillai, P.A.Droegeand C.L.Barnes
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V.S.Iyer, K.Jayanthi, S.K.sali, S.Sampath, V.Venugopal
J.Alloys and Compounds,235( 1996)1.

12. Thallium uranates and other (Tl, U, O) compounds: a structural and thermodynamic
study.
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J.Alloys and Compounds 222, (1996) 49

13. Thermochemical and Kinetic Studies on ^ g
K.Krishnan, G.A.Rama Rao, K.D.Singh, V.Venugopal,
J.Nuc.Mater. ,230(1996)61
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J.Nucl.Mater.,232 (1996) 23.

15. Molar Gibbs free energy of formation
K.Jayanthi, V.S.Iyer.G.A.Rama Rao and V.Venugopal
J.Nucl.Mater. ,232(1996)233.

16. Thermochemical and Kinetic Studies on CeTe2Og
K.Krishnan, G.A.Rama Rao, K.D.Singh, V.Venugopal
J.Alloys and Compounds,244 (1996)79.

17. Thermodynamic Properties of ZrMc^Og and
Z.Singh, Smruti Dash, R.Prasad and V.Venugopal
J.Alloys and Compounds, 244 (1996) 85.
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18. Determination of Partial Pressures of Te,Te2,Ag,Ag2,AgTe and Ag2Te gaseous
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V.Venugopai, S.G.Kulkarni.A. Bannerjee, G.A.Rama Rao and K.N.Roy,
J.Nucl.Mater.,238(1996)218.

19. Solvent extraction of hexavalent plutonium with 1-Phenyl,3-Methyl,4-Benzoyl
Pyrazolone-5 (HPMBP) and bi-dentate neutral donors (DBDECMP, DHDECMP and
CMPO): Synergism and Thermodynamics
S.A.Pai, K.V.Lohitakshan, P.D.Mithapara, S.K.Aggarwal and H.C.Jain,
Radiochim. Acta, 73(1996)83

20. Themodynamics of synergestic extraction of hexavalent plutonium with HPMBP and
neutral donors: Monodentate versus bidentate
K.V.Lohitakshan, P.D.Mithapara, S.A.Pai, S.K.Aggarwal and H.C.Jain,
Radiochim. Acta, 73(1996)185

21. Determination of blood lead by electron capture negative chemical ioniation gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry
G.S.Baird, R.L.Fitzgerald, S.K.Aggarwal and D.A.Herold
Clin. Chem., 42(1996)286

22. A comparative study of thermodynamics and synergestic extraction of hexavalent
pluionium by HTTA and HPMBP using mono- and bi-functional neutral donors
K.V.Lohitakshan, P.D.Mithapara, S.A.Pai and S.K.Aggarwal
Radiochim. Acta (in Press)

28. Separation of thorium from uranium product at the tail end of thorium fuel reprocessing
using macroporous cation exchange resin.
R.K. Rastogi, M.A. Mahajan and N.K. Choudhuri.
Separation Science and Technology (in Press)



FUEL REPROCESSING DIVISION

Major Achievements

1 . PLANT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

1 . 1 . OPERATION

The plant was under shut down condition for
decontamination, modifications and ins ta l la t ion of new
equipments. Internal and external decontamination of
equipments inside the process cel ls was effected by
washing with various chemical solutions and the radiation
levels were brought down to carry out i n - c e l l
modifications on a tight man-rem budgeting.

As part of the plant modification jobs in ce l l s , new
evaporator system equipments were fabricated and inspected
for physical dimensions and nozzle o r i e n t a t i o n s .
Radiography of weld joints and hydraulic pressure tests
were completed. Installation of new equipments inside the
cell-2 are in progress.

A part of the uranium oxide produced at the ADU Facility
were transported to PREFRE, Tarapur for safe storage.

Removal of accumulated sludge from Western Half of Delay
Tank was completed and the tank was made available to
receive low level effluents. The muck, packed in drums,
was sent to Waste Management Division for disposal.

1.2. MAINTENANCE

Maintenance Team in Trombay Reprocessing Plant explored
the possibility of carrying out erection and maintenance
jobs without plastic suit and airline respirator to get
the benefit of speed, cumulative dose reduction and less
time spent. Large sized vessels were required to be
erected along with associated pipings in hazardous process
cells. The cells having very high radiation levels were
extensively decontaminated and the radiation level brought
down to working level so as to enable the maintenance crew
to complete the job in fewer visits inside the cell.

Large sized vessels require handling by more number of
personnel. The use of Comfo Respirators under limited air
contamination levels gave enough * internal dose protection
for the above work which in turn considerably reduced both
internal and external dose received by maintenance crew
through preplanned efforts.

Work management for similar applications have already been
adopted at TMI and Oyster Creek Reactors in the US.

127
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The dose reduction to personnel has been encouraging in
this plant maintenance / erection effort since the
equipments handled are housed in active areas. Such an
effort has been undertaken for the first time in an Indian
reprocessing facility. This pioneering approach and the
experience gained will go a long way in planning future
maintenance activities in reprocessing plants.

2. MAJOR R & D ACTIVITIES

2.1. PROCESS DEVELOPMENTS

2.1.1. Evaluation of Radiological Source Terms of PHWR Spent Fuel
and PUREX HLW

The first phase of the Indian Nuclear Energy Program is
essentially based on the utilization of PHWRs for power
generation with fuel reprocessing, plutonium recycle and
efficient waste management as the strategies for the back
end of the Fuel Cycle. In the uranium based nuclear fuel
cycle, the disposal of PUREX HLW after spent fuel
reprocessing is a matter of environmental concern. The
removal of long-lived alpha emitting actinides from these
wastes under P&T option would greatly reduce their long
term radiological hazards. In this context, efforts are in
progress to evaluate the PHWR spent fuel arisings per GWe
power generation, the radiological source terms of the
relevant long-lived actinides and fission products per THM
fuel and the hazard rankjjig factors of Purex waste, HLW.
The studies reveal that Tc, 1 2 9i among fission products
and Np and Am among trans-uranium elements are the
important elements to be separated from HLW to render it
safer with respect to long term disposal. In contrast,
Drpcessing Th based PHWR fuels generates HLW with only

*Pa as the major long lived actinide. Significantly
lower levels of long-lived trans-uranium element
generation are encountered in thorium based fuel cycle as
compared to uranium based fuel cycle.

2.1.2. Partitioning of Long-lived Alpha-Emitters From Purex HLW-
Studies on Np Recovery

Np is one of the longest lived nuclides among the
actinides present in the high level waste solutions
originating from Purex processing of spent U fuel. Its
separation and recovery can reduce the long term
radiological hazard problems of the vitrified waste to a
great extent. With this objective, the path followed by
Np in the reprocessing of spent* U fuel under Purex process
conditions with U(IV) as partitioning agent for Pu was
studied. Since the major amount of Np which is present in
the pentavalent state is left out in the Purex HLW,
recovery of Np from these wastes were also undertaken
simultaneously. Np was oxidized to the hexavalent state
with potassium dichromate and coextracted with Pu and U
into 30% TBP in dodecane. Three types of simulated HLW
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solutions namely sulfate bearing (SB) with an acidity of
"0.03M and non-sulfate wastes originating from the
reprocessing of fuels from PHWR and fast breeder reactor
with acidities of 3.0M HNO3 were employed. The D values
for extraction of U(VI), Np(VI) and Pu(VI) into 30% TBP
were very high for non-sulfate HLW solutions, whereas for
sulfate bearing HLW solution, these values were less but
still satisfactory. Quantitative recovery of Np and Pu
from TBP phase was achieved using suitable stripping
reagents. Counter current extraction studies with mixer
settlers have confirmed these results.

2.1.3. Inter and Intra Trivalent Actinide-Lanthanide Separation

For the separation of trivalent actinides from rare earths
obtained as combined product fraction in the CMPO process,
KSM-17, (equivalent to PC-88A) based extraction
chromatography has shown promising results. This step
gives rise to a Ce+Am fraction well separated from other
rare earths. For further separation of Ce and Am from each
other, in situ electro-oxidation of Ce(III) to Ce(IV)
followed by its extraction into the organic phase has been
investigated in nitric acid medium using TBP and KSM-17 as
extractants. The efficiency of the extractants at
different aqueous phase nitric acid concentrations and at
different electrode potentials were determined. Various
reducing agents such as hydroxylamine hydrochloride,
sodium nitrite, ferrous sulfate as well as complexing
agents like EDTA, oxalic acid etc. were studied as
strippants for the back extraction of cerium from loaded
organic phase. The separation / recovery of Ce obtained
in the extraction experiments by batch as well as by the
continuous flow organic phase was >95% with good
radiochemical purity and with very low levels of Am
contamination in it. Solvent extraction studies using a
wide range of phosphonic, phosphinic, thio and dithio
phosphinic acids are also in progress for inter
lanthanide-actinide separation.

2.1.4. Separation of Carrier Free 9 0Y From PUREX High Active
Waste Solutions Using Extraction Chromatography

A two step extraction chromatographic procedure has been
developed for the preparation of carrier free 9 0Y. All the
trivalent, tetravalent and hexavalent ions were removed
when Purex high active waste solution in 2-3 M HNO3 was
passed through a CMPO-Chromosorb-102 column. The effluent,
after adjusting the pH to 2 was passed through a KSM-17
(PC-88A)-Chromosorb-102 extraction chromatographic column,
where only Y was sorbed. Allv the other ions could be
washed with dilute HNO, (pH 1-2) and carrier free y wY
could be eluted with 0.5 - 1.0 M HNO3.

2.1.5. Sorption Studies of Lanthanides and Actinides in
Exchangers with Different Functional Groups

Many tailor made solvents and polymer supported reagents
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are being explored for their possible applications in the
partitioning of actinides and fission products from high
level Purex waste solutions. In this context a few
commercially available cation exchangers with diverse
functional groups were evaluated for their ability to
remove different components from various radioactive
streams. Initially the comparison was carried out by
determination of distribution ratios for selected ions
under identical conditions. Based on the distribution
data, the exchangers were categorized for various
applications. The phosphonic acid exchanger, Bio-Rex 63,
was found to have potential application in the field of
actinide removal from acidic nitric acid solutions.

2.1.6. Ionexchange Studies From Organic Media

The advent of new organic solvents like CMPO, KSM-17,
etc., and the difficulties involved in the fractional
elution of the loaded cations prompted the search for
alternate techniques for the fractional stripping of the
different ions from these loaded organic solvents. The
sorption of metal ions directly from the solvent phase by
cation exchangers was investigated. The distribution data
for Pu(IV), Am(III), Ce(III), Pm(III) and Cm(III) were
obtained from both 0.2M CMPO/30% TBP in dodecane and 20%
KSM-17 in dodecane. In the case of sorption of metal ions
from CMPO phase, the D values were found to be dependent
on the acidity of CMPO phase. In the case of sorption of
cations from KSM-17 phase the D values were high for all
the trivalent ions which had been loaded in KSM-17 phase
from aqueous nitric acid solutions at pH2. The D value
for Pu was found to be very low from KSM-17 phase. Ion
exchange kinetic studies showed reasonably fast kinetics
from both the media.

2.1.7. Studies on.The Transport of Radionuclides Using Supported
Liquid Membranes

Studies have been initiated for the separation of
radionuclides present in LLW and ILW originating from
PUREX process by supported liquid membrane (SLM)
technique. SLM was prepared by impregnating KSM-17 on
suitable membranes. Permeation studies of trivalent
lanthanides and actinides are in progress.

2.1.8. Application of Biomass For The Sorption of Radionuclides
From Low Level PUREX Aqueous Wastes

As microbial biomass have been found to be good biological
adsorbants for radioactive nuclides such as uranium and
thorium, sorption studies have been carried out to assess
the feasibility of using biomass Rhizopus arrhizus (RA)
for the removal of radionuclides present in Purex low
level waste streams. Maximum sorption for uranium and
Plutonium was observed at pH 6-7 whereas for Am, Eu, Pm,
Ce and Zr, maximum sorption was at pH 2 with high D
values and fast kinetics in both the cases. Sorptions for
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Ru and Cs were negligible. Sorbed nuclides are recoverable
by elution with 1 M HNO3, on a once through basis. The
sodium nitrate salt concentration in the aqueous solution
beyond 0.14 M seriously affected the metal uptake. The
results from column experiments indicated a limited
loading capacity in terms of mg of Am/U/Pu per gm of RA.
However, as the Purex low level effluents contain only
trace level activities whose absolute ionic concentrations
are much lower, the capacities achieved with the present
form of biomass is satisfactory. The method can be used
for treating the evaporator condensates from Purex plants
and the hold-up Delay Tank solution.

2.1.9. Remote Controlled Coprecipitation of Residual Plutonium
from Oxalate Supernatant with Uranous Solution

In Purex process the final plutonium product is
precipitated as plutonium oxalate prior to conversion
to oxide by ignition. This step generates large volumes
of oxalate supernatant solution containing plutonium in
mg/1 level and plutonium from this has been recovered by
adopting a coprecipitation technique using U(IV) as a
carrier. The recently developed remotely operated Pu
oxalate precipitation set-up was successfully used in this
step also to recover plutonium from large volumes of
oxalate supernatants by the coprecipitation step.

2.2. ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENTS

2.2.1. Use of AmO 2 Standard for Determination of
Efficiency of Gross Neutron Counting Systems
A freshly prepared pure 4 1Am0 2 standard has been used to
determine the efficiency of gross neutron counting system
with 3He counters, instead of the normally used PuO, 'or

Cf standards. AmO2 standard has higher neutron yield
compared to PuO 2 standard and hence reduces the
calibration time considerably. Unlike Plutonium
standards which require the knowledge of the isotopic
composition to calculate the total neutron yield,
2 4 1AmO 2 is a single isotope with fairly long half life
and its neutron yield is stable for longer period of
time.

2.2.2. On-line Monitoring of Plutonium Concentrations in Ion
Exchange Effluents by Gamma Spectrometry

For continuous monitoring of the effluent from the ion
exchange column operations during plutonium processing, a
Nal(Tl) based gamma spectrometrie system has been
developed for the assay of plutonium down to 20 mg/1. The
detector is placed out side a hold up cell through
which the effluent stream flows. The photopeak area of 384
kev has been calibrated as a function of plutonium
concentration. An audio alarm system can be
incorporated at a predecided concentration level.
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2.2.3. An ICP-AES Method For The Direct Estimation of Microgram
Amounts of 2-^u in Thorium Matrix

233A method has been developed for the estimation of U in
presence of thorium in solutions of Thorex process
employed for the separation of 2 3 3 u from irradiated
thorium. The method does not involve any chemical
separation step. ^J3u in presence of large amount of Th is
directly estimated after appropriate dilutions to limit Th
content to 1 g/L. A sensitive 2 3 8 u spectral line of
385.958 nm with a shift of 0.008 nm for 2 3 3U, which is
free from Th spectral line interference, has been used
for the analysis with a detection limit of 10 ug U/g Th. A
very high resolution sequential spectrometer (practical
resolution 0.008 nm) and an inductively coupled argon
plasma excitation source have been employed in the above
studies. Th^ method is quick and suitable for rapid
monitoring 2-J-}u in various streams of Thorex process on
routine basis.

2.2.4. Studies on Characterization of High Active Raffinate
Waste Solutions of PUREX and THOREX Process by Radiometric
and Spectrometric Methods

Suitable methods are being standardized for the
characterisation of major radioactive and stable metal
ions of the Purex process High Active Waste stream by
utilizing a combination of radiometric and spectrometric
techniques. Alpha radiometry and gamma spectrometry were
employed for the active nuclides. For the estimation of
trace quantities of other elements using inductively
coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES), a
prior separation from U, Th and Pu is required due to the
spectral interferences encountered. As a consequence, a
solvent extraction method has been developed which allows
quantitative separation of impurities mainly consisting
of fission, products, corrosion products and process
chemical salts from uranium and plutonium using KSM-17
(equivalent to PC-88A) as extractant. The method involves
the direct extraction of U and Pu by KSM-17 from this
waste followed by the estimation of Al, B, Be, Ca, Cd,
Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg, Mn, Ni, Pb, Si, Zn, Ce, Dy, Eu, Gd, Sm,
etc. in the aqueous phase by ICP-AES. The method is also
applicable to Thorex streams.

3. WORKSHOP ACTIVITIES

The Divis ional Workshop continued to con t r ibu te
significantly towards the fabricational requirements of
modification of Trombay Plutonium Plant, Project KARP at
Kalpakkam and ±he Engineering 'Scale F a c i l i t y for
seperation of 233U (FUS) being set up at Trombay. Major
Highlights of the year are (1) fabrication of cr i t ical in-
cell Process Equipments such as Thermosyphon Evaporator
2DW-E, Process tanks 2DW-F1, 2DW-CONC-1, etc. and a 295
tube-Process Condenser for Plutonium Plant Modifiation
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work, (2) fabrication and installation of 8.5 Mtr. high
Dissolver Vessel along with other equipments in cells and
other areas and fabrication and erection of highly
complex process piping for FUS Project, (3) fabrication of
Special Laboratory Equipments like furnaces, Pu Blender
assembly and Continuous Precipitation-cum-wash Columns
for Project KARP and (4) fabrication of highly critical
components in large numbers for process equipments like
Steam/Air Ejectors and sampling accessaries' required in
large numbers for plant modifiation work as well as for
other Projects.

4. FACILITY FOR U-233 SEPARATION

Fabrication and installation of dissolver has been
completed. Erection jobs for piping connections in Cells
were taken up and progressing well. About 25% of in-cell
piping jobs have been completed. In Samples Gallery,
installation of embedments for circular and rectangular
wall openings for sampling blisters for Cell 1, 2 & 4 have
been completed. Two sampling blisters are in advanced
stages of fabrication. Five out of seven mixer settlers
have been fabricated in Divisional Workshop and are
progressively being tested.

In Operations Gallery, work has been completed • for face
wall connections in Cell-1 after pressure testing the
embedments. Similar work is on in Cell-2. Jobs involving
mounting of transmitters in transmitter room and locating
the panels in control room with associated wiring have
been completed. Two electrical works are nearing
completion for installation of EP-PDB-1 with the
associated cable trays.

GENERAL

MUA piping drawings are in f inal stages of preparat ion
after which erection jobs will be taken up. Tanks and
pumps have been positioned in the area. On the fuel
handling front, charging cask and i t s yoke, t i l t i n g
structure are ready to be i n s t a l l e d . For Laboratory,
layout of equipment and piping drawings are being
prepared.

Laying of new underground cables from main plant L.T.
room to stack fan room has also been completed.

Ven t i l a t i on supply fans were s t a r t e d and the VIV
positioners for supply and exhaust fans were serviced,
and are now ready for operation on "AUTO CONTROL". AHU
for air conditioning of Laborastory, Control Room and
other areas has been started af ter connecting ch i l l ed
water lines from main plant.

In workshop, a number of jobs connected with samples
g a l l e r y , c e l l - t o p plugs and mixer s e t t l e r s are in
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progress.

5. MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT

Under Qualification Incentive Scheme, a refresher course
on various aspects of Plant Operation, Auxiliary Systems
and Health and Safety procedures was conducted "for the
staff. A few chemists from Project KARP were trained for
nuclear material handling and analysis employing
sophisticated instrumentations.

Publications

International Journals
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HEALTH PHYSICS DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. Health Physics Services j* Surveillance

Radiological safety support for the operating plants,
including radiological assessment of plant areas, safety
reviews and participation in the operation and maintenance
activities towards effective exposure control, was continued
to be provided by the Health Physics Units at various nuclear
power plants and facilities. The special activities carried
out by the HP Units include:

(i) Jobs associated with core-shroud inspection at TAPS,
(ii) Provision of health physics coverage during the en-masse
coolant channel removal job at RAPS-2, where despite high
radiation fields, effective exposure control was achieved by
meticulous planning and special techniques.
(iii) Radiological survey for OPRD repair job in unit-1 RAPS,
(iv) Steam generator leak detection and inservice inspection
of the coolant channels at MAPS.
(v) Moderator heat exchanger leak detection at unit-1 and
unit-2, NAPS.
(vi) Continuation of ALARA programmes for improving radiation
safety awareness at all levels, inculcating good practices
and work attitudes were continued in the NPPs.

Three training workshops on Planning, Preparedness and
Response to Radiological Emergencies were conducted at
Mumbai, Kalpakkam and Narora, for medical officers and DAE
officials. Sixty five personnel from different disciplines
participated in these workshops and exchanged experiences in
emergency preparedness.

2. Environmental Monitoring Programme

The programmes on radiological monitoring, industrial
hygiene and safety evaluation, effluent monitoring and
environmental surveillance were continued at NFC, Hyderabad,
IRE, Udyogamandal, UCIL, Jaduguda and IRE, OSCOM. Studies
were conducted for the measurement of activity levels of
radon, thoron and other natural radionuclides in the
environment due to industrial operations at Jaduguda and
Udyogamandal. The health physics laboratory at Narwapahar was
commissioned during the year.
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Environmental surveillance and monitoring programmes in
and around BARC complex and at all other plant sites were
continued. Samples from different environmental matrices were
collected, processed and analysed for the radio-activity
contents with special reference to tritium, Sr-90, Cs-137 and
Pu isotopes, towards assessment of dose to members of the
public. The laboratories also participated in the inter-
comparison programme of WHO/IRC and IAEA. Studies on the
interception and translocation of some radionuclides by
plants from atmosphere and soil under tropical conditions and
also on the distribution of natural radionuclides in the
production and use of phosphatic fertilisers were continued.

The civil construction of Environmental Radiological
Laboratory (ERL), Kaiga has been completed. Preliminary
studies related to the atmospheric dispersion characteristics
at the Kaiga site, on the basis of meteorological
measurements using SODAR, Tower based and Surface based
instruments were completed and the major flow patterns
specific to the Kaiga valley were identified.

3. Internal Dosimetry

Monitoring of plant personnel for internal radioactive
contamination, by whole body counting measurements and bio-
assay procedures were continued at Modular Laboratories, BARC
Hospital and at ESLs located at different plant sites. Lung
monitoring programme for occupational workers handling
actinides was also continued. A Bulk Sample Counter, using a
Phoswich Detector with pulse shape discrimination, is being
developed for the measurement of actinides in bulk samples.

Trace element analyses of serum samples were carried out
using the atomic absorption spectrometric method and also
about 500 determinations were made for the trace elements Ca,
Mg, Na, K, Cu, Fe, Zn, Sr, Li and Cr in various biological
and environmental samples. The analytical method for the
determination of rare earth elements in plant materials,
with application in the study of the wilt disease affecting
the coconut plants in Kerala region, was standardised.
Special techniques were developed for the improvement of
minimum detection levels in the pre-concentration neutron
activation analytical method for the determination of Iodine
in biological materials.
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The Division has participated in two IAEA co-ordinated
research programme on Reference Asian Man - Phase II and also
on the Inter-laboratory Comparison of the Lung Counting
Techniques for Pu-238, Pu-239, Am-241, U (nat & enriched) and
Th using a reference Asian phantom. The first Research Co-
ordination Meeting on the Inter-laboratory Comparisons using
a Reference Asian Phantom was organised by the Division and
was held at BARC where ten experts from different countries
and IAEA participated.

4. Industrial Hygiene & Safety

Industrial hygiene surveys were conducted during the
various operations carried out in BARC and other DAE Units,
for the assessment of the hazards that may be associated
with these operations and to recommend appropriate control
measures as required. Illumination surveys, noise level
surveys and ventilation surveys were carried out in some of
the BARC facilities. Industrial hygiene surveillance, with
appropriate surveys for the estimation of Be in air, was
continued at Beryllium plant, Vashi. Forty two participants
from various DAE Units attended the 18th course on Accident
Prevention and Promotion of Occupational Health and Safety
conducted by Division. Analyses of accidents as a part of
accident prevention programme towards promoting safety were
carried out in collaboration with Medical Division.

For the fourth consecutive year AERB safety award for
R&D units was given to BARC, on the basis of best safety
performance.

5. General Services

More than 2,500 food samples of import/export origin were
analysed by HPU, VECC and ESL, Kalpakkam for the radio-
activity content and relevant test certificates were issued.
The services of radio-chemical analysis were extended to DAE
and non DAE organisations such as CIPLA Pharmaceuticals and
Ranbaxy Ltd.

Personnel protective equipment such as dust respirators,
tritium respirators, air-line respirators and air harnesses
for plastic suits worth Rs 12 lakhs were fabricated and
supplied to different DAE units.



6. Research & Development

The Division has participated in collaboration with
Reactor Safety Division in the analysis of the Operating
Procedure for Emergency Condition (OPEC) - 'Loss of High
Pressure Process Water1, from human reliability angle using
the Accident Evaluation Program (ASEP) Human Reliability
Analysis Procedure.

A computer software, helpful for the assessment of
radioactivity content in cylindrical packages, from known
external gamma dose rates has been developed.

An Object Oriented Data Base Management System for
entry, retrieval and analysis of environmental gamma dose has
been designed to prepare environmental radiation map for the
site. " .

Radiological shielding design of the proposed K-500
superconducting cyclotron has been carried out. Thickness of
side walls and roof shielding have been calculated using
neutron yield distributions from 80 MeV protons and 500 MeV
Li-7 ions bombarding thick tantalum targets. A computer code
system has been developed for the purpose, using nuclear
reaction model codes and radiation transport codes.
Sensitivity studies for dose distributions have been
performed. Optimum ventilation rates in the working areas
have also been estimated.

Studies related to the removal of radio-cesium from low
level liquid wastes by using inorganic precipitate copper
iron hexacyano ferrate coated polymer were carried out and
the preliminary results were found to be encouraging.

7. Public Awareness Programmes

The Environmental Survey Laboratories (ESL) at different
plant sites continued to organise and participate in several
public awareness programme including neighbourhood welfare
programmes. A large number of general public including
students from various universities, visitors from various
institutions, resident from nearby community and members of
the press visited the various ESLs and were apprised of the
environmental monitoring programmes at the plant sites.
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HEAVY WATER DIVISION

M a j o r A c h i e v e m e n t s

1.0 Upgrading Plant at Hall-2:
Heavy water plant located al Engg. Hall -2 based on vacuum distillation process
continued to perform well meeting aJl the upgrading requirements of DHRUVA &
CIRUS Reactors.

2.0 Additional upgrading Plant at NAPS:
Baaed on tlie design of Heavy Water Division, an additional upgrading plants is being
set up at Narora Atomic Power Station. The tower internals for this plant has been
fabricated at HWD. These tower internals have been packed in the distillation towers
and in situ performance assurance testing is in progress.

3.0 Heavy Water Standards:
Heavy Water Standards exported to M/S Korean Electric Power Corporation, South
Korea against global competition earning foreign exchange of $55,000/-.

4.0 Neon Separation Studies:
To meet the requirement of Neon-22 isotope of Defence Organisation, a thermal
diffusion coiumn was set up and operated. Hie results obtained have been very
encouraging Based on this data, a plant oi suitable capacity has been designed
Procurement action is an advanced stage and it is expected that the requirement of Neon
22 will be delivered shortly along with plant to meet the future requirement.

5.0 Advanced Electrolyse? for Oxygen Production:
Project report lias been prepared for the supply of Electrolysis plant for the production
of oxygen and submitted to DMDE. Based on the work order of DMDE design,
fabrication of instruments has commenced. It is expected to be commissioned shortly.

6.0 Additional Upgrading plant for MAPS:
A plant is being set up at MAPS for decontamination of moderator heavy water.
Equipment such as cryogenic exchangers, difliision pumps etc: have been procured
while many other critical equipment are in the process of procurement. Preparation of
the required catalyst is also in progress. Engineering of this plant has been taken up.

7.0 Additional Upgrading plant at Engg. HaD-2:
To augment ihe capacity of upgrading facility at Engg. Hal I-2 to meet the requirement of
DHRUVA & CIRUS, an additional upgrading plant of 250 mm diameter is being Bet up.
Erection of various equipment is in progress. It is likely to be commissioned shortly.

8.0 HjS Synthesis Pilot plant:
Based on die previous experience of operation of this pilot plant, various modifications
have been carried out and many new equipment have been fabricated and erected The
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modifications have been earned to improve the purity & recoveiy of the H Ŝ gas
besides making die operation safer.. It is likely to be test operated aoon.
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HIGH PRESSURE PHYSICS DIVISION

Major Achievements

High Pressure Physics Division consists of two sections (i) High Pressure
Physics Section, which carries out experimental and theoretical work on the behaviour
of condensed matter under high pressures and (b) Seismlogy Section whose mandate
is to detect underground nuclear explosions. For this it does reserach in seismology
and operates continuously seismic arrays at Gauribidanur and Delhi. Some significant
achievements of both the sections in 1996 are given here.

High Pressure Physics

1. Recent neutron diffraction studies have shown that O-H bond lengths do not
show the same variation under pressure as given by the well known empirical
relationship between O-H and O-H—O bond distances. A modification to include
pressure effects in an earlier potential function for isolated hydrogen bonds to examine
the inverse co-relation between O-H and O-H—O distances has been made. This
modification takes into account the repulsive stresses caused by other atoms which
come close to the hydrogen bond on compression. However, this produces only small
differences in O-H distances measured under pressure.

2. High Pressure behaviour of FePO4 in berlinite form has been investigated upto
10 GPa using vibrational Raman spectroscopy and energy dispersive x-ray diffraction.
Combination of these teheniques along with studies on pressure quenched samples
reveal structural transitions in this material from its room pressure trigonal phase to a
diordered and a crystalline phase near 3 ±0.5 GPa. The latter is the Cmcm phase
which is the equilibrium structure at high pressures. These high pressure phases do not
revert back to its initial structure after release of pressure. Irreversibility of these
transformations indicates that FeO4 tetrahedra do not regain their initial coordination.
Shock wave induced response of FePO/i has also been inviestigated up to 8.5 GPa.
The x-ray diffraction measurements on the shock recovered samples reveal transition
to the mixture of an amorphous phase and an orthorhombic phase around 5 GPa. The
proportion of the amorphous material in the recovered sample is found to decrease at
higher pressure. These high pressure transitions can be rationalized in terms of the
three level free energy diagram for such systems.
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3. Axial radio (c/a) variation of Cd under compression was studied by electronic
structure based total energy calculations. These theoretical studies were
corroborated with experimental measurements of electrical resistivity and
thermoelectric power. Our calculations give two anomalies in the c/a variation with
pressure. The weaker anomaly at the volume reduction by 5% is attributed to an
electronic topological transition. Its signatures, though not observed in the available x-
ray diffraction (XRD) data, could be seen in our resistivity (change in the sign of
slope) and thermoelectric power (saturation above 3.5 GPa) data. Also the stronger
anomaly at the volume reduction by 15% is not due to destruction of the giant Kohn
antoinaly, urilike in zinc for a similar anomaly. Thus our calculations show that all the
high pressure Fermi surface topologies of Zn and Cd are not identical, which is in
contrast to the prevailing understanding in these two materials.

4. A molecular dynamics code (c-language) has been installed in DEC-alpha
machine. This latest code has the option to operate in the constant stress mode
(Parrinello-Rehman algorithm) or in the constant volume mode. The package is
flexible to use many forms of interatomic potentials, and has a number of peripheral
programs for extracting parameters from (he simulations. The code is optimized to use
large number of atoms, using the code. Molecular dynamics on AIPO4 simulations
were carried out up to 70 GPa at 100K and 50K. The lowering of temperature does
not make the crystalline to amorphous transition irreversible in this material. This
transition shows very little hysterisis (about 3 GPa). AIPO4 amorpliizes at 30 GPa with
only the AIO4 tetrahedra getting distorted. There is a volume drop of 6% at 30 GPa
and Al-0 coordination increases. A transient crystal to crystal transformation
precursor to crystal to amorphous transition is observed at 30 GPa. This is similar to
that observed in S1O2. However, the calculations do not support a transition in AIPO4
observed in Raman experiments at 15 GPa.

5. A software package for angle dispersive XRD pattern which removes the
unwanted diamond spots, carries out radial integration and complete data analysis of
the XRD data from the imaging plate based angle dispersive XRD system has been
developed. Also, a program using Lagrange's interpolation method has been
developed which converts the intensity data at intervals from pixel labelling to equal
intervals in 20. The use of this on ZnCI? shows that at 2.5 GPa, the stable phase is Cd
Cb type and that it docs not nmorphi/.c on pressure quenching.

6. The input collimator size on our energy dispersive x-ray diffraction system was
reduced to 100 u. With this, the unwanted gasket plates are removed in the diffraction
data recorded for this system. Using this the axial ratio of Ni(OH)2 has been measured
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which decreases monotonically upto 3.6 GPA and beyond this it was pressure
independent. This is similar to Mg(OII)2, which is indicative of a subtle phase
transition which releases the strain in the crystal due to increased H—H repulsion at
high pressures in these compounds.

Seismology

The seismic arrays at Gauribidanur and Delhi continued to operate
uniterruptedly generating high quality seismological data needed for research and
development. The radio telemetered seismic network installation at Bhatsa in western
Maharashtra for investigation of regional seismicity near the Bhatsa dam and the
single-component independent seismic stations for microearthquake monitoring at the
nuclear power plant sites also functioned continuously. The seismic data from all of
these monitoring facilities were systematically compiled and archived, and the
database s updated. Time structure of some seismic events of interest were converted
into spectrograms for source discrimination. These included, among others, array
detections of Chinese underground nuclear test explosions at Lop Nor on June 8 and
July 29, 1996.

A field processor based digital seismic telemetry system has been develped for
acquisition of high-quality digital seismic data from a seismic ray system./ Using
special broad-band seismic sensors along with industrial grade processors, digital
UHF wireless link employing advanced communication protocols and a matching
multichannel processor based receiving unit, this system is capable of providing
continuously data in a wide dynamic range. It is intended to be established at
Gauribidanur array, which would substantially augment the array's capability.

A satellite based communication system for rapid on-line transfer of seismic
waveforms and extracted parametric data in near-real time has been established at
Gauribidanur and BARC Trombay. It employs a pair of VSATs (Very Small Aperture
Terminal) connected to the ERNET communication network and two Sun-Sparc
computer work stations, one at each of the ends, for efficient handling and processing
data as required. Archival of digital data is carried out on large-capacity Exabyte tape
unit. This system that allows remote Login and round-the-clock access greatly
facilitates rapid exchange of viljil seismic data.

A three-layer artificial neural network (ANN) has been developed which serves
as a powerful software tool for seismic signal detection and source identification. The
ANN that relies on maximum entropy spectra based on low order models is capable of
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ANN that relies on maximum entropy spectra based on low order models is capable of
analysing a host of complex situations through its decision surfaces consisting of
several neurons, it has been demonstrated that the ANN trained with a large set of
data of seismic signals and noise can delect extremely weak signals unambiguously.

A comprehensive study of seismicity and seismotectonics of the peninsular
shield region of India has been made utilising regional earthquake data of nearly two
decades upto the year 1995 obtained at Gauribidanur array and collating these were
necessary with seismic data from other seismological stations in the region. With slow
rate of stress accumulation, the shield is found to have low to moderate seismicity.
The spatio-temporal pattern of occurrences of the earthquakes combined with their
magnitudes and seismic energy distribution is consistent with the view that the
peninsular seismicity is largely stationary and episodic in nature. The parts where
clusters of events have been identified are related to prominent faults, shear zones, and
cratonic contacts while the areas of scattered small events seem correctable to minor
sub-faults branching from the main lineaments.

Seismicity of the Delhi region has been investigated using local earthquake data
obtained at the Delhi tripartite seismic array and archived for thirteen years from 1983
to 1995. A coda-duration magnitude scale developed by regression analysis of the
duration of the array records of a huge number of regional earthquakes and their
corresponding uniilccl body-wave magnitude estimates from (clcseismic data has been
extensively used in this study. Linear trends of temporal profiles of cumulative seismic
count are in good agreement with those of cumulative seismic energy release
characterizing the region. With abundant microseismicity present throughout the
region, the earthquake occurrence pattern tends to fonn clusters, some of them definite
and distinct. These are attributed to tectonic movements along some of the prominent
geostructures in the region.
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ISOTOPE DIVISION

The focus of research and development activities at Isotope division is on developing
processes for isotope production and applications of isotopes and radiation which are of
relevance particularly to Indian industry and society. These activities include development
of suitable radiopharmaceuticals for medical diagnosis, development of radiation based
processes for polymer industry, utilization of isotopes for better harnessing of natural
resources and as diagnostic tools for industrial troubleshooting. Besides these,
development of trained man power capable of utilizing the unique benefits of radioisotopes
in the above mentioned areas also forms an important activity of Isotope division.The
major achievements accomplished during the year 1996 are presented here in brief

Major Achievements

/. Radiopharmaceuticals Development

Development and User Evaluation of Radioimmunoassay Kits for
Progesterone : The radioimmunoassay procedure for measurement of progesterone in
human serum samples, developed at Isotope Division, has been validated by carrying out
the inter-assay variation studies, recovery test as well as by comparing with commercially
available imported kits imported. All these results were found to be satisfactory. The
reagents , which are in lyophilized form, have been formulated in the form of a kit
consisting of a complete with a set of reagents that are essential for carrying out assay in a
radioimmunoassay laboratory. These kits have been independently tested and compared
with the imported RIA kit at five laboratories in Mumbai. Results obtained from the
participating laboratories have confirmed that this progesterone kit can be put into
manufacturing and commercial supply. The kit has since been offered as technology
transfer to BRIT.

Preparation of 153Sm-EDTMP for Radiotherapy : The preparation of 1J3Sm-
EDTMP has been fully standardized. The ligand Ethylenediamine'N,N,N',N'-
tctrakis(methylene phosphonic acid) (EDTMP) has been synthesized and subsequently
characterized by 'H and 31P NMR spectroscopy. Bio-distribution studies of l53Sm-
EDTMP prepared are in progress at the Radiation Medicine Center.

2. Isotope Tracer Techniques in Hydrology and Industry

Dynamics and Sedimentation Rate of Naini Lake : Isotope tracer techniques
are extremely useful for understanding the dynamics of various hydrological environments,
particularly for lakes which are accessible at all points for sample collection and in-situ
measurements. Environmental isotopes (namely 518O, 6D and 3H) and conventional
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physico-chemical measurements were used to study the lake dynamics as well as for
identification of recharge zones of lake Naini, in the state of Uttar Pradesh. The results
show that lake Naini is a warm monomitic lake that is stratified during March to October
and well mixed during the remaining period. It seems that the lake groundwater system is
a flow through type and since the springs and local ground water are a mixture of different
waters, it is difficult to assign unique areas of recharge. These studies have also shown
that the lake is not shallowing at a rate reported by earlier investigators and it has different
deposition zones with constant/varying sedimentation rates.

Canal Seepage and return flow of irrigation waters in the Indira Gandhi
Nehar Pariyojna(IGNP), Rajasthan : Isotope studies have been carried out to
identify the canal seepage and return flow of irrigation waters. The study showed direct
recharge from the canal to some shallow wells. Stable isotope results show some
enrichment with rise in water table and this can possibly be due to evaporation from
shallow groundwater.
Radiotracer studies in chemical reactors : Malfunctioning or improper design of
a chemical reactor adversely affects the efficiency and/or product quality resulting in heavy
economic losses to industry. Radioisotope tracer experiments were conducted at the
terphthalic acid (PTA) plant of M/s Reliance Industries Ltd. in order to identify the cause
of deterioration in quality of PTA on increasing the plant capacity. About 26MBq each of
24Na as sodium carbonate and 82Br as dibromobiphenyl were used as radiotracers to
measure the residence time distribution (RTD) of aqueous and organic phase respectively.
Interpretation of the tracer data through a complex mathematical model indicated poor
design of the impeller as the major cause of the degradation of product at higher
capacities.

A similar RTD study has been carried out at an aniline production reactor to
investigate the cause of poor heat transfer from tube side to the shell side of the reactor.
37 MBq 82Br as paradibromobenzene was used as tracer. The study confirmed that about
60% of the geometric volume of the shell side of reactor was fouled and was responsible
for the poor heat transfer.

3. Radiation Processing

Reduction of degree of Polymerization of paper Pulp by electron beam
irradiation: Viscose rayon industry is facing stiff regulations from the environmental
protection agencies mainly due to the emission of toxic gases such as CS2 and H2S in the
atmosphere. The industry is looking from methods to reduce consumption of CS2 in the
process. A pilot scale study to reduce the degree of polymerization of paper pulp by
Electron Beam irradiation has been carried in collaboration with one of the leading rayon
manufacturing company. The use of irradiated paper pulp having lower degree of
polymerization, considerably reduces the processing time as well as consumption of CS2
by about 40% in the production of fibre from the pulp while retaining the desired
properties for fiber production.
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Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) degradation by electron beam
irradiation : PTFE is a unique engineering plastic with excellent physical, chemical and
mechanical properties. Its outstanding anti-friction and non stick properties coupled with
its non toxic nature has resulted in it being used as a dry lubricant and as a non stick
material. The polymer however is extremely resistant to pulverization and hence the
product is pulverized at low temperature(-180°C). A single stage additive free EB process
has been developed which utilizes waste virgin PTFE or carbon filled PTFE scrap as raw
material to produce low molecular weight PTFE that can be used to produce PTFE
powder having particle size < 10 urn without the need for jet milling.

4. Isotope Techniques for Non-Destructive Testing

Gamma Scanning Technology
Gamma scanning techniques were utilized to diagnose malfunctioning of industrial

process columns. Following Are the case studies.

i) Two methyl amine dehydration tray type columns, that are used for separation and
dehydration of methyl amine from the feed were malfunctioning resulting in the reduced
output and poor quality of the products. The gamma scanning investigations of these
columns showed that the column internals were functioning properly and the improper
process conditions were mainly responsible for poor quality and reduced output. A new
winch type system was specially developed for this investigation to accurately position
source and detector.
ii) An ethane -ethylene stripper rectifier column consisting of 116 trays in 2 towers was
investigated for a leading chemical manufacturing company at Thane. The column was
experiencing a loss of 6% volume of ethylene as against designed value of 2.5%. Results
of gamma scanning indicated that the cause of malfunctioning was channeling of vapours
and weeping of liquids from a number of trays.
iii) Heavy Water Division, BARC, for estimating the air hold up at different locations
along the axial direction of an experimental column containing distilled water under air
circulation. The scanning could detect change in air hold up in the column as a function of
nozzle diameter.

Development of motorized gamma scanning system for industrial
process columns in petrochemical industries : In order to speed up the
investigations such as those reported above, the winch mechanism developed above has
been further modified to a motorized unit. This system allows more accurate control of
source & detector movement as well as alignment. Also, the data acquisition and data
processing systems have been computerized so as to make the whole system portable.
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Modification of computerized tomographic (CT) system for enhanced
flaw detection : The existing CT system based on Cs-137 and single Nal(Tl) PMT
detector has been upgraded by incorporating an x-ray source and a multielcmental Cs(Tl)-
PIN photodiodc detectors alongwith high precision mechanical manipulator, improved
electronics and a user friendly window based software. A separate computer software has
been developed for fast volumetric defect visualization and 3D-isosurfacc rendering of
objects based on the 2D CT data generated on the system. With these facilities, it is now
possible to produce CT images along any defined plane through the specimen.

5. Production & Fabrication of Radioisotopes

Preparation of High Purity fission Produced "Mo: A new novel technique for
the separation of wMo from fission products of irradiated uranium targets have been
worked out based on chloride volatility technique. A three temperature zone furnace for
carrying out selective volatilization of the molybdenum is used for the purpose. Various
adsorbents such as AI2O3 and NaCl+Al2O3 packed columns have been used for trapping
the impurities of other fission products. The process has been tried at present upto 200
MBq level.

Fabrication of radioisotope sources
More than 200 Cs-137 brachytherapy sources having activity ranging from 1.5 to 1.6 GBq
each of I37Cs have been fabricated and supplied to various users. 20 Gamma chamber-
4000 source pencils and 33 Gamma chambcr-5000 source pencils have been fabricated
from Co-60 slug and a total of 720 TBq of Co-60 was loaded in these sources and
supplied to BRIT.

6. Human Resources Development Activities

The following training Programs for medical and industry personnel were conducted
during 1996.
(i) 8th Training course on radiography Testing, Level-2, conducted at National Test

House Jan. 18-Feb. 15,1996.
(ii) 9th Training course on Radiography Testing, Level -2 , Hindustan Shipyard Ltd.,

Vishakhapatnam, June 3-28,1996
(iii) 1 Oth Training course on Radiography Testing, Level-2, NAPS, Narora, September 29

-October 19,1996.
(iv) 31 st Training course on RIA training course, BARC,Mumbai, 25th March 1996.
(v) 32nd Training Course on Radioimmunoassay and Clinical Applications, Nov. 1996.

IAEA Expert Services &Training
i) Dr.S.M.Rao,Head,Isotope Division was a consultant to IAEA on Isotope Hydrology
programme during October 7-18,1996. Besides this, Sh.Gursharan Singh provided expert
services in Radiography Testing Level-3 to Vietnamese Atomic energy Commission.
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ii) Two IAEA fellows from Algeria and Vietnam were trained in Radioimmunoassay
techniques for a period of six months.
iii) One IAEA fellow from Myanamar was trained in the field of applications

of radiotracers in industry for a period of two months.

7. Publications

Journals
1. A Rh-lO5 complex of tetrathia cyclohexadecanediol with potential for formulation as

bifunctional chelates
Meera Venketesh, N.Goswami, W.A.Volkert et.al.
Nud.Mcd.Biol., 23, 1996, 33-40

2. Investigation of Bedload transport off Karwar coast
V.N.Yelgaonkar, A.S.Pendharkar, S.V.Navada, H.J.Pant, G.N.Mendhekar and
S.M.Rao
Ind.J.Merine Sciences (In press)

3. Radiation stability of inorganic exchangers-II,
K.L.N.Rao, R.N.Verma, K.R.Balasubramanian, T.S.Murthy and J.P.Shukla
JInd.Chem.Soc, 73,1996, 85-87

4. EB crosslinking of polyethylene "O" rings- Optimisation of process parameters
K.S.Sarma, S.Sabharwal, A.R.Kalurkar, C.V.Chaudhari, S.A.Khader, R.S.Deshpande

and A.B.Majali
J.Radioanla.Nucl.ChemArticles, 206, 1996, 341-346

5. A radioimmmunoassay for serum estradiol
A.Korde, M.Venkatesh, S.A.Balakrishnan and Ramjilal
J.Radioanal.Nucl.Chem. Articles, 206,1996, 219-226

6. The dibenzylideneacetone adducts of uranyl bis-(P diketonates). The low temperature
NMR behaviour and molecular structure of [UO2(TTA)2.DBA]
S.Kanan, V.Venugopal, M.R.A.Pillai, P.A.Dreoge and E.O.Schlemper
Polyhedron 15,1996,465-471

7. Synthesis and characterisation of sulphoxide adducts of uranyl bis-(p diketonates). The
crystal and molecular structure of [UO2(DBM)2.C6H5CH2SOCH3]
S.Kanan, V.Venugopal, M.R.Pillai, P.A.Dreoge and C.L.Barnes
Polyhedron 15, 1996, 97-101

8. Structure-reactivity studies on the crosslinking of poly(vinyl methyl ether) in aqueous
solutions :A pulse radiolysis study
S.Sabharwal, H.Mohan, Y.K.Bhardwaj and A.B.Majali
J.Chem.Soc.(Faraday Transactions) 22,1996,4401-4406

9. Isotopes and radiation technology-Indian scene
S.M.Rao
J.Radioanal.Nucl.Chem.,Articles, 205,1996,35-44
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Conferences
1. "Design and Development of Computed Tomographic Imaging System (CITIS)"

G.S. Ramakrishna, Umesh Kumar, S.S. Datta and S.M. Rao
Presented at 14th World Conference on NDT held at New Delhi, Dec.8-13, 1996

2. "Non-destructive testing of dynamic systems"
Gursharan Singh, H.J. Pant
Presented at the 14th World Conference on NDT held at New Delhi, Dec.8-13, 1996

3. "Phase changes in AMP after electron irradiation and applied pressure".
K.L.N. Rao, K.S.S. Sarma, B.M. Pande, S.N. Vaidya and J.P. Shukla
Proceedings of the DAE Solid State Symposium, BARC, Dec.27-31, 1996. p354

4. Study of the dispersion of simulated sewage in marine environment by radiotracer
technique-A case study.
U. Saravanakumar, V.N. Yclgaonkar& S.V. Navada
Presented at IAEA symposium on 'Harmonisation of health related environment
measurements using nuclear & isotopic techniques', Hyderabad, Nov. 4-7,1996

5. Environmental isotope studies in Badrinath and Chamoli district, Uttar Pradesh
Suman Sharma, AR.Nair, U.P.Kulkarni, S.V.Navada and S.C.Sharma
Proc. National Seminar on Geothermal Energy Resources in India, October
25-26, 1996, Nagpur

6. Isotope and Geochemical studies in Tattapani Geothermal Area Rajouri district,
Madhya Pradesh
Suman Sharma, A.R.Nair, UP. Kulkarni, S.V.Navada and U.L. Pitale* (*GSI
Central Region, Nagpur)
Proc. National Seminar on Geothermal Energy Resources in India, October
25-26,1996, Nagpur

7. "Production and purification of 125I from reactor irradiated Xenon Targets"
P.V. Joshi, A.R. Mathkar, P.R.Unni and M. Subramanian
Presented at the International Seminar on development of research reactor
utilization, BARC, 11-15 March, 1996

8. "Effects of electron beam irradiation on inorganic exchanger AMP"
K.L.N.Rao, C. Mathew, R.S. Deshpande, A.V. Jadhav, B.M. Pande and
J.P. Shukla

Paper presented at the Trombay Symposium on Radiation and Photochemistry
at BARC during Jan 8-12, 1996

9. Pulse Radiolysis of Styrene Sulphonic acid in aqueous solutions.
S.Sabharwal, Hari Mohan, Y.K. Bhardwaj and A.B. Majali

Presented at Trombay Symposium on Radiation and Photochemistry (TSRP)
Jan 8-12, 1996

10. Mechanism of n-butyl acrylate sensitization action in radiation vulcanisation
of natural rubber latex
S. Sabharwal, T.N. Das, C.V. Chaudhari, Y.K. Bhardwaj and A.B. Majali
Presented at Trombay Symposium on Radiation and Photochemistry (TSRP)

Jan 8-12, 1996
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11. Effect of additives on radiation induced grafting of methyl methacrylate on
polyethylene films
Y.K. Bhardwaj, S. Sabharwal and A.B. Majali
Presented at Trombay Symposium on Radiation and Photochemistry (TSRP),
8-12, 1996

12. Radiation crosslinked thermosensitive PVME gel response to metal ion
(iron +3): a differential scanning calorimctry study
L. Varshney, S. Sabharwal, P.K. Jyothish, Y.K. Bhardwaj, S.V. Choughule,
G. Sharma and A.B. Majali
Presented at Trombay Symposium on Radiation and Photochemistry (TSRP),
Jan 8-12, 1996.



LANDSCAPE & COSMETIC MAINTENANCE
SECTION

Major Achievements

This section i s responsible for maintaining a clean and aesthetically

beautiful environment in this centre. During the year, landscaping

vas done by planting various shrubs, ground covers, lavn grasses, eto.

in approximately 4,000 sq.aet. area at Trombay. About 50,000 troe

saplings were grovn in the nursery and planted on Trombay Hills for

afforestation. Technio3L advice was given to various DAE Units for

landscaping. &lao rendered services as experts for judging various

exhibits of flower shows organised by the National Society for Sri ends

of the Trees, Mumbai Rose Society, Brihamumbai Municipal Corporation,

etc.
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LASER & PLASMA TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

Major Achievements

Laser and Plasma Technology Division is engaged in the research and
development of high power beams namely laser, plasma and electron beams which are
characterized power densities in excess of 1 kW/mm^. Some of the significant
achievements during 1996 are given here.

Lasers

Dye lasers are useful for photochemical and spectroscopic applications. The
optimum pulse repetition rates of dye lasers pumped by copper vapour lasers (CVL) lie
in the 5-10 kHz range. To obtain higher pulse repetition rates from a dye laser, a
technique was devised to pump a single dye laser with two temporally sequenced CVL's.
A master pulse generator controlled the triggering of both the CVL's, leading to pumping
of the dye laser at the repetition rate of 13 kHz The dye laser spectrum, spatial profile
and laser efficiency were found to remain unchanged as compared to pumping of the
dye laser at 6.5 kHz with either of the CVLs.

A rhodamine 6G dye laser oscillator-amplifier system pumped by CVLs was
operated upto average powers of 20 W using a new, single-sided pumped amplification
technique. The advantages of this technique are that, unlike in the double side pumped
amplifier, critical beam shaping of the single beam is not necessary. High dye
concentrations can be used allowing for total utilization of the pump laser and the
intense part of the signal beam interacts with the high gain region of the amplifier. A cw
argon ion laser, has been commissioned. The indigenously designed and fabricated
model is a flowing type, tunable, argon ion laser with an out put power of 1 W.
Modifications are being done to obtain power output of the order of 3 W.

Laboratory scale production of Carbon-13 was achieved by isotope-selective,
infrared multiple photon dissociation (IRMPD) technique with several halomethanes in
an efficient wave guide photochemical reactor using pulsed carbon dioxide laser. In the
context of removal of tritium from heavy and light water reactors, pentafluoroethane was
shown to be an attractive working molecule. The removal was affected by transferring
tritium from contaminated water to the working molecule by catalytic gas-liquid isotopic
exchange reaction, followed by isotope-selective IRMPD using 30 ns carbon dioxide
laser.

Work on laser micro drilling of tablets of pharmaceutical interest was taken up in
collaboration with a local College of Pharmacy. Controlled slow release tablets are
gaining importance in the field of medicine and pharmacy due to their several
advantages. In an osmotically controlled release system the drug is released
continuously through a precisely drilled micro-hole in the semi-permeable membrane of
the tablet. A Nd:glass laser capable of giving 2-3 Joules of energy in a 300 microsecond
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pulse was used to drill tablets containing potassium chloride with cellulose acetate as a
semi permeable membrane. Micro-holes of diameter 300-400 microns were successfully
drilled after optimizing various laser parameters. Clinical tests such as the drug release
rate from these tablets were conducted at the College of Pharmacy. This type of work
has been done for the first time in our country and it may generate considerable interest
among the pharmaceutical industries to adopt laser drilling of tablets thereby
popularizing control release drugs in our country.

Failure analysis in nuclear and process industries is vital to building more reliable
and safer process techniques. A methodology has been developed in L & PTD involving
a systematic approach to analyze the post-accident features, till a logically consistent
event sequence is determined. This methodology allows a quick analysis of failures,
brings out deficiencies and categorizes them in the order of importance. This has been
applied successfully to analyse several incidents in process industries in DAE and
outside.

Thermal Plasmas

Studies related to the basic processes and technological applications of plasma
were continued. A variety of high power plasma jet devices in the range of 50-300 kW,
working on stabilized and constricted arc jets are being developed for material
processing applications. Axial flow-stabilized arc plasma torches in transferred arc mode
and vortex flow-stabilized plasma torches operating in nontransferred arc mode have
been developed and integrated into plasma melters, chemical reactors, spray units and
aerosol generators.

Studies on power up-gradation of the 50 kW inert gas plasma melter indicated the
need for a high power plasma melter simulation facility and hence a facility was set up to
test and characterize transferred arc plasma torches up to 300 kW power level. The
facility consists of a high power plasma torch, current regulated DC power supplies,
water cooled crucible simulator, water cooled copper coil heat shield around the plasma
column, protective heat shield and reflector for plasma torch and deflecting magnetic
coils. The torch is mounted on a stand having vertical movement through a lead screw
movement and polar tilt through a similar mechanism. Flow of cooling water, rise in water
temperature as it flows through different modules and plasma gas are monitored through
flow meters. This is the only plasma torch test stand of its kind in the country.

A high power plasma torch has been designed for melting applications. The
melting torch has been operated upto 300 kW (380V, 800A) with an arc length of over
300 mm. These torches can now be used for developing total systems. A large volume of
data has been generated through measurements on the voltage-current characteristics
and heat loss to the torch and simulator components. Results indicate the crucible
simulator gets up to 50 % of the input energy at <100 kW, which increases to 55-60 % at
higher powers. The torch efficiency is low with argon (about 85% at 50 kW and goes up
to 95 % both at higher powers (~300 kW) and with nitrogen.
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The emerging concept in the area of high power plasma torches used in heating,
synthesis or transferred arc melting operations is oriented towards copper, hollow-
cathode, water-cooled units. This assures long electrode life and less interference with
the job in terms of impurities. With magnetic stabilization, the torch performance can
really be raised to higher flow rates and powers. Keeping this in mind, a high power
hollow cathode plasma torch development program has been initiated. The first torch
has been operated up to 45 kW. in argon. Subsequently design modifications with
respect to flow velocity, insulator integrity, power up-gradation and air/N2 operations are
being tried out.

The thermophysical and transport property codes for thermal plasma has been
rewritten in C and executed on anupam parallel operating system. A thermohydraulic
code for calculating pressure drops in cooling water sections of the plasma generator
modules has been designed. The window based system has been designed to make it
user friendly. The non-dimensionalisation of the arc electrical and thermal parameters
have been carried out.

A radio frequency capacitively coupled plasma discharge system has been set up.
A 400 W, 27.2 MHz power supply along with an impedance matching network to
interface the 500 Ohm output of the BEL-400 amplifier tube have been designed and
built. The parallel plate configuration (140 mm x 25 mm x 6 mm) has been tested with a
mixture of gases He-CC>2-N2 and optimized to obtain parameters for giving a stable a
discharge.

A microwave plasma system (2.45 GHz, 700W) has been set up. Various
components like tuners, sliding shorts, microwave cavities were fabricated and
incorporated. This facility is being used for deposition of diamond-like-carbon (DLC)
coatings for in-house requirements. These coatings have been characterized by Raman
spectrum and FTIR. These coatings exhibit excellent corrosion resistance. The system
has also been used for surface treatment of organic polymers.

A prototype plasma torch based aerosol generator has been developed.
Generation of aerosols was carried out with aluminium powder introduced into torch with
compressed air. The collected aerosol particles have been analyzed.

Liquid Metal Magnetohydrodynamics (LMMHD)

BARC proposes to set up a unique LMMHD Power Generator system utilizing
solar energy and nuclear waste heat / incineration waste The basic design of 500 kWe
LMMHD Power Generator system has been completed.

In LMMHD diagnostics, gamma ray attenuation technique has been extensively
used to measure void fraction profiles in two-phase liquid metal-air flows. The PC based
instrumentation for gamma ray spectrometer is under upgradation. The 6.5m high Liquid
Metal Magnetohydrodynamic system has been operated and valuable data has been
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generated. The 1.5 m high mercury-nitrogen loop was used for the measurement of the
effect of longitudinal magnetic field on void fraction profiles.

Electron Beams

Electron Beam machines are characterized by high power densities and clean
high vacuum environment. This unique processing capability has been utilized in
developing a number of Electron Beam machines for welding/melting applications. A 6
kW high vacuum Electron Beam Welding equipment has been developed indigenously
and recently commissioned at the Machine Tool Prototype Factory at Ambemath. This
unit has been introduced into the production line for the fabrication of special
components for defence applications.

For the development of high power evaporation equipment, a 1000 mm diameter
and 500 mm long work chamber along with the vacuum pumping systems was designed
and the fabricated. The system has been installed at site. The water cooled copper
crucible, and the 80 kV, 200 kW power supply for the system have also been fabricated.
A 2000 mm diameter and 2000 mm long work chamber is being fabricated to carry out
electron beam evaporation at much higher power. The detailed chamber design has
been carried out and the process of vendor selection is going on.

Plasma Spray And Electron Beam Welding Services

As per the directive of Trombay Council, a job shop in plasma spray coating and
electron beam welding services has been initiated to professionally cater to the needs of
the Indian industry as well as in-house demands. Apart from routine plasma spray jobs, a
number of interesting and critical jobs were carried out. Casting of uranium ingots in
graphite mold has always been problematic due to reactions and wearing away of the
graphite. An alternate regenerative concept earlier tried by us in nuclear applications
was to use a mild steel split-mold plasma coated on the hot side with molybdenum as
bond coat and alumina as main coating. These coatings on actual plant size mold has
been done and is expected to improve the mold life and economy. Special insulator
coating (alumina, 300 microns) were given to RF. coils to withstand voltages up to 3 kV.
Ultrahigh vacuum compatible alumina insulation coatings on septum coils for
Synchrotron Radiation Source have been made.
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Publications

Publications in Foreign Journals

1 "The interaction between period I and period 2 branch and the recurrence of the bifurcation
structure in the periodically forced laser rate equations,"
Goswami, B K. 11996a]
Optics Communications, Vol. 122, pp. I89-I99.

2 "The role of Period tripling phenomena in the development of a self similar bifurcation structure"
Goswami, B. K. [1996b]
Int. J. Bifurcation and Chaos, (Accepted for publication).

3. Estimation of optimum election temperature for maximum x-ray laser gain, from 3p-3s*transitions
of neon-like ions in laser plasmas,
Gupta and B.K Sinha,
J. Appl.Phys.79, 619, 1996.

4. Comments on the paper"Specular reflection as a probe for diagnostics of laser-produced plasmas",
Gupta and B.K. Sinha,
J. Plasma Phys., 55. 143, 1996.

5. Reflectivity profiles of phase conjugate waves produced via four wave mixing in laser plasmas,
Gupta and B.K. Sinha,
Phys. Plasmas, 3, 3614, 1996.

6. Convective stimulated Brillouin scattering of obliquely incident laser light in laser plasmas,
G.P.Gupta and B.K. Sinha,
Phys. Plasmas(Under Review)

7. Damping rate of ion-acoustic waves in weakly collisional thermal plasmas,
G.P.Gupta and B.K.Sinha,
J.Plasma Pliys.(Under Review)

8 Effect of ionization and recombinationcoefficients on charge state
distribution of ions in laser-produced aluminum plasmas,
Gupta and B.K.Sinhn,
Phys. Rev.E(Under Preparation)

9. Characterization of Plasma Synthesized Alumina.,
P.V.Ananthapadmanabhan, K.P.Sreekumar, N.Venkatramani, P.K.Sinha and Patrik R.Taylor.,
J of Alloys and Compounds. (Under print)

10. "Self defocussing of light in near resonant copper vapour"
S.Sinha, K.Dasgupta, K.G.Manohar, L.G.Nair
To be published in Appl. Phys. B.
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11. "('hemisorption of Hydrogen on a V5 cluster"
G.Dietrich,KDasgupta et al,
Chem. Phys. Lett. 212 141 (1996).

12 "Infrared photodissicipation of methanol molecules adsorbed on a A114 cluster"
G Dietrich, k.Dasgupta et al,
(hem Phys.Letl. 250, 307(1096).

13. "Effect of spatial overlap in optically pumped molecular laser amplifiers",
Suchaiita Siuha,
Infrared Phys. Teclmol, 37, 343, (1096).

14. CO-2 laser induced IRMPD of 2 bromo-2-chloro-l,l,l-trifluoroethane:Time resolved
luminescence studies.,
K.K. Pushpa, A.Kumar, R.K. Vatsa, P.D. Naik, K.A. Rao, J P. Mittal, V. Parthasarathy
and S.K.Sarkar,
Chem.Phys. Letters 249. 167(1996)

15. Tlie effect of mid-IR & far-lR emission, generated at NH3 exciation by inense radiation of a TEA
CO2 laser on ammonia absorption.
R.S Karvo, V.N. Lokhmau and C.N.Makaiov.,
Appl. Phys, B-63, 355(1996)

16. Temperature dependent UV absorption cross section of propylene, metliylacetylene and
vinylacetylene,
A.Falir and A.K. Nayak,
Chem.Phys, 203, 351(1996)

17. Temperature dependence of gas and liquid phase UV absorption cross sections of HCFC-123 and
HCFC-I42b.,
A.K.Nayak.TJ. Kuckley.M.J.Kuryloand A.Falir.,
J. Geophys, Res. 101, 9055, (1996)

Publications in National Journals.

1. Effect of density scale length on three halves harmonic radiation produced in 1.064u,m laser-
plasma interaction, in "Recent Advances in Plasma
Gupta, T.K. Achal, S.V.Gegawale and B.K.Sinha,
Science and Technology", edited by R.P Singh, S.B. Rai and D. Narayan(Allied Publishers, New
Delhi, 10%)

2. Observation of ion-acoustic waves in two -dimensional partical simulation of fteld assisted plasma
expansion,
Kartik Patel,
Accepted for publication by Journal of Applied physics.
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3 Kinetic study ofthe icactions of C; Ms C) and C'2 H5O2 with NO3 at 298 K, Alok
Ray.V DaeleJ Vassnlli,G poulet and G.Le Bras.,
J.Phys.chein ,100.5737(1996)

'1. Kinetics of Ihcimal decomposition of the ("I I3SO2 radical and its reaction with NO3 at I Torr and
298K,
AIok_Ray.V.Daele,I.Vassalli,G.Laveidet and G.Le Bras.,
J.Phys .chem., 00,8895(1996).

5 A flow reactor mass spcctromctiic investigation of initiation steps of O (^P)atom reaction witli
Benzene,
P.N. Bajaj and Arthur Fontijn,
Conibiistion and Flame 239, 105 (1996)

6. Kinetics of the Sn (•* PO)reactions with COj and O2 over wide temperature ranges,
Arthur Fontijn and P N Bajaj,
J. Phys. Chemistry 7085, 100 (1996)

7. On competition between permanent dipole and virtual state two-photon excitation mechanism and
two photon optical excitation pathways, in molecular excitation,
B.N. Jagatap and W.J. Meatli,
Chem. Phys. Lett. 258, 293 (1996).

8. Plasma Sprayed Hydroxy Apatite Coatings ,
D.S. Patil, K.P. Sreekumar, N. Venkatramani, R.K. Iyer, Ram Prasad, R.S. Koppikarand K.R.
Munim, Bulletin of Materials Science, Vol. 19, No. I, (115-121), 1996.

9. Particle Moiphology and Size Distribution of Plasma Processed Aluminium Powder,
P.V. Ananthapadmanabhan, K.P. Sreekumar, N. Venkatramaiii, R. Kameswaran, C.C. Dias and
S C. Mishra,
Bull. Material Sci. 19 (No.3), 559-564, (1996)

10. Dimond Deposition by Vacuum Plasma Jet.,
K. Rainachandran, D.S.Patil, N. Venkatramani, A.R. Biswas, S. Venkateswaran, R., D'Cunha.
Bulletin of Indian Vacuum Society, Vol.27, No.3, P-23-27, 1996.

11. Synthesis of Sub-micron Alumina in a thermal Plasma Jet.,
PV.Ananthapadmanabhan, K.P.Sreekumar, N.Venkatramani, P.K.Sinha and S.C. Mislua,
Transactions of Indian Ceramic Society, (under print)

12 Particle Morphology and Size Distribution of Plasma Processed Aluminium Powder.,
P V.Ananthapadmanabhan, K P.Sreekumar, N.Venkatramani, R.Kameswaran, C.C.Dias and
ScC. Mishra.,
Bull Material Sci. 19 No 3, 559(1996)

13. Plasma Sprayed Hydroxy Apatite Coatings.,
D.S.Patil, K.P.Sieekumar, N.Venkatramani, R.K.Iyer, R.S.Koppikar and K.R.Munim.,
Bull. Material Sci. 19 No. I, I 15 (1996)
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Symposium papers in Foreign Countries :

1. Reactions of NO3 vvitli peroxy radicals in the nighttime oxidation of voc's: Kinetics of the NO3 +
C2H5O2 reaction ,
Alok Ray, V.Dacle, I.Vassalli,G.Laveidet,G.Poulet and G.Le Bras.,
Symposium EUROTRAC I<W>, Garmisch (Germany), 25-26 March, I996.

2. Kinetics of the thermal decomposition of the CH3SO2 radical and its reaction with NO2 at 1 Ton*
and 298 K, Alok Ray, I Vassalli.G.Laveidet, and G.Le Bras..
Atmospheric chemistry of surface in relation to aerosols.clouds and climate.Londoii, UK July,
1996 and 14th Int.Symp. on Gas Kinetics , Leads (UK), 7-12 Sept.1996

3. Kinetics of free radical reactions relevant to the atmospheric oxidation of DMS: reaction Bro+
DMS; thermal decomposition of CH3SO2 and its reaction with NO2
Alok Ray, V,Bedjanianl.Vassalli,G.Laverdet, G.Poulet and G.Le Bras.,
Seventh Symposium on Physio-chemical behavior of Atmospheric Pollutants, Venice (Italy), 2-4
October, 1996.

4. Laser microdrilling in controlled release tablets,
S B. Bhalerao, C.G. Murali, L.J. Dhareshwar, N. Gopi, B.S. Narayan
23rd International Symposium organised by Control release society Kyoto, Japan, July 1996.

Symposium papers in India

1. Damping of ion-acoustic waves in a laser-produced hydrocarbon CH) plasma,
G P Gupta and B.K. Sinha,
Proc, IX Plasma Science Society of India Symposium on Plasma Science and echnology,
BhopaJ, October 28-31, 1996.

2. Differential Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy Technique Determining Atomic Density
A.K.Ray,A.Majuinder,V.K.Mago and B.Lai.,
IX National Conference on Atomic and Molecular Physices, NCAMP,IIT Madras,17-20 Dec. 1996

3. Temporal Evolution of Barium Pbotoplasma,
A.Majumder,V.K.Mago,B.Lal and K.Patel
National Laser Symposium, BARC 17-19 Jan, 1996.

4. Collection Time Variation in Laser Produced Plasma,
V.K.Mago ,A.Majumder,B.Lal and K.Patel
National Laser Symposium, BARC 117-19 Jan, 1996.

5. Some Problems in Non-contact Thermometry of vapour Emitting Zone in Electron Beam
Evaporators, M.S.Bhatia,B.R.Dikshit & B.Lai,
International conference on Instrumentation ICI-1996, 6-8 August 1996 ,Ind .Inst of
Science.BangaloreJndia.
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6. Investigation into kinetics and mechanism of the reaction of NO3 with C2H^0 C2HSO2 radicals
by Laser induced fluorescence.,
Alok Ray, V Daele.l Vassalli,G.Poulet and G.Le Bras.
Conference on spectroscopy : Perspective & Froniters, INCONS, l996,Bombay.

7. Lindemann-Hinshelwood analysis of C2H5O+NO Kinetics,
Alok Ray, I.Vassalli and G.Le Bias
Trombay symposium on Radiation and Pliotodicmisty TSRP-%, 19%,Bombay.

8 Collisional quenching of C2H5O flurosccuce by MNO3
Alok Ray.l Vnssnlli and G.Lc Bins
National Laser Symposium -96,Bombay. 1996.

0 Two-colour multiphoton ionizalion spectroscopy of uranium,
P. N. Bajaj. Vas Dev, A.K. Pulliaiii,
N. Vishnu Kumar, B.M. Suri and P.K Chakraborti, National Laser Symposium, Dehradun,
Feb I0-I4, 1995,

10. Single-colour mulliplioton ionization of uranium. A.K. Pulhaui, Vas Dev, P. N. Bajaj, N. Vishnu
Kumar, B.M Suri and P.K.Chakraborti Xth National Conf. on At. and Mol. Phys., Meerut,
March, 1995.

11. Resonance ionization spectroscopic studies of uranium using tunable pulsed dye lasers. Vas Dev,
A.K. Pulhani, B.M. Suri, N. Vishnu Kumar, P. N. Bajaj and P.K Chakraborti, Xth National
Conf. on At and Mol. Phys., Meerut, March, 1995.

12. A digital image analyzer for RIMS studies
S.S. Thattey, B.M. Suri, P.N. Bajaj and Vasdev
7th National Symposium on Mass spectrometry, DRDE, Gwalior 26-28 November, 1996.

13. A digital image analyzer for RIMS studies,
S.S. Thattey, B.M. Suri, P.N. Bajaj and Vasdev,
7th National Symposium on Mass spectrometry, DRDE, Gwalior 26-28 November, 1996.

14. Plasmas and Beam Technology: Concept of an advanced toolkit for Material Processing,
A.K.Das and Venkatramani N,
Proc. of the National Symp. on Plasma Science, pp 25-28, ed. P.K. Ghosh, Prentice-Hall, 1996.

15. Reactive Thermal Plasma Spraying,
Venkatrninani N.
Proc. of the National Symp. on Plasma Science, pp 39-45, ed. P.K. Ghosh, Prentice-Hall, 1996.

16 Error Aspects of a Low Void Fraction Measurement Experiment., P. Jayakumar, P..Munshi(llT,
Kanpur), P. Satyaintirthy, T.K. Thiyagrajaii, N.S. Dixit, and N. Venkatramani,
2nd National Conference on Fluid Machinery, 28-29, June 1996, Coimbatore organized by
National Society for Fluid Maclianics and Fluid Power.
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17 Infraied niut Rnmnn Spectral Studies or Dimuiid and Diamond Like Carbon Films.,
Sugandhi V, R.D'Cimha, A.P. Roy, D.S. Patil, K. Ramchandran, and N. Venkatamani.,
Presented during "International Conference on Spectroscopy (INCONS)", January 3-5, 1996,
B.A.R.C, Mumbai-85.

18. Cathodic Arc Evaporation Facility for Vacuum Coatings,
K. Ramacliandran, D.S. Palil and N. Venkatramani.,
Presented during the "National Symposium on Advances in Vacuum Metallurgy(IVSNS—96)",
J.-iminiy .'3-.M, I W , N PC llydurnbnd..

19. DC Plasma Jet Chemical Vapour Deposition of Diamond and Diamond like Carbon Films,
K Ramacliandian. D.S. Patil. N. Venkatrnmani, A.R. Biswas, S. Venkateswaran and R.D'Cunha.
Presented during the National Conference on Thin Films characterisation and Applications,
Coimbatore, June I0-I2, 1996.

20. Effect of Rotating Magnetic Field on Thermal Power Delivered to a Crucible Simulator in an
Aaxial Flow Transferred Arc Plasma Torch.
P.S.S.Murthy, A.K Das, A.M. Paingankar, V.S. Shirodkar, N. Venkatramani
XI PSSI National Symposium on Plasma Science and Technology(Plasma-96), 28-31, October
I*W6, Bhopal, Barkatulla University, Bhopal.

21. Development of Inert Gas Plasma Melting Facility.,
P.S.S. Murthy, A.K. Das, A.M. Paingankar and N. Venkatramani.,
Proceedings of National Symposum on Advances in Vacuum Metallurgy^ VSNS96), January 23-
24, 1996, Hyderabad, Nuclear Fuel Complex, Hyderabad.

22. Self Illuminated Particle Diagnostics in a DC Plasma Spray Torch.,
D.N. Barve. N.K. Joshi, S.N. Sahasrabudhe, K.P. Sreekumar and N. Venkatramani,
XJ PSSI National Symposium on Plasma Science and Techjiology(Plasma-96), 28-31, October
1996, Bhopal, Barkatulla University, Bhopal.

23. Industrial Worthy Plasma Arc Devices: A Developmental and Characterization Study,
A.K. Das
XI PSSI National Symposium on Plasma Science and Teclutology(Plasma-96), 28-31, October
1996, Bhopal, Barkatulla University, Bhopal.

24. Transferred Arc Plasma Image Processing using Digitizing Camera, R.S. Haval, P.S.S.Murthy, &
DP. Chakravarthy,
XI PSSI National Symposium on Plasma Science and Technology(Plasma-96), 28-31,October
1996, Bhopal, Barkatulla University, Bhopal.

25 Parameters optimization for Plasma Spraying using Fractional Factorial Testing,
K.P. Sreekumar, P.V.A.Padnianabhan, A.K. Das, N.Venkatramani, S.C. Mishra,
XI PSSI National Symposium on Plasma Science and Technology(Plasma-96), 28-31, October
1996, Bhopal, Barkatulla University, Bhopal.

26. Sintering Study of Zinc Oxide Varistor Prepared Through Citrate Gel Route,
Arnit Sinha, B.P. Sliarma, DP. Chakravarthy and A.R. Biswas ,
DAE-BRNS Symposium on Electroceramics, Rajkot, 13-15, March 1996.
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27 Pniameler Optimization for Plasma Spinying Using Fractional Factorial Testing.,
k.P Sreekumar. P V.Ananthapadmanabhan, A.K.Das, N.Venkatramani, and S.C. Mishra.,
Papei No. Fr-I, XI PSSI Nat. Symp. on Plasma Sci. & Technology, PLASMA-96, Bliopal,

28. Evolution of Generalised Current Voltage Characteristics for Non-transferred Arc Plasma Torch.,
A.M.Paingankar, A.K.Das, K.P.Sreekumar, P.S.S.Murthy, V.S.Shirodkar and N.Venkatramani.,
Paper No. F-2, XI PSSI Nat. Symp. on Plasma Sci. & Technology, PLASMA-96, Bhopal,
Oct.

Self Illuminated Particle Diagnostics in a DC Plasma Torch.,
D.N.Barve, N.K.Joshi, S.N.Sahasiabudhe, K.P.Sreekumar and N.Venkatramani.,
Papei No F-.i, XI PSSI Nat. Symp. on Plasma Sci. & Technology, PLASMA-96, Bhopal,
Oct

30. Chemical Analysis of the Plasma Sprayed AI2O3 and its Mixtures with TiO2 Coatings.,
K.Ramachandran, V.Selvarajan, P.V.Ananthapadmanabhan and K.P.Sreekumar.,
Paper No. F-8. XI PSSI Nat. Symp. on Plasma Sci. & Technology, PLASMA-96, Bhopal,
Oct. 19%

31 "Operation of a dye laser at very high icpetition rates by pumping with 2 sequeuced CVLs"
KG Manohai, K Dasgupta,S.kundu, S.Sasikumar, L.G.Nair, Proc. NLS-96, January 19%,
BARC

M "Indigenous development of dye jet nozzles lor dye lasers"
S.Singh, R Khaie, L.G.Nair, U.K.Chatlerjce, ibid.

33 "Self defocussing of light in near resonant copper vapour"
S.Sinha, k.Dasgupta, K.G.Manohar, S.kundu, L.G.Nair, ibid.

3-1 "Four-wave-mixing and SRS in single mode c^Xical fibers"
K.Dasgupln. k <J Manohar, S Kimdii, S.Siuha, S.Sasikumar, L.G.Nair, ibid.

35 "Temporal synchronization for efficient amplification of pulsed dye laser",
S Sinha, k.Oasgupln and L.G.Nair, ibid

3o. "Imp 1 oven lent in extraction efficiency of high power high repetition rate dye oscillator-amplifier
system pumped by copper vapour laser"
S.Singh. J.C Monga, S Sasikumar, L.G.Nair, U.K.Chatterjee,
National Symposium on High Power Lasers, Defence Science Centre, New Delhi, Dec. 1996.

37. "Amplification of temporally stretched yellow beam of copper vapour laser"
S.Singh, K Dasgupta. S Kundti, S.Sasikumar, L.G.Nair, U.K.Chatlerjee,
Pulsed Metal Vapour Lasers, NATO ASI Series, 1995.

38. "Pump beam polarization effects in a CVL pumped dye oscillator"
S.Singh, J.C.Moiiga, L.G.Nair, U.K.CIiatterjee,
National Symposium on Optics & Opto Electronics, IRDE, Dehradun, March 1996.
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39. Applications of laser microdrilling in controlled release tablets-
0 G. Murali, S. Bhalerao.
National Laser Symposiuni,
BARC, Munibai-85.,January-l996

40. Excimer laser photolysis of propargyl chloride and azomethane systems: product analysis and rate
constants for the reactio/is C3H3 + C3H3 and C3H3 + C3H3
A.K. Nayak, S.K.Sarkar and A.Falir,
Trombay Symposium on Radiation & Photocliemistry(TSR096), BARC, Mimibai 85. -

41. Time resolved luminescence studies of CO*2 laser excited 2 bromo-2-chloro-l,l,l-trifluoroetliane,
K.K. Pushpa, A.Kumar, R.K. Vatsa, P.D Naik, K.A. Rao, J.P. Mittal, V. Parthasarathy and
S K.Sarkar, Trombay Symposium on Radiation and Photochemistry(TSRP-96), BARC, Mumbai-
85.

42. A Study of the transmission characteristics of waveguide reactors for laser isotope separation,
V.Parthasarthy, P.Nilaya, D.J. Biswas, U.K. Chatterjee and S.K. Sarkar,
National Laser Syuiposium(NLS-96), BARC, Mumbai-85.

43. Errors Aspects of low void fraction measurement experiments, P. Jayakumar and P, Munshi, IIT,
Kanpur. P. Satynnmithy, T.K. Thiyagarajan, N.S. Dixit, and N. Venkatramani, Second National
Conf. on Fluid Machinary 28-29, June 1996, Coimbatore, India

44. "The Recurrence of bifurcation structure in the class B lasers",
Goswami, B. K.
Proceedings of National laser Symposium, IW6, pp. E49-50.ll996|

45. "Tlie synthesis of a self similar bifurcation structure involving period tripling and doubling
phenomena",
Goswami, B. K.
Accepted for presentation in the Int. Conference on Dynamical Systems, to be held at Ind. Inst.
Science, Bangalore. [1996]

Reports

I. Plasma Torch Based Aerosol Generator.,
K P.Sreekumar, P.V.AnaiUliapadmanablian, N.Venkatramani, P.V. Joshi, B.K. Sapra, P.V.N.
Nair and K.S.V. Nambi.,
BARC Report E-007, Pub. L& l Divn. Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, India. (1996)

Invited Lectures

I. Hydrogen Atom in Intense Laser Fields: Hybridization, lonization and Harmonic Generation
(Invited Talk), B.N. Jagatap
International Conference OH Spectroscopy: Frontiers and Perspectives, BARC, Bombay, Jan.3-5,
1996.
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2 Molecular Coherence and Control of Chemical Reactions. (Invited Talk)
B N Jagatap, Trombay Symposium on Radiation and Photochemistry, BARC, Bombay, Jnn.8-12,

3. High peak powci lasci diiven shock waves and their applications-
L.J. Dhatcshwnr. N.Gopi,
Invited article in National Symposium in High Power Lasers, Defence Science Centre, December

4. Laser Selective Chemistry,
S.K.Sarkar,
Invited Talk, National Symposium <NLS-l>6), BARC, Mumbai-85

5 Tiiree invited lectures were given by P. Satyamurthy for IV year Mechanical Engineering Students
of Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur on Liquid Metal MHD Power System.

6. 15 lectures were given to 39th batch physics trainees conveying Plasma Physics and MHD.

Ph.D. thesis

I "Studies of pulsed dye laser oscillator-amplifier system and generation and measurement of

picosecond laser pulses" S.Singh. Bombay University, 1996.

Professional Recognitions

I Elected as one of the 16 World Council member of Intemation Association " HYDROMAG". An

association to promote LMMHD, EPM and M.F. This is fora period of 6 years.

Training Programmes

Nil



LIBRARY & INFORMATION SERVICES DIVISION

Major Ach i evemen t s

Library and Information Services Division meets the information

requirements of the scientists and engineers of the BhabhaAtomic Research Centre

in particular, and renders assistance to other units of the Department of Atomic

Energy whenever called upon to do so. Information resources include one of the

largest collection of books in science and technology, a number of periodicals and a

growing collection of information resources on CD-ROM. The CD-ROM facility

has a large number of databases like INIS, MEDLINE, INSPEC, ISMEC, CA etc.,

housed in multiple CD-ROM drives. In order to provide access to these databases

for users at their work place itself a local area network (LAN) was established last

year with facility for access to a maximum of 50 users. Connections were already

provided to about 20 individual users for direct access to the databases and efforts

are under way to meet the remaining requests. A number of nodes were also

provided in different strategic locations in the Central Library for regular users of

library for access to these CD-ROM databases. Work is also under progress to

provide access to outside users through direct P&T communication lines.

Efforts are underway to expand the capacity of LAN five fold, keeping in

view of the anticipated demands. Work has been initiated to store the information

content in non-conventional literature like BARC reports, Annual Reports etc. and

other documents in electronic form using a digital scanner. Initial trials have

been successful. We have also taken up the distribution of International Nuclear

Information System (INIS) products to users in India.

Publications

1. BARC Newsletter

2. Nuclear News Digest
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MEDICAL DIVISION

Major Achievements

i. BARC Hospital and Dispensaries

The CHSS at present covers 72000 beneficiaries. BARC
Hospital and the peripheral dispensaries continued to extend
therapeutic and diagnostic facilities to the beneficiaries
and 4,57,575 patients were treated in these dispensaries
during the period of report. The bed strength in BARC
Hospital is 192 which is going to be extended by an addition
of 90 beds in the newly commissioned wing. A total number of
7392 cases were admitted in the hospital during the. period.
1870 surgical operations, 1229 gynaecological operations, 192
ENT operations and 303 ophthalmic operations were performed.
Outpatient attendance in the various OPDs was 97381. In the
fully equipped ICCU, thrombolytic therapy is given wherever
required. Cases found suitable for angioplasty and coronary
artery bypass graft are evaluated and referred to panel
hospitals. The investigations conducted at pathology and
radiology units were 2,06422 and 22145 respectively. Dental
care rendered in BARC Hopital and Anand Bhavan and Trmobay
clinics were 25290. The Social service section rendered
assistance to 14984 patients.

2. Family Welfare Programme and Immunisation Status

Active family welfare programme was continued during the
year. 189 Medical Termination of Pregnancy (MTP) and 195
permanent sterilisations were carried out. The infants
addition to the scheme was 608 and the birth rate was found
to be 8.43 per 1000. Family welfare programmes were conducted
in the peripheral dispensaries on a routine basis.
Immunisation facilities are available in BARC Hospital and
the peripheral dispensaries. A Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
(NICU) has been functioning since 1995 and term and preterm
babies with significant problems were admitted. During the
period of report around ten children were admitted.

3. Occupational Health

The Trombay Dispensary continued its occupational
Health activities in addition to routine medicare. 38732
cases were treated during the period of report. Periodic
medical examinations and initial medical examinations were
carried out on a regular basis. 1863 periodic medical
examinations and 207 initial medical examinations were
conducted.
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4. Genetic Clinic

Under the health care and applied research programme,
medical genetic facilities have been set up at BARC Hospital,
genetic Counselling clinics are being held regularly to
screen out potential cases for various diagnostic procedures
which will serve as a baseline data for research in human
gene tICS•

5. Occupational Health Programme

An advisory committee has been constituted by
chairman,SARCOPP, consisting of Head, Medical Division as the
convenor and other members from outside units. The committee
has developed a format for compilation of health data of
occupational workers, so that the priorities can be
monItored.

6. Baby Friendly Care

The WHO and UNICEF have jointly developed a programme on
'Baby friendly care' as a strategy for child welfare to
reduce infant mortality. The aim of this programme is to
promote successful breast feeding by focussing on the need of
mothers and their newborns. Training programmes for medical
and paramedical staff is being conducted on regular basis and
the Indian Medical Association has certified BARC Hospital as
'BABY FRIENDLY HOSPITAL'.

7. Hospital Information System

In continuation of the design and development of the
various forms for the Hospital Information System, further
modules were developed for the Paediatric section for
epilepsy, mental retardation and congenital heart disease
which will help in carrying out prospective and retrospective
studies. Modules' were developed for psychiatric, social
service, ENT and Ophthalmic sections as per the requirements
of the sections.

8. Morbidity status in the occupational workers

CHSS medicare programme caters to app.72,000
beneficiaries distributed in 11 zonal dispensaries. The
morbidity pattern of the prime population are compiled under
WHO codes and the Prevalence rates of various ailments
arrived at. These values are compared with the National
values after standardizing the age structure. Similar rates
were calculated for radIatlon/non radiation workers and the
results are satisfactory.



MATERIALS PROCESSING DIVISION

Major A c h i e v e m e n t s

1 Boron & Boron Bearing Control Rod and Shielding Materials

Elemental boron powder is a strategic material for country's defence

requirements. A production facility of 200 kg/year capacity has been

commissioned and production has started at Ordnance Factory, Khamaria,

Jabalpur. The division has also supplied kilogram quantities of boron powder

to Ordnance Factory, Chandrapur. About 50 kgs. of graded boron carbide

powder has been prepared and supplied for fabrication of control rods and

TAPS control blades. 250 sheets of bocarsil sheets were fabricated and

supplied to Nuclear Power Corporation and Centre for Compositional

Characterisation of Materials, Hyderabad, for use as shielding material.

2. Advanced Processing Techniques

Considerable progress has been made in the processing techniques for

advanced materials like ceramics, intermetallics and composites.

Sol-gel synthesis of Yttrium Aluminium Garnet by homogeneous precipitation

has been studied. Precursors were prepared using aqueous solutions of

aluminium-nitrate/sulphate, yttrium-nitrate and urea. Gelatinous precipitate on

continued refluxing in mother liquor yielded friable powders on drying. Garnet

phase was obtained by calcination of precursor powders at 1000°C.

Calcination temperature for sol-gel route is considerably lower than that

required when using mixed oxide powders for the synthesis. The sol-gel

process has also been used for synthesis of silica monoliths by hydrolysis and

polycondensation of ethonolic solutions of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS).

A 40 KW dual frequency (3 KHZ and 10 KH*) induction furnace power supply

with facility for attaching three work stations has been procured and is under
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installation. Work area, control room and a laboratory for the facility have

been designed and are nearing completion.

Fabrication of high temperature superconducting oxide wires and tapes has

been studied using powder-in-tube (PIT) method. The effect of initial powder

composition, powder packing density and repeated thermomechanical

treatments on the superconducting properties of the tapes has been studied.

The process is being optimised for enhancement of critical current density.

Fabrication work on impervious alumina discs to be used in capacitor bank for

laser applications has been taken up. The stringent dielectric property

requirements were met by using pure alumina powders doped with 0.25 wt%

MgO

Densification of metal powder components by electric discharge has been

successfully demonstrated. Work on fluidised bed electrolysis and three phase

fluidised bed system for carrying out complex reactions is in progress.

One of the important component of neutron sensors is an anode which has a

layer of enriched uranium, electrolytic deposition of enriched uranium on

titanium anodes has been carried out and the coated components have been

used by ECIL to manufacture neutron sensors.

3 Calcium

Calcium is required as a reducing agent in the production of rare earths and

nuclear metals. Crude electrolytic calcium (92% purity) was refined to 99.5%

purity by vacuum distillation. The metal has also been converted to strips of

different sizes for applications in solid state batteries.

4 Alloys, Intermetallics and Composites

Iron, nickel and titanium based aluminides possess excellent combination of

metallurgical properties. Iron aluminides show good resistance to high

temperature oxidizing and sulphidising environments. Aluminothermic
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smelting of mixed oxides for preparation of iron aluminides has been studied.

Alloy yields upto 98% have been achieved. Arc melting of thermit product

reduced hardness and eliminated blow holes and cavities. Rolling of the arc

melted aluminides jacketted with mild steel is being studied.

Fe-Nd alloy has been prepared by calciothermic reduction of Nd2O3 in the

presence of Fe/Fe2O.i. A closed bomb reactor was found to be more suitable

for preparation of this alloy. Single phase NbAl.i powder has been prepared by

Nb2O5-Ca-Al reaction followed by leaching, washing and drying. Preparation

of magnesium nitride has been carried out by treating magnesium metal in

flowing atmosphere of ammonia. Nitridation of Oscom ilmenite has been

studied using a fluidised bed reactor. Single crystals of 6 mm size of Sodium-

tungsten bronze (NaxWO^) have been prepared by electrochemical synthesis

method using chargemelt of Na2WO4 and WO3. Electrodeposition of Zn-Ni

alloys was studied in sulphate-chloride-acetate bath.

Nickel-B4C composite coatings have been obtained by electrodepostiion under

different bath compositions. The B4C content was found to vary between 3.5

wt% to 5.6 wt%. Work has been continued on energy saving hydrogen

electrodes. Hydrogen overpotentials have been measured for Nickel-

Molybdenum alloys electroplated under different conditions. Substantial

decrease in hydrogen over potential from 264 mV to 119 mV has been

obtained. Corrosion resistant black-Nickel coatings have also been obtained on

mild steel coupons.

Pyrochemical Process

The pyrochemical process is a novel, cost effective and environment friendly

technique for the preparation of hafnium free nuclear grade zirconium

tetrachloride. The technique has been successfully demonstrated on a

engineering scale and the process know-how together with the process

equipment have been transferred to Nuclear Fuel Complex, Hyderabad, for
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continuous operation and collection of engineering design data for further scale

up.

6 Processing of Secondary Resources

A process was developed for the recovery of high purity vanadium pentoxide

from spent catalyst generated during the manufacture of sulphuric acid. The

process involves alkaline leaching followed by purification by solvent extraction

using alamine 336 as an extractant. The product was found suitable for making

europium doped yttrium vanadate phosphors.

A solvent extraction process based on aliquot 336 was developed to recover

silver from spent photographic fixer solution. While silver is recovered fixer

solution can be recycled for further use.

Hydrometallurgical processes have been developed for recovery of nickel and

cobtalt from alnico waste, removal of hexavalent chromium from solid waste of

chromate industry and rare earth values from xenotime concentrate from Siri

river basin.

7 Compilation of Binary Phase Diagrams

The publication of a monograph "Phase Diagrams of Binary Tantalum Alloys"

has been completed. The details of phase diagrams, crystal structures and

thermodynamic data of tantalum and all its binary systems are presented in this

monograph. It contains data on 98 binary systems of tantalum. A major

contribution has been the inclusion of binary phase diagrams of tantalum with

each of rare earth elements. No experimentally determined phase diagrams are

available for the rare earth-tantalum systems.
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

Journals

J-l The Ta-0 System ; S.P Garg, N. Krishnamurthy, A. Awasthi and M.
Venkatraman ; J. Phase Equilibria, 17, 63-77, 1996

J-2. Reduction-Dissolution of Cobalt Oxide in Acid Media - A Kinetic Study ;
R.C. Hubli, J. Mitra and A.K. Suri ; Accepted for publication in
Hydrometallurgy

J-3. Preparation of Carbon Incorporated Nb-Al Alloy and its Subsequent
Conversion to Pure Niobium by Electron Beam Melting ; I.G. Sharma, S.P.
Chakraborty and D.K. Bose ; J. Alloys & Compounds, V. 236, No. 1-2, April
1996, pp 216-223.

J-4. Thermal Decomposition of Ammonium Poly Molybdate in a Fluidised Bed
Reactor ; S.P. Chakraborty, P.K. Tripathi, I.G. Sharma and D.K. Bose ; J.
Alloys & Compounds, V. 238, No. 1-2, May 1996, pp. 18-22.

J-5. Preparation and Characterisation of Boehmite Precursor and Sinterable
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Ramanathan, S.K. Roy, A.R. Biswas, R. Bhat, D.D. Upadhyaya ; J". Alloys &
Compounds (accepted for publication).

J-6. Defect Structure Charaterisation of Ceramic Materials ; D.D. Upadhyaya,
S.K. Roy ; Asian J. Phys. (to be published).

J-7. Effect of Prior Cold Rolling and Testing Temperature on Stress-Strain Rate
Behaviour of a Zr-2.5 Nb Alloy ; B.P. Kashyap, R. Pathak, K. Narasimhan, R.
Kishore, R.K. Fotedar, T.K. Sinha (Communicated to J. of Materials Science).

J-8. Ability of High Hydrostatic Pressure Treated Plasmids and E. Cote Cells to
Genetically Transform ; A.K. Sharma, S. Gautam, R.K. Fotedar, Paul
Thomas, T.C. Kesavan and R. Chidambaram (Communicated to J. of General
and Applied Microbiology).

J-9 Neutron Diffraction Studies on Pri+xBa2-xCu3O7-y ; S.K. Malik, Ram Prasad,
N.C. Soni, K. Adhikary and W.B. Yelon ; Physica B.223 & 224, 562 (1996)

J-10. Preparation of Lead Iron Niobate by Semi-Wet Route ; D. Mohan, Ram
Prasad & S. Banerjee ; J. Materials Science Letters, 15, 2149 (1996)

J-ll. Forming and Characterization of Zirconia-Yttria Coating on Zircaloy ; S.
Ramanathan, S.K. Roy, R. Bhat and D.D. Upadhyaya ; Communicated to
Trans. Ind. Ceram. Soc. (1996)
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J-12. Alumina Powders from Aluminium Nitrate Urea Aluminium Sulphate-Urea
Reactions - Role of Precursor Anions and Process Conditions on
Characteristics ; S. Ramanathan, S.K. Roy, A.R. Biswas, R. Bhat and D.D.
Upadhyaya , Ceramics International 1996 (in press)

J-13. Recovery of Pure Vanadium Pentoxide from Spent Catalyst by Solvent
Extraction ; R. Sadanandam, M.F. Fonseca, S.S. Gharat, N.K. Menon, S.K.
Tangri and T.K. Mukherjee ; Trans, of Indian Institute of Metals (Special
issue on Hydrometallurgy), Vol.49 (6)1996, 795-801.

J-14 Electrodeposition of Vanadium from a Molten Salt Bath ; P.K. Tripathy, J.C.
Sehra, D.K. Bose and R.P. Singh ; J. Applied Electrochemistry, 26(1996),
887

J-15 Recovery of Molybdenum as Molybdic Oxide from Rakha Molybdenite, India
by Soda Ash Roasting ; J.C. Sehra, R.H. Rakhasia, V.D. Shah and D.K. Bose
; Trans IMM, Section C, Sep-Dec, 1996, C199

J-16 Studies on the Preparation and Purification of Hafnium Metal ; Accepted for
publication in High Temperature Materials & Processes

J-17 Preoxidation and Hydrogen Reduction of Ilmenite in a Fluidized Bed Reactor ;
PL. Vijay, Ramani Venugopalan and D. Sathiyamoorthy ; Metallurgical and
Materials Transactions "B", vol. 27, Oct. 1996, pp.731-738.

J-18 Process Evaluation and Selection for the Purification of Crude Zirconium
(Hafnium) Tetra Chloride ; PL. Vijay, V.H. Bafna, D. Sathiyamoorthy and
C.K. Gupta ; Communicated for Publication to High Temperature Materials
and Processes.

J-19 Studies on the Oxidation Behaviour of Inconel 625 between 873 and 1523 K ;
Lalit Kumar, R. Venkataramani, M. Sundararaman, P. Mukhopadhyay and S.P.
Garg ; Oxidation of Metals, 45(1996), 221

J-20 The Se-Ta System in Phase Diagrams of Binary Tanatlum Alloys ; S.P. Garg,
M. Venkataraman and A. Awasthi ; The Indian Institute of Metals, Calcutta,
(1996), pp201

J-21 The Si-Ta System in Phase Diagrams of Binary Tanatlum Alloys ; S.P. Garg,
M. Venkataraman, A. Awasthi and N. Krishnamurthy ; The Indian Institute
of Metals, Calcutta, (1996), pp. 206

J-22 The C-Ta System in Phase Diagrams of Binary Tanatlum Alloys ; S.P. Garg,
M. Venkataraman and N. Krishnamurthy ; The Indian Institute of Metals,
Calcutta (1996), pp 27.

J-23 The N-Ta System in Phase Diagrams of Binary Tanatlum Alloys ; S.P. Garg,
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J-25 Measurement of Contact Angle in Systems Involving Liquid Metals ; A.
Awasthi, Y.J. Bhatt and S.P. Garg ; Measurement Science & Technology,
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P-l. Processing of Low Grade Zinnwaldite (Lithium Mica) Concentrate ; P. Alex
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P-6. Dissolution of Millerite in Copper (II) Chloride Solutions - A Kinetic Study ;
R.C. Hubli, T.K. Mukherjee, S. Venkatachalam, R.G. Bautista and C.K. Gupta
; Proc. EPD Congress 1996, pp. 489-500.

P-7. Dissolution of Millerite in Copper (II) Solution - A Partial Equilibrium Model
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P-9. Plating Technology for Materials Development ; M.K. Totlani, A.K. Grover,
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Shirodkar, J.M. Patil, .A.R. Bhangale, Ram Prasad and N.C. Soni ; Proc.
International Workshop on High Temperature Superconductivity, Jaipur, Dec.
1996)

P-14. Fabrication of Bi-2223 Superconducting Tapes ; MR. Gonal, N.C. Soni, Ram
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MATERIALS SCIENCE DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. Formation of hydride blisters in dilute zirconium alloys under simulated condition.

In order to study the mechanism and the kinetics of the formation of hydride blisters in

zirconium alloys, an experimental jig is set up in which hydrogen charged zirconium alloys can be

subjected to a sharp temperature gradient at a cold spot. Using this experimental jig, pressure tube

samples of zircaloy-2 and Zr-2.5 Nb charged with hydrogen to different levels have been exposed to

the conditions which simulate a point contact between a pressure tube and a calaridria tube in a

PHWR. Depending on the thermal history and hydrogen level, blisters of different sizes and

morphologies have been produced.

The blisters were characterized by optical microscopy, neutron radiography, ultrasonic testing,

X-ray and neutron diffraction techniques. Generally the shape of the blisters was near semi-

ellipsoidal, with major diameter of about 2 mm. The blister surface showed both radial and

circumferential cracks. The metallographic examination of a section of blisters revealed a sun-rise

structure - with massive hydride resembling the sun and hydride platelets radiating from the centre

of the cold spot. In the two phase region surrounding the massive hydride core, hydride plates form

along radial directions governed by the diffusion and thermal gradients and the local stresses. On the

basis of the dimensional measurement of the section of blisters and diffusivity data of hydrogen in

zirconium alloys, the time required to form a blister of a given size was estimated.

Based on these results it is possible to make predictions regarding the size and the

morphology of blisters which can develop in pressure tubes which come in contact with calandria

tubes during service.
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2. Superplastic deformation in zirconium alloys.

Studies on high temperature deformation behaviour of zircaloy-2 and Zr-2.5 Nb at different

strain rates have shown that both these alloys can deform superplastically in the temperature ranges

800 - 850°C and 650 - 800°C respectively. Samples taken from Zr-2.5 Nb pressure tubes along the

longitudinal and the transverse directions have exhibited superplasticity, the corresponding values

of the strain rate sensitivity parameter being 0.60 and 0.85 respectively. Based on kinetics of the

deformation and microstructural parameters, it was concluded that the deformation was controlled

by the grain boundary sliding phenomenon.

Superplasticity in Zr-2.5 Nb ensures that under the loss of coolent conditions, if a pressure

tube gets heated up to a temperature of 650°C and above, it will plastically deform into a baloon like

shape till it comes in contact with calandria tube avoiding localised flow and catastrophic failures.

Zircaloy-2, which exhibits superplastic deformation in the temperature range of 800-850°C,

has been used for the forming of hemispherical domes. The bulge forming technique has been used

to optimize various parameters in superplastic forming. Tensile tests were used to identify the

microstructural and forming parameters that cause superplasticity in zircaloy. The effects of cold

work and grain size on the forming behaviour have been studied and the optimisation of process

variables for superplastic forming are being worked out.

3. Diffusion bonding of dissimilar materials

Diffusion bonding is an important process of joining dissimilar materials which are not

amenable to conventional fusion welding. Transition joints between dissimilar materials are frequently

required in many nuclear applications and cannot be made by fusion welding.

Diffusion bonding of zircaloy-2 and stainless steel has been accomplished (i) in the solid state

by using niobium, copper and nickel as intermediate layers and (ii) in a transient eutectic liquid state.

Solid state diffusion bonding has been carried out in the temperature range of 750 - 900°C in a
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vacuum hot press under a pressure of 10-15 MPa. Transient eutectic liquid phase bonding has been

accomplished in a vacuum hot press above the lowest eutectic temperature (1020°C). Electron probe

micro analysis (EPMA) and optical metallography of the bond have shown a good metallurgical

compatibility and have indicated the absence of discontinuities and micro pores at the interfaces. The

strength of the bonded assembly has been found to be about 450 MPa (about 70% of the strength of

zircaloy-2) in solid state bonding and about 250 MPa in eutectic liquid phase bonding. Only

negligible leak has been detected in helium leak test on the samples bonded by either method

confirming the leak tightness and the structural integrity achieved during bonding. The transient joint

finds an application in in-pile instrumentation such as the measurement of the temperature of the fuel

centre by thermocouples or the measurement of pressure by transducers.

Diffusion bonding of titanium and stainless steel has been accomplished at 850°C in a vacuum

hot press under a pressure of 10 MPa. The microstructure of the cross section of the diffusion zone

has revealed the absence of cracks and of brittle intermetallic compounds. EPMA analysis has also

confirmed the absence of intermetallic compounds. The strength of the bonded assembly has been

found to be about 150 MPa and helium leak testing has confirmed the integrity of the joint.

Corrosion tests have shown that the diffusion bonded assembly does not undergo pitting/crevice

corrosion or heavy general corrosion in the aggressive ferric chloride medium . The transition joint

is used in reactors for in-situ electro-reduction for separation of plutonium from uranium-plutonium

solution.
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Fig. 2.» Diffusion bonded samples of titanium with stainless steel along with the tensile

specimen
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4. Electrochemical noise measurement for corrosion monitoring

A corrosion monitoring technique based on electrochemical noise has been developed and

tested in the laboratory. This can be adopted for on line monitoring for corrosion rate, passivity,

onset of localized corrosion, coating/material integrity, in-situ coating process like magnetite coating

etc. .

Electrochemical noise refers to the periodic oscillation in potential and current generating

from a corroding substance. The set up consists of a specially designed cell, a zero resistance

ammeter, a high input impedance differential amplifier, ADC card and PC. Data sampling rate has

been optimized at 1 Hz with 1024 data points for each channel. Analysis consists of measurement

of (i) average of current and potential, (ii) noise or standard deviation in current and potential, (iii)

noise resistance as ratio of current to potential noise, (iv) pitting index as ratio of current noise to

average current and (v) noise power spectrum. Carbon steel, aluminium, stainless steel and zircaloy-2

have been tested for various types of corrosion.

Noise resistance can be used exactly the same way as the conventional polarization resistance

for assessment of the corrosion rate. In addition, the shape of the power frequency curve indicates

the type of corrosion.

5. Development of new test techniques to assess intergranular corrosion and stress

corrosion cracking of stainless steels.

The process of sensitization, intergranular corrosion (IGC) and intergranular stress corrosion

cracking (IGSCC) of austenitic stainless steels has been investigated in detail. A chemical composition

based parameter, Cr6****, has been correlated to the suscepitibility to IGC in nitric acid environments.

Four electrochemical techniques have also been developed, which are applied to assess the

suscepitibility of type 304/304L stainless steels to IGC in nitric acid environments and to IGSCC in

hot chloride environments. These techniques are especially useful for nuclear fuel reprocessing, waste

management and other chemical plants handling hot nitric acid as process fluids and they have the
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potential to be applied in the field as non destructive techniques. The new test techniques are

sensitive to the depth (i.e. the minimum level of chromium in the depletion zones) of sensitized

stainless steels and provide cut off limits for acceptance of the material as resistant to IGC/IGSCC.

Irradiation induced sensitization and irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC) can be

studied using these techniques instead of the conventional TEM technique which is tedious and

requires studies of large number of samples.

6. Microstructure development in Alloy 625 during prolonged service

Alloy 625 material which is used as ammonia c*acker tube in heavy water plant showed a

large reduction in ductility and a high increase in hardness at regions which has seen service at

temperatures lower than 600°C. Detailed microstructural investigation was carried out using TEM

to find out different intermetallic phases precipitating in these regions and their effect on mechanical

properties. In addition to the precipitation of y" particles (DO22 structure), precipitation of anew

intermetallic phase having Ni2 (Cr, Mo) composition with PtjMo type structure was noticed in the

alloy. Six variants of this new phase nucleate in the austenite matrix. These particles have shown

plate like morphology and are uniformly distributed within the matrix. These particles dissolve when

aged at temperatures above 650°C. These ageing treatments results in reduction in hardness from 359

VHN to 275 VHN. Microstructural investigation of service sample aged at 700°C revealed that Ni2

(Cr, Mo) particles have dissolved while there is no apparent change in y" particle size as well as its

distribution. The dissolution of Ni2 (Cr, Mo) phase appears to be responsible for the drop in hardness

of the aged alloy.
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Fig. Distribution of y" particles in alloy 625 which has seen 70,000 h of service at

temperatures below 600°C.

Fig. Ni2 (Cr, Mo) precipitation in Alloy 625 which have seen 70,000 h of service at temperatures

below 600°C. Inset shows SAD pattern containing superlattice reflections corresponding to

y" and Ni2(Cr, Mo) phase.
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7. Life estimation and life extension studies for HWP (Kota)

The HWP (Kota) was commissioned in April 1985 and it has completed 12 years of

operation. Since the design life of such a plant is 20 years, it was decided to estimate the residual

life of the plant and extend its operation beyond 2005. In this regard a team of experts had identified

critical equipment for detailed examination and chalked out various tests. In-situ metallography,

hardness measurements, microstructural and mechanical tests evaluation on the samples collected for

the study have been carried out. The following are the main findings:

i. There are no perceptible changes in the microstructure between aged and virgin

materials

ii. Results of the mechanical tests do not indicate any marked changes in mechanical

properties

iii. Hardness values at most locations are below RC 22 (a value below which the risk of stress

corrosion cracking is very small).

8. Sol-Gel coating on metallic substrates for better corrosion resistance

Corrosion resistance of zircalloy and stainless steel (304 & 316) have been reported to be

increased by coating these with a thin film of zirconia-yttria. Forming such a coating by sol-gel

synthesis using dip coating technique was carried out. The steps in this process were preparation of

a hydrosol of zirconia by the thermal hydrolysis of zirconium oxychloride, coagulation and peptisation

in water, addition of the required amount of yttrium nitrate, dip coating of pretreated clean substrate,

gelling and drying, and heat treatment. Process conditions (sol concentration, withdrawal rate and

heat treatment schedule) were optimised and crack free fine grained smooth coatings of nearly 1 um

could be successfully obtained at 600-800°C. Potentiodynamic polarisation studies have shown that

the film acts as a blocking layer against corrosive media.
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9. Sinterable alumina powders of designed morphology

Morphology controlled precursors for sinteractive alumina powders were prepared by

homogeneous precipitation technique using the reactions of aqueous aluminium salts - urea at 100°C.

Aluminium nitrate or chloride - urea reactions yielded a voluminous gel that subsequently crystallised

into submicron sized elongated fibrillar bundle shaped boehmite powder while amorphous spherical

particles formed by the aluminium sulphate-urea reaction, as shown in the adjacent figures. Alumina

powders formed by the calcination of these precursors retain their morphology and could be sintered

to high densities at about 155O°C.

B)J

Fig. A) Fibrillar bundle shaped, and (B) Amorphous spherical particles of boehmite powder
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10. Reaction based forming of interpenetrating network composites

Forming interpenetrating network (IPN) ceramic-metal composite by 'displacement' reaction

in condensed systems constitutes an attractive and economic alternative to conventional fabrication

techniques like hot pressing, hot isostatic pressing etc. .

Near net - shaped alumina - aluminium co-continous composites were fabricated via the

reaction between silica preform and molten aluminium at temperatures between 1000 - 1200°C and

times upto 24 hours. The most notable feature of this procedure is that the shape of the resultant

composite replicates that of the preform faithfully and overall shrinkage is less than 2%. This novel

material oifers a number of attractive properties such as high resistance to abrassion and wear, high

strength upto a temperature of about 500°C and a very high strength to weitht ratio.

:•&£

Fig. A12O3/A1 interpenetrating network composite

A)- various shapes, B)- microstructure



NEUTRON PHYSICS DIVISION

Major Achievements

Neutron Physics Division is engaged in the investigations
related to the generation of neutrons from fission and fusion
processes, development of some novel techniques for neutron
detection and application of such sources in various fields.

Kamini Reactor

The KAMINI reactor (Kalpakkam MINI reactor) built by BARC at
the Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR) at
Kalpakkam, Tamilnadu, attained criticality at 11.58 hrs on 29
Oct. 1996. Kamini is a special purpose 30 kW research reactor
which uses ordinary water as moderator and coolant. Its fuel
Uranium-233 has been indigenously recovered from thorium which
was irradiated in the Cirus reactor. The reactor will be used
for carrying out neutron radiography of fuel elements and other
reactor components irradiated in the Fast Breeder Test Reactor
(FBTR) at Kalpakkam. This versatile research tool will also be
available for use by research institutions and universities.

Kamini reactor is housed in a vault below one of the hot
cells in the Radiometallurgy Laboratories of IGCAR. Highly
active fuel assemblies discharged from FBTR can be transferred
from the hot cell above the reactor vault of RML to a position in
front of one of the beam tubes of Kamini reactor, through a
sealed pipe. Facilities for activation analysis and
investigations in radiation physics are also available in the
reactor.

Several Divisions of BARC participated in this programme.
The neutronic design of this reactor was carried out by Neutron
Physics Division of BARC, while the nuclear and heallth
instrumentation were provided by Electronics Division BARC.
Reactor Control Division, BARC provided the entire safety control
system, comprising of reactor protection system, interlock
logic, operator information system, alarm annunciation system as
well as all the process instrumentation required. The U 2 3 -Al
alloy fuel assemblies were fabricated by Radiometallurgy Division
of BARC. The overall coordination of the work was carried out by
the Neutron Physics Division of BARC. Many of the reactor
components such as the SS reactor tank and biological shield
were fabricated at IGCAR, Kalpakkam. During 1996 various
stagewise safety clearances needed for KAMINI were obtained.
This comprised of clearance for hard wired reactor protection
system and computer based interlock logic system. Control system
wiring was completed and various field tests to check the proper
functioning of all systems like alarms, trips and interlock logic
were performed. Parallelly water system commissioning and
installation of various components inside the reactor tank were
undertaken. Water system was flushed and checked for leaks and
pressure holding. Individual circuits like Heat exchanger,

200
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Demineraliser and waste disposal were isolated and checked with
water for proper functioning along with pumps and
instrumentation. All essential intank components like detector
holders, fuel storage boxes, and fixtures for spent fuel handling
were installed. The most crucial job of assembling of BeO
reflectors around the beam tubes and other penetrations with
adequate tolerances for accommodating Safety Control Plates, Top

Axial Reflector, and other adjustable reflectors was completed.
All the above jobs were done by special commissioning groups.

After completing all the system jobs and trials for handling
various items located in the tank, clearance was accorded by
safety committee for water addition to the tank. After adding
water and checking for leaks, all functional and underwater tests
were performed. Based on the results of all the tests AERB
accorded clearance for approach to critiicality. Fuel loading was
commenced on the 26 Oct. 1996 and criticality attained on 29th
noon. Immediately afterwards various operational checks like
Safety Control Plate worth, reproducibility of reactivity and
functioning of instruments were conducted.

Fusion Blanket Neutronics Studies

Studies on the neutronics behaviour of fusion hybrid blanket
assemblies were continued. A cylindrical hybrid blanket assembly
consisting of 8 annular rings of ThO2 rods followed by 5 rings of
LiAlO2 rods and surrounded by tnick polypropylene neutron
reflector was constructed and integral experiment were carried
out using a 14 MeV accelerated based T(d,n) neutron source.
Axial and radial distributions of U-233 and tritium breeding rate
measurements were completed. The measured values were compared
with the calculations conducted using MCNP code for the exact 3-D
geometry of the assembly.

A feasibility study for the detection of chemical explosives
in the luggage of air passengers was initiated at our laboratory
using nuclear interrogation techniques. To start with the
technique of . Thermal Neutron Analysis was used in which
characteristics 10.8 Mev gammas emitted by the activated N l b are
measured to detect the presence of explosives.

A new 400 KV neutron generator having a yield of 1010n/sec
is under construction. Many of the components have already been
fabricated and it is likely to be installed in the next year.

Fusion Plasma Studies

Experiments were continued to understand and improve the
performance of plasma focus. The leakage current along the
insulator in focus is reported to be responsible for
deterioration of its performance. This leakage current was
measured for plasma foci with various electrode materials and
insulators. The quartz, tungsten combination was observed to
have lowest leakage current and highest neutron yield. The
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neutron yield from plasma focus was also measured for mixtures of
various high atomic number (impurity) gases with deuterium. For
relatively low impurity levels (<20%), the neutron yield varied
as deuterium concentration, indicating, perhaps, mass (impurity)
separation before pinching.

X-pinch experiments with deuterated metallic wires were
conducted on 3 kJ, 30 kV capacitor bank, X-rays till 200 KeV and
5X10 neutrons were observed per experiment.

The 30 KJ capacitor bank AX-30, was utilized to produce high
magnetic fields by discharging about 2 00 kAmp pulsed currents
through single turn, low inductance coils. Magnetic fields of
0.5 Mega-gauss were measured by B-dot probes.

Some preliminary liner experiments were also conducted using
the 3kJ bank. X-rays till 120 keV were observed suggesting the
development of Rayleigh Taylor instability during implosion.

CCD Imaging of Nuclear Radiations and its applications

A high sensitivity CCD/Intensifier based detector system has
been developed and used for a number of physics and engineering
applications. Developmental work on designing portable/mobile
neutron radiography system using isotopic and neutron generator
and imaging system required for such low flux systems has been
carried out. An electronic imaging technique for dynamic neutron
radiography system has been developed and preliminary experiments
on online neutron radiography at APSARA reactor has been carried
out. Initial experiments on visualization of two phase water-air
flow inside metallic pipes of stainless steel has been carried
out. Feasibility study on designing CCD based neutron and gamma
tomography has been initiated and a software for reconstruction
using CBP method has been developed. Presently this software is
under testing under various simulated condition and using monte
carlo technique and experiments are to begin shortly. Work has
also been carried out on tritium imaging and visual contamination
monitor. Feasibility study of a low level (Nano-lux) position
sensitive optical radiation detector and its application in
conversion of a high bandwith realtime oscilloscope to fast
transient digitiser has been done.

Publications

1. D.V.S. Ramakrishna, T.K. Basu and A. Sinha, Basic Principles
and Neutron Sources; Workshop on Neutron Radiography, Defence
Lab. Jodhpur, Feb 1996

2. R.P. Anand, T.K. Basu and D.V.S. Ramakrishna, U-233 Breeding
Measurements in Thorium Oxide Blanket Assembly Using A (d,t)
Accelerator Neutron Source - Accepted for publication in Fusion
Technology

3. A. Shyam, A. Sinha and M. Srinivasan, Development of a Low
Level (Nano-lux) Position Sensitive Optical Radiation Detector
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NUCLEAR AGRICULTURE DIVISION

Major Achievements

Green gram (mungbean) varieties, TARM-18, resistant to
powdery mildew and TARM-1, resistant to yellow mosaic virus and
powdery mildew were notified lor commercial cultivation in
Maharashtra and Central and South India respectively by
Government of India. Large scale multiplication has been
undertaken by State Farms Corporation, India and Dr. Punjab Rao
Krishi Vldyapeeth, Akola for distribution to farmers.

The molecular technique of RAPD was successfully used to
differentiate hybrid cotton seeds from the parents at early
seedling growth. Thi3 method can replace the time consuming
"grow out test".

Green house pot experiments to evaluate the agronomic
efficiency of partially acidulated rock phosphate (PARP) in
alluvial and laterite soil using maize as test crop showed that
80 and 100% PARP products contributed significantly to higher
yields. The performance of 100% FARP product was comparable to
single superphosphate in both soils.

Soil amendment with irradiated and non-irradiated sewage
sludge showed similar results on crop productivity in terns of
biomass and grain yield.

Two Bacillus thuringienajs toxin gene cloned constructs
prepared by National Botanical Research Laboratory, Lucknow
possessed toxicity to larvae of two lepidopterous insects.

Scaling up process for the production of B. t., kengyne in
collaboration with Hindustan Antibiotics, Pune gave satisfactory
results in terms of yield and toxicity.

In a marine ecosystem, clams played a major role in the
degradation of the insecticide, Chlorpyrifos. Bioaccumulation of
this insecticide was not observed in clams or algae.

A rapid molecular method for pathogenic race
identification of fuaari.M.ff pyv-̂ pnyiî w f. st>. cleceris and £. golani
was developed using ECOR 1 restriction pattern of ribosomal DNA.
The differences between the races of £. nvyspnwim f .sp. cicerla
based on the molecular classification were well correlated with
the pathogenic symptoms associated with host plant.
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NUCLEAR PHYSICS DIVISION

Major Achievements

1 Experimental Nuclear Physics
The 14 MV BARC-TIFR Pelletron accelerator located at TIFR, contin-
ues to be the main workhorse of the experimental nuclear physics activi-
ties. Using this accelerator, investigations covering all aspects of heavy-
ion induced reactions near the Coulomb barrier were pursued. Some of
the highlights from this programme include:

Elastic and non-elastic channel measurements:

Measurement of elastic scattering of 12C and U B from 209Bi was car-
ried out over a broad energy range of energies around the fusion barrier
to determine the energy dependence of the interaction potential. The
data for the related non-elastic channels were also obtained. Analysis of
the data would establish the role of coupling of the non-elastic channels
to the elastic channel and the resultant energy variation of the potential.

TVansfer reactions:

Differential cross sections for one and two proton transfer channels in
12C + 154Sm, 1 60 + 154Sm and 1 60 + 1X5In reactions were measured.
Measured transfer probabilities were described satisfactorily in terms of
semi-classical models. The study of 56Fe(12C,9Be)59Ni reaction was un-
dertaken to investigate the mechanism of multi-nucleon transfer and its
dependence on the proton shell closure of the residual nucleus.

Fusion excitation functions and compound nucleus spin distri-
butions:

The near-barrier fusion excitation functions were measured for 12C +
192l lMPt systems to investigate the relative importance of the two mech-
anisms (viz. the collective degrees of freedom of the target and the pro-
jectile and the neutron flow between the interacting nuclei) responsible
for near-barrier fusion phenomena. The measurement of the spin distri-
bution of the compound nucleus 101Rh produced in 12C + 89Y reaction
was carried out employing the technique of isomer ratio of evaporation
residue. Analysis of the data yielded the expected constancy of the first
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moment of the spin distribution at energies well below the barrier. The
spin distributions for the excited fission fragments from 12C and 16O +
232Th reactions were determined through gamma ray multiplicity mea-
surements of the fragments. It was observed that the first and the second
moments of the spin distributions exhibited 'normal' bombarding energy
dependence near and below the Coulomb barrier. This finding is rele-
vant in understanding the sub-barrier anomalies in fission anisotropies.
From the measurement of the energy spectra and the angular distribu-
tion for protons and alphas, evaporated from the compound nucleus n 2Sn
populated through 19F + 93Nb reaction, it was found that the angular
anisotropy data exhibited peak-like structures for energies close to the
Coulomb barrier of the ejectiles.

Giant dipole resonance in hot nuclei:

High energy gamma rays (upto around 25 GeV) were measured in the
reaction 12C+154Sm at 65 and 75 MeV to the giant dipole resonance in
hot 166~*Er nuclei. Measurements were made in coincidence with a 7
multiplicity array to extract the spin and temperature dependence of the
compound nuclear shapes.

Nuclear level density measurements:

The excitation energy dependence of the total nuclear level density in
neighbouring odd and even A nuclei, 69As and 70Ge, in the excitation
energy region of 5 to 25 MeV was determined from first step evaporation
protons in 12C+58Ni and 59Co reactions. An odd-even effect in nuclear
level density for excitation energies upto 12 MeV was established from
the above data.

Fission reactions:

Fission fragment angular distributions were measured for fission following
full momentum transfer in " B , 12C, 16O and X9F + 232Th systems from
above barrier to deep sub-barrier energies. The fragment anisotropies
were found to exhibit an anomalous peak-like structure below the fusion
barrier in all the systems. From the measurement of fission fragment
angular distributions for n B , 12C, 14N and 19F + 209Bi systems, it was
found that the above systems exhibited 'normal' values of anisotropies
for energies from below to well above the fusion barrier, irrespective of
the entrance-channel mass asymmetry. Fission excitation functions and
fission fragment angular distributions were also measured for U B + 238U
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and16O + 232Th systems, at extreme deep sub-barrier energies to inves-
tigate the fission mechanism at these low energies.

Quasi-molecular resonances:

Particle-gamma coincidence excitation function measurements for the re-
action 12C ( 12C, 8Be)16O* -4160-7 were carried out. From this work,
it was established that the 6 a resonance in 24Mg at 46 MeV excitation
energy decayed predominantly through the 6.13 MeV 3~ state in 16O
rather than the 0+ state at 6.05 MeV.

International collaboration:

In addition, the divisional efforts were putin for collaborative experi-
ments at advanced accelerator facilities abroad. At Julich, Germany, a 1
GeV proton beam from the COSY accelerator was used to perform the
rj production experiment p + d -¥ 3He +rj. These measurements would
be used in future to explore the r) mesic nucleus production in p + 16O
—>• 3He + 14N ( mesic nucleus) reaction where rj meson is bound to 14N
via nuclear potential.

2 Theoretical Nuclear Physics
Fusion, fission and reaction:

Work has been carried out in several aspects of heavy ion reactions lead-
ing to fusion at energy near and below the Coulomb barrier. In one of
the studies it is shown that various models for fusion based on optical
model or barrier penetration model to estimate transmission probability
give quite different results particularly at deep sub-barrier energies. This
effect should be taken into account while analysing many of the anoma-
lies found at sub-barrier energies. Further, it is pointed out that the
dynamical coupled channel effects on fusion excitation function can not
be reproduced by a simple barrier penetration model using any form of
ion-ion potential including non-local effect as claimed recently by many
other authors. In related study a correlation is found between the cou-
pling strentgh and the neutron flow responsible for fusion enhancement.
Work has also been carried out to explain anomalous fission fragment
anisotropy in heavy ion induced reactions by using dynamical trajectory
model.
The distorted wave peripheral three-body coupling model has been ap-
plied for knockout of particles bound in /=1 state. As an example the
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7Li(a,2a)3H reaction at 77, 99 and 119 MeV has been analysed. The
distorted wave impulse approximation peripheral three-body coupling
model calculations are compared with the conventional kinematic cou-
pling approximation and with the data.

Glauber model:

Recently, the Glauber model (GM) has been extented to low energy heavy
ion reactions by modifying the straight line trajectories with inclusion of
both Coulomb and nuclear potential for each impact parameter to get
the scattering matrix. It is shown that the modified GM predictions for
reaction cross sections for several heavy ion systems are in agreement
with the optical model calculations. This modified GM has been applied
to estimate fusion excitation function and average angular momentum
for several heavy ion systems.

GDR and level density and nuclear structure:

The properties of giant dipole resonance (GDR) built on hot rotating
nuclei have been studied using static path approximation to quadrupole-
quadrupole interaction model Hamiltonian. It is shown that the GDR
width depends strongly on angular momentum. Another important quan-
tity analyzed is the parity and angular momentum dependence of the level
densities at finite temperature. It is found that parity equlibriation, as
assumed by Bethe, does not occur even up to a moderate value of exci-
ation energy (or temperature). A modification for the Bethe's formulae
has been suggested.
A semidassical approach for high-j cranking and particle-rotor model
has been proposed. It has been found that superdeformed bands are
rotational in nature.

High energy heavy ion collison:

Hadronization during quark gluon plasma (QGP) phase transition has
been studied in the framework of Landau theory. It is suggested that
the study of hadron multiplicity distribution and factorial moments as
a function of rapidity interval may reveal useful information about the
presence and also of the order of a possible phase transition. Thermal
dilepton yields are also studied under a QGP phase transition scenario.
It is shown that the ratio of the thermal dilepton yield around the p mass
region at two rapidities, y=0 to y=2 (studied in context with PHENIX
detector) as a function of transverse mass {Mr) of the pair, gives a mea-
sure of the transverse flow of the plasma while the intercept at Mr — 0
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determines the width a of the plasma rapidity distribution. E-802 group
at AGS (BNL) have reported a mass shift of <f> meson based on an anal-
ysis with a single relativistic Briet-Wigner (BW) convolution function.
In a recent analysis, it is shown that a single BW term is inadequate,
instead the data should be fitted with two BW terms as a fraction of the
K from the <f> decays may not interact with the medium.

Intermediate energy physics:

In the continuing programme of the study of nucleonic resonance produc-
tion in nuclear medium, work on p- and 77- meson was carried out. The
production of these mesons in nuclear collisions proceeds via Sn(1535
MeV) and P!3(1720 MeV) resonances, respectively. Intially, the experi-
mentally measured 77 energy spectram near threshold in free pp collisions
have been analysed. It is found that they can be very well reproduced
by exciting either of the two protons to Sn resonance, dominantly via
a rho-meson. Rho-meson production itself on 12C nucleus is studied in
detail for its mechanism of production in proton-nucleus collisions.

Another contribution of much importance had been the neutron charge-
exchange scattering on proton. The data on the angular distribution of
the outgoing proton exist in a beam energy range.of 100 MeV - 100 GeV.
These data show a remarkable scaling in the 0° cross sections with energy
and a nearly invariant shape in the angular distribution. We had been
successfull in reproducing both these aspects through the exchange of
one pi- plus rho-exchange between the interacting nucleons. This work
is of fundamental importance in establishing the connection between the
nonperturbative and perturbative domains of QCD.

3 Folded Tandem Ion Accelerator Project
The FOTIA project was initiated 3 years back. It aims at providing light
and heavy-ion beams at energies around and below the Coulomb barrier
at a minimum cost. It does so by converting the existing 5.5 MV Van-
de-Graaff accelerator into a Folded Tandem Ion Accelerator(FOTIA) of
7 MV terminal voltage.

During the current year the project has made significant progress
in development, fabrication and installation of several components. The
items which got completed include: injection system, PC based computer
control system, fibre-optic data telemetry system, installation of the 15
Ton circular crane and 1-m tank raising structure.

The injection system which includes a SNICS II negative ion source,
pre-accelerating tube, 200 kV power supply and ion source high voltage
deck, an isolation transformer, a 70° magnet with its vacuum chamber
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and 200 Amp power supply, electrostatic steerers, beam profile monitors,
Faraday cups, bellows, double slits, pumps, etc., has been tested and
installed. The complete assembly was aligned with laser before testing
for a ultra high vacuum (« 10~8 Torr). An electrostatic quadrupole
triplet, which uses high voltage for focussing the beam into the low energy
accelerating tube, has also been tested and being installed.

For controlling and monitoring the devices of the complete injector
system a local console has been fabricated and installed. This console will
be used to start and optimise the ion source independently, after which
the control is transferred to the main control system. To communicate
between the local console and devices located at high voltage areas one
needs a system which should be working through insulating medium and
be immune to large electrical transients associated with such systems.
This can be achieved successfully by using optical fibre for communuca-
tion. One such system has been designed, constructed and implemented
to communicate the data from 200 kV injector deck which houses nega-
tive ion source. This system controls/monitors several parameters using
a single fibre each for transmitting and receiving the data in a serial way.
The system has been installed and tested for controlling and monitoring
the SNICS II negative ion source parameters of the devices which are
locatecd at 200 kV. At present the system can handle the data at a rate
of 400 sample/sec which is sufficient for the present system. However,
the handling rate can be improved further by optimising the circuit of
the optical receiver.

The complete accelerator system will be controlled by a network of
PCs with a front-end interface using CAMAC instrumentation. A FO-
TIA Control and Information System (FOTIA-CIS) has been designed
and fabricated by the Electronics Division to monitor and control a large
number of parameters from different locations (control room, ion source
room, etc.). This system has the facility for observation of parame-
ters from remote locations and for assistance and training the operators.
The system makes use of soft panel for control and monitoring replacing
conventional mechanical devices. An expert system forms part of the
network which will help the operators, maintenance personnel and users
of the FOTIA in understanding and maintaining different parts of the
FOTIA system and sub-systems. The operating system used is the QNX
real time operating system. All interactions have been designed using the
QNX windows to provide menu driven and user-friendly operations. The
software functions are to provide operator interactions, scanning, alarms
display and printing.
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NUCLEAR RESEARCH LABORATORY &
HIGH ALTITUDE RESEARCH LABORATORY

Major Achievements

The Imaging Element of the TACTIC gamma-ray telescope, equipped with a

prototype 9-pixel Cerenkov Light Imaging Camera (CLIO, has been successfully

commissioned at our recently-established unit at Mt. Abu. It has been

subjected to a variety of preliminary tests under actual observational

conditions. The camera is being shortly upgraded to 81 pixels and actual

observations are likely to start from early next year. The fabrication of the

mechanical structures of the 3 Vertex Elements of TACTIC has progressed

satisfactorily and the complete TACTIC array, with its full 349-pixel CLIC, is

expected to be operational by mid 1997. The high-speed Electronics and

Instrumentation modules, required for the TACTIC, have been successfully

prototyped and the technology transferred to the ECIL for their large-volume

replication for deployment by us and other users in the country.

A 9-element prototype MYSTIQUE array, using 5 cm photomultiplier tubes as

the basic detector elements, has also been successfully commissioned at Mt.

Abu and used for a variety of observations. On-site system evaluation tests

have been conducted to optimize the system performance and to evaluate the

data handling software being developed for the full-scale MYSTIQUE array,

including Artificial Neural Net approach for on-line reconstruction of the

event arrival direction. The first phase of the experimental evaluation of

the effective conversion efficiency of a prototype Large Area Wide Angle

(LAWA) detector, using 30 cm x 30 cm x 0.5 cm borosilicate glass sheets

surface-coated with a thin film of blue-emitting wavelength shifter dye

combination, has been successfully completed. Detailed Monte Carlo

simulations have been carried out to study the temporal and spectral

characteristics of the proposed LAWA detectors alongwith the light guide,

taking into account the temporal and spectral characteristics of the incident

Cerenkov pulse and the pmt detectors.

The CORSIKA extensive air shower simulation code has been used to carry

out detailed Monte Carlo simulations of the response of TACTIC system to

atmospheric Cerenkov events initiated by primaries of hadronic and photonic

origins in order to distinguish between the Cerenkov images produced by the

two primary types. The CORSIKA code, comprising a FORTRAN code of around

30,000 lines, has been successfully parallelised and run on the 8- and 16-node

ANUPAM parallel-processing system to generate Cerenkov photon data-base for ~
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10 showers (primary energy ~ 1 TeV) over the wavelength region 300-450 nm,

after taking into account the atmospheric extinction effects. The data-base

have been employed to derive information on the lateral distribution of

Cerenkov photon density and the various image parameters, .likely to be

recorded with the 349-pixel TACTIC Imaging Camera. These data-bases have also

been used to analyse the response of the proposed Duplex Detector Array (DDA)

in the 3 Vertex Elements of TACTIC with the specific aim of optimizing the

threshold detection energy on the basis of a spectral cut. Detailed

simulations, using the CORSIKA code, have also been carried out to investigate

the feasibility of using the TACTIC system for studying the elemental

composition of ultra high energy cosmic rays.

In theoretical astrophysics, the detectability of various types of cosmic

gamma-ray sources, including radio pulsars, millisecond pulsars, active

galactic nuclei and supernova remnants etc., at GeV-TeV energies, has been

studied in detail. In the case of radio and millisecond pulsars, information

on system energetics and the proposed mechanisms of very high energy gamma-ray

generation, have been utilized to obtain a catalogue of 10 most promising

sources for detection with TACTIC. In the case of active galactic nuclei, two

AGN sources, namely Mkn 421 and ON 231, have been shown to be potentially

detectable with TACTIC if the MeV-GeV spectra of these sources extend

unchanged into the GeV-TeV region.

In cosmic rays and solar terrestrial physics, analysis of a - 120 year

data-base on global and hemispherical sea surface temperature has revealed a

long-term variation in phase with a similar variation in the north-south

asymmetry of the earth's magnetic field, suggesting a possible linkage between

solar activity and terrestrial weather. In another activity being pursued in

NRL, the lightning neutron monitor at Gulmarg has continued to accumulate more

evidence for prompt neutron generation in lightning discharges. A 2-stage

acceleration process has been invoked for the progenitor nuclei (protons,

deuterium ions etc.), with the seed acceleration taking place in micropinches

and the main acceleration, in the electric field of the discharge.

The NRL division has been actively participating in several research and

development activities under various national and international

collaborations. At the national level, this division has been delegated the

responsibility of designing and developing the Transputer-based Data

Acquisition System for the multi-wire proportional counter-based x-ray

astronomy payload on the ASTROSAT satellite planned to be launched by the
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Indian Space Research Organization by 2002 AD. On the international front,

the division has successfully completed the first phase of the collaboration,

with regard to TACTIC development, with the P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute,

Moscow, under the Indo-Russian Integrated Long-Term Programme of Scientific

Cooperation. The second phase of this collaboration, mainly concerned with

joint observational studies of cosmic gamma-ray sources with the facilities

developed during the first phase at Mt. Abu and Tien-Shan (Kazhakhistan) has

recently been approved by DST and the Russian Academy of Sciences. The

on-going collaborative programme with the KZK, Germany, has been progressing

satisfactorily with special emphasis on the simulations of ultra-high energy

cosmic ray-initiated atmospheric Cerenkov events and the feasibility of TACTIC

for cosmic ray elemental composition studies.



ORE DRESSING SECTION

M a j o r A c h i e v e m e n t s

1. Studies on Domiasial Uranium Ore

Based upon the exhaustive laboratory work carried out in B.A.R.C. for the recovery of
uranium values from the Domiasiat ore, three alternate flowsheets involving combination of
pyro and hydrometallurgical methods of extraction are proposed to be tested at a pilot-plant
being set up at U.C.I.L., Jaduguda. While one of this flowsheet involves preconcentration of
uranium values by flotation, based on the tests carried out in O.D.S., the others propose use
of flotation to bring down uranium values in the leach tails. Experiments were carried out on
the leach residue obtained on processing a composite Domiasiat uranium ore sample using
a reagent combination of di-(2-ethyl hexyl) phosphoric acid and light diesel oil. Results of
replicate experiments indicated the feasibility of using flotation to reduce the uranium content
of final tailings.

2. Flotation of uranium values using di (2-ethyl hexyl) phosphoric acid

Use of solvent extractants for mineral flotation, especially for the flotation of difficult to float
minerals is gaining importance due to their selectivity. Studies were carried out using di (2-
ethyl hexyl) phosphoric acid, an organic solvent extractant, as a collector for the flotation of
uranium minerals from ore samples of Domiasiat (Meghalaya) and Jaduguda (Bihar). The
effect of three variables, pH, dosage of D2EHPA and light diesel oil were studied at three
levels, in factorially designed experimental scheme. Under optimal flotation conditions about
80% of the Ufis values were recovered with an enrichment ratio of about 7 from the
Domiasiat uranium ore; the corresponding figures with the Jaduguda uranium ore were 67%
and 5.5, with a feed of grind finer than 150 um.

3. Recovery of apatite from Jaduguda uranium mill tailings

Batch flotation tests were carried out for the recovery of apatite from the Jadugua uranium
mill tailings which contain about 1.4 % P2O5 The tailings were subjected to multi-stage
flotation comprising of rougher and three stages of plain cleaning. The reagent combination
used were sodium oleate, sodium silicate and potassium permanganate. The final float product
analysed about 30% P2O5 at a recovery of about 55%. It should be possible to improve the
recovery by recycling the cleaner tailing stream.

4. Recovery of Sillimanite from the mine overburden of Rampura-Agucha

Sillimanite, being a high value industrial mineral, has a good potential of recovery as a by-
product from the overburden of Rampura-Agucha mines. At the request of Hindustan Zinc
Limited beneficiation studies were carried out on the sample for the recovery of sillimanite
values. Studies have shown that from a feed assaying about 5% of sillimanite, a concentrate
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assaying 90% sillimanite could be obtained at an overall recovery of about 40% using a
combination of flotation and magnetic separation.

5. Petromineraiogical studies

Important findings include (i) presence of significant concentrations of gold and platinum
group elements in sulfide conentrates of Jaduguda uranium ore, (ii) chemical age of zircons
obtained from quartz pebble conglomerates occurring at the base of Dhanjori Group in
Singhbhum Shear Zone, Bihar show that the Dhanjori Group is much older than the hitherto
believed 2300 Ma and the Iron Ore Group much younger than 3300 Ma; both these groups
are perhaps coeval with an age of 2800-2600 Ma, and (iii) zircon morphometric and
geochemical signatures of Dhanjori Group Conglomerates show that a granite-greenstone
sequence was the provenance.

6. Other basic studies

(i). Surface-chemical studies for elucidating the mechanism of interaction of alkyl
hydroxamates with cassiterite, testing and evaluation of alkyl hydroxamates and other
chelating type of collectors for the flotation of cassiterite from the gravity tails of
Tosham tin ore of Haryana.

(ii). Application of Super Conducting High Gradient Magnetic Separator (SC-HGMS) for
the improvement of brightness of clays

(iii). Studies on the modeling of particle loading the matrix of in SC-HGMS using synthetic
mixtures of quartz and hematite.

(iv). FTIR and electrokinetic studies on the adsorption of sodium oleate on ilmenite
surface.

Publications

Journals/Proceedings (after review)

1. Association of Authigenic apatite with uraniferous organic matter at Domiasiat, Meghalaya
and its genetic implications.
T.S.Sunilkumar, D.Narasimhan and N.Krishna Rao
Journal of Geological Society of India Vol.48, 1996, pp.409-414.

2. Chemical age of detrital zircons from the basal quartz-pebble conglomerate of Dhanjori
Group, Singhbhum Craton, Eastern India.
T.S.Sunilkumar, RParthasarathy, M.M.Palrecha, V.L.Shah, K.K.Sinha and N.Krishna Rao.
Current Science, Vol. 71, No.6,pp.482-486.
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3. Precious metal association in Jaduguda uranium ore deposit, Singhbhum Shear Zone, Bihar
and its significance.
R.N.Sankaran, N.Krishna Rao, K.Anand Rao, V.Balaram and K.K.Dwivedy.
Current Science (in press).

4. Uraninite Flotation from Domiasiat Ore using Di(2-ethyl hexyi) phosphoric acid by
A.K.Singh, N.P.H.Padmanabhan, U.Sridhar and N.Krishna Rao.
Trans. Indian Institute of Metals (in press).

5. Mineralogical and geochemical characteristics of the basal quartz-pebble conglomerates of
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T S.Sunilkumar, N.Krishna Rao, M.M.Palrecha, R.Parthasarathy, V.L.Shah andK.K.Sinha.
Journal of Geological Society of India (in press).

6. Studies on recovery of cobalt values by sulfatisng roasting of pyrite from Kalyadi copper ores.
K.Anand Rao
Trans.lndian Institute of Metals (in press)
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1. Recovery of Rare Earth and Rare metals from Siri River Sands, Madhya Pradesh, India.
K.Anand Rao, T.Srinivas, R.Natarajan and N.Krishna Rao.
Paper presented at National Seminar on Indian Mineral Processing Advances-IMPA-96, at
Institute for Miners and Metal Workers Education, Puri, April 1996.

2. Particle capture in high gradient magnetic separator
N.P.H.Padmanabhan, A.K.Singh and U.Sridhar
Paper presented at National Metallurgist day celebrations and Annual Technical Meeting of
Indian Institute of Metals, New Delhi, Noverber 14-17, 1996

3. Paniculate Science-Related to Solid Liquid Separation
N.P.H.Padmanabhan and N.Krishna Rao
Invited talk delivered at National Seminar on Solid-Liquid Separation in Mineral and
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4 Mineral Beneficiation - Basic principles
N.Krishna Rao.
Invited talk delivered at seminar on Chemical Engineering Operations in Metallurgical
Processes, conducted by BRNS and IIM Bombay Chapter, December 1996.
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Unpublished Reports

1. An interim report on recovery of copper and cobalt values from Kalyadi copper ore
by K.C.Rajan, S.K.Shukla, N.Balachandran and N.Krishna Rao.
Report Submitted to Hutti Gold Mines Ltd., Karnataka, May 1996

2. Extraction of copper and cobalt values from sulphide concentrate beneficiated from Kalyadi
copper ore.
K.Anand Rao, K.Sivaramakrishnan and N.Krishna Rao.
Report submitted to HGML, July 1996.
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POWDER METALLURGY DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. Berylliua Production:

During the year a third VACUUM hot pressed beryllium block, 3500
x 30th, was produced and supplied to Beryllium Machining
Facility. The earlier two such blocks have been successfully
precision machined to substrates for mirror meant for Very High
Resolution Radiometer <VHRR). One of these mirror substrates was
exhibited during the Prime Minister's visit to BARC.

2. Technology Transferi

Particles size classifier developed by Powder Metallurgy
Division, for its in house use of beryllium powder
classification, has found industrial applications. During this
year two memoranda of understandings (MOUs) were signed by BARC
with M/s. Boron Carbide India Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai and M/s. English
Indian Clays Ltd., Thiruvananthapuram for design and engineering
of lGkg/hr and 100kg/hr capacity classifiers. Further, IRE had
requested PMD to build a 50 kg/hr capacity unit for the
classification of ceria powder.

Powder Metallurgy Division designed and built two classifier
unit, PSC-360 and PSC-600, of different capacities for conducting
large scale trials with user's materials and for vetting the
design parameters. Using PSC-380 about 100 kg of boron carbide
powder, supplied by BCIL, was classified into different size
fraction conforming to FEPA standards for microgrits. PSC-600
was used for trials with over 1 tonne of calcined clay supplied
by M/S EICL. Design parameters were thus validated by the
predicted behaviour of the classifier unit. Operators of M/s BCIL
and EICL were also trained on the 0 l» M of these unit;

After validating the design parameters the final systems PSC-1300
and PSC-380 were designed for M/s EICL and BCIL and the design
drawings were handed over to the two parties. Further, PSC-600
unit was modified to suit commercial operation by IRE and
demonstrated to their engineers. M/s EICL has built and
commissioned P8C-1300 in January 1997. The unit is performing
welI in continuous operation.
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3. Development of Inert Gas Jet Atoaiser

Powder Metallurgy Division has taken up the development of Ga»
Jet Atoaisation technology for the production of fine metal and
alloy powders. For this PHD has developed a olose coupled
deLaval nozzle which was tested for the atomisation of tin melt.
Resulting powder with 10 urn average particle size at 20 bars
nitrogen atomisation pressure, vetted the design parameters and
confirmed near rapid solidification (RSP) conditions during
atomisation.

A vacuum induction melting, with bottom pouring* inert gas jet
atomisation system incorporating the above deLaval nozzle wae
designed and fabricated. This system is under oommissioning
trials.

4. Commissioning of Pyrovacuum Treatment / Sintering Furnace

An indigsnously designed and built induction heated pyrovacuum
treatment furnace has been commissioned. The furnaoe chamber is
6500 x 600 deep. It is water jacketed (cold wall) and in front
full face open design. It is evacuated using 3000 lit/s DP, 5
liters capacity LN trap* 325 m^/hr capacity mechanical booster
and 1000 Ipm two stage rotary pump. All the vacuum valves arm
electro-pneumatically operated. There is provision for operations
under flowing inert gas. The chamber oan house a 200 mm OD K 170
mm Ht crucible and its induction heating ooil. Induction heating
power is supplied from a 40 kW 3 kHz power invertor. The graphite
felt insulation is coated with colloidal natural graphite to
increase its reflectivity. Maximum temperature achieved is 2200°C
in vacuum. Maximum vacuum achieved is 10~5 mbar without LN 5
xi0~3 mbar with LN in the trap. The furnaoe is being used for the
following development workst

i. preparation of tantalum metal by oarbon reduction of Ta2<J&
ii. synthesis of ZrB2
iii. sintering of B4C

4. Awards conferred.

Shri B.P. Sharma, Head. Powder Metallurgy Division was honoured
with MRS I Medal for his outstanding contributions towards
development of beryllium technology.
with MRS I Medal for his outsta
development of beryllium technology.

Dr. Sandip Saha, Head, Chemical Processing fc Development. Seen.,
Powder Metallurgy Division reoeived the "National Mstallurgists*
day " (NMD) award from the Government of India during the Golden
Jubilee celebration of Indian Institute of Metals held in Vigyan
Bhavan, New Delhi in November, 1998. This award was conferred to
him for his contributions in development of beryllium
hydrometallurgioal extraction process and components for space
programme.
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Beryllium Extraction Technology, Industrial Product*
Finder, Business Press Publication Mumbai, Annual
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Saha, S, and Histry, B.P., Preparation of Alexandrite
by Sol-Gel Process and Its Characterisation, Ceramics
International, Elsevier Science Publishers Ltd.,
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Sintering Study of ZnO Varistor prepared through
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Deep Prakash, Sharma B.P.,
on Dielectric Properties of
in Poster Session of 50 th
New Delhi (1996)

Effect of Niobium
Barium Titnate,

ATM of NM, 16-17
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PROCESS ENGINEERING & SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

Major Achievements

A full—scale demonstration facility for treatment of spent sol-
vent (TBP/dodecane) using alkaline hydrolysis process was erected.
Demonstration runs conclusively established the complete destruc-
tion of TBP to sodium salt of DBP and near complete recovery of
dodecane. Full—scale immobilization of aqueous bottoms using
cement was also established.

Above 99.9% removal of minor actinides from simulated high level
waste of PHWR origin was achieved using CMPO in laboratory scale
continuous counter—current mixer—settler runs. Studies of kinet-
ics of extraction using "AKUFVE" were also completed.

MoU with BHEL on radioactive organic waste incinerator was fina-
lised.

A synthetic zeolite based process developed for efficient trap-
ping of Cs—137 was used successfully at AFR Facility, TAPS for
reduction of activity in spent fuel storage pool water. Nearly
100 Ci of C5-137 activity was removed from the pool using a 120 L
zeolite bed.

A number of improved sorbents and ion exchangers were developed
for possible application in selective and efficient removal of
various radionuclides present in low, intermediate and high level
wastes.

SYNROC samples for immobilization of high level waste were pro-
duced with densities around 3.4—3.5 g/cc using precursors made by
oxide route. Work on the preparation of finer particles of
precursors using hydroxide and sol—gel route was taken up to
obtain higher density SYNROC product.

Several naturally occurring minerals, rocks and soils were char-
acterized with respect to their physiochemical and ion retention
properties in order to test their suitability as backfill materi-
als in waste repositories.

A flow sheet was developed for the testing of the design and
operation of Rotary Ball Kiln Calciner. Design basis report for
the system and engineering flow sheet with details of the process
instruments were prepared. Process design of cyclone separator,
desuperheater condenser, subcooler and scrubber was completed.
Batch calcination for some of the fission and corrosion nitrates
were completed.
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Fabrication of high capacity CALmsu contactors designed for NUOFP
at t&C, Hyderabad in a workshop at Thane Mas supervised. The
equipment Mere despatched to site after complete inspection and
testing.

The eighth five year plan programme for development of computeri-
sation in solvent extraction system(CCSX) Mas completed complet-
ed. The system comprises hardware and software for integrated
data acquisition with offline and near real—time analysis of
process data and reporting in user defined formats. The features
of data acquisition system include data logging, graphic and
animated displays, replay of data, audiovisual alarms and human
voice message.

A customised version of the CCSX system Mas prepared for the
pilot plant for alkaline hydrolysis of organic wastes.

The fluidised bed equipment and instrumentation for the pilot
plant experimental set up for direct denitration of Uranium
solutions has been installed.

A BRNS collaboration programme with Department of Chemical Engi-
neering, University Department of Chemical
Technology(Autonomous), Mumbai has also been commissioned for
"Hydrodynamic and mass transfer studies in liquid emulsion mem-
branes as applied to ore extraction and value recovery from
secondary sources with emphasis on nuclear materials.
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Project CD fc CFT

CIVIL WORKS

The civil design o-f CDCFT building was completed, drawings were
finalised and tender documents were prepared. The contract o-f
building construction is in it's final stages. The recommenda-
tions of tender committee regarding technical evaluation of the
lowest bidder is being done.

The Geo—tech investigation of the site was completed and the data
was used for civil design of the building. Piling work at the
site were completed including the load test of the sane. An
extension to the building in the fora of a Multipurpose engg.
halMDS HALL-2) is also being worked out. Piling works for this
were completed.

Procurement of construction materials like HYSD bars, CS bars
etc., are in the final stages.

ELECTRICAL AND VENTILATION WORKS

Preliminary drawings for electrical and ventilation services for
CDCFT were completed and Are being reviewed.

PROCESS AND itCHANICAL WORKS

The process requirements including EP details, PAD details,
layouts and preliminary sketches for civil, electrical, ventila-
tion services, estimates of bulk materials like pipes, plates,
channels etc. were worked out and constant co-ordination with all
the above agencies was carried out.

Procurement of SS 304L pipes, plates, etc. is nearing completion.
b Glass slabs for shielding windows were received and remaining
are expected by next month.

The design of EP's was completed, and the drawings ore ready for
fabrication.

It is expected that construction works of the building and fabri-
cation of EP's for installation will start very soon.



RADIATION BIOLOGY & BIOCHEMISTRY
DIVISION

Major Achievements

The Radiation Biology and Biochemistry Division has been
engaged in research in the frontier areas of (i) radiation biology
related to tumour therapy and injury caused by naturally occurring and
radiation induced free radicals; (ii) molecular basis of diseases of
physiological origin; (iii) molecular aspects of chemical carcinogenesis
and (iv) structure of genome and genome related functions.

Radiobiology

Radiotherapy and hyperthermia

Investigations related to tumour therapy employing
radiation, drugs0 and hyperthermia have been in progress. Whole body
hyperthermia (39 C for 1 h, 20 h prior to irradiation, 900 cGy) confers
radioprotection of mice as manifested by prolonged life span of
irradiated animals. 90% of the mice survive for more than 60 days
compared with untreated controls which die within 16 days. The growth of
transplanted fibrosarcoma in female Swiss mice significantly decreases
following exposure oto whole body hyperthermia (7th day post tumour
transplantation, 40 C for 1 h, 3 exposures at 24 h interval). Post-
transplantation whole body hyperthermia is equally effective in
inhibiting tumour growth as pre-transpl^ntation hyperthermia. Repeated
exposures to whole body hyperthermia (40 C for 1 h, 3 exposures at 48 h
interval) of mice maintained on a diet supplemented with polyunsaturated
fatty acids suppresses the growth of transplanted fibrosarcoma compared
with those receiving normal diet and similar hyperthermic treatment. In
order to elucidate mechanisms underlying radioprotection following
hyperthermia, oxidative stress and DNA repair have been examined in a
variety of tissues post hyperthermia and irradiation. An in vitro DNA
recombination repair system has also been developed to predict
radioresponse of tumours.

Antitumour property of S.thermophilus

Investigations related to the antitumour properties of
S. thermgphilus have been in progress and results indicate that a dose of
1 x 10 stored tumour cells in combination with heat killed bacteria
effects maximum rejection of transplanted fibrosarcoma.

Radiosensitisation and clinical trials

AK 2123, one of the most promising hypoxic radio-
sensitizers, has been subjected to clinical trials, in collaboration with
Nanavati Hospital, Mumbai, and results show that cancer patients (head
and neck cancer) receiving this drug with discontinuous accelerated
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hyperfractionated radiation respond well.

Oxidative stress and biomembranes

Studies on radiation induced lipid peroxidation and its
modification by some hypoxic cell radiosensitizing drugs show that lipid
peroxidation in rat liver microsomes is 4-fold higher than that of human
erythrocyte membrane. Investigations on human erythrocyte membrane
suspensions in the absence and presence of chlorpromazine (CPZ) show that
CPZ significantly reduces the radiation-induced membrane lipid
peroxidation under oxygenated conditions of irradiation. Radiation
induced apoptosis of thymocytes leads to DNA fragmentation and, radiation
injury to human erythrocyte membranes involves oxidative damage and
subsequent change in fluidity. Studies on radiation mediated diene
conjugate formation in EYL unilamellar vesicles show that vesicles with
different mole fraction of cholesterol exhibit enhanced diene conjugate
formation after r-irradiation. Liposomes with low cholesterol content
are more sensitive to oxidative damage caused by irradiation.

Biochemistry

Folic acid metabolism and atherogenesis

Excess dietary folic acid alters the hepatic levels of
methylene tetrahydrofolate reductase and methionine synthase in normal
mice too, although to a lesser extent. Folate supplementation to
streptozotocin-diabetic animals lowers elevated levels of atherogenic
factors probably due to its ability to lower elevated homocysteine rather
than any direct association of the vitamin. Deuterium (300 ppm in
drinking water) exerts a beneficial effect on the atherogenic status of
mice. In addition, studies on platelet aggregation suggest a possible
prothrombotic effect of deuterium. Investigations on restriction fragment
length polymorphism of the lipoprotein lipase (LPL) gene show that Hind
III and Hpa II restriction digestion of the PCR products for the LPL gene
in a hypertriglyceridemic patient along with those of the parents reveals
a nonfunctional mutation at Hind III restriction site and a probable
functional mutation at Hpa II site in intron 8. The resutls also show
that the proband is compound heterozygous for these two mutations.

Nephrolithiasis

In rats mimicking type I primary hyperoxaluria, enhanced
hepatic lactate dehydrogenase activity leads to excess formation of
glycolate and oxalate. A similar increase in the activity of liver
glycolic acid oxidase results following the enhanced oxidation of
glycolate to oxalate with the concomitant production of H202- Along with
these changes, the activities of glutathione peroxidase and catalase
decline in liver and kidneys accounting for the enhanced lipid
peroxidation. The oral administration of antioxidants, glutathione or
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methionine prevents the glyoxylate induced hyperoxaluria as well as the
manifestation of renal necrosis. Further, oxalate oxidases and
decarboxylases from banana fruit peel, beet stem, Aspergillus and
Collybia have been demonstrated to effectively deplete oxalate from food
materials meant for human consumption.

Chemical carcinogenesis

Evidence has been obtained for the existence of a signal
transduction pathway in rat liver mitochondria. Phosphoinositidase
generated second messengers diacylglycerol and inositol triphosphates
have also been demonstrated to be produced in mitochondria. Ras oncogenes
are activated by carcinogens. Two endobiotics, nicotinamide and
methionine, have been found to provide remarkable control . over the
expression of ras in carcinogen treated animals. Various natural phenolic
compounds have been tested to examine their modulating activity on the
basal and aflatoxin B1-activated protein kinase C. Polyhydroxylated
flavonoids show greater inhibitory activity. Rutin, a phenolic glycoside
and BHT, a synthetic phenolic antioxidant, when fed to animals, prevent
elevated expression of proteinkinase C induced by aflatoxin B^.
Tylophorinidine and pergularimine, two alkaloids isolated from the roots
of Pergrularia palliada, have been demonstrated to inhibit thymidylate
synthase, a target enzyme for cancer chemotherapy. Using fluorescent
analysis of DNA unwinding (FADU) technique, it has been observed that
several environmental carcinogens bring about structural modification of
human leucocyte DNA. The damage can be prevented by a variety of
antioxidants.

Genome related studies

Studies on genome related functions in halobacteria have
been in progress. The DNA fragment carrying the hsp70 gene has been
isolated and sequencing shows the two heat response genes dnaK and dnaJ.
The organisation of the archaebacterial dnaK locus has been found to be
similar to that of. Gram positive eubacteria.
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RADIATION MEDICINE CENTRE
Major Achievements

1. Summary i

a> The three major activities of health care, manpower
development and research & development were continued as
ear 1i er.

b) Good progress has been made in studying a variety of
radiopharmaceuticals -for tumour localisation and potential
use for treatment of cancer.

c) Several P.C. based software programmes as a clinical
package have been developed and tested.

d) Efforts are being made to open up a new field of Veterinary
Nuclear Medicine.

e> Efforts are under way to collaborate with Isotope Division
and BRIT to explore the use of newer radioisotopes which
have a potential for therapeutic uses.

Progress Report (Plan Projects)

Expanded animal house project is now nearing completion.
Delays in procuring instruments is the only drawback. In
the last year of this planned project there have been
significant achievements. There has been an increase in
space available for the care and maintenance of animals as a
result of some structural changes within the available area.
Better equipments and improved animal care under the
guidance of a Veterinary doctor has been a great boon to our
experimentalists. Several animal models simulating
important clinical conditions are now under investigations
and the results have been helpful to clinicians in improving
strategies for treatment.

Calcium metabolism of the skeletal system has been of
importance in osteoporosis of middle aged individuals. The
development of animal models with calcium deficiency and the
study of oestrogens, calcium replacements with various
chemical formulations of calcium have helped in
understanding the basis of osteoporosis and its management.
Our clinical studies on postmenopausal women to assess the
degree of calcium loss from the bones has been correlated
with the results of the animal experiments. The
synergistic approach to experimental and clinical studies is
one which proves useful to a clinician as well as an
experimental biologist.

Similarly, animal models of thyroid diseases induced in rats
and evaluation of free radical and antioxidant processes ar*
evaluated and correlated to human pathology. In this way
one can understand the process by which the disease
progresses.
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In the recent past emphasis on natural products obtained
•from plants has gained prominence and is under vigorous
experimentation in several centres in India. Our work is on
the utility of curcumin, an extract -from turmeric. It is a
known antioxidant and free radical scavenger. Models of
radiation induced tissue changes and the radiobiological
protective effects of turmeric are under investigation.
Simple compounds like plant extract if found useful could be
incorporated into a programme for radioprotective measures
in emergency resulting from reactor accidents.

In breeding programmes for making available adequate numbers
of animals for experiments is an important achievement of
the animal house. We plan in future to train laboratory
assistants in the care of animals and management of an
experimental animal house.

Programs Raport i_ Basic Research

a) Study of thyroid hormones on fetal development. In order to
understand the role of thyroid hormones in the development
of the central nervous system experiments were initiated to
study the placental transfer of hormones from mother to
fetus. These experiments are fairly complicated and
involved and there is scarce information available in
literature. The next step was to study the morphological
changes if any, induced during early embryonal and fetal
development on the brain by absence of thyroid hormones.
This study is in progress and the results will be helpful in
understanding why there is a high incidence of mental
retardation in hypothyroid children.

b) The role of macrophages in the immunological defense of the
host in tubercular diseases is being studied. The
suppression of the macrophage function induced by
mycobacteria plays a significant role in propogation of
disease. Understanding and identifying these mechanisms
will help in developing drugs which would be able to kill
mycobacteria more effectively.

2. Studying the biological behaviour of radiolabelled prophyrin
ligands in tumour models with a view of determining the
efficiency of localisation and retention time in tumours.
These photosensitive ligands are to be considered as a model
of cancer therapy.

3. A protein enzyme isolated from field beams has been
radiolabelled. Its localisation in tumour tissue of tumour
bearing mice and comparison with other tumour localisaing
agents has shown that it could turn out to be a v&ry
promising tumour localising radiopharmaceutical.

4. 9 9 mTc labelled cyclam AK 2123- A compound which is a
nitroimidazole derivative and a hypoxic sensitiser was shown
to localise in tumours with a high degree of concentration.
This experimental work holds promise as a • potential
radiotherapeutic agent for large tumours with high levels of
hypoxia within the tumour.
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5. 99mTc galactosylgluco—albumin (NGA) is a receptor seeking
ligand. The receptors are located on liver cells. The NGA
was synthesised from -D-galactose, and human serum
albumin by a series of synthetic steps. The compound was
evaluated extensively in animals and then made into a ready
to use kit for clinical evaluation.

Proyreii Report - Appl ied Research j_

Development of P.C. based software for cerebral
perfusion studies

3 different software programmes were developed to quantify
cerebral perfusion data obtained by SPECT imaging. The 3
programmes were compared and tested in the same clinical
subjects. All three programmes were user friendly, easy to
interpret and could be incorporated into a software package.
The user would be able to select the software to be used
under specific circumstances. Such a variability of choice
is presently not available in a single package with
commercially available software programmes.

Similarly, a renal study package has been developed
incorporating several different parameters and techniques
used for assessing these parameters in a single package
thereby expanding the choice available to the user to select
programmes suitable for a particular study.

2) In Nuclear Cardiology several different protocols for
stressing patients, T\ injection intervals and us* of
Tc 9 m tetrophosmin were tested so as to optimise conditions
for Nuclear Cardiology studies.

3. In vitro assay procedures in developing in house
immunoradiometric procedures is continued. The usability of
tubes coated with antibodies, temperature and time based
stability parameters are under evaluation

Progress Report — Services

5.2 Patients services was extended to 1,01,817 for diagnostic
purpose, in vitro and in vivo, 597 for treatment with
radionucleides.

5.3 During the year the Centre earned a revenew of Rs.22.14
lakhs from these patient services.

5.3 Manpower training :

22 students for DRM/DMRIT of 96-97 batch are under training.

4 IAEA students have completed training of 6 months and 1
year's duration.

1 IAEA student has just begun a 6 months training in
Radi opharmacy.

6. During the year a total number of 41 papers were
published/sent for publication and about 31
Meetings/Seminars were attended.
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Yousif A. Makawi, K. Sujatha, Khalid B. Makhdomi
IJNM, Vol.11, pp 194 (Abstract)

19. PC based program for planar thallium cardiac perfusion
studies.
B. Singh, U.N. Nayak, S.H. Moghe, P. Ramanathan and A.M.
Samuel (1996)
IJNM 11, pp 197 (Abstract)

20. PC based program for analyses of thallium SPECT data using
EMORY bullseye protocol
B. Singh, N.S. Baghel and A.M. Samuel (1996)
IJNM 11, pp 197 (Abstract)

21. Usefulness of a separate day Rest Thallium reinjection at 24
hrs.
P. Bharadwaj, N. Nair
IJNM 11, pp 199 (Abstract)

22. Oobutamine myocardial perfusion scintigraphy: Initial
experience with 25 patients and comparison with physiologic
stress Thallium scintigraphy in 17 patients
N. Nair, Hafizunnisa, P. Bharadwaj
IJNM 11, pp 200 (Abstract)
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23. Correlation of Tl-201 myocardial perfusion imaging with
computerised treadmill test <CTMT)
Nair N., Goyal V., Nair P.T.V.
1JNM 11, pp 2OO (Abstract)

24. Decreased serum TB(3 observed in some family members of three
generations screened by PAGE-Autoradiography
S.V. Bhatkar, M.G.R. Rajan, A. Velumani & A.M. Samuel
IJNM 11, pp 203 (Abstract)

25. Does FNAC help in the management of solitary thyroid nodules'?
Khalid B. Makhdomi, A.M. Samuel
IJNM 11, pp 203 (Abstract)

26. Evaluation of Tc—Tetro-fosmin imaging of solitary thyroid
nodules as a preoperative indicator of malignancy
Nair N., Patel R.B., Dash P.S., Borges A.E.
IJNM 11, pp 204 (Abstract)

27. TSH as a prognosticator of relapse of thyrotoxicosis in
patients rendered euthyroid by Carbimozole therapy
Nair N.f Mitra S.
IJNM 11, pp 204 (Abstract)

28. Cerebral blood flow evaluation from cerebellar,
midventricular and supraventricular slices of SPECT data
B. Singh, T.P. Unnikrishnan and A.M. Samuel (1996)
IJNM 11- PP 2O9 (Abstract)

29. PC based program for analyses of SPECT data -for CBF
evaluation using cortex peak method
B. Singh, T.P. Unnikrishnan and A.M. Samuel (1996)
IJNM 11 - pp 209 (Abstract)

30. A preliminary study of Brain perfusion imaging in Tubercular
Meningitis
A.M. Samuel, K.G. Saji, T.P. Unnikrishnan, N. Ramamurthy,
Preeti Shanbaug, M.V. Kulkarni
IJNM 11, pp 210 (Abstract)

31. Comparison of methodologies for the evaluation of brain
perfusion SPECT data
T.P. Unnikrishnan, B. Singh and A.M. Samuel (1996)
IJNM 11 - pp 211 (Abstract)

32. A PC based program for renal function evaluation
B. Singh, U.N. Nayak, S.H. Moghe, P. Ramanathan ' and
A.M. Samuel (1996)
IJNM 11, p 213 (Abstract)

33. Comparison of kidney clearance measured by Gates and Patlak
methods
B. Singh, U.N. Nayak, S.H. Moghe, P. Ramanathan and
A.M. Samuel (1996)
IJNM 11f p 216 (Abstract)
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34. Determination of rc99m-MAG-, plasma clearance in children by
means of a single blood sample
V. Rangarajan, O.P. Tiwari, Debashish Choudhary, G.A.
Sonawane and A.M. Samuel (1996)
1JNM 11, pp 216 (Abstract)

35. 99mTc-labelled cyclam AK2123 - A new hypoxic tumour imaging
agent
S. Murugesan , S.J. Shetty, O.P.D. Noronha, A.M. Samuel,
C.C.K. Nair, T.S. Srivastava and L. Kothari
IJNM 11, pp 223 (Abstract)

36. Design and development of a remote-controlled/operated,
trigger—powered vial holder cum needle injector * (GUN) ' for
use in the radiopharmacy during the production of 1 I-MIBG
O.P.D. Noronha, P. Sansare and G.A. Sonawane
IJNM 11, pp 224 (Abstract)

37. Design of a cheap, efficient, semi—automated prototype
microplant for the manufacture of dual (Rx + Dx)
single/multi—dosage forms of I—mlBG per unit operation in
the hospital radiopharmacy
O.P.D. Noronha, G.A. Sonawane and A.M. Samuel
IJNM 11, pp 225 (Abstract)

38. Indigenous product development of a stable i.v. lyophilised
grodiagnostic Sn(II) DMSA dosage form for the formulation of
99mTc(III) DMSA
O.P.D. Noronha
IJNM 11, pp 225, (Abstract)

39. Radionuclide lung perfusion study in patients with coil
closure of patent ductus arteriosus (PDA)
Nair N., Patel R.B., Goyal Venkat Vinay, Dalvi B.V., and
Samuel A.M.
IJNM 11, pp 230, (Abstract)

40. Image quality improvement by reducing the scatter fraction
Tarun saxena, Ramanathan p., Nayak U.N.
IJNM 11, pp 231 (1996) (Abstract)

41. Assessment of Gamma Camera's Performance using Veenstra
Dynamic Line Phantom (DLP)
Soni P.S. , Bhagel N.S. Sc Chaudhari V. (1996)
IJNM 11, pp 231 (Abstract)
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M»»ting« *tt«nd»d/fi»minara Participated

1. Dr.(Mrs) A.M. Samuel, Shri P. Raroanathan, U.N. Nayak
Faculty of Workshop on Nephrology, CMC, Veilore, March 12-
18, 1996.

2. Role of H.E.F. in cirhosis of liver
Basant L. Malpani and Aban M. Samuel
Liver "96, INASL, Annual Conference, C.M.C., Vellore
Feb. 29-March 2, 1996

3. Evaluation of hepatic perfusion index (HPI), • Hepatic
extraction fraction (HEF) and liver v/s heart uptake rate
(L/H Rate) in patients with a) cirrhosis and b) non
cirrhotic portal hypertension of liver.
Basant L. Malpani and Aban M. Samuel
Ibid

4. Evaluation of a parametric imaging method for assessing
arterial/portal flow to the liver.
Basant L. Malpani and Aban M. Samuel
Ibid

5. Dr.(Mrs) A.M. Samuel, Dr. V. Rangarajan, Dr. N. Nair
To deliver a speech for a 2 day Seminar on Peaceful Uses of
Nucl. Med., Organised by BRNS, April 8-10, 1996

6. Pediatric Nuclear Medicine - Dr.(Mrs) A.M. Samuel
A two day seminar on the Use of Radioisotopes in Agriculture
and Medicine to be held at Patna on April 8th and 9th, 1996

7. Application of Radiation in Medical Diagnosis and Therapy -
Dr. V. Rangarajan
A two day seminar on the Use of Radioisotopes in Agriculture
and Medicine to be held at Patna on April 8th and 9th, 1996

8. Dr. G.V. Kadival
To give lectures on Applications of RIA at Colloquium
arranged by SNM, Pune, India, 31.5.96 to 1.6.96

9. Effect of Turmeric Extract on Lipid Profile
Dr.(Mrs) U.R. Deshpande, L.J. Joseph, S.S. Manjure, S.V.
Bhide and A.M. Samuel
International Seminar on Free Radicals Mediated Diseases
Ayurveda, Faculty of Ayurveda Institute of Medical Sciences
Banaras Hindu University, Sept. 2-4, 1996.

10. Dr.(Mrs) U.R. Thakare
To attend a VII All India Meeting of Women in Science,
Roorkee 5th to 7th Sept. 1996

11. Dr. G.V. Kadival
To give lectures on Applications of RIA at Colloquium
arranged by SNM, Aurangabad, India, Sept. 29-31, 1996
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12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

Dr. D.N. Pahuja
First Indian COPES Workshop, Organized by Indian Cancer cell
- a body affiliated to International Union Against Cancer -
at Study Centre, Shanti Avedna Ashram, Sandra, Mumbai-400 O5O
- Oct. 26-27, 1996.

Dr. D.N. Pahuja
Hindi Seminar on Cancer-Prevention Diagnosis and Treatment -
(Member of the Organising Committee) - at Training School,
Multipurpose Hall, Anushaktinagar, Mumbai-400 094.

Dr. D.N. Pahuja
Invited to deliver "Brig. Mazumdar Memorial Oration" at
Annual Conference of Society of Nuclear Medicine, India,
17-20, 1996, Gwalior

the
Dec.

Dr. A.M. Samuel
Nat i ona1 Wark shop
Radi opharmaceuti cals
Chemistry Department.

on Radiochemistry
: 18th Nov. 1996,

& Application of
University of Goa,

Dr. A.M. Samuel
Workshop on Infrastructure manpower development for Nuclear
Medicine. Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate Institute Lucknow,
Nov. 30 - Dec. 1st, 1996.

Dr. G.D. Nadkarni
XXIII Annual Conference of Association of Clinical
Biochemists of India at Kottayam during 27-30 Dec. 1996 (to
present a paper)

Dr.(Mrs) U.R. Thakare
XXIII Annual Conference of Association of Clinical
Biochemists of India at Kottayam during 27-30 Dec. 1996 <to
present a paper)

Shri S.V. Dole
Participation in Practical course on methods in disease
diagnosis at International Centre for Genetic Engineering &
Biotechnology, New Delhi, Nov. 25-Dec.6, 1996

Dr. M.G.R. Rajan
XXIII Annual Conference of the Association of Clinical
Biochemistry, of India, Mahatma Gandhi University & Medical
College, Kottayam during 27-30 Dec. 1996

Seminar on Rough S/acuum Pumps, Nehru Centre, Mumbai on
31.10.96 was attended by

1) Shri H.H. Shimpi

28th Annual Conference of SNM (India) and Indo-American
Society of Nuclear Medicine at Cancer Hospital & Res. Centre,
Gwalior, (Dec. 17-20, 1996) was attended by

1) Dr. O.P.D. Noronha
2) Dr. N. Nair
3) Dr. P.S. Soni
4) Shri T.P. Unnikrishnan
5) Shri B.P. Tiwari
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6) Shrx S. Hurugesan
7) Shri R.B- Patel
8) Shri Balvinder Singh
9) Or. P. Bharadwaj
10) Kum. S.V. Bhatkar

22. Dr. G.V. Kadival
2Oth National Congress of Indian Association of Medical
Microbiologists organised at Agra, Oct. 31-Nov. 3, 1996

23. Dr. O.P.D. Noronha, (Invited talk)
Quality Assurance and control o-f activity meter
(radionuclide dose calibrator) as used in a nuclear
pharmacy/medicine laboratory.
- to participants of IAEA-RCA Interregional Training Course
on Preventive Maintenance, Quality Control and Upgrading of
Nuclear Medicine Instruments on Nov. 19, 1996- Electronics
Divn., BARC, Mumbai-400 085.

24. Dr. O.P.D. Noronha
Test Procedures and instruments/equipments for the quality
assurance and control of in-house produced radiopharmaceuticali
- to participants of IAEA-RCA Interregional Training Course
on Preventive Maintenance, Quality Control and Upgrading of
Nuclear Medicine Instruments on Nov. 19, 1996- Electronics
Divn., BARC, Mumbai-400 085.

25. Dr. O.P.D. Noronha
Newer vistas in in-vivo radiopharmaceuticals.
- to participants of Continuing Medical Education sponsored
by Organising Secretary - XXVIII Annual Conference of
Society of Nuclear Medicine India, C/o. Cancer Hospital 8c
Res. Institute, Gwalior, Dec. 17, 1996.

26. Dr. O.P.D. Noronha
Practicum. on Radiopharmaceuticals :
a) An ideal hospital - based radiopharmacy
b) Quality assurance and control of radiopharmaceuticals

in a hospital based radiopharmacy.
c) Manufacture (production of reagents, kits and

radiopharmaceuticals in a hospital based radiopharmacy
d) Trouble—shooting in radiopharmaceuticals in a hospital —

based radiopharmacy.
Convenor/coordinator of the above seminar — XXVIII Annual
Conference of the Society of Nuclear Medicine India,
Gwalior, Dec. 18 & 19, 1996.

27. Dr. P.S. Soni
Practicum on Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation.
XXVIII Annual Conference of the Society of Nuclear Medicine,
India at Gwalior, Dec. 18 and 19, 1996

28. Mr. Balwinder Singh (Invited talks)
1) Software development for quality control of gamma camera"
Workshop on Quality assurance in Nuclear Medicine
instrumentation", held at All India Institute of Medical
Sciences, New Delhi, 3-5 October 1996-
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29. Mr. Balwinder Singh
Participated as faculty member in "IAEA-RCA Inter—regional
course on preventive maintenance, quality control and
upgradation of Nuclear Medical Instruments" held at B.A.R.C.
from Nov. 4-29, 1996. Following lectures were delivered.

1. Image processing and amnalyses

2. Software for clinical evaluation of gamma camera planar
imaging studies and quality control.

3. Reconstruct!o, display, clinical evaluation and quality
control of SPECT imaging studies.

30. Mr. P. Ramanathan
Attended (as faculty member) the Regional Training Course
for Nuclear Medicine Technologists, conducted by IAEA at
Tygerberg Hospital, Capetown, South Africa during Qctober
21-24, 1996

31. Dr. P.S. Soni
Attended an IAEA Third Task Group Meeting on the Regional
Associations of Gamma Cameras, at Kyoto, Japan, Sept. 30 to
Oct. 4, 1996.



RADIATION SAFETY SYSTEMS DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. Radiation Safety Systems Development Activities

1.1 Aerial Gamma Spectrometric Survey at IGCAR, Kalpakkam

An Aerial Gamma spectrometric survey was conducted at
Kalpakkam, during April 9-12, 1996 using the upgraded version of
the Aerial Gamma Spectrometer (AGS) developed in the division.
The upgraded version of AGS includes on-line transmission of
survey data to a Site Emergency Control Centre (SECC) and its
parallel on-line processing and presentation on a lap top PC
inside the Helicopter as well as on a PC/AT at SECC. The system
translates the measured data into ground contamination in Bq/m*
and in terms of dose rate at 1 m from the ground due to
contaminating radionuclide. The contamination profile is mapped
on-line in colour codes on to the digitized site map stored on
PC. The survey conducted at IGCAR was aimed at assessing the
efficacy of the additional features and to calibrate the newly
introduced Geoline detector. SR & HPP Group IGCAR, Services and
Defence Lab., Jodhpur actively participated in the exercise.

The calibration data for the upgraded AGS was generated by
flying over a simulated contaminated area of 950 m X 200 m at
different altitudes and with different speeds. Plume tracking of
Argon-41 originating from MAPP stack, aerial survey of Emergency
Preparedness Zone (EPZ) around MAPP and a source search exercise
were also conducted to demonstrate the multifacet uses of AGS.
Apart from these, on-line data transmission using Radio MODEMS
and Radio set was also successfully demonstrated. The Minimum
Detectable Levels (MDLs) for 80 meter altidue survey for the
Geoline detector were estimated as 20 kBq/m2 for 1-131 and 10
kBq/m2 for Cs-137. These MDLs are an order of magnitude lower
than the respective Emergency Reference Levels for grass.

1.2 Activities of Site Emergency Control Centre (SECC) at
Trombay

The Site Emergency Control Centre (SECC) at Mod. Lab. is
equipped with systems to provide early warning for an emerging
radiation emergency. These systems provide necessary on-line
inputs to project radiological status of the site for planning
and directing action to manage a radiation emergency situation
within BARC. A similar nodal centre for Tarapur Site is being
developed at HP Lab, Tarapur.

A mobile monitoring van equipped with sophisticated survey
and monitoring systems is always kept in state of readiness to
provide quick information on the in-situ monitoring including
that of airborne activities during an emergency. The mobile
monitoring Van is also linked to SECC with a VHF communication
for quick transmission of the data to the decision making
authorities at SECC.

245
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SECC arranged training to the radiation safety officers at
BARC. An "Emergency Manual1 containing emergency procedures and
action plan duly approved by SARCOP was prepared for guiding the
autorities to manage a radiation emergency situation.

1.3 Environmental Background Monitoring System using Railway
Network

A continuous radiation monitoring system operating on 110V
DC for deployment in railway coaches has been designed. The
system monitors radiation background at regular intervals and
tags it with corresponding positional coordinates being provided
continuously by a Global Positioning System (GPS). The system
stores large amount of data that can be down loaded to a PC. The
recorded dose rates are mapped on to the digitized route map in
colour codes to generate radiation background map of the area
covered by the railway network.

The system has been tested between Mumbai and Pune. The
reliability and ruggedness of the system is established and it
will now be deployed on longer routes on regular basis in order
to generate a radiation background map of the country.

1.4 Continuous Alpha Air Monitor (CAAM)

Air monitoring of alpha emitters like aerosols of Uranium,
Plutonium and Thorium requires discrimination of their activities
against Radon/Thoron daughter products activity which is orders
of magnitude higher. This has been achieved by size separation
of large particles due to Uranium, Plutonium or Thorium from the
one in submicron range due to Radon/Thoron daughter products by
principle of impaction. A CAAM based on this principle has been
developed as an import substitute.

The sampled air enters through an inlet and is then
accelerated by an impactor nozzle of continuously narrowing cross
section. Air jet coming out of the impactor nozzle makes the U
turn at the grease coated stainless steel collection disc and is
drawn by a vacuum pump. The large size aerosols of Uranium,
Plutonium or Thorium cannot negotiate the U turn and are
impacted on the disc, while the Radon and Thoron daughter
products which are fine particles of submicron size follow air
stream . and are eliminated. The activity collected on the disc
which is continuously rotating, is viewed by ZnS(Ag) detector
based counting assembly. The cumulative counts recorded in
successive counting intervals are directly converted into
DAC- hrs of Uranium, Plutonium or Thorium and are displayed on a
LCD display.These are also stored in the system's memory. These
programmable audio-visual alarm. The MDL values for the system
are 1 DAC.hr for Uranium and 3 DAC.hr for plutonium.

1.5 High Range Dose rate Meter

A compact, remotely operated wide range gamma dose monitor
has been developed for mapping high radiation fields in confined
spaces. The monitor uses a very compact detector consisting of a
photo voltaic (PV) cell optically coupled to CsI(Tl)
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Scintillator. The probe signal is coupled to a remote
measuring unit through a 100 m long shielded cable. The monitor
provides monitoring range from 1 R h"1 to 100,000 Rh . The
remote readout and recorder output provided with the monitor is
useful in averting doses to the personnel engaged in these jobs.

The unit has been successfully used for coolant channels
removal job at RAPS-2. It has been used to map radiation dose
rates at different locations within the reactor core.

1.6 Microprocessor based Plutonium Waste Monitor

A microprocessor(8085) based system to assess the content of
Plutonium in processed waste, free from fission products using
gamma spectyrometric method has been developed. The system uses
a 5" X 2" Nal(Tl) detector. The system makes use of compton
corrected counts in two energy complexes 208 keV and 384 keV due
to Pu-24l and Pu-239 respectively. The system is calibrated using
standard samples. The calibration constants arrived at are stored
in system's RAM memory. The concentrations of Pu-241 and Pu-239
in standard waste containers are computed from the data using
floating point math pack developed for 8085 and stored in system
EPROM. The concentrations arrived at are displayed on a LCD
display and alternately can be provided as a printout or can be
downloaded to a PC for further processing.

2.0 Radiation Safety Information Network and Dose management
software

Radiation safety information network based on Novell
Netware, a multiserver network operating system, has been
installed in Modular Lab. The server is connected to site
emergency control centre(SECC). The data acquired by the systems
at SECC are stored in the network server for easy access by all
nodes connected in the network. A powerful relational database
management software package ORACLE workgroup server-2000 has been
installed in the network server to handle all database
requirements.

To ensure that all power stations use similar software
package to handle exposure data and for prepartion of reports in
a standard format a software package has been developed using
object oreinted Visual Foxpro.

3.0 Radiation Hazards Control Activities

3.1 During the year radiological safety surveillance activities
were continued at all the plants/facilities in BARC and other
units of DAE in Mumbai and Indore. Attention was paid to i)
radiological status of the plants in general ii) operations
requiring special monitoring services iii) man-rem budgeting and
trends in radiation exposure iv) effluent discharges and waste
disposal and v) safety related unusual occurrences.

3.2 In surveillance operations, due attention was paid to
radiation emergency preparedness. At plant level this was
achieved through respective RHC units while at the site level it
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was managed through Site Emergency Control Centre (SECC). SECC
also participated in radiation emergency drills conducted at
Cirus, Dhruva and Plutonium Plant.

3.3 The radiation facilities covered by the Division have shown
an adaptable trend towards the prevailing stricter radiation dose
limits.

3.4 The expertise of staff members of RSSD was made use- of by
several (in all 43) safety committees appointed by BARC, AERB and
DAE.

3.5 During the year, four staff members of RSSD contributed
their expertise to advisory groups of IAEA. The fields included
i) Nuclear and Radiation Safety ii) Software development for
gamma spectrometry iii) Contamination monitoring and iv)
Occupational radiation protection

3.6 Four staff members conducted Health Physics courses at BARC
Training school. In addition, several courses were conducted at
Plant level as part of HRD programmes. A information sheet on
radiation safety was prepared for scientists/research fellows
visiting research reactors at Trombay.

3.7 A detection system was designed for the purpose of
simultaneous counting of alpha and beta activity deposited on
filter paper during continuous air monitoring of ambient working
environment. This system uses alpha to beta ratio to
discriminate against the short-lived natural radioactivity in
continuous air monitoring.

3.8 To study the dose profile of thyroid cancer patients
lyoluminescence dosimetry has been applied.

4.0 Solid State Nuclear Track Detector Laboratory

The following studies were continued during the year.

i) Simultaneous measurement of thermal and fast neutrons using
CR-39 and Lithium Borate radiator.

ii) Spatial flux mapping of a thermal neutron beam using SSNTD
technique.

iii) Studies on low level measurements

iv) Background Radon Level measurements, using CR-39, in Mod.
Labs ( 2 locations) to quantify the effect of Radon exposure
on electrets.

v) Theoretical behaviour of calibration factors of bare mode
SSNTD dosimeters for Rn/Tn daughter products.
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5.0 Theoretical studies and Accelerator Group

5.1 Evaluation of ICRP-60 in the Indian context

Studies on radiation exposure risk estimation were
continued. It is demonstrated that estimates by the BEIR V
methodology give risk estimates lower by a factor of three
in the Indian context as compared with the world average
values reported in ICRP Publication 60.

5.2 Applied Research

i) Experiment at pelletron, simulating conditions of FOTIA,
was carried out to assess radiation levels at high voltage
terminal.

ii) Radiation measurements were carried out at Booster hall,
CAT, and area around it, using TLDs, CR-39, GM survey meter,
Teletector and neutron flux rate meter to find out beam loss
locations and also to compare experimentally measured
radiation levels with theoretically estimated values.

5.2 Calculation of shielding requirements was done for the
following

i) 500 keV DC accelerator at BRIT, Vashi.

ii) Medical Industrial Accelerator Facility at CAT, Indore.

iii) INDUS-2 synchrotron radiation facility at CAT, Indore.

iv) FOTIA (7 MV terminal) Folded Tandem Ion Accelerator,

v) POTON irradiator for potatoes and onions at Nasik.

5.4 Radiation Measurements

i) Neutron flux measurements were carried out during the
operation of Pelletron accelerator with the following heavy
ions: trc, I 6O. 19F, 1 4N, I D B , 2 7A1, 2 8Si, 3 2 S , 2 4Mg, 3 7C1,
2 2Na, 7Li and 1 2 7 I .

ii) Radiation fields in high occupancy areas of INDUS-1 building
like control room of Indus-1, microtron control room,
INDUS-1 synchrotron ring hall were measured. Measurements of
induced activity of various components were carried out
during the shut down of the machine.

«,*>
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Publications

1. Indian Estimates of Risk from the exposure of internal
organs and the values of tissue risk factors, Mehta, S.K.
and Sarangapani, R., Radiat. Prot. Dosim., 63(1), 1996, pp.
37-48.

2. Atmospheric Radon Levels and its emanation rate in the
environment of Kaiga, Somashekharappa, H.M., Narayana, Y.,
Radhakrishna, A.P., Siddappa, K., Joshi, V.B., Kolekar, R.V.
and Bhagwat, A.M., Radiation Measurements, Vol. 26, No. 1,
1996, pp 35-41.

3. Scope and objective of the International BSS for Protection
against Ionising Radiation and for the safety of Radiation
Sources S.K. Mehta. Lecture delivered during IAEA/RCA
training course on implementation of Basic Safety standards,
BARC, Proceedings, pp. 50-59, Nov. 18-29, 1996.

4. Implementation of BSS in Nuclear Reactor and Waste
Management Operations; G.S. Jauhri, Lecture delivered during
IAEA/RCA training course on implementation of Basic Safety
standards, BARC, Proceedings, pp 243-247, Nov. 18-29, 1996.

5. "Dose Limits in BSS , Bhagwat A.M., Lecture delivered during
IAEA/RCA training course on Implementation of IAEA Basic
Safety Standards, BARC, Proceedings, pp. 79-89, Nov. 18-29,
1996.

6. Implementation of the Basic Safety Standards in mining and
milling,Pushparaja, IAEA-RCA Training course, on Implementa-
tion of IAEA Basic Safety Standards, BARC, Proceedings, pp.
230-242, Nov. 18-29, 1996, BARC.

7. Application of BSS in emergency exposure from accidents in
nuclear installations, Pradeep kumar, K.S., IAEA-RCA on
implementation of IAEA Basic Safety Standards, BARC,
Proceeding, pp. 138-146, Nov. 18-29, 1996.

8. "Nuclear & Radiation Safety", Bhagwat, A.M., Paper presented
at Consultant's Working Group Meeting held at Taejon,
Republic of Korea, June 24-25, 1996.

9. Occupational Radiation Protection, Pushparaja, Technical
Report on AGM held at Vienna by the IAEA, March, 1996.

10. Monitoring of surface and airborne contamination, Pradeep
kumar, K.S. and Natarajan, G., Paper presented at IAEA
workshop on contamination monitoring. October 21-25, 1996,
Tokai, Japan.

11. Selected studies with CaSO4: Dy - Teflon TL Dosimetyers for
Beta Monitoring, Nagpal, J.S., Varadharajan, Geetha,
Jakhete, A.P. and Venkataraman, G., Journal of Med. Phys.

**• Vol. 21(3), July- Sept. 1996, pp. 146-148.
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12. Chernobyl Accident: A brief overview with selected
bibliography, Sarangapani, R., Kher, R.K., Pushparaja and
Krishnan, D., Bull. Radiat. Prot., 19(1&2), pp. 41-62, 1996.

13. "Radiation Protection in Applications of Radioisotopes,
Invited Talk in Hindi, Bhagwat, A.M., Proceedings Nat.
Workshop on "Production & Applications of Radioisotopes"
(organised by Hindi Vidnyan Parishad), BARC, Proceedings,
pp. 38-41, Sept. 12, 1996.

14. Theoretical behaviour of calibration factors of bare mode
SSNTD dosimeters for Rn/Tn daughter products, Bhanti, D.P.,
and Bhagwat, A.M., Proceedings, V Nat. Symp. on Environment,
pp 38-42, Calcutta, Feb. 28, March 1, 1996.

15. A three compartment model for global distribution of
Tritium, S.H. Sadarangani, S.S. Gogate, T.M. Krishnamurthy
and D.V. Gopinath. Proceedings, V Nat. Symp. on Environment,
pp. 223-226, Calcutta, Feb. 28 - March 1, 1996,.

16. "Calibration of Passive Dosimeters Employing SSNTDs for
Measurement of Radon-Thoron and their Daughter Products :
Some Challenges", Invited Talk, Bhagwat, A.M. and Bhanti,
D.P., Proceedings X National Symposium on Solid State
Nuclear Track Detectors SSNTD-96, Kurukshetra, pp 112 - 119.
October 3-5, 1996.

17. Spatial Flux Mapping of a Thermal Neutron Beam Using SSNTD
Technique, Joshi, V.B., Kolekar, R.V., Bhanti, D.P. and
Bhagwat, A.M., Proceedings, X National Symposium on Solid
State Nuclear Track Detectors SSNTD-96, Kurukshetra, pp
54-57, October 3-5, 1996.

18. Preliminary Study of "Lithium Borate Radiator and Cr-39"
Combination for Thermal and Fast Neutrons Measurements,
Bhagwat, A.M., Joshi, V.B., Kolekar, R.V. and Sujata, B.,
Proceedings X National Symposium on Solid State Nuclear
Track Detectors SSNTD-96, Kurukshetra, pp 58-610ctober 3-5,
1996.

19. Some Further Studies on Low Level Measurements by Fission/
Alpha Track Registration, Kolekar, R.V., Joshi, V.B. and
Bhagwat, A.M., Proceeding, X National Symposium on Solid
State Nuclear Track Detectors SSNTD-96, Kurukshetra, pp
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RADIATION STANDARDS &
INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION

Major Achievements

A. Radiation Standards & Calibration Facilities

1. International Intercomparison of activity measurement with
Cesium-134 was carried out under SIR programme of BIPM.
The BARC result 10128 ± 48 ( one sigma) kBq has the deviation
less than 0.2% from the international mean of ten reported
laboratories 10109 ± 66 (one sigma).

2. Seventh National Intercomparison of activity measurements
with isotope calibrators using Iodine-131 was done with
29 participants in the country. About twenty results have
been received. The results show that 15 participants had
a deviation of less than 10% from our value.

3. The thermal neutron sensitivity and other parameters of
Cobalt and Vanadium Self Powered Neutron Detectors (SPNDs),
manufactured by the ECIL for use in incore instrumentation of
power reactors, were evaluated. The signal components of these
detectors were measured and compared with the computed values of
the same obtained using the calculational model due to Warren and
Shah. In the case of Cobalt SPND, the background signal arising
from the build up of Co-60 activity due to irradiation was also
computed. A theoretical study of Nickel SPND was carried out and
its signal composition analysis revealed that the prompt
component is 99.3 % with a very low response (less than 0.1 %) to
external gamma field obtained in the core of a reactor.

4. A facility for obtaining Fluorescent x-rays for the
calibration of radiation monitors was set up. For this, X-rays
from Philips deep x-ray machine were used to excite fluorescent
X-rays of molybdenum, tin and cadmium targets. The fluorescent X-
ray beam obtained along a specific direction, after adequate
collimation is found to be highly homogeneous beams in the 17 to
25 keV range. Measurements of effective energy and homogeneity of
the beam were carried out.

5. A Personal Computer based data acquisition system was
developed for Gamma Ionization Chamber using add on card.

6. Frickie dosimeter has been intercompared with the ionometric
method of dose measurement. This involves the use of a
reference ion chamber calibrated in terms of air kerma in a
water phantom. Dose to water is determined to an accuracy of
2 % with the application of IAEA protocol. The doses measured by
the two methods were in agreement within 2%.
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7. As part of the CRP of IAEA on Development of Quality-
Assurance Programme for Radiation therapy dosimetry, a quality
Mannual has been prepared for the External Audit group. Under
this programme, large deviation (6%) in absorbed dose
measurement observed for an institute was investigated and
necessary steps to revise the dosimetry procedure were
implemented.

B. Instruments for Radiation Protection & Personnel Monitoring

1. TLD Badge Identification Data Reader

A small battery operated TLD Badge personnel Identification Data
Reader has been developed around a single chip microcontroller
(Intel 87C51) for reading a 'smart' personnel TLD badge contain-
ing a CaSo4: DY tape (0.4 mm thick) dosimeter and a EEPROM (IC
924C01). The memory chip contains personal number, institution
number, service frequency and dose data etc. The reader has a
16 digit alpha numeric dot matrix display and a control key. The
readout device has a serial RS232C interface for connections
to a PC for entering/modifying data into the memory. Software has
also been developed to write data into the chip using a computer.

2. Solid State Pocket Dosimeter

The radiation beeper (Rad Click) has been modified into a
pocket dosimeter by incorporating a six digit miniature decade
counter with LCD display. The dosimeter has a sensitivity of
1/iSv per count and energy response is found to be within ±25%
from 60keV to 1.25MeV. The unit works on 6 Volts ( 2 coin type
cell, C2R2425) and it has a linearity of better than ± 5 % upto
lSv.

3. Microprocessor Based Radiaton Monitor

A microprocessor (intel 87C51) based radiation monitor has been
developed using a G.M. counter (ZP1320) for simultaneous measure-
ment of dose and doserate. By using a single DISPLAY SELECT
key, along with increment (INC) and decrement (DEC) keys, the
calibration factor, alarm level, unit selection (R,Sv) can be
set. A set of 50 readings can be stored and recalled using a
STORE/RECALL key. In the SAVE mode , the data stored in a serial
EEPROM can be transferred to a PC through a RS232 serial link. A
software based deadtime correction for the G.M.counter has been
provided.For good statistical accuracy, low dose is averaged out
for 4 seconds and high dose for l second interval. The monitor
provides both digital (LCD) and analog (bar graph) displays.The
instrument covers a dose rate range from 20mR/hr (0.2mSv/hr) to
20R/hr(200mSv/hr). For fast response, the bar graph is updated at
0.5 sec. interval.
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4. Therapy Dosimeter Using a Smart Ion Chamber

A dosimeter based on an inexpensive single chip microcontroller
has been developed with features such as automatic temperature
and pressure corrections with keyboard entry of these parameters,
PC interface, preset exposure/preset time and compatibility to
smart ion chamber probes. A smart ion chamber was developed
earlier with a non volatile memory and electrometer circuits
housed in an integral handle of the chamber.

5. Densitometer for a Quality Assurance Kit

A battery operated densitometer using a photo diode detector and
a high intensity LED light source has been developed for quick
evaluation of kVp of diagnostic x-ray machines with Wisconsin
cassette.

6. Wide Range Survey Meter

A new Wide Range Survey Meter has been designed using the low
cost Si diode. The Survey Meter is microprocessor (Intel 87C51)
controlled and it covers a range of 0.1 Sv to 10 Sv. The salient
features of the Survey Meter are i) facility for storage of
fifty readings in a memory chip ii) display of stored readings on
a LCD digital display and iii) transfer of data to a PC through a
builtin RS232C Serial link.

(C) PERSONNEL MONITORING SERVICES

1. The Personnel Monitoring Section has participated in the Phase
I of IAEA/RCA Personnel Dosimeter Intercomparison for Photons
from Sept.1995 to April 1996. Six radiation qualities for photons
(four X-rays and two isotopic sources) were used and irradiations
performed at JAERI, Japan, ARL, Australia and NRL, New Zealand.
The agreement between delivered dose value and our evaluation for
TLD dosimeters is very good and is well within internationally
acceptable limits. The second phase of Intercomparison has
started in September 1996 for which dosimeters have already been
submitted for irradiation.

2. As part of introduction of automation in the routine
2personnel monitoring services, in collaboration with Division of
Remote Handling & Robotics, a film counter for despatch of films
has been introduced in the film badge service. Semi-automatic
PC-based film badge densitometer has also been introduced in the
film badge service.

3. Thin tape dosemeters are processed to reduce the background
undosed TL and tested for quality control before assembly into
S.S. cards. Beta dosemetry using various beta sources and differ-
ent thicknesses of CaSO4:Dy teflon dosemeters is completed. The
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results are useful inputs in designing new card for more accurate
estimation of beta doses. Photoluminescence spectra and TL
response to gamma and UV exposure was studied for Calcium
Halophosphate:Mn,Sb., YAIG.-Tb, YAlGrCe and Y(V,P):Eu phosphors
for their application in dosimetry.

4. Results of two cycles of quality assurance check conducted
for the nine TLD personnel monitoring stations show that the
station performance meet the ANSI Standards Criteria. To improve
the reliability of the doses estimated certain minor corrective
actions were initiated. Six nos. of Ni-63 plastic scintillator
check 1 ight sources were put to use in automatic TLD reader
systems.

D. SERVICES

1. Following radionuclides were standardized for users in
NAPP. Barium-133, Sodium-22 Cobalt-60, Manganese-54 and
Cesium-134 & 137. A sulphur-35 sample was standardised by tracer
technique using Co 60 as tracer.

2. Calibration services were provided for over 100 protection
level gamma and neutron instruments from DAE units and from
industrial, medical and defence centres. Services were provided
to various users for gamma and neutron field profile measurements
at different facilities in BARC. Two radiation monitors used with
video monitors were calibrated using fluorescent x-rays in the 17
to 25 keV range. One pencil chamber used for measuring outputs of
CT machines was tested and calibrated at 100 keV and 150 keV.
Various biological and other samples were irradiated for R & D
work in B.A.R.C. and Defence Laboratory, Jodhpur.

3. A total number of 21 therapy level dosimeters were tested and
calibrated at Co-60 gamma ray energy. This includes two
dosimeters which were calibrated in water phantom. Two parallel
plate chambers used in electron beam dosimetry were calibrated
in a perspex phantom. Dose rates at various points in the Panbit
Co - 60 irradiation system were measured using a graphite walled
ion chamber.

4.The PC based Automatic TLD Badge Reader was reengineered
for better reliability and the associated software for the opera-
tion of the Reader and the computation of the dose was developed.
Two units were supplied to New zeland and Srilanka under a
purchase order from IAEA. Three Automatic TLD Badge Readers,
six TLDBR interface units and one microprocessor Therapy Dosime-
ter were made ready during this period. Three more Automatic
TLD Badge Readers and two microcontroller based Therapy Dosime-
ters are under fabrication.

5. A total of 47 TLD Badge Readers, 4 TLDBR interface units, 2
kVp meter/timer, 6 Secondary Standard Dosimeters were repaired
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during this interval.

6. This Division conducted countrywide personnel monitoring for
41000 radiation workers from 3050 institutions. 31000 radiation
workers are covered by TLD personnel monitoring using CaSO4:Dy
and 10000 radiation workers are covered by film badge service
using Agfa-Gaevert films. About 1250 radiation workers are
provided fast neutron personnel monitoring using Kodak NTA
nuclear emulsion and CR-39 SSNTD. About 125 cases of overexposure
exceeding 10 mSv in a monitoring period from non-DAE institutions
were investigated and follow-up measures were recommended during
the year. Periodic and cumulative dose records for about 1.5 lakh
radiation workers are maintained in the Division. The Section
earns a yearly revenue of over rupees one crore from these
services.

7. Lifetime occupational radiation exposure data for all the
radiation workers in the country are maintained under the
National Dose Registry programme. With a view to cater to future
requirements over the next 25 years or so, the Personnel Number
system was modified by adopting Six-digits for Institution Number
in place of earlier Four- digits. The Annual-Dose Report-cum-5
Year-Block Cumulative Report was sent to user institutions under
the new system by incorporating necessary changes in the Master
data-files and the associated software.

8. Summary of annual dose data analysis for the period 1990 to
1994 for various categories in industrial, medical and research
applications is prepared as per the UNSCEAR data sheet format for
onward communication.

9. With a view to correlate the annual dose data under one
number for persons frequently moving from institution to another,
a system of automatic allotment of a control number for linking
all the personnel numbers of an individual is introduced. The
internally allotted control number system also facilitates dose
analysis and display of uptodate lifetime dose data for the
person.

E. Deputation

1. One member of this Division had gone to Srilanka for the
installation of Automatic TLD Badge Reader, supplied under IAEA
purchase order and training of the staff in the use of it.

F. TRAINING

Two scientists, one each from Mynmar and South Korea were trained
under IAEA fellowship Programme. Practical training was
provided for post - graduate students of Mangalore University
and trainees of the course for 'Operators in Irradiation
facilities. One workshop was conducted on Calibration
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technique of Brachy Therapy Sources which was attended by
nineteen physicists from different hospitals. The members of this
Division were engaged in delivering lectures, conducting field
training and practical experiments for the trainees of one year
course in Diploma in ̂ Radiological Physics.
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RADIOCHEMISTRY DIVISION

Major Achievements

Radiochemistry Division's work program has objectives of (a)

carrying out front-line basic research in Nuclear Chemistry,

Actinide Chemistry and Actinide Spectroscopy and (b) carrying

out: (i) committed and relevant applied research to generate the

R & D inputs required for providing regular quality control in

terms of analytical spectroscopy for trace metal determination in

Plutonium based fuel materials, (ii) development of NDA

techniques for assaying nuclear materials especially plutonium-

bearing wastes (iii) studies on solution chemistry of actinides

with an aim to identifying new separation process were carried

out and (iv) measurements of nuclear data relevant to the fast

reactor program. Another major area of activity was concerned

with providing training in the area of radiochemistry and

specialised radioanalytical services to students, research

scholars and university teachers from various academic and

research institutions in the country. Highlights of the R & D

program and some of the significant achievements made during the

calendar year 1996 are given below:

Research in Basic Science

Nuclear Chemistry:

The ratio of the yields for the isomers of 99Rh formed in

reaction of 12C + 89Y were measured at beam energies across the
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Coulomb barrier. The isomeric yield ratio was found to reach an

approximately constant value below the barrier, indicating

constant average angular momentum <J> in the entrance channel.

Absolute values of <J> were deduced from the isomeric yield ratio

using statistical model code GROGI. Mass resolved angular

distribution in Pu(ct,f) was measured. Results show that there

is no systematic mass dependence of the angular anisotropy of the

fission products. Similar observations were made in 232Th(12C,f)

system, forming the same compound nucleus 244Cm. However the

result is sharp contrast to proton and alpha induced fission of

Thorium and uranium targets. The energy spectra and angular

distributions of projectile like fragments in 95 MeV 19F + 93Nb

were analysed in terms of the direct surface transfer reaction

model. The agreement between the experimental and theoretical

values showed that the fragments close to the projectile are

formed in the transfer reaction to continuum of the target like

products. A large volume of data on charge distribution in low

energy fission of actinides was collected using radiochemical

technigue. These data helped in arriving at the systematic of

charge distribution as function of fission fragments' mass,

fissioning nucleus' fissility parameter, etc.

Positron annihilation spectroscopic investigations have

provided valuable insights into the microstructure of

industrially important polymer Nafion-117. These studies have

provided information about the size, concentration and

distribution of free volume holes which is not provided by any

other technique, thus helping in correlating the macroscopic

mechanical and transport properties with its microstructure.
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Reactor neutron activation analysis using single comparator(Ko-

NAA) method is being used for measuring elemental concentrations

in a variety of matrices. To understand the process of

surpentinization in the dolomite mines of Cuddappah basin,

elemental profiles of parent rock dolorite, intruder rock

dolomite and three types of surpentines were measured by Kn-NAA

method. Another area of interest where K0-NAA method in

conjunction with radiochemical separations has been used, is the

study of trace elements in leaves of edible and medicinal plants.

The technique of estimation of Krypton and Xenon isotopes in

moderator cover gas was standardised and measurements were

carried out at KAPS and NAPS. An intercomparison experiment on r-

spectrometric measurements of 152Eu was conducted involving all

the chemical laboratories at power reactors.

Actjnide Chemistry

In connection with the partitioning of minor actinides from

high level waste using bifunctional organophosphorous extractants

(CMPO), conditions for the quantitative recovery of Np and

cleanup of the degradation products of the solvent for it's

reusability were arrived at. Mixer settler runs for the recovery

of Np by 30% TBP from synthetic PHWR-HLW were made. Work was also

initiated on the partitioning of minor actinides employing

alternate promising extractants viz. C-alkyl derivatives of

dimethyl-dibutyl-malonamides and tetrabutyl malonamides. To

develop novel procedures for the recovery and purification of

2 3 3U from irradiated Th, tris (2-ethyl hexyl) phosphate and di
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(2-ethyl hexyl) isobutyraraide were investigated for the

separation of micro concentrations of U from macro concentrations

of Th in HNO3 medium. Methods were developed for the recovery of

Pu or/and Am from analytical waste solutions employing CMPO/tri

n-octyl amine/3-phenyl-4-benzoyl-5-isoxazolone. Supported liquid

membranes impregnated with novel extractants were employed, for

the separation of actinides from HNO3 medium.

Basic studies on the synergistic extraction of Th(IV) with

l-phenyl-3-methyl-4-benzoyl-5-pyrazolone (HPMBP)/tri-n-octyl

phosphine oxide and of La(III)/Yb(III) with HPMBP/18 crown 6 were

carried out. Extraction behaviour of Cs(I) and Sr(II) from HNO3

medium was investigated using dialkyl substituted dibenzo 18

crown 6 and dicyclohexano 18 crown 6 respectively. Polyethylene

glycol based aqueous biphasic system was investigated for the

separation of Am(III) from a salt rich aqueous phase.

SpectroscopY

Analytical spectroscopy:

A comprehensive programme of work using atomic spectroscopic

methods has been taken up for the trace metallic assay of ThO2 in

connection with its use for flux flattening in nuclear power

reactors. A carrier distillation DC arc - AES has been developed

using 6% (AgCl + SrF2) mixture (5: 1) for determination of common

metallic elements. Further ICP -AES method was developed for

determination of phosphorus and rare earth elements after their

chemical separation using HDEHP solvent extraction or by using

CYANEX - 923 as an extractant. A method based on uranyl ion
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fluorescence was developed for determination of U at ppm level

after its chemical separation from Th matrix. Atomic absorption

spectrometric methods were developed for the determination of

Ca,Hg and Sb. These methods meet the revised specification

limits.

Basic spectroscopy:

EPR and TSL studies were used to identify the auto-

radiolytic products such as S04~, SO3~ and 03"" in
 2 3 9Pu doped

K 2Ca 2(SO 4) 3. EPR was also used to elucidate the interaction

between conducting electrons and U 4 + in intrinsic semiconductor

UMo6S8 and cationic mobility in HgMo6S8. Microwave absorption

studies were conducted on high temperature superconductors Tl -

2212 has shown the positive role of potassium in neutralising

non-stoichiometry effects. Microwave absorption also was used to

probe magnetic shielding effects in silver doped YBa2Cu307_x thin

films.

EPR was used to study the effects of calcium substitution at

barium site in BaTiO3 on cubic to tetragonal phase transition.

Evidence was obtained for the impurity induced fluctuations close

to the transition temperature.

Phase transitions in thallium rare earth sulphates were

investigated by optical methods using Eu3+ fluorescence. Evidence

was obtained for the lowering of site symmetry and associated

inequivalence of rare earth sites. Saturation transfer (ST - EPR)

was used to delineate highly overlapping lines from centres
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having contrasting spin - lattice relaxation times.

Services:

(i) A large number of user-specified uniform and accurately

assayed electrodeposited alpha sources of 2 2 9Th, 2 3 2Th, 2 3 3U,

2 3 5U, 237Np, 2 3 8U, 2 3 8Pu, 2 3 9Pu, 241Am, 244Cm and 2 5 2Cf were

supplied to different units of DAE, Universities and Industrial

organisations in this country. The total value of these sources

in international market would amount to several lakhs of rupees,

(ii) Analytical Spectroscopic services and radiometric assay were

rendered for the determination of trace metallies in a number of

U and Pu samples.

HRD for* nuclear sciences:

National Workshops under the auspices of IANCAS and Nuclear

Track Society of India (NTSI) were conducted at different

academic institutions for popularising and advancement of nuclear

sciences, (a) Similar activity was carried out at twenty

different schools in and around Mumbai for the benefit of 10th

standard students and teachers. The Division took active part in

the organisation of the Nuclear and Radiochemistry Symposium

(NUCAR-97) at VEC Calcutta and the International Conference

RONBEC-100 commemorating the centenary of discovery of X-rays and

radioactivity. Training facilities were also provided for

students from a number of Universities in Radiochemical

techniques. The students were at M.Sc. (Final) level.
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RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS AND ADVISORY
DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. Research And Development

During this year the members of this Division were engaged in research activities related
to biological dosimetry, Chemical Dosimetry and Thermoluminescence Dosimetry and radiation
biology. A large part of the tune was devoted to render services in training and teaching
responsibilities of the Division. In addition members of various groups in the Division were also
engaged actively in various scientific activities

1.1 A science museum on radiation safety in medical and industrial application of radiation and
radioisotopes has been developed by the Division. Material including parts of medical X-ray units,
models of sources housings of nucleonic gauges and radiography cameras are collected from
various organizations and displayed with brief write-ups. The museum was inaugurated by Shri
A.N. Prasad, Director, BARC on Feb. 21, 1996 during RON-BEC -100 conference on Hundred
Years of X-rays and Radioactivity.

1.2 Chemical dosimetry

Glutamine dosimeter was used in intercomparison of food irradiation dosimetry and is
calibrated against the Fricke dosimeter. An intercomparison of ionisation chamber using TRS 277
protocol with Fricke and FBX dosimeter in a water phantom at therapy level doses was done in the
interest of internal consistency and traceability with Radiation Standard Section (BARC). The dose
measurements showed excellent agreement. The post irradiation stability of glutamine dosimeter
was found to vary with dose and temperature of storage. At room temperature (25°C) the fading is
negligible up to 4 months for doses of 5-20 kGy and at 20 kGy dose level, the fading is negligible
up to one month and it increases to 5% in 4 months.

1.2.1 As a part of IAEA research contract, a dose intercomparison experiment was carried
out with NPL, U.K. Glutamine free radical dosimeters were mailed to NPL for irradiation. The
doses were evaluated at RPhD by spectrophotometric readout method. The ratio of RPhD/NPL
doses was estimated to be 0.997 ± 0.010.

1.2.2. Alanine (spectrophotometric readout)free radical dosimeter is used as a transfer standard
dosimeter in the dose range 0.01-4 kGy. The post irradiation dependency of alanine irradiated to
0.5,1.0 and 4.4 kGy was studied at 25° C and 50° C. The fading was independent of temperature
and dose. It increased to about 2-3% in about a month and there was no fading afterwards up to
two months.

1.2.3 The dose rates in water medium at specific points in a 500 ml beaker were measured using
alanine for a Gamma chamber-900 at RVNRL plant at the Rubber Board, Kottayam.25 alanine
dosimeters were placed at different heights along the central plane of the beaker, to map the dose
absorbed at these points. The peripheral dose-rate was found to be about 13% higher while that at
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the bottom and top level was about 15% less compared to the dose-rate at the centre. The average
dose-rate in the volume used was 11.4S Gy/min.

1.2.4 FBX(P) dosimeter was used to measure absorbed doses from a 10 MeV and 25 KV X ray
machine at CAT Indore.

1.3 Radiation Dosimetry

1.3.1 Various characteristics of the new pencil chamber for CTDI measurements on CT
scanners for use in conjunction with head and body phantoms have been investigated. A cylindrical
water phantom with and without several built-in materials (Teflon, nylon, polythene, bakelite,
tufhol etc.) have been fabricated. The design of a multipurpose phantom to measure all the
dosimetry and image quality parameters of CT scanners has been finalised in collaboration with
Dept. of Med. Physics, Kamala Nehru Memorial Hospital, Allahabad.

1.3.2 Quality assurance measurements e.g. electromechanical tests, image quality assessment and
CT number related tests as per international recommendations were carried out on the Siemens
Somatom Hi-QS third generation CT scanner at Sion Hospital, using the test objects and phantoms
developed in the Division. Some improvements were made in the design of the test objects and
phantoms on the basis of these tests.

1.3.3 The pencil chamber/electrometer system fabricated for patient dosimetric studies on CT
scanners was calibrated against standards available in RSS. This, along with head and body
phantoms, is now ready for use.

1.3.4 An imported 4.5 cm thick breast phantom was used for QA studies on a mammographic
unit at Tata Memorial Hospital. This phantom matches the composition of an average firm breast
(50 % glandular and 50 % adipose tissue) and has embedded details consisting of (a) seven
hemispherical masses (simulated tumours), (b) wax insert with embedded nylon fibers, (c) CaCC*3
specs (micro calcifications), (d) line pair target (20 Ip/mm), (e) step wedge, ( f ) optical density
reference zone and (g) a localization target. Exposures were given to get all the details of the
phantom in a Siemens mammographic unit at T.M.H., Parel. A dual colour electronic sensitometer
was used to make reproducible exposures on X-ray films.

1.4 Radiation Biophysics

1.4.1 In collaboration with Nanavati Hospital's Radiation Oncology Department Chromosomal
aberration analysis was done for the blood samples collected from cervical cancer patients exposed
to 6 Gy large field, and lung cancer patients exposed to 2 Gy involving a body volume of 6000 cm3

of the lung region. Analysis of these results is in progress to validate the dispersion method for
CAA- dosimetry in accidents involving nonuniform exposures. To investigate the radio
sensitization by contrast media (Iothalamic acid) by using chromosomal aberrations as the end point
a collaboration was undertaken with Radiation Biology and Biochemistry Division. Results suggest
an enhancement ratio of approximately 2.
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1.4.2 Studies with hypoxic sensitizer AK 2123 have been extended to understand the role of this
chemical in the modification of genotoxic effects of radiation. Induction of gene conversion in
diploid yeast D7 was enhanced by a factor of 4.6 under hypoxic condition, whereas no sensitization
was detected under euoxic condition (at doses yielding 10% survival). At lower survival levels
sensitization was seen both under euoxic and anoxic conditions, but the sensitization was much
higher under hypoxia studies with tumour promoter catechol was initiated. Effect of catechol on the
genotoxic effects of radiation viz. gene conversion, back mutation, aberrant colony formation was
investigated. Preliminary results suggest a 10 fold increase in the back mutation frequency.

1.4.3 Studies with sensitizers: Hypoxic sensitizer AK-2123, was found to specifically sensitize
hypoxic cells at an optimum concentration of 10 mg per ml. Genotoxicity of radiation as judged by
the induction of gene conversion, was enhanced by a factor 4-5, only under hypoxic conditions.
Radiobiological information obtained in our test system provided information favourable to the
application of this drug as an adjuvant in radiotherapy of cancer.

1.4.4 Genotoxicity studies with antralin : Effect of a well known tumour promoter antralin on the
genotoxicity of radiation was investigated. Antralin at a concentration of 150ng/ml didn't modify
the frequency of gene conversion, back mutation, mitotic crossing over and aberrant colony
formation in diploid yeast cells irradiated to a non-lethal dose of 100 Gy.

1.4.5 Biological dosimetry : In a collaborative study with the Dept. of Radiation Oncology,
Nanavati Hospital 9 samples of peripheral blood lymphocytes from cancer patients were cultured to
assess cytogenetic damage. One of the large field ( cervix, 6 Gy) irradiation cases showed a highly
non - Poisson distribution ( Papworth's u value = 44 ). Dose computation based on over dispersion
yielded reliable results. Large field irradiation involving the entire torso covering most of the
lymphoid tissue excluding those in the limbs yielded dicentrics in a perfect Poisson's distribution.

1.4.6 Interaction studies with radiation and a well known tumour promoter anthraline were
carried out. Gene conversion, back mutation, mitotic crossing over and aberrant colony formation
have been used as the genetic end points. 1-10 ng /ml concentration of anthraline failed to modify
the radiation response at lethal as well as non lethal level.

1.5 Type approval & Quality Assurance

1.5 1 A kVp cassette to measure the operating kVp of diagnostic X-ray machines was fabricated
and tested. The cassette performed well in comparison with commercially available Wisconsin
Cassette, and also had wider range of usability.

1.5.2 A computer program was written in BASIC language for evaluating the shielding
requirements of an irradiator facility using the point kernel method simplified in respect of self
absorption by the sources. The program can be used for cylindrical and line sources. It can also be
extended to gamma chambers. The program was used for determining the shielding requirements of
an irradiator facility which is proposed to be established at Kahve, Navi Mumbai. Members of the
Division compared AERB, ASNT and ISO standards on Nucleonic gauges and recommended
eight nNcleonic Gauges and four Ionization Chamber Smoke Detectors for type approval on the
basis of safety analysis.
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1.5.3 A comprehensive manual on Quality Assurance of Computed Tomographic units was made

1.5.4 Performance of LiF (TLD-700) and CaSO4:Dy was studied for diagnostic Mammography
X-ray beams. Test phantom has been fabricated in our workshop.

1.5.5 Test phantoms, one for low and the other for high contrast resolution checks on CT scanner
were developed and fabricated. The low contrast resolution phantom comprises a polystyrene sheet
having various sizes of holes immersed in water inside a hollow disc. The high contrast resolution
phantom is basically a line pair (hole patterns) phantom in water (lp/cm). Photographs of all the test
objects and phantoms were taken for inclusion in the manual already processed. With these the
complete kit and the manual are ready for R & O work.

1.5.6 Pencil chambers were fabricated and tested for their x-ray response characteristics as spare
chambers. An old universal dosimeter was suitably adapted and calibrated for CTDI measurements
with pencil chambers.

1.5.7 On the basis of a comparative study of the type approval of nucleonic gauges as set forth
in the AERB, ANSI and ISO standards , a format for the Safety Analysis Report for the Quality
Assurance and Type Approval of nucleonic gauges was devised.

1.5.8 Development of Accident Database for application in the transport of radioactive materials,
was continued on the IAEA CRP project and accident data for road mode were collected for
different accident severity categories (up to 12) and their frequency occurrence in different
population zones.

1.5.9 Estimation of mg level of thorium content in incandescent gas mantles was undertaken by
gamma spectrometry, Neutron Activation Analysis and Gravimetry to ascertain regulatory
compliance. The agreement between three methods was satisfactory. Thorium content in mantle
was below regulatory limit.

1.6 Thermoluminescence Dosimetry

1.6.1 Thermoluminescence emission spectrometer assembled in the laboratory by using a locally
made monochromator was successfully interfaced with personal computer and the emission spectra
of various TLD materials were recorded. The spectra matched well with those reported in the
literature. The 'E' and 's ' parameters in LiF: Mg,Cu and AI2O3 were studied.

1.6.2 Out of eleven batches of LiF:Mg,Cu,P prepared by Chemistry Division two batches were
found to be having TL sensitivity almost equal to that of Chinese LiF:Mg,Cu,P when various TL
parameters of these batches were tested.

1.6.3 The dosimetric peak of <x-Al2O3:C at 461 K was examined for its trap level characterisation

using isothermal decay analysis in 431-461 K temperature range. The analysis suggests that the
glow peak is composed of two peaks, at about 461 K and 488 K, having activation energy and

frequency factor values of 0.88 eV, 1.65 x 108 s'1 and 1.21 eV, 2.72 x 1011 s"1, respectively.
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1.6.4 BaSO4.Eu,Na TL phosphor was synthesized by high temperature sinterring method. It

was possible to increase the TL sensitivity of this phosphor by about 4.5 times of CaSO^Dy (0.05

mo %) by this method.

1.7 Medical Physics

1.7.1 Depth-dose of commercially available Sr-90 6-ray opthalmic applicators vary from one
another due to difference in shape,size and filtration. Hence it is essential for the user to measure
the surface dose rate and depth dose of the applicator. Radiochromic films containing 6 urn sensor
layer were stacked in a tissue equivalent medium and were used for depth dose measurement.
Radiochromic film proves to be an ideal tool for depth dose measurements of 6-ray ophthalmic
applicator.

1.8 Radiation Protection Instrumentation

1.8.1 The PC Based Automatic TLD Badge Reader
The PC based automatic TLD badge reader was reengineered for better reliability and the

associated software for the operation of the reader and computation of dose was developed. Two
units were completed, tested and dispatched to New Zealand and SriLanka under a purchase order
form IAEA in march 96. A similar unit has been completed and is being tested. A semiconductor
diode based radiation beeper "Rad Click" has been developed. 20 such units have been produced.
The beeper responds to X and gamma radiation of energy above 40 keV, and beeps for every uSv
of dose recorded. Further studies on temperature dependence, beta sensitivity and energy
response are in progress. A prototype of the smart TLD badge reader has been developed. A icro
controller based compact instrument has been developed to read data from the serial EEPROM
memory chip located inside the badge. The data include the name of the user and 12 digit
identification number. Software has also been developed to write data in to the chip using a
computer. The 'data write' facility can be accessed only through a pass word.

1.8.1. Solid State Pocket Dosimeter
A compact Si-diode based pocket dosimeter with a six digit LCD display has been

developed. The energy response has been improved by using suitable compensating filters and has
been found to be within ± 25 % from 60 keV to 1.2 MeV. The instrument has resolution of 1 uSv
and works on a coin type 6V battery. The total power consumption is within 6 mw.

1.8.2. TLD Badge Identification Data Reader

A small battery operated personnel data reader(badge) has been developed around a single
chip microcontroller (Intel 87C51) for reading a "smart" personnel badge containing a CaSO^Dy

tape (0.4 mm thick) dosimeter and a E2 PROM IC 924C01). The badge contains personnel
number, institution number, location code, service frequency and dose data. The Reader has 16-
digjt alpha numeric dot matrix display and a control key. The display is interfaced to controller
through port. The unit has both PC and "stand - alone" mode.
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1.8.3. Current to Frequency Converter
A simple and cost effective current to frequency converter for the measurement of low

current from ionisation chambers in the range of 10"12 A to 10"7 A has been achieved. The circuit
operates on 5 Ni Cd batteries with a current consumption of 2 mA.

1.8.4 Universal Dosemeter With Replaceable Probes:
A microcontroller base dosemeter readout system is being designed. The unit,coupled to

different smart detector probes such as scintillator,ion chamber or G.M. counter can be used either
as wide range survey meter,contamination monitor or dose meter. The detector end contains a
serial EEPROM for auto probe identification of calibration factor,range and polarising voltage. The
unit will have both auto and manual mode of operation and the display will have both digital and
bar graph analog display.

1.8.5 Microprocessor Based Radiation Monitor:
A microprocessor (Intel8751) based radiation monitor has been developed using a

G.M.counter (ZP1320) for simultaneous measurement of dose and dose rate. By using a single
DISPLAY SELECT key, along with increment(INC) and decrement(DEC) keys the calibration
factor, alarm level, unit selection (R or Sv) can be set. A set of 50 readings can be stored or
recalled using a STORE/RECALL key. In the 'save' mode, the data stored on a serial
EEPRONLcan be transferred to a PC through RS232 serial link. A software based dead time
correction has been provided with the instrument. For good statistical accuracy,low dose is
averaged out for 4 seconds interval and high dose for 1 sec interval. For fast response the bar graph
is updated at 0.5 sec interval.The instrument covers a dose rate range from 20mR/hr(0.2mSv/hr) to
20R/hr(200mSv/hr).

A new low cost survey meter using Si-diode is also being designed. The range of
measurement being limited from lOOmR/hr to 200mR/hr,This instrument has got all' other features
as that of G.M.type.

1.8.6 Improved KVp Meter/Timer:
A 12-bit dual slope ADC(7109) and a peak detector circuit has been developed and

incorporated in the earner KVp meter /timer. The instrument is found working satisfactorily with
both LED and OSD-5 detectors and has better reproducibility and accuracy printed circuit board
fabrication for updating the KVp meter units is in progress.

1.8.7 Wide Range KVp Meter:
A KVp meter (50-150KVp) is being developed using a Si-diode operated in the pulse

mode. The pulses are counted under Cu-filters of different thicknesses. For each x-ray exposure, the
ratio of the response under two successive thicknesses are compared with a standard look-up table
having ratio vs KVp. The matched ratio is ultimately used to display the KVp.

1.8.8 New TLD Badge:
The die for moulding the new TLD badge has been fabricated. Production of identification

number read out unit for these badges has also been taken up.
A total of 10 TLD Badge Readers have been serviced. A total of 5 TLD interface units and

4 automatic TLD Readers have been taken up for production.
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2. SERVICES

2.1 Chromosome aberration analysis was done for 4 cases of suspected over-exposure cases.

2.2 Participation in International Dose Assurance(IDAS) Program of IAEA, Vienna : Chemical
dosimetry group of the Division participated in the IDAS programme conducted by IAEA. IAEA
mailed Alanine ESR transfer standard dosimeters to RPAD for gamma irradiation. The dose values
of RPAD and IAEA measured dose values agreed within ± 1.1%.

2.3 Radiation Dosimetry , Education and Training

2.3.1 Following training programs were conducted/coordinated during the year:

S.No. Course /
Programme

Place No. of
candidates

1. Industrial radiography
& Testing RT-1

2. Industrial radiography
& Testing RT-1

3. Radiation safety aspects
of nucleonic gauges NG-35

4. Industrial radiography
& Testing RT-2

5. One year post graduate
DIP.R.P. course

6. Radiation Safety for
Radiation Therapy
Technologists (RTT-20)

7. -do- (RTT-21)

8. Training course on maintenance
and calibration of radiation
monitors for civil defence
personnel

Institute of Quality
Management, Mumbai

Hindustan Shipyard,
Ltd., Visakhpatnam

BARC, Mumbai

National Test House
Mumbai-400 102

BARC,Mumbai

IRCH, New Delhi

CCWH, Calcutta

Civil Defence
College, Mumbai
(Sept.30-Oct.l,'96)

26

31

22

31

15

19

24

15

9. Training programme on Radiation BARC (RP & AD)
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Safety in handling open rad. materials (Oct.7-9, 1996 )

10. Training course for radiographers
on quality assurance and radiation
safety in diagnostic radiology

11. Radiography Testing Level 2
(RT2/10)

12. Radiography Testing
Level 1 (RT1/9)

13. Radn. Safety Aspects
of Nucleonic Gauges

(NG/38)

14. Dip RP course
(DIPRP/35)

15. Radiography Testing
Level 1

16. Radiography Testing
Level 1

17. Reexamination (RT1)

18. Familiarisation Programme in
Nucleonic Well Logging

19. Radiation Safety Aspects
of Nucleonic Gauges(NG37),

21. Safety Aspects in the
Research Applications
of Ionising Radiations

22. Radiation Safety for
Radiation Therapy
Technologists

23. Radiation safety aspects
of nucleonic gauges(NG36)

24. Radiography Testing
Level 2

Jagjivanram Hosp.
Mumbai

(Dec.4-6, 1996)

NAPS, Narora

Inst. of NDT Panipat
Nov. 13 to Nov. 29

BARC, Mumbai

RP&AD, BARC

List, of Qual.
Management,
Mumbai
ISNT, Trichy

IQM, Mumbai

BARC, Bombay

BARC, Mumbai
August 19-21

1996.

Christian Medical
College and Hosp,
Vellore,Sept. 2-12 1996

BARC, Bombay
Jun 10-18,1996

Hindustan Shipyard
Ltd., Vizag
Jun 03-28,1996

22

28

20

36

15

37

20

15

36

17

16

32

29
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25. Course on Safety Aspects in, August 19-28 18
the Research Applications of 1996.
Ionizing Radiations.

26. Training on Calibration and September 24
Handling of Radiation
Monitoring Instruments for
Civil Defence, personnel.

27. Course on Radiation Safety Madras & Vellore
for Radiotherapy Technologists Sept-Oct.

(2 courses)

2.3.2 One scientist from Nanavati Hospital, Bombay was given training in CAA and MN assay.

2.3.3 The students of MSc (Medical Physics) from Anna University were given a lecture cum
demonstration on various subjects pertaining to Radiation Protecion .
2.3.4 Shri Afsar Nawaz Khan, a research scholar from Osmania University, Hyderabad was
trained in Quality Assurance in Diagnostic Radiology.

2.3.5 Mr. Jisoon Kim of National Institute of Health, Korea Food & Drug Administration,
SeouLKorea, who under IAEA-Type I Fellowship TC Project "Dosimetry in Medicine &
Radiological Health" was trained for four months in the Division in various fields such as,(l)
the use of TLD's in Medical Dosimetry, Postal TLD Packs & Patient Dosimetry in X-ray
Diagnosis,(2) preparation Of CaSO^Dy phosphor and TL characteristics study of some TLD

phosphors,(3) field training in RPIS (4) Quality Assurance and Radiological Surveillance in
Diagnostic Radiology, and (4) biological dosimetry and human radiobiology.

2.3.6 Shri G. Haridasan and A.Kaul from CAT, Indore were trained in chemical dosimetric
techniques.

2.3.7 Shri Nagesh, a research scholar from Mangalore University was offered training by the
members of the Division in various topics pertaining to use of radiations and their measurements
using TLD and chemical dosimetery etc., and also in radiobiological and radiation cytogenetic
techniques.

2.3.8 An IAEA trainee from Korea was trained under the Training programme on Radiation
Safety (with emphasis on TLD personnel monitoring) for four months in the Division,

2.3.9 Kum. Asifa Zaidi of RB&BC Division has been trained in radiation cytogenetic techniques.
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2.3.10 Members of the Division also delivered lectures and gave practical demonstrations in
chemical dosimetry and process control for the participants of the six week "Training course for
operators in food irradiation facilities" conducted by FTD, BARC.

2.4 TL Dosimetry

2.4.1 TL sensitivities of the 10 batches of CaSO^Dy from M/s. Renentech Chemicals

Pvt. Ltd. were checked for suitability of their use in Personnel Monitoring Nine batches were
recommended for acceptance.

2.5 Quality Assurance

2.5.1 A model test tool has been made using thermocol to test the isocentre, congruence between
optical & radiation field, field flatness and symmetry, etc. The model is under test before fabrication
of the test tooL

2.5.2 A detailed questionnaire has been prepared and mailed to 47 radiation therapy centres using
computers for treatment planning. On receipt of the questionnaire, a analysis of the various
computational techniques and pathways will be carried out. On the basis of this analysis, a
workshop will be arranged in Aug.'96.

2..5.3 A QA protocol for brachytherapy sources and equipment has been prepared

3.0 Other Divisional Activities
1 One member presented the status report on AERB-BARC coordinated research project,
"Evaluation of Patient Organ Doses During Diagnostic Radiology."

2 One member served on the committee to evaluate the technical characteristics of CT
scanners of various manufacturers, required in connection with procurement of a new CT scanner
in Tata Memorial Hospital.

3 The members of the Division also associated with FIPLY, BARC in the conduct of
Training Course in Food Irradiation Process Control for Operators of Food Irradiation Facilities.

4 A compilation of a detailed manual on QA of CT scanners is ready for physicists working
in this field.

5 For the dose assurance programme in food irradiation plants, a dose intercomparison was
done for Defense Laboratory ,Jodhpur (DLJ), for their gamma chamber and spice irradiator. The
dose values agreed with those measured by RPhD within the limits prescribed by AERB. A similar
dose intercomparison exercise was carried out for FTD, BARC for their gamma chamber, onion,
potato and spice irradiator

6 Quality Assurance tests were performed on 78 models of locally manufactured diagnostic
x-ray units, Jeevan Jyoti Medical Linear accelerator at PGI, Mevatron 6700 and Clinac 600SR
Medical Linear Accelerator and test reports were evaluated.
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7 Type approval of 20 models of Nucleonic Gauging Devices, 10 ionisation chamber smoke
detector and one industrial radiographic equipment were evaluated and recommendations sent to
AERB for issuance of type approval.

8 Nordion Gamma cell -1000, Elite Research Irradiator at Sanjay Gandhi Post Graduate
Research Institute, Lucknow, used for blood irradiation was calibrated using FBX dosimeter.

9 Theratron Jr. cobalt -60 teletherapy machine was calibrated for Radiation Biology and
Biochemistry Division for irradiation of mice.

10 Twenty batches of CaSO^Dy received from M/s Renentech were tested . Fifteen batches
were approved for their use in personnel Monitoring

11 Four samples of Li3PO4:Cu,Mg from Nagpur University were tested for their TL
characteristics. One of the batches showed about sixteen times higher TL sensitivity compared to
that of LiF:Mg,Ti.

12 Linear attenuation coefficient of TV glass screen was evaluated using LiF: Mg Cu, P

13 A member of the group served as a member of the Scientific Programme committee of the
IAEA RCA Course on the Implementation of the Basic Safety Standards, members of the group
also served in the faculty of the IAEA RCA Course.

14. One of the members has been serving as a coordinator for radiobiology projects funded by
AERB and refereed grant applications and evaluated a completed project report.

15. Training programme on Radiation Safety (with emphasis on TLD personnel monitoring) for
an IAEA trainee from Korea for four months in the Division was completed by October 9, 1996.

16 Correspondence work with different institutions/individuals regarding radiation safety
programmes on nucleonic gauges, radiography testing (level 1 & 2), gamma irradiators, etc.

17. one member served as an examiner in the training course on " Radiography Testing - Level
1" conducted ISNT, Tiruchirapalli at BHEL, Trombay and served as an examiner for " Revalidation
/ Renewal Test" for site-in-charges or radiographers at Trichy and Madras.

18 An invited talk on "TLD Readers - its acceptance , repairs and maintenance" was given by a
staff member in a workshop organised by RPSD.

4) Deputations (abroad)
One member of RD & TS attended the First Research Coordination meeting of IAEA on

Characterization and Evaluation of High Dose Dosimetry Techniques for Quality Assurance in
Radiation Processing at NIST, Gaethersburg, USA, May 96. He also visited Argonne National
Laboratory, Chicago, USA and NPL, Teddington,U.K.
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One member of RPIS was deputed to Srilanka for installation of an automatic TLD Badge
Reader supplied under IAEA programme.

One member was deputed on foreign service to Sri Lanka on IAEA expert mission for
conducting a training program on radiation safety aspects of gamma irradiators and other
applications during March 18-29, 1996.

One member participated in IAEA Experts Meeting on Biodosimetry at Manila,
Philippines. Work on the IAEA CRP on Development of Accident Database continued During this
quarter Chemical dosimetry group members were engaged in research activity related to the IAEA
Research contract on Radiation Processing dosimetry using alanine and glutamine dosimeters(
spectrophotometric readout) .Members devoted a large part of their time in International dose inter
comparison with NPL, UK and participating in International Dose Assurance (IDAS) service by
IAEA, Vienna.

One member was deputed to USA for the period from August 1 to September 30, 1996
to undertake a short-term IUCC Research Project, in the field of Brachytherapy Source
Standardization and Dosimetry.

One member participated in a research co-ordination meeting on development of database
for transport of radioactive materials, held at IAEA, Vienna, Austria

3. Deputation (conference/seminar/workshop)

One member was deputed to attend the Radiography Testing Level-II course jointly
conducted by BARC, NARRI and NTH at National Test House, Mumbai during Jan.18-Feb.15,
1996.

Three members presented papers in the conference on Luminescence and Its Applications
held in Bharathiar University, Coimbtore during Jan. 17-19, 1996.

Five members of the training group participated in RON-BEC conference on 100 years of
X-ray and Radioactivity held at BARC during Feb. 21-24, 1996.

Three members participated in NAARRI annual conference NAC-96 held at BARC during
March 7-8, 1996.

One member was deputed for training in industrial radiography and testing RT-2 held at
National Test House, Mumbai during Jan. 15-Feb.l8, 1996. He has completed the course
successfully.

One member delivered 30 lectures in Radiation Biophysics to M.Sc. radiation physics
students of Mangalore University, 5 lectures on radiobiology to BARC Training school
(Biology),and 8 lectures on the biological basis of radiotherapy to Dip.R.P. course, and an invited
lecture on radiation carcinogenesis to at Cancer Research Institute, Bombay.
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5. Book/Journal Reviews

One member of the Division reviewed a book entitled "Diagnostic Imaging - Quality
Assurance" (Ed: M.M. Rehani) and an article, for publication in JMP (April-June Issue).

Members of the Division participated in various committees constituted by AERB for
updating of standards, codes and guides, drafting syllabus of course for operators of food
irradiators and in preparation of guidelines for quality assurance of nucleonic gauges.

Lecture notes of training courses on Radiation Safety Aspects of Nucleonic Gauges and
Radiography Testing Level-1 were updated.

6. Publications

1. Free radical reactions at low doses and dose-rates in FBX dosimeter system. S.R. Nilekani,
R.M. Bhat, G.R. Narayan and B.L. Gupta, Proceedings of Trombay Symposium on Radiation and
Photo chemistry held at BARC, p.78,Jan. (1996).

2. Sensitized ferrous ion oxidation by low dose irradiated alanine in aqueous solution.
G.R. Narayan, B. Suseela and B.L.Gupta, Ibid.

3. Computed Radiography (CR) Using Storage Phosphor Plate for A Filmless
Radiology. A. Sankaran. Recent Trends. Proc. National Conf on Lum. and Its Appl., Jan. 17-
19, 1996. Dept. of Physics, Bharathiar University, Coimbatore. Allied Publishers Ltd. pl3 (1996).

4. Further Observation on TL, ESR and Fluoresence Correlation in BaSO4:Eu,P

phosphor, T.K. Gundu Rao, S. S. Shinde, B.C. Bhatt, J.K. Srivastava and K.S.V. Nambi. Physica
Status Solidi (a) (accepted for publication )

5. Isothermal Decay Analysis of Al2O3:C Thermoluminescence Detectors, J.K.Srivastava,

B.C. Bhatt, CM. Suntha and J. Phys. D: AppLPhys. (accepted for publication with revision)
*

6. The Trap Distribution Analysis of CaF2:Dy, TL Phoaphor. J.K. Srivastava, Proc. Nat.

Conf Lum. Its AppL Bharathiar University, Coimbatore, January 17-19, 1996, p. 172.

7. Effect of Co-doping BaSO^Eu Thermoluminescent Phosphor with Monovalent Cation

Na\ S.S. Shinde, B.C. Bhatt and T.K. Gundu Rao, Ibid. plO7

8. Pre-dose Sensitisation of 110°C peak in Quartz in the Dose Range 20-750 Gy. B.C. Bhatt,
P.G. Benny and Sanjeev Menon. Ibid. p. 119.

9. TL-ESR Correlation in Quartz Separated from Sand, T.K Gundu Rao, P.G. Benny and
B.C. Bhatt, Ibid p.111.
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10 Radiation Induced Sensitisation in 200°C TL peak in Quartz Separated from Sand, P.G.
Benny and B.C. Bhatt. Ibid, p 115.

11. A. Sankaran, Computed Radiography using storage phosphor plate for a filmless radiology
department, In: Photostimulated Luminescence and its Applications (Proceedings). Allied
Publishers Limited, Madras, pp. 85-105 (1996).

12 Lecture notes, for the Training Programme on calibration of instruments for Civil Defence
Personnel to be held at Civil Defence College, Mumbai on September 3 and October 1st 1996.

13 Medical Radiation Exposures from Diagnostic X-ray (other than medical courses). P.S.Iyer,
J.B. Sasane and A.S. Pradhan. Indian Journal of Radiology & Imaging, 1995(5) pp.219 - 223.

14 ESR, TL, and Fluorescence correlation in BaSO4:Eu,P Thermoluminescence Phosphor

GunduRao, S.S. Shinde, B.C.Bhatt, J. K. Srivastava and K.S.V. Nambi. Phy. Stat.Solidi
(a).Vol.57 No. 1,73(1996).

15 Hundred Years of X-ray Diagnostic Radiology and Patient ESD in Some of the X-ray
Diagnostic Examinations : K.Chhokra VII All India Meeting of Women in Science, 5-7.,
Sept. 1996, Roorkee.

16 Comparative study of the dosimetric characteristics of BaSO^Eu and CaSO^Dy Teflon

TLD discs. B.C. Bhatt, S.S. Sanaye, S.S.Shinde, and J.K. Srivastava.Radiation Protection
Journal, (in Press).

17 Radiobiological basis of revised risk estimates, B.S. Rao, IAEA/RCA Training Course on
the implementation of IAEA Basis Safety Standards, Nov. 18-26, Bombay, pp.28-35(1996).

18 Quality Assurance for Gamma Radiography of Exposure Devices'. A.N.Nandakumar, R.
Kannan, V.K. Kathuria and M.S.S. Murthy, Proceedings of XIV World Conference on NDT, India,
Dec. 8-13,1996.

19 Inter comparison of chemical and ionometric techniques for dose measurements in ater
phantom. R.M. Bhat, G.R.Narayan, S.R-Nilekani, B.L.Gupta, V.S.Patki, P.N.M.R.Vijayam and
A.Kannan, J.Med.Phys.21,3,107(96).

20 'Diflusive behaviour of self-attractive walks'. M.A. Prasad, D.P. Bhatia and D. Arora,
J. Phys. A 29,3037-3040 (1996)

21 'Survival Probability in One Dimension for A + B -> B Rreaction with Hard Core
Repulsion'. D. Arora, D.P. Bhatia and M.A. Prasad, J. Stat. Phys. 84, 697-711 (1996)

7. Paper Presented/Attended: At Seminars

I. Modification of radiation induced damage by AK 2123 in diploid yeast D7, N. Sankara
Narayanan, V.V. Deorukhakar and B.S. Rao, Presented during the 17th AMPI Annual
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Conference in Medical Physics at Cancer Research Institute, Adyar, Dec. 13-,1996 (P.59)
Journal of Medical Physics 21,169-170.

2. Status of Biological Dosimetry In India, B.S. Rao presented during the IAEA Expert
Advisory Meeting in Biodosimetry, held at Manila during 25-29 Nov. 1996.

3. A paper on the quality assurance in industrial radiography was accepted for poster
presentation in the International conference on NDT which was held in New Delhi in
December 1996. A member of the group also attended the conference.

4. Quality assurance in industrial radiography for poster presentation in the International
conference on NDT which was held in New Delhi in December 1996. A member of the
group also attended the conference.

5 One of the group members participated and presented a paper during the 17th AMPI Annual
Conference in Medical Physics at Cancer Research Institute, Adyar, Dec. 13-15,1996

6. Paper 'Human Resource Development in Radiation Safety of Industrial Radiography' was
read by Shri S.P. Agarwal at the 14th World Conference on Non Destructive Testing, at

New Delhi during December 1996.

7. One member of the group participated and presented a paper during the 17th AMPI annual
conference at Cancer Research Institute, Adyar, Dec. 13-15,1996.

8. Meetings Attended

1. A member of the Division served in the AERB's Safety Review Committee for Applications
of Radiation.

2. One of the group members participated in the IAEA Expert Advisory Meeting in
Biodosimetry, held at Manila during 25-29 Nov. 1996.

3. One member served on the working Group IV (Safety Guide for Medical Diagnostic x-ray
equipment) of AERB.

4. One of the group members served on the Biology Subcommittee and participated in the
meetings.

9. Details Of Revenue Earned On Account Of Services / Expertise
Offered To Outside Agencies :

Total revenue earned in this year towards plan approval, site inspection, charges for leak
list of sealed sources and conducting the training courses is Rs. 159,500/-



RADIOMETAIXURGY DIVISION

Major Achievements

A. POST IRRADIATION EXAMINATION OF ZIRCALOY :

Post-irradiation examination of zircaloy-2 pressure tubes
removed from MAPS-l and MAPS-2 were carried out at hot cells
of Radiometallurgy Division. The examination included
measurement of oxide layer thickness on inner surface and
determination of bulk hydrogen equivalent concentration along
the length of each pressure tube, non-destructive and
destructive examination of the pressure tube - calandria tube
contact locations and evaluation of the fractvftre toughness of
the tube material.

B. COMPUTER MODEL "ZIRCOX" TO PREDICT ZIRCALOY OXIDATION
FOR PHWR :

A computer programme named ZIRCOX was developed to analyse the
isothermal steam oxidation behaviour of zircaloy-2 cladding of
PHWR fuel element under postulated LOCA condition. High
temperature steam oxidation experiment was carried out on
zircaloy-2 cladding tube to validate the model.

C. SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERISATION OF SIM FUEL :

Evaluation of fuel(UO2) property with burn up has an important
bearing on the fuel performance for extended burn up and also
during dry storage of the burned pin. U02 containing important
fission products, the amount of which were obtained using
ORIGIN CODE and corresponds to PHWR burn up (~7000 MWd/ton)
were synthesised by powder metallurgy route using wet milling
for better homogenisation. This simulated burn up induced fuel
(SIM FUEL) were characterised by estimating some important
thermophysical properties like thermal diffusivity, thermal
conductivity, coefficient of linear expansion, thermal
toughness and its compatibility behaviour with zircaloy 2
cladding material. A comparative study has been made with
reference to U02 fuel to assess the degradation of the fuel
properties due to burn up and its effect on fuel performance.

D. X-RAY COLOUR RADIOGRAPHY FOR HOMOGENEITY EVALUATION OF NUCLEAR
FUELS :

Film based x-ray colour radiography has been developed for the
homogeneity evaluation of Al-U alloy nuclear fuel plates. As
the human eye is more sensitive to colour differences than to
varying tones of grey, more information could be gathered from
a colour radiograph without eye fatigue compared to a
conventional monochrome(B/W) radiograph. Additionally, many
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more details could be accommodated in a single radiograph of
a high contrast subject which often required two or more
B/W radiographs with different film speed and exposure time.

K. MOBILE PIPE LINE INSPECTION GIG(PIG) :

A mobile pipe line inspection gig(PIG) has been developed in
collaboration with Division of Remote Handling and Robotics
for monitoring the wall thickness, and hence corrosion, of a
buried pipe line carrying coolant water from CIRUS. The mobile
PIG employs ultrasonic water-bubbler technique for measuring
the pipe wall thickness as the inside surface of the pipe line
has undergone corrosion. A unique method was adopted to keep
the water column near the probe's surface steady by using a
membrane which is transparent to ultrasonic waves. Mock up
inspection has been carried out on a representative pipe line
section with appropriate reference standards and the system is
capable detecting a wall-thickness variation of 10%.

F. CHARACTERISATION OF NUCLEAR FUELS BY NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY :

APSARA Neutron Radiography facility has been employed for the
characterisation of nuclear fuels using neutron radiography
technique. Experimental fuel pins containing UO? fuel pellets
with central holes of varying dimensions were radiographed and
the hole dimensions have been measured using a scanning
microdensitometer. The estimated diameter from the scans were
more than the true dimensions and a relation has been
established which could be employed for the evaluation of fuel
pins of same configuration. The facility has been evaluated
using a resolution parameter which has experimentally
determined from the unsharpness curve of the neutron
radiographs. Neutron induced alpha autoradiography(NIAA),
a new technique, has been developed for the evaluation of
Boron in steels at ppm level of concentration. Commercial
grade and nuclear grade stainless steel samples sandwiched
with solid-state nuclear track detectors were irradiated at
APSARA reactor at a neutron fluence of 1015 n/cmz and the
tracks of Boron were analysed.



RARE EARTHS DEVELOPMENT SECTION

M a j o r A c h i e v e m e n t s

1. Rare Earths Dvelopment Laboratory (REDD

Civil works were continued in full swing. Construction works were completed to

second floor level. Detailed engineering and vendor evaluation was completed and

procurement action is in advanced stage for phosphor characterisation system.

Commissioning of fine grinding system was carried out. Action was initiated for sanction

d for construction of an additional floor and a lift. The project is scheduled for

completion in February 1998. Basic engineering was completed for IX Plan Proposal

"Technology of Rare Earths : Upgradation of Equipment Facilities (TRUE)".

2. Processing of Xenotime

Process R&D tests were started for recovery of valuable heavy rare earth

elements (HRE) from the xenotime concentrate. Parameters of study include nature of

lixiviant, grind size, temperature, stoichiometric excess and leaching time. Preliminary

results indicate excellent recovery by acid leaching process.

Separation of U, Th and RE from the leach solution was studied. The

mathematical modeling and extraction mechanism of U and Th with PC 88A from

chloride, sulphate and nitrate medium have been evaluated. Classical methods like oxalate

and hydroxide precipitation met|iod,s have also been tested for the separation .

3. Development of Rare Earth Phosphors

During this year, laboratory scale work on the development of YVO4: Eu 3+ for
H.P.M.V. lamp has been completed. Spectral characteristics and emission efficiency of
this phosphor has been found to be as good as the imported version being used by Philips
India Limited . This phosphor has been produced on a larger scale (1 Kg.) and supplied
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to Philips India Limited for actual lamp making so as to ascertain its suitability under
production conditions. Philips India Limited has since certified that the phosphor
supplied by us meets their specifications. It is to be highlighted that this material
development can save substantial foreign exchange in due course of time. Large scale
production to meet the industrial requirement, estimated in tonnes, is currently being
envisaged and steps are being taken to produce it indigenously.

Developmental work on the red emitting Y2O3 : Eu3+ and green emitting

CaTbMgAln O12 for trichromatic lamps is currently under way. Experiments carried out

so far have yielded encouraging results in this direction. Lamp industry people are being

consulted find out their needs for today and tomorrow.

4. Recovery of Co from secondary resources :

Consequent to MOU signed with Hindustan Zinc Limited, for the purification of
Co (>99.5% purity) with over all high recovery (60%), an integrated process flow sheet
has been established which includes solubalisation of metal values from roasted beta cake
in three stage counter current acid leaching with improvement in recovery from 80 to
97%, as well as in quality of the leach liquor. In this leaching scheme most of the iron is
eliminated as jarosite in the tailing. Residual iron present in leach liquor was removed by
oxalate precipitation of base metals with 98% Co recovery. These two steps have
already been demonstrated at plant site of HZL at Udaipur. Other impurities like Zn, Mn,
Cu, Cd and Ni were separated from Co by solvent extraction technique in two circuits
using DEHPA and PC 88A as the solvents. SX route is scheduled for demonstration in
manufacture. The over all recovery (>84%) and purity (>99.8%) of Co were much
higher than targeted values.

In another investigation, a solvent extraction process flow-sheet for the recovery
of Co from AINiCo scrap generated during processing and fabrication of permanent
magnets, was worked out. Since the leach liquor analysis a host of non-ferrous values
Cu-7.5 g/1, Al-0.4 g/1, Co-12.4 g/1 and Ni 11.5 g/1, their effective separation was feasible
in two circuits of solvent extraction in which pure salts of Co and Ni were recovered. It
also yielded CuCl, which can be recycled as leachant for AINiCo scrap.

5. Supported Liquid Membrane Studies

A new and emerging technique of supported liquid membranes (SLM) has been
tested for the extraction and separation of metal ions, employing the process of solvent
extraction. The requisite extractant is loaded into the pores of a membrane to extract
metal ions of interest which are subsequently stripped, using a two compartment cell.
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Using this technique separation of Fe (III) from Zn (II) could be achieved using D2
EHPA-TBP extractant mixture.

This technique was further improved to use it for the separation of three
component feed solution. Thus separation of Fe (III), Cu (II) and Ni (II) into three
compartment could be achieved employing 2 membranes-3 compartment SLM system.

To increase the throughput of the transport, a more efficient hollow fibre module is
being tried for these studies.

P u b l i c a t i o n s

1. " Supported liquid membranes" by B.M. Mishra and J.S. Gill, Chapter XX of ACS
Symp. Series Monograph on Chemical Separation with Liquid Membranes, 1996

2. "Uranium Processing in India :In-situ leach Prospects", H.Singh, IAEA Conference
on Uranium Recovery, Almaty, Kazakhstan Sept 1997

3. "Computer Simulation of Process Flowsheet for Uranium Recovery from Domiasiat
Ore"; R.Singh, H.Singh and T.K. Mukherjee, BARC Report URED/02/1996

4. "Computer Simulation of Flowsheets for Uranium Separation"; R.Singh, H.Singh and
T.K.Mukherjee,Chemical Engineering Congress, Bharuch, Dec 1996

5. "Computer Simulation of Metallothermic Reduction for Nuclear Fuel Production"; R.
Singh, H. Singh and T. K. Mukherjee; International Symp. on 50 years of
Metallurgy : Retrospect & prospect, November 14-17, 1996, New Delhi

6. " Purification of cobalt from leach liquors by solvent extraction using mixed
extractants (DEHPA and TBP)" , S.L. Mishra, D.K. Singh, N.S. Iyer and T.K.
Mukherjee; — ibid -

7. "Hydrometallurgical separation of Iron from base metals by solvent extraction using
mixed extractants", R. Vijaylakshmi, S.L. Mishra, S.B. Manohar and T.K. Mukherjee.
—Ibid —

8. "Extraction studies of manganese and cobalt with ecknoic acid in kerosene", D.K.
Singh, N.S. Iyer, S.L. Mishra and T.K. Mukherjee; - ibid -

9. "Luminescence of Rare Earths Phosphors and its Applications" G. Alexander and T.K.
Mukherjee BARC News Letter No. 153, October 1996.



REACTOR ENGINEERING DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. ADVANCED HEAVY WATER REACTOR (AHWR)

1.1 Design and Fabrication of AHWR Fuel Cluster

One of the design requirement of AHWR core is utilisation of
Thorium fuel. Initially a seed and blanket concept of core was
visualised for AHWR. In this regard, a 37 element thoria fuel
cluster was designed for blanket region. One prototype cluster
was designed, fabricated and tested for pressure drop and
endurance testing. Currently this cluster is undergoing endurance
testing in Flow Test Facility loop, Hall 7 and has successfully
completed 4000 hrs of endurance testing without any damage to the
fuel pins and the spacer.

However, the need for a uniform cluster throughout the core
from operational point of view led to the design of alternate
cluster of AHWR. In order to simplify the design of spacer and
ECCS injection of water into the pins during initial phase of
LOCA, a square lattice pitch arrangement of pins was thought of.
Parametric studies were done with variation in nos. of pins
retaining the pressure tube ID of the old cluster design. Thus
the present cluster of 52 pins was evolved.

The AHWR fuel cluster consists of 52 fuel pins arranged in
square pitch inside Zircaloy pressure tube of 120 mm ID. The fuel
pins are 3.5 m in length and they are held between top tie plate
and bottom tie plate with the help of 8 tie rod fuel pins. The
bottom end plugs of the tie rod pins will be screwed to the
bottom tie plate and at the top they will be bolted to the top
tie plate. The rest of the pins will be resting on the bottom tie
plate. At the top the pins are free to expand axially. All of
them have an Inconel expansion spring at the top to hold then
down on to the bottom tie plate.

Inter element spacing is maintained with the help of seven
spacers which are held on to the 8 water tubes. The spacer plates
are 0.6 mm thick and it is felt that the thickness may have to be
reduced to reduce the pressure drop. In this regard, a
comprehensive spacer development program has been initiated with
CWS and NFC . Six spacers of 0.3 mm plate thickness incorporating
other modifications will be made as part of the spacer
development.

In addition to the fuel pins, the fuel cluster consists of 8
water tubes at the periphery to provide cooling of fuel pins
through ECCS injection of water during initial phase of LOCA. The
water tubes will have holes along its length. The top tie plate
design has arrangement for supply of ECCS water into the water
tubes and it terminates at the bottom tie plate.
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Wetting experiments were conducted on a perspex model of fuel
cluster to optimise the holes in ECCS tubes with respect to area
wetted by water jet. Twelve sets of single water tube experiments
with variation in orientation of holes were carried out to check
out the wetting of the surrounding fuel pins. Based on this,
three combinations of two water tubes in a quadrant were
selected. Three sets of two water tube experiments were also
conducted and adequacy of wetness of fuel pins have been
ascertained.

One dummy cluster of the square pitch type has been designed
and fabricated to conduct out of pile tests like pressure drop
test and endurance test. This will also give an experience on the
problems encountered during the fabrication. The pellets were
replaced by antimonal lead pellets and Zircaloy clad and water
tubes by SS tubes. The SS tie plates as well as the SS spacer
plates were machined by wirecut EDM.

The cluster will be installed in Flow Test Facility at Hall 7
for conducting pressure drop measurements across various
components and across the cluster. Later endurance testing of the
cluster will be carried out in the same facility for a period of
8000 hours.

1.2 Building Layout

AHWR layout was further simplified to enhance plant economy
and to strengthen passive safety functions. The Gravity Driven
Water Pool (GDWP) designed to cool the reactor for full three
days in the aftermath of a postulated accident, was elevated to
close to the primary containment top for improved performance.
The vapour suppression function was transferred to the GDWP to
take advantage of higher inventory of the GDWP and to eliminate
the suppression pool. IC pool meant to remove reactor decay heat
too was merged with GDWP resulting in synergistic . reduction in
water inventory and equipment. The passive containment cooling
system concept was modified in a radical manner so as to use GDWP
water as heat sink and to be able to employ industrial grade
equipment. In summary, three major water inventories in the
reactor building were combined into one single pool.

VI volume was greatly reduced to obtain greater energy
absorption from vapour suppression function and to make fuelling
machine corridor accessible during reactor operation.
Orthographic drawings of reactor building were revised.

1.3 Design and Development for Critical Process Systems and
Equipments

The Gravity Driven Water Pool (GDWP) flow rates during Loss
Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) were estimated, considering all the
resistances in the circuit, and nozzle layout was worked out.
Sizing of equipments for GDWP cooling and recirculation system
was also done.
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Actual size of Fluidic Flow Control Device (FFCD) was
designed for Advanced Accumulator which is a part of Emergency
Core Cooling System (ECCS).

The mechanical design of isolation condenser for the
removal of core decay heat has been completed.

Comparative studies were conducted for better heat transfer
coefficient in case of coil type condenser placed in reactor
building environment with that of passive containment coolers
submerged in GOWP.

Two methods were considered for removal of heat from vault
water. Detailed design for both the methods were evaluated.

Equipment required for heat transfer studies related to AHWR
Isolation Condensers were fabricated and installed at Engg. Hall-
3. Experiments could start as soon as connecting pipe-lines are
installed.

1.4 Thermal hydraulic studies for AHWR;

Analysis of the AHWR core has been carried out for various
alternate core configuration to evaluate thermal margin.
Experiments have been carried out to determine the pressure drop
across fuel bundle and its components.

Considerable progress has been made in the area of
determining of stability of natural circulation flow in the
primary loop . Computer codes have been developed based on both
linear and nonlinear stability criteria.

Since the primary coolant flow in AHWR is obtained by natural
convection, the fuel itself serves as a pump. When the fuel is
being removed from or loaded into an AHWR coolant channel, the
channel flow will differ not only from the steady state but also
from disturbances seen in externally driven systems. An
experimental set-up cum display was designed to demonstrate the
variation in channel flow magnitude and direction during fuel
handling in AHWR. The fabrication of this set-up also has been
initiated on a top priority basis.

1.5 Shielding Design

Shielding design around reactor core was done. Shielding
thickness required at the top of the reactor (i.e. end shield and
deck plate) were estimated and shielding thickness around the
reactor in radial direction (i.e. vault and biological shield)
were also estimated as per standard specifications.
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2.0 FAILURE ASSESSMENT and REPAIR TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Analytical Codes for life estimation and assessment of PHWR
coolant channels;

The capabilities of the analytical tools developed for
assessment of life of coolant channels were improved.

i. The code HYCON for estimation of hydrogen concentration in
pressure tubes was modified and analysis of MAPS-1 & • MAPS-2
pressure tubes was done.

ii. Using the previously developed code SEAL, assessment of
Zircaloy-2 and Zirconium-Niobium pressure tubes was carried out
for Leak Before Break (LBB) criteria.

iii. Assessment of residual life for coolant channels of MAPS-1
& 2 was carried out using already developed codes Blist-ID & 2D.

2.2 Development of techniques for carrying out in-service
inspection of coolant channels:

Using modified scrape sampling system developed at RED, 37
samples were obtained from an irradiated pressure tube of MAPS-1
for determining hydrogen concentration.

Three more scrape sampling tools were being assembled to
cater to future requirements for obtaining samples from
irradiated pressure tubes either at reactor sites or in
laboratories after removal of any tube from reactor.

2.3 Development of solutions for extension of service life of
PHWR channels:

Modifications were carried out in modules of INtegrated
Garter spring REppsitioning System (INGRES) so that the operation
of the system is simplified compared to earlier version for
repositioning of garter springs in operating PHWRs. With these
modifications garter spring repositioning operation can be
carried out from one fuelling machine vault of the reactor.
Modified INGRES was assembled for testing in a mock up channel.

Conceptual design of INGRES for repositioning of garter
springs in wet channels was finalised.

2.4 Coolant Channel Replacement Machine (CCRM):

For large scale re-tubing of the PHWR channels, the prototype
coolant channel replacement machine (CCRM) which has been
assembled in Hall No. 7 was made operational.

All the systems i.e. pressure tube internal / external
cutting systems, end fitting /pressure tube removal systems,
alignment system based on image processing were commissioned.
Software programme for achieving operation of the systems through
programmable logic controller was developed and commissioned.
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2.5 Setting up of Experiraentral Facilities:

i. Burst Test Facility;

For carrying out failure assessment of and safety studies on
critical reactor components, a burst test facility was
commissioned. In this facility components can be tested upto 4000
Kg/cm2 internal pressure. Burst test was successfully conducted
on stainless steel sample pipe and also on a pipe fitting.
Hardware design was done and arrangements were being made to test
a pressure tube of 500 MWe PHWR.

ii. Bi-axial creep test facility:

A bi-axial creep test facility has been designed to
evaluate creep properties of tubular components. A plan for
testing of pressure tubes of 220 MWe PHWR and 500 MWe PHWR has
been made. A test set up was designed and the same was being
installed.

3.0 DEVELOPMENT OF VIBRATION DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES I

3.1 Coolant Channel(CT)/Pressure Tube(PT) contact:

Contact Index (CD test on all 303 channels of MAPS-1 by FRF
and CI criteria have been carried out. Multiple coherence
analysis of MAPS-1 data is carried out. 290 channels of RAPS-1
were surveyed to identify channels in which premature contact of
PT & CT can not be totally excluded. 94 channels were identified
by FRF and CI technique. Conservative assessment of hydrogen
concentration /blister depth are recommended for optimization.

3.2 Seismic qualification:

Development and qualification of computational algorithm for
seismic response estimation of equipments with multiple supports
have been done.

3.3 Modal damping value evaluation:

Laboratory experiments were conducted to establish and
evaluate modal damping by methods such as vibration decay, FRF
peak, ratio of resonance to static response. Damping values of
selected feeders of KAIGA-1 were measured to confirm whether the
damping values assumed at design stage are actually realized.

3.4 Investigation of NAPS heat exchanger failure:

Development of an analytical model for investigation of NAPS
moderator heat exchanger failure by a MDOF algorithm with non-
linear boundary conditions is in progress.

3.5 Battery bank monitoring:

Battery impedances of battery banks of class-I power
supplies in MAPS-1 were measured and analyzed by ac impedance
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method to assess the condition of the cells. The old batteries
were found to have high ac impedance showing poor cell condition.

3.6 TDR techniques on cables;

Time Domain Reflectometry technique was applied to detect
cable faults and faulty joints of a motor feeder cable of an
experimental facility. It is found that this technique can detect
open & short circuits and loose joints.

3.7 Automatic balancing machine;

Design and development of an automatic balancing machine to
maintain the vibration level of rotating machines to acceptable
levels is in progress. Design is done to switch on and feed power
from the stator to fluid heaters in the heater chamber mounted on
the rotor.

3.8 Fault simulation experiments for motor monitoring;

As part of the experimental simulation of electrical motor
faults based on signature analysis of line current, instantaneous
power and axial leakage flux, two case studies have been done,
one a case of loose mounting of motor and another, a case of
defective bearing. Development of software and hardware for
digital signal processing for signature analysis was in progress.

3.9 Hardware for data acquisition system;

Design of a hardware for data acquisition system for
multichannel high frequency data was completed.

4.0 MAJOR EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMMES;

4.1 Integral Thermal Facility j_

Endurance test of 500 MWe reactor fuel bundles at a temp. of
270 Deg. C, press. 100 Kg/Sq.cm and flow 1500 LPM, was conducted.
Testing was being continued further.

E.P.R. "O1 rings were tested in the pressure channel at a
press, of 100 Kg/Sq.cm and temp. 270 deg.C. The testing was being
continued. So far 1,800 hours of testing are completed.

Testing of surface mounted SS R.T.Ds. for 500 MWe reactors at
various temp, was conducted.

4.2 3MW Boiling Water Loop ±

Single and two phase flow v/s press, drop test in a tubular
test section was conducted at various flows ranging from 20 to 70
LPM, temp, from ambient to 270 Deg. C, and press, from 50
Kg/Sq.cm to 70 Kg/Sq.cm. The test section power was varied from
35 KW to 100 KW to create boiling in the test section to various
levels of steam quality while conducting tests with two phase
flow.
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Temperature Loop j_

Corrosion experiment on C.S. coupons conforming to ASTM-333
grade-6 at temp. ranging from 250 Deg. C to 280 Deg. C was
conducted.

4.4 Flow Test Facility j_

Endurance test and flow v/s press, drop Expt. of AHWR D-l
type dummy fuel cluster at 850 LPM flow and amtfient temperature
has been continued.

4.5 Fuelling Machine Testing Loop (Hall-3) j_

Fuelling machine KG-4 for Kaiga was tested for its
acceptance.

5.0 DEVELOPMENT of HYDROGEN MITIGATION SYSTEM:

Towards the development of a suitable Hydrogen Mitigation
System through catalytic recombination for Indian PHWRs, in
earlier years an experimental test set up had been designed,
procured /fabricated. This has been commissioned successfully.
The testing work was is in progress and nearing completion.

6.0 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT RELATING TO DECONTAMINATION ±

6.1 Experimental loop for decontamination simulation studies;

Applied Chemistry Division is setting up a Dynamic Simulation
Loop (SIM LOOP) for decontamination studies at WSCL/ Kalpakkam.
RED has done the design and system engineering for various
components and systems of this loop. The procurement, fabrication
including instrumentation of the four test rigs have been
completed and precommissioning work was in progress.

6.2 Decontamination of RAPS Primary Heat Transport System:

The technology of Dilute Chemical Decontamination had been
developed at BARC. Earlier experience of MAPS ensured capability
to take up such exercise very soon at RAPS.

For immediate need of RAPS-2 PHT system decontamination by
early 1996, the engineering feasibility from the view point of
layout, installation and site preparation was reviewed. Design
support was provided to RAPS for carrying out the field
engineering work and actual decontamination of RAPS-2 PHT system
had been carried out during Feb. 1996.

6.3 Decontamination of TAPS clean up system:

A feasibility report for carrying out TAPS-2 clean up
system decontamination was prepared alongwith Applied Chemistry
Division, BARC. The design, engineering and procurement is in
advance stage.
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7.0 DEVELOPMENT WORK RELATING TO 500 MWe PHWRs:

7.1 Development of Ion exchanger vessel for 500 MWe PHWRs;

The design of IX-vessel for 500 MWe PHWRs is much different
than what is in use in 220 PHWRs and hence the development
testing work of one Ion Exchanger Vessel with two alternate
designs of screen for PHT purification system of 500 MWe PHWR,
with provision for in situ Slurry-In and Slurry-Out operation was
completed.

7.2 Development of Filter Vessel for 500 MWe PHWRs:

The development testing work of one Filter Vessel design
for PHT purification system of 500 MWe PHWR was completed.

7.3 Development of Liquid Poison Injection System SDS-2 for 500
MWe PHWRs:

A full scale mock up for verification of theoritical model
had been designed and installed in earlier years. Experiments
have been carried out up to poison injection pressure of 100
Kg/sq.cm. The jet growth pattern was recorded on video tape for
all the experiments. With this the phase-2 experiments are
completed.

8.0 ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL:

8.1 Developmental Activities:

Development of techniques for transit time measurement for
poison front movement and measurement of actuation time for quick
opening <50 mi H i sec) solenoid valve were developed for the
secondary shut down system of 500 Mwe PHWR.

8.2 Evaluation & Testing Activities:

Evaluation tests were carried out for prototype surface
mounted RTDs, solenoid valves for D.N.Monitoring System of PHWR,
frequency response studies for control valves with volume
boosters. Developments of stand alone mobile high temperature &
high pressure I&C evaluation facility is in progress.

8.3 I&C for Experimental Programmes:

I&C design, installation and commissioning for various
experimental facilities such as suppression pool thermodynamics
studies, hydrogen mitigation studies, pressure drop studies for
fuel bundles, containment cooling studies for AHWR, modified ram
test facilities of PHWR Fuelling M/Cs, secondary shutdown system
as well as calendria diffuser nozzle studies of 500 MW<e) PHWR
etc. have been done.
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8.4 I&C for Major facilities:

Design & procurement of I&C for 750 Tfi chilling plant at CAP
and augmented uranium metal plant are in progress.

Installation and commissioning of I&C for Rare Earth
Developmental Lab, calibration facility at HWP, Tuticorin, and
decontamination simulation facility have been done.

9.0 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT WORK FOR RESEARCH REACTORS:

9.1 New conceptual Freezer Drier for Dhruva

The existing freezer drier for Dhruva is of shell and coil
type and failure of any tube may result to leakage of Freon into
the Helium system, thereby causing severe corrosion of reactor
components.

The New Conceptual Freezer Drier, of box and coil type, was
designed to overcome this problem. The box is an additional
barrier to prevent mixing of Freon into the Helium system in case
of tube failure. The new concept maintains the same heat transfer
area by providing elliptical coils and suitable baffle spacing.

9.2 Shielding Design;

Shielding design was evaluated for Shipping Cask to handle
more number of fuel bundles, Hot Neutron Source assembly, Inpilc
Assembly for Corrosion Testing, Hot Source Beam Hole (HS-1019) of
Dhruva, TT-1015 beam hole of Dhruva, and Shipping Cask to handle
twin bundles of spent fuel.

9.3 Estimation of nuclear heat generationi

Nuclear heat generation in Graphite Reflector of Cirus was
estimated at various power levels and during shutdown condition
also.

10.0 THERMAL HYDRAULIC STUDIES:

10.1 PHWRB:

Experiments have been conducted on simulated scale model to
measure core flow distribution and header pressure distribution
under various operating conditions of PHWR.

Velocity distribution in the calandria model of 500 MWe PHWRs
has been measured and flow pattern visualised for a particular
value of protrusion length of diffuser nozzle.

10.2 Development of Facility for Integral System Behaviour
Experiments (FISBE):

Thermal hydraulic analysis of piping layout for the FISBE has
been carried out in association with RSD. Civil and Electrical
work for the construction of Annexe to Hal17 to house the
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facility is nearing completion. Equipments are being installed.

A report on FISBE has been prepared and issued. Adequacy of
power to volume scaling philosophy to simulate natural
circulation in FISBE and the proposed integral test facility for
AHWR, was studied.

10.3 BWR:

Thermal hydraulic analysis of TAPS reactor core with large
number of MOX fuel bundles has been carried out to ensure that
the thermal margin criteria is satisfied when LEU fuel bundles
are replaced with MOX fuel bundles.

10.4 IAEA CRP:

Participation was made in the IAEA co-ordinated research
programme on "Thermohydraulic Relationships for Advanced Water
Cooled Reactors".

10.5 Solar Air Receiver;

Preliminary design of volumetric air receiver of 5.5 MWt
capacity for the Liquid Metal Magneto Hydrodynamic Electric
Converter (LMMHDEC) has been completed.
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REACTOR OPERATIONS DIVISION, AND
REACTOR SERVICES & MAINTENANCE

DIVISION

Major Achievements

The Reactor Group of BARC comprising of Reactor Operations Division and Reactor
Services & Maintenance Division is engaged in the operation of the three research
reactors - Apsara (1 MWt), Cirus (40 MWt) and Dhruva (100 MWt) located at Trombay.
During the year 1996, the reactors performed satisfactorily and provided facilities for
conduct of basic and applied research and for production of radio-isotopes.

1. APSARA

On August 4, 1996 Apsara completed 40 years of safe and efficient operation and a
function was organized on August 21, 1996 when the Honourable Prime Minister of India
and several other dignitaries visited the reactor. A plaque was also unveiled by the Prime
minister to commemorate this landmark.
Apsara continued to be used in several research application and over 400 research
samples were irradiated during the year. The reactor was also used for testing
indigenously developed Boron-10 ion chambers, calibration of proportional counters,
Low Power Range Monitors, Travelling in-core detectors and for checking the
performance of instrumentation developed for in-core flux mapping using Vanadium and
Cobalt self-powered neutron detectors (SPNDs).
The neutron radiography facility at Apsara was used for characterisation of U-Pu MOX
fuel pins and for checking the presence or otherwise of hydride blisters on Zircaloy
pressure tubes from our Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors which were found to be in
contact with the Calandria tubes. It is also proposed to carry out an experimental
evaluation of the proposed Bulk Shielding of Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor at Apsara in
the near future. Detailed Safety evaluation of this experiment was carried out.

2. CIRUS

Cirus reactor completed 36 years of operation during the year. Test irradiation of a MOX
fuel assembly in the Pressurized Water Loop was continued throughout the year. One
copper wire was irradiated in pile at low power towards developing a SPND system.
Research facilities like beam tubes, thermal column instrument holes, pneumatic carrier
facility were utilised by the researchers from different division in BARC and various
academic institutions in India.
Over 400 samples were irradiated for isotope production which included 22 Xenon gas
samples for production of Iodine-125. Over 30 samples were irradiated for neutron
activation analysis in the pneumatic rabbit facility.
Some of the important maintenance jobs carried out during the year were modification of
primary coolant pumps suction and discharge piping to correct misalignment and
replacement of their speed increaser gear unit to solve the problem of high vibration. To
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identify the exact location of a small leak that was observed in the aluminium thermal
shield located above the reactor vessel, one inflatable elastomer seal assembly was
designed and qualified in a mock-up facility and then used successfully to pinpoint the
leak location in this in-core component. A remotely operated plugging devise is now
being developed to seal the leaky region.
As part of modernization and import substitution effort, studies for replacement of the

Scintillation detector based bulk coolant gamma monitors by an ion-chamber based
detection system was completed. The new system will not require reactor shutdown for
calibration and detector replacement activities.
An instrument using a resistive probe was developed for continuously monitoring the sea
water level in the pump chambers of the sea water pump house. The instrument has been
put in regular service and it alerts the operator in case the sea water level goes below the
safe submergence requirements for the pumps.

In connection with the assessment of Wigner stored energy in the graphite reflector of
Cirus a sample block of the reflector was retrieved for laboratory measurements of stored
Wigner energy. As the sample block was found jammed in position, possibly due to
irradiation induced swelling, liquid nitrogen cooling had to be provided for its retrieval.
In-situ measurement of electrical resistivity of the irradiated graphite reflector using a
remotely operated four-probe sensor assembly designed and fabricated in-house was also
successfully carried out.
Studies on Neutron transmutation doping of Silicon samples and their post- irradiation
characterisation were continued. By making use of the end- reversal technique, an
analytical formula was derived to arrive at the best location and the maximum length of a
silicon ingot placed in a radial beam hole of Cirus for a specified variation in dopant
concentration.
In view of the long service period of the facility, detailed ageing studies have been carried
out on various structures and components of the reactor in the recent past. Based on these
studies, a refurbishing programme was drawn-up and an extended outage for executing
this will be commenced sometime during the end of 1997.
A feasibility study was done for using waste heat from Cirus for Desalination of sea water
using low temperature vacuum evaporation process. Based on the results of this study,
appropriate provisions will be made in the system during the refurbishing outage for
setting up a demonstration unit.

3. DHRUVA

Dhruva reactor completed 11 years of operation and continues to be a major facility for
advanced research and isotope production. During the year, about 500 samples were
irradiated for isotope production. One new isotope tray rod for producing Phosphorous-32
was installed in the reactor.
As part of the program for material irradiation studies, an assembly containing seam-
welded and seamless zircaloy sample strips of PHWR calandria tubes is undergoing
irradiation in pile. An assembly with miniature fission counters and SPNDs also
continues to be available in pile to study the correlation between in-core neutron noise
and mechanical vibration of in-core structural components.
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To improve the wear life of snubber piston and shaft of the shut-off rod drive mechanism,
the tin-bronze snubber nuts of the head gears were replaced with Aluminium-bronze nuts
and shaft material was changed from Stainless Steel to 17-4 PH material. On a trip, the
shut-off rods in Dhruva drop at a fast speed upto about 2/3rd of the total travel
whereafter they are slowed down by a hydraulic damping mechanism. Detailed tests were
carried out to assess changes, if any, in the time for the fast drop portion of the travel due
to temperature dependent changes in viscosity of the oil used in the damping mechanism.
It was found that the 80% drop time remains essentially unaffected. Based on these
results a mechanism was designed to generate an alarm if the 80% drop time (in place of
100% drop time) exceeds a preset limit and was tested successfully in out-of-pile trials.
Action is on hand to implement this scheme after approval from Safety Authorities.
One of the heavy water moderator dump valves got stuck at 50% position during a reactor
pre-start-up operation. This was analysed to be due to low radial clearance between the
valve cage and the valve plug and some ovality in the cage inner dimensions.
Reengineering was done to slightly improve the clearance without impeding valve
functioning. This proved to be highly cost effective, as replacement of these imported
components would have been exhorbitantly expensive.
Complete overhauling of one of the Motor Alternator sets using in-house expertise was
carried out in a short period of two weeks and the machine was recommissioned.
As an import substitution activity, a flexible disc pack for the Dhruva main coolant
pumps Thomas coupling was developed through an indigenous vendor and installed. The
performance of the indigenous pack has been found to be satisfactory.
Design of a Pool site inspection facility for underwater inspection of irradiated fuel
assemblies after discharge from core was completed and its fabrication has been taken up.
This facility will enable on-site examination of spent fuel elements.

4. RESEARCH REACTOR PROJECTS

Further work on design and safety analysis related to proposed modification of Apsara
reactor to a heavy water reflected core was carried out. Fuel safety assessment for the
modified core loaded with Low Enriched Uranium silicide fuel at 1 MW power was
completed for main coolant pump trip transient. Stress analysis of core grid plate, core
support structure, outlet plenum and heavy water reflector tank was also carried out.
Study of the reactivity effect of flooding of a beam hole with pool water, effect of
unbalanced shim rod positions on core power distribution and moderator temperature
coefficient of reactivity for the modified Apsara core was done.
The Site Selection Report for a Low Power Research Reactor project proposed to be
located in one of the Indian Universities was reviewed by the regulating authorities and
clearance for the proposed site was obtained.

9. OTHER ACTIVITIES

Design of SF6 gas heat exchanger, Blowers and associated piping for the Folded Tandem
Ion Accelerator (FOTIA) project was completed. Work of installation of equipment for
the project is in progress.
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Reliability analysis of off-site electrical power supply for Dhruva and Class-ID power
supply system of Cirus was carried out. Unavailability analysis for Dhruva primary shut
down system and Wet storage block water recirculation systems was also completed.
Work on Level 1 PSA studies for Dhruva reactor was initiated.
As a part of IAEA co-ordinated research program on "on-line applications of Personal
Computers for monitoring important parameters of research reactors", a system was
developed in-house and commissioned for monitoring the performance of Primary
shutdown devices in Dhruva.
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REACTOR SAFETY DIVISION

Major Achievements

Structural Analysis ••

Studies have been undertaken for residual life estimation and life
extension of Heavy Water Plant, Kota. An essential element of this
study is detailed stress analysis. It was brought out that from the
results of the work carried out in the areas of stress analysis,
material characterisation and NDE; there does not seem to be any major
problem with the continued operation of the plant. The complete
inspection plan is being worked out.

Rashtriya Chemicals and Fertilizers Ltd., (RCF), uses a 15,000 tonne
atmospheric storage tank for storage of ammonia. After 12 years of
service the tank is to undergo a statutory inspection in 1997. For
this purpose RCF approached BARC. A detailed stress analysis was
performed for the outer tank (with the roof), the inner cup, the
piping and the nozzles. A report was prepared with a final set of
recommendations regarding zones to be inspected, the extent of
examination and method of examination.

One of the storage tanks (21 ra diameter, 16.5 ra height, 5000 ton
capacity) belonging to M/s Ganesh Benzoplast Ltd. had undergone a
rather large settlement during the hydrotest. The company had
approached BARC for evaluation of the settlement. After investigating
the problem recommendations were made to replace the bulged bottom
plate, inspect the welds and carry out the hydrotest at a very slow
rate of loading.

A pre-purifier vessel which is a critical equipment in an Air
Separation Plant has to satisfy the fatigue requirements of ASME Sec.
VIII Div.2. M/s Davy Powergas approached BARC for carrying out a
Thermal Stress Analysis and Fatigue Evaluation of this vessel. After
performing a thermal stress analysis, a fatigue evaluation was carried
out for the original design and the cumulative damage fraction was
found to exceed the allowable value. To protect the nozzle from
thermal shock and to reduce the stress concentration it was
recommended to incorporate a thermal sleeve and have a more gradual
thickness transition. The modified design was analyzed and the
cumulative damage fraction was shown to be within the allowable limit.

Teroperatue distribution in CIRUS graphite inner reflector has been
analysed at various reactor power levels under both steady state and
transient conditions. Transient temperature distribution corresponding
to the 10 MW power was found to have a good match with experimentally
observed temperatures.

Fracture Assessment of different Components of 500 MWe PHWR was
carried out.

A pretest analysis of NUPEC steel containment was carried out as a
part of the round robin analysis activity for the containment model
program jointly coordinated by Nuclear Power Engineering Corporation
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(NUPEC), Japan and USNRC. This co-operative programme involves
analytical studies followed by experimental studies (to be done by
SNL) on SCV model. During experiment SCV model would be subjected to
increasing internal pressure. Results of the analyses performed using
two different codes were submitted to NUPEC.

Heavy Water Plant, Kota was not designed for earthquake load. In view
of the increased concern about seismic hazard, it was decided to
investigate the adequacy of the design of the vessels and the piping.
A report has been submitted to HWB.

Power Plant Dynamics :

To investigate the adequacy of NAPS PHT relief system, a design basis
transient analysis has been carried out using the code developed for
dynamic analysis of 220 MWe Indian PHWRs. It has been found that the
PHT system pressure rises rapidly and due to action of IRV
opening/closing, the pressure oscillates. The peak values of PHT
system pressure have been found to be less than 103.82 kg/cm (limiting
value of ROH pressure) which shows that that PHT relief system design
is adequate.

To study the effect of surge line resistance on the peak ' PHT system
pressure, during a turbine trip without reactor step-back, two
different cases were studies. The first one was studied with the
value of surge line flow resistance provided by the NPC 500 MWe PHWR
Group and the second one was studies with a flow resistance of 80% of
the value in the first case. All other conditions such as SGPC, SGLC,
PHT system pressure controller gain were kept same for both the cases.
It was observed that the peak PHT system pressure for the first case
was 116.7 kg/cm and for the second case it was 111.1 kg/cm. The
difference of 5.6 kg/cm between the two cases analysed is almost
equivalent to the PHT system pressure control band of + 5 kg/cm. The
surge flow rate in the second case was 1800 lpm higher than the first
case.

The preliminary design of AHWR for the main steam system (to supply
steam to the turbine) has been completed with pressure drop
calculations. The dimensions of the main steam lines were fixed and
also the relief settings of the safety valves were fixed.

Core Safety Studies :

In connection with loading of MOX fuel bundles in the reator core of
TAPS two limiting transients viz. Turbine trip with no bypass
available and sudden start of a cold recirculation loop were carried
for two cases of reactor core viz. (i) core with 112 MOX fuel bundle
and 172 LED fuel bundles and (ii) 284 LEU fuel bundle. A number of
studies carried out to study the effect of feed valves flow rate, PSIV
closure etc.

For the estimation of limiting peak design pressure of the containment
of the proposed 750 MWth AHWR, two LOCA analysis and one Main steam
line break analysis was carried out. For studying the effect of flow
depressurisation on ECC injection in case of LOCA for the proposed
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AHWR, an analysis was carried out for the LOCA caused 1/2" inlet
header break.

In connection with the proposal for the removal of LOCA conversion
line in Indian PHWRs (220 MWe) two small break LOCA analyses were
carried out for Kaiga APPs.

For optimising the design of pulse perforated plate column for liquid
extraction to recover Pu and U from irradiated fuel a computer program
was developed for simulating hydrodynamics. RELAP-PHWR-Verl was
developed by modifying RELAP4/MOD6 for its use in LOCA analyses of
PHWRs. Ths version allows the simultaneous use of light and heavy
water properties.

Containment Studies '•

Containranent pressure build-up was evaluated for postulated breaks of
feeder pipes for N.A.P.S. and Kaiga Atomic Power Project to determine
the time of actuation of the containment isolation signals.

Containment pressure build-up in the proposed Advanced Heavy Water
Reactor following the rapture of a 12" NB feedwater pipe was
calculated to assess the design pressure of the containment. Few
experimental studies were carried out on a model vessel to simulate
various hydrodynamic phenomena in the vapour suppression pool.

Seismic evaluation was carried out for the site of the proposed low
power research reactor. Seismic risk was evaluated for the Rawatbhata
site in the context of the Heavy Water Plant at that site. Seismic
studies were carried out for the Trombay site in the light of the new
seismotectonic data. Few case studies were carried out to study the
effect of soil parameters on the seismic response of structures.

Operator Support System :

Design activities related to Instrumentation and Controls of FISBB
were completed. Interlock and control schemes were developed.
Various process instruments and accessories were procured, tested and
evaluated for conformity with applicable standards. A number of
instrumentation detailing tasks were completed.

Algorithms for computer based implementation of a Safety Parameter
Display System (SPDS) for Indian PHWR have been developed.
Development of software, based on the status logic tree models for
seven critical safety functions (CSFS) is underway.

Human Reliability Analysis was carried out in respect of the Human
Interactions involved in the execution of important Operating
Procedures for Emergency Conditions (OPECs). As an outcome of the
analysis, it should be possible to either implement modifications of
the Human Interactions or support their performance with suitable
operator aides, in order to reduce their contribution to overall risk
and thereby enhance safety.
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A research project is being carried out under the aegis of the IAEA
Coordinated Research Programme (CRP) on Collection and Classification
fo Human Reliability Data for use in PSA. The main focus of the work
is the collection of data from Indian NPP operating experience and the
development of a Data Bank for use in HRA/PSA.

Analysis of the design aspects of a supplementary Control Room for
Indian PHWR was carried out and Design Standards were reviewed.
Contributions were made to the preparation of a draft Design Safety
Guide for supplementary Control Room. This work was carried out under
the direction of the Advisory Committee for Preparation of Codes ,
Guides and Associated Manuals for Safety in Design of Nuclear Power
Plants (ACCGD) of AERB.

PSA Studies :

The report on PSA level 1 study of Kaiga has been completed and
submitted to NPC. It was presented and discussed with various
Maintenance, Operations and technical services group at Kaiga. The
idea was to check the details of reliability analysis, Human
reliability and Common cause factors, dominating accident sequences
etc. at the site.

The annexure on "Equipment Reliability of NAPS SARRA-96' which is
based on the reliability analysis of some important safety system
using data from plant operating experience has been reviewed in detail
and a number of suggestions have been made.

A report on 'Safety Analysis of POTON Irradiator' has been prepared
for the food irradiator Project. This includes a reliability analysis
of the control systems of the irradiator and a probabilistic
evaluation of risk to an operator entering the cell area.

A software 'Living PSA of NAPS' which can be used for updating safety
assessment of the plant based on operating experience and in many
decisions regarding safety issues during plant operations has been
demonstrated at NAPS and a report on "Operations Manual on Living PSA
of NAPS has also been sent.

Qualification approval and ageing research studies are being carried
out for a variety of components from various plants to estimate the
life expectancy and determine usage under applicable environmental
conditions covering normal operations and accident conditions.

BARC is participating in the IAEA-CRP on "Ageing Management of
In containment I & C cables and Motor Operated Valves', In connection
with ageing studies of cables extensive testing has been carried out
on XLPE, EPR and other cables including their LOCA qualification.
Presently cable specimens have been placed at some locations in TAPS
to study the degradation pattern.



REFUELLING TECHNOLOGY DIVISION

Major Achievements

Calibration, pre-commissioning and acceptance testing of two
fuelling machine heads were completed. With this two heads each
for RAPP 3/4 and Kaiga have been handed over to NPCIL.

As a part of continuing programme to reduce manrem
expenditure, conceptual design for Channel Isolating Plug (CHIP)
for repair of damaged end fitting seal faces and remotising of
vibration diagnostic system of PHWR pressure tubes has been
developed. Elastomer seal for Fuelling Machine snout developed by
RTD was successfully used at KAPS for refuelling channel having
damaged end fitting E-face.

Special Sealing Plug for BARCIS MK II have been manuactured
and tested satisfactorily and are ready for use at MAPS. Site
persons were trained (jointly with RCnD & AFD) for use of BARCIS
in a bid to hand over the system to them. An In-head calibration
plug for BARCIS is also ready for testing at site. Prototype
equipment for wet Integrated Garter Spring Repositioning System
<INGRES) like special closure plug and Delivery Machine have been
•fabricated and are undergoing extensive tests at Engg. Hall No. 7.

Wear test set up for PHWR fuel bundle was commissioned and
19 element split spacer fuel bundles were tested. Experiments for
drag force/friction of fuel bundle in pressure channel using
fuelling machine test facility at Hall-3 and Hall-7. were
completed.

Design and development work related to 500 MWe PHWR was
continued. Endurance testing of 37 element fuel bundles in the
•fuel locator test iacility has been completed for
5000 hours at simulated reactor conditions of pressure,
temperature and flow. Design of embedded parts, shuttle assembly,
pneumatic & process water flow sheets for spent fuel transfer
systems have been completed and about 35 Nos. of drawings have
been prepared and approved.

Facilities for endurance testing of hydraulic components,
linear and rotary actuator test facilities, servo valve test
facility and required oil hydraulic power pack system, control
system have been installed in Hall No. 3 as part o-f setting up of
Fluid Power Lab. The system is in advance stage of commissioning.
High pressure, high flow water hydraulic supply system using high
pressure oil has been conceived, prototype is being developed.

Preliminary concept of Advanced Heavy Water Reactor Fuel
handling system has been conceived.

Different options for heat transport and liquid metal system
using air/water receiver for mini power generation capsule using
solar energy and LMMHD technology were studied and proposal for
feasibility/project report was prepared.
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REPOSITORY PROJECTS SECTION

Major Achievements

1. Site Selection Programme for Deep Geological Repository:

Under Project "Repository for Immobilised Waste
Products, (RIP) Phase-II", considerable progress was achieved
during the year. Extension zone (JS-1) of about 52 sq km was
further narrowed down to 25 sq km, sub-zone based on 1:5000
scale geological and structural mapping for further
evaluation. Surface geophysical surveys, using shallow/deep
resistivity, magnetic and electromagnetic methods were
completed in this sub- zone. The interpretation of data
obtained from these surveys gave an insight of the nature of
the granitic rockmass upto a depth of 1000 m, identifying
possible horizons of fracturing, intrusives and groundwater.
An area of about 9 sq km could be carved out as most uniform
and homogeneous mass for detailed subsurface investigation by
borehole drilling.

Detailed geological and structural mapping of another
zone, JS-2 (Dangri-Olecha) in the same granitic pluton was
carried out on 1:25000 scale over an area of 80 sq km. by
Geological Survey of India. The report of the mapping and
petrographical and geochemical analysis of the rock samples
is under preparation.

Work of designing of a conceptual pilot repository was
entrusted to Central Mining Research Institute (CMRI),
Roorkee. All available geological, structural, hydrological
and environmental data of Kalpakkam Charnockite rock
formation and granites of JS-1 zone was provided for this
purpose. Field investigations were undertaken jointly by the
scientists of BARC and CMRI to understand the joint/fracture
systems and RQD in these rock formations .

2. Host Rock Characterisation Programme

Host rock charactersation programme of charnockite rock
formation at Kokilimedu, Kalpakkam by drilling three deep
bore holes of 600m each was concluded. Geophysical logging
viz. temperature, SP, caliper, natural gamma and resistivity
was carried out by National Geophysical Research Institute.
Results of these investigations have indicated the presence
of major fracture zones at various depths. In-situ stress and
hydrofracturing studies were also carried out in these bore
holes. Draft reports on these investigations were discussed
and finalised.
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Expert services of National Institute of Rock
Mechanics, Kolar Gold Fields are being utilised for studying
thermomechanical behaviour of core samples recovered from
deep bore holes drilled in charnockite rock formation at
Kalpakkam under elevated pressures and temperatures. The
joint/fracture characterisation of charnockite and granite is
also being carried as a part of this project.

3. Computer Based Studies:

Development of computer codes for radionuclide
migration was continued. Codes are being developed to deal
with mixed source of radionuclides with convective and
dispersive transport in different dimensions. Preliminary
programming for fracture modelling was also carried out.

The interpretation of massive data collected from
multi heater thermo-mechanical experiment at underground
chamber of KGF mines was finally completed, by calculation of
heat induced stresses at different distances and depths from
the heaters.

Prediction of zone of influence due to different shapes
of excavation is being studied in the context of repository
rockmass excavation response. A programme is being developed
to predict the zone of influence due to an elliptical
excavation in a massive elastic rock.

4. Geochemical Studies:

Physico-chemical evaluation of soil and groundwater
samples at various depths from Kudankulakmm area was
completed.

Hydro-geochemical studies on water samples
bore holes drilled at Kalpakkam were carried out,
the variations in TDS and salinity values in
holes, inflow / outflow pattern of ground water
determined.

5. Miscellaneous Works:

from deep
Based on

these bore
are being

Seventeen bore holes were drilled at Solid Waste
Management Site, Tarapur for monitoring purposes around new
RCC trenches.
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SOLID STATE PHYSICS DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. NEUTRON BEAM RESEARCH: Theory and Experiment

i) Neutron was discovered 65 years ago. Nevertheless, controversies over
electromagnetic interactions of this neutral particle have raged till lately. Two SSPD
physicists have addressed the issue and shown the acceleration to be an
irrefutable consequence of the canonical momentum conservation [Phys. Rev. Lett. 2S.
p. 1399 (1997)]. SSPD scientists have derived bounds on the velocity change effectable
by such an accleration and put an end to the long standing controversy by establishing
that the acceleration is observable in an interference experiment.

ii) Due to its relevance in catalytic and separation processes, the dynamics of water molecules
in porous alumina has been studied using quasielastic neutron scattering technique. The
dynamical behaviour is found to be clearly different from that in bulk water.

iii) The study of high temperature structural phase transitions in ferroelectric T1NO3 using
single crystal and powder neutron diffraction has revealed that TlNOj transforms from
room temperature oithorhombic phase to a trigonal phase above 79 C through a subtle 90°
flip of one of the nitrate ions in the cell, and then to the cubic phase above 143 C with
onset of orientational disorder for all nitrate ions. Interestingly, in all the orientations, the
planes of nitrate ions remain parallel to faces of surrounding pseudo-cubes of Tl-ions. A
new glassy phase has also been observed on quenching the T1NO3 powder samples from
the cubic phase to room temperature.

iv) Continuing our programme of study of materials and minerals of interest to geophysics,
petrology and nuclear-waste management, neutron inelastic scattering experiments were
carried out successfully on zircon and aluminium silicates at the Dhruva reactor and in
collaboration at the pulse-neutron facilities at ISIS (U.K.) and Argonne (U.S.A.). The
experiments were planned and analysed using extensive lattice dynamical calculations
which were also used to predict and understand the thermodynamic properties of these
materials at high pressures and temperatures. Molecular dynamics simulations were
continued on several geophysical minerals using the parallel computer ANUPAM. Phase
tranformations were simulated in MgSiO3 polymorphs from the phases occurring in
Earth's upper mantle to that occurring in the lower mantle.

v) The controversy regarding the low temperature magnetic phase of geometrically frustrated
KMnFef 6 has been resolved by neutron diffraction and neutron depolarisation studies. It
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is shown that XMnFeF6 remains ferrimagnetic below 148 K and the reported spin-glass
like features in ac susceptibility and low-field magnetisation arise due to the thermally
activated movement of magnetic domain walls.

vi) Neutron beam research facilities at BARC were regularly used by several University
researchers under the IUC-DAEF scheme, leading to successful completion and
publication of results on several experiments. The notable studies include:

(a) the micellization behaviour of newly developed Gemini surfactants
(b) SANS measurements on temperature sensitive ferrofluids. The magnetic size of
ferrofluid particles in solution is observed to be smaller than its physical size, and
c) Inelastic neutron scattering studies carried out at Dhruva (in collaboration with Physics
Department, Goa University) on the Kondo system CeSi2.xGax (0.7<=x<=1.3) as a
function of temperature (10 K - 300 K), have enabled the calculation of the coupling
constants as well as the Crystal Electric Field parameters.

vii) A landmark achievement in neutron beam research instrumentation has been the successful
commissioning of two long cold neutron guides at the Dhruva reactor. The design,
fabrication and installation of these guides was a totally indigenous effort.

viii) A window based software package has been developed in collaboration with Computer
Division for the simulation and inversion of multiple small angle scattering data. The
package can extract single scattering profile, in absolute scale, from SAS data affected by
multiple scattering. It provides information like particle/pore size distribution, specific
surface area and other parameters of SAS technique of the scattering matrix. This will
serve as a very powerful tool to analyse and characterise technologically important
materials like cements and other ceramics.

2. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNIQUES

i) A study of Porous silicon films carried out using muons (at Rutherford Appleton
Laboratories) indicated formation of large fraction of bond-centered Muoniura and
anisotropic nature of cage centered Muonium hyperfine field.

ii) The experiment on the effect of laser heating and external heating on Raman spectra of
n-type porous silicon films have been completed and the results have been interpreted
to provide a detailed information about the layered microstructure of these types of
films.

iii) A high pressure Diamond Anvil Cell for Raman scattering investigations has been
commissioned.

iv) An indigenous personal computer based system for on-line study of pattern formation by
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solute aggregation from aqueous solutions is developed. Using this system, diffusion
limited aggregation (DLA) of copper from copper chloride solution and difiusionless
growths of patterns from aqueous solution of ascorbic acid are studied as a function of
time. Fractal dimension calculated for copper fractals obtained by DLA process is found
to be 1.66 which is very near to the reported theoretical as well as experimental value of
the fractal dimension for DLA. For ascorbic acid patterns, which are typical examples of
circular growths by difiusionless aggregation process, growth velocity as a function of the
radius of the aggregate is found to be constant.

3. PROTEIN CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

The DAE-DBT National Facility for Macromolecular Crystallography is being actively
used for molecular biology, biochemical purification and protein crystallography research
by scientists in BARC, SAHA Institute, TIFR, IISc. The following projects have been
accomplished.

(i) The structure of cloned human carbonic anhydrase rHCAI has been determined to 3.0 A
resolution. This is the first of its kind in the country where the complete protein
engineering has been done in BARC.

(ii) The three dimensional structure of a cytotoxin gelonin having potential applications in the
treatment of cancers, has been unravelled at 1.8 A resolution.

(iii) The mutant of HTV-I protease which is resistant to drugs used for the treatment of AIDS
desease has been expressed, purified and crystallized. The structure of this mutant
determined at 2.3 A resolution is found to be different as compared to drug sensitive
HIV-I protease. This is expected to provide important inputs for drug design against
AIDS.

4. INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

Under a joint collaborative program with the Rutherford Appleton Lab., U.K., BARC has
fabricated and supplied equipment worth £ 200,000/- towards the installation of a
sophisticated neutron spectrometer.
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SPECTROSCOPY DIVISION

Major Achievements

The activities of Spectroscopy Division can be broadly

categorised into (i) research in atomic, molecular and solid

state spectroscopy (ii) analysis of uranium and other reactor

grade materials for presence of trace level impurities and

(iii) development of optical instruments and devices. A

brief description of these activities carried out during 1996

is given below :

I. ATOMIC SPECTROSCOPY :

i) Resonance Ionization Spectroscopy of Europium Atom :

In order to get information on high lying energy

levels of Eu I, resonance ionization spectroscopy of

europium atom was carried out in a heatpipe oven-

thermionic diode system using excimer laser pumped

dye lasers. Stepwise resonance excitation, using two

dye lasers, was employed with the objective of

finding new energy levels of Eu I in the region

39000 - 47000 cm"1 and also to evaluate their total

angular momentum (J). The preliminary data have been

analysed and further studies are in progress. The

information about the energy levels are important,

both for atomic structure theory as well as

applications like trace detection etc.

ii) Electronic Configuration of the Energy Levels of

Complex Spectra of some of the Rare Earths : 'Isotope

shift studies provide valuable insight into the

electronic configuration of the energy levels and

have been very effective in understanding the atomic

structure of the rare earths. Isotope shift (IS)

data, recorded on Recording Fabry-Parot spectrometer
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in UV regon of spectra of Nd+, Dy, Gd and Gd*. were

analysed. The analysis of IS in more than 260

spectral lines has resulted in term shifts (AT) of 60

energy levels of Nd+, 70 levels of Gd and Gd* and 25

levels of Dy. Most of the AT values have been

evaluated for the first time. This analysis has

provided confirmation for the configuration

assignments and has led to new configurations for

the unassigned levels.

iii) Setting up Ion-Trap Facility : Ion-traps are proving

to be a verstile tool for carrying out presicion

spectroscopy, lifetime measurements of metastable

states and doing spectroscopy with ions. Our project

of setting an RF-trap (Paul type) is nearing

completion. The UHV chamber designed and fabricated

for housing the trap has been tested upto 10~9.mbar

using ion pump backed by turbo molecular pump. The

assembly of ion trap in UHV chamber is in progress.

II. MOLECULAR ELECTRONIC SPECTROSCOPY :

The spectroscopic characterisation of the electronic

structure of simple molecules and radicals was continued

by investigating the gas phase electronic spectra of

neutral as well as ionic diatomics, with details as

follows:

i) GeS (germanium monosulphide): Spectra exclusively due

to the single isotopomers 70GeS/74GeS were excited.

The gross structures of the E 1Z* - X 1E* and A lH

- X 1Z* transitions were measured. The vibrational

analysis of the A-X bands has been completed after

identifying many new bands. Quantitative study of

the vibronic intensity distribution in the A XII -
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X S* transition has led to the inference of a linear

variation of the A —> X electronic transition moment.

ii) A1C1 .(aluminium monochloride) : High resolution

analysis of the rotational structure of the 0-0 band

in the a3n0 t > X1!* subtransitions of A135-C1 has

been completed.

iii) Incl* (Indium monochloride cation) : The B2Z+ >

X2Z* band system of this cation was produced in the

stable and intense hollow-cathode discharge. The

rotational structures of three strong bands, recorded

on a THR-1500 Jobin Yvon monochromator as well as on

the 10.6m Ebert spectrograph, reveal exquisite

hyperfine splittings (mainly due to In, having

nuclear spin I = 9/2) consisting of 10 components

with typical separation of 0.06 cm"1

iv) Solid Hydrogen : Accurate rovibrational matrix

elements of the multipole moments Q» {1 = 2 to 10)

and the linear polarizabilities of the H molecule

were computed and the results applied to interpret

the AJ=6 and AJ=8 zero-phonon transitions in the

i.r.spectrum of solid hydrogen.

In the field of theoretical quantum optics, the

generalized quasiprobability distribution for Hermite

polynomial "squeezed" states was studied.

III. LASER SPECTROSCOPY :

i) Excited States of Sm Atom using RIMS; Photoionisation

studies of neutral samarium atom have been carried

out using Resonance Ionization Mass spectrometry
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technique. The technique has the advantage that

energy levels of the same parity as that of the

ground state can be studied which is not possible by

conventional spectroscopy. Using excimer laser

pumped tunable dye lasers for excitation and

photoionisation of Sm, 86 new high lying even parity

energy levels were discovered for the first time.

Precise measurements of energies and the total

angular momentum have been carried out for these

levels. These studies will help in finding efficient

pathways for ionization, ultra trace analysis and

obtaining more detailed electronic structure of these

atoms.

ii) Emission Intensity Measurements of Excimer Laser

Produced Titanium Plasma : Laser ablation of metallic

titanium was carried out using XeCl excimer laser.

Space resolved emission from the plasma plume was

recorded at differenct positions from the target

surface. Measured intensity of neutral and ionized

titanium was used to determine electron temperature

(T ) and electron number density (n ) at different

points in the plasma. Time resolved optical emission

of the ablation plasma was recorded using a 200MHz

transient digitizer. The experiment was carried out

in vacuum as well as in argon and oxygen atmosphere

at 5 and 50 torr pressure. Time profiles of certain

Til, Till and Tilll lines show some interesting

features about change and velocity distribution of

the emitted species.

iii) Bimodel Solvatochromism of Neutral Red: Evidence for

TICT Mechanism : In collaboration with Chemistry

Division, the electronic absorption and fluorescence
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properties of Neutral Red (NR) have been investigated

at room temperature in several pure and mixed

solvents of various polarities. Neutral form of the

dye is extracted and solvent polarity effects have

been studied. Analysis of the unusual solvatochromic

behaviour reveals that in higher solvent polarity

range, TICT mechanism takes place. Molar extinction

coefficient, fluorescence quantum yield and dipole

moment of the excited states have been determined.

Lifetimes of the excited states have also been

measured.

IV. INFRARED & RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY :

Apart from carrying out basic research studies, the FTIR

and Raman Instrument are used for analysis and

characterization of materials received from various

divisions of BARC and other units of DAE.

i) High Resolution FTIR Spectroscopic Studies : High

resolution IR data of carbonyl fluoride (an

intermediate product in the decomposition of

stratospheric ozone by CFCs in the region of'the v^

fundamental band were successfully analysed.

Satisfactory interpretation of the spectra required

a rigorous analysis which involved the inclusion of

Fermi resonance and coriolis interaction with an

overtone and combination level. Deperturbed

molecular constants for the three interacting states

as well as perturbation parameters that fit the

data, within the limits of the the experimental

accuracy were obtained. Interesting evidence of

"axis switching" (change in geometry) on vibrational

excitation to the 2v2 state has been observed for

the first time.
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ii) Raman Spectroscopic Studies of Solids : The

detection assembly of the Spex Ramalog double

monochromator was replaced by an indigenously

assembled system consisting of a cooled

photomultiplier tube, a photon counting unit and a

PC based data acquisition system. A variable

temparature cryostat (100°K-400°K) for single

crystal studies was designed and fabricated for the

study of phase transitions in single crystals.

Raman spectra of sodium and ammonium barium chloride

dihydrate crystals were recorded to investigate the

behavior of lattice modes as well as internal modes

as a function of temperature. Evidence of an order-

disorder type phase transition at ~ 267k was

observed in the sodium compound. Pressure induced

amorphisation in calcium phosphate was investigated

through Raman studies in collaboration with the

Chemistry Division.

iii) Analysis : During the year FTIR spectra of several

samples from Applied Chemistry Division (for

characterization of the quinone and OH group),

ceramic samples from Powder Metallurgy Division as

well as xerox toner samples from Central Forensic

Science Lab., Calcutta were recorded and analysed.

The Raman spectra of diamond and diamond like carbon

films grown on various substrates, using different

techniques by Chemistry Division, L&PTD and I IT,

Powai, were recorded with a view to optimise the

growth parameters as well as to characterize the

nature of the films. Laser Raman spectra of several

haloimide samples from Chemistry Division were also

recorded.
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V. ALYTICAL SPECTROSCOPY :

Service Analysis

During the year 1996, 1230 samples were analysed involving

7074 determinations. The break-up of the samples is as

follows :

U-metal/U03 : 617

Rare earth Nitrate solution : 394

Miscelleneous samples : 219

Among the samples sent by various Divisions of BARC, bulk

of the load is from UREED, Met. Division and AFD. In

addition, disc cutter samples of high speed steel received

from NPC and meteorite sample from Nehru Planetorium,

Mumbai were analysed.

VI. ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTATION :

The indigenously built ICP-AES System after its successful

design, fabrication and installation was subjected to

rigorous performance evaluation. Among its major

components, fabrication of the scanning monochromator and

32-channel polychromator involved joint collaborative

effort of Spectroscopy Division and the Central Workshop.

RP and DC arc power supplies were made by TP&PED of our

Centre.

The scanning monochromator with ICP source was used to

analyse eight rare earth elements Ce,Sm,Gd,Dy,Er,Eu,Y and

Yb. At optimised argon flow rates and 800W RF power these

elements could be analysed in the concentration range of

0.05 to 5.0 (xg/val with precision of 7-13% for the above

elements except Ce at the lowest level of concentration.

The hardware and software developed in house for the

control of the monochromator, data acquisition system and

data analysis have met all the specifications.
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Performance of the 22-channel polychromator is being

tested using the DC arc source. Positions of the 22

photomultiplier tubes have been fixed and signal built-up

observed in all the channels. Experiments were carried

out to improve detection limits by optimization of

parameters. Currently a limit of 5 ppm is reached for a

large number of elements. Testing of 22 Channel Data

Acquisition System software has been completed.

VII.SYNCHROTRON INSTRUMENTATION :

The performance of the indigenously developed Seya-Namioka

monochromator for the Photophysics Beamline has been

tested in the spectral region 2000A - 5000A using a

mercury source. The wave length linearity and

reproducibility have been found to be satisfactory.

Assembly work of the Photoelectron Spectroscopy beamline

is under way. The pre and post mirror chambers of 1.4m

toroidal grating monochromator have been positioned. The

grating mount drive assembly for the 6.6 m Eagle

spectrometer which will be used for the High Resolution

VUV beamline has been fabricated and optically tested.

VIII.OPTICS & THIN FILMS :

A Fabry-Parot etalon having a finesse of 22 and free

spectral range of 30 GHz has been successfully developed.

By imcorporating it in the cavity of a dye laser it is

being used for active wavelength stabilisation by L&PTD.

The installation work of a sophisticated Vaccum

Evaporation Unit (VERA 902)has been completed. Various

types of multilayer optical thin film devices like narrow

band filters, beam combiners and laser mirrors have been

produced for the users in BARC.
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SPENT FUEL HANDLING SECTION

Major Achievements

Spent Fuel Handling System (SFHS), Head End Treatment (HET),
Material Handling System (MHS),Remote Handling System (RHS) and
Process Sampling System (PSS) are some of the important activi-
ties of Fuel Reprocessing Programme,

Following are the major achievements:

1. KARP Project: AERB has cleared KARP for carrying out cold
commissioning of Head End. All radiation resistant viewing
windows were installed. One pair of Heavy duty extended Reach
MSMs, 2Te EOT crane, Hull collecting dolley drum, tilting flask
and its supporting structure, and a pair of mini manipulators
were installed. Flat shear and counter blades were used for
chopping. Main remote handling operations in dissolver cell
were tested.Spent Fuel Chopper was tested initially with cement
filled dummy fuel bundles. Cold commissioning of Head End was
successfully carried out on March 26, 1996, by chopping
unirradiated fuel bundles. Arrangements were being made for
transporting spent fuel from MAPS and storing them in spent fuel
storage pool of KARP. For smooth and trouble free pushing of
the fuel, semicircular liner at its end towards Shear Unit was
being modified. Counter blades for clamping and shear blades
for cutting were being modified to semicircular contour for
rigid clamping and smooth shearing. Action plan for completing
the documents for AERB clearance for hot commis.sioning of
equipments for spent fuel receipt, handling, charging, chopping,
dissolution and disposal of hull was worked out. Most of the
efforts of the staff of SFHS were diverted for preparing the
required documents for submitting to AERB Working 'Group for
Fuel Handling and for getting their clearance. Necessai'y assis-
tance was provided for installing the equipments for spent fuel
handling activities and given training to the O&M staff for spent
fuel handling.

For Process Sampling System necessary assistance was provided to
the KARP site for expediting installation, testing and
commissioning of Process Sampling System.The documents submitted
for PSS were reviewed and cleared by the AERB working group.
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2. FUS Project: All major equipments were procured. As soon as
cell top plugs, which were being fabricated in FRD W/S, are
available, the installation,testing and commissioning of Spent
Fuel Handling and Charging equipments could be completed.For PSS
arrangements were being made for installing the sampling equip-
ments .

3. BOP Project: Design details were being worked and as soon as
the high block building plans are approved the procurement of
equipments for Spent Fuel Handling and Process Sampling would
be started,

4. Modification jobs for PP, Trombay : A modified S.S. clad
charging cask was procured. Modified charging equipments were
being fabricated in FRD W/S. Arrangements were being made for
completing the pending jobs, for testing the modified fuel
charging set up and for withdrawal of stuck up spent fuel rod
for meeting the requirements of SARCOP.

5. 9th Plan projections: Budget estimates for SFHS, HET and PSS
were prepared for PREFRE III Project and forwarded. Budget
estimates were also provided for treating 2ircalloy clad
Thorium/Thorium oxide fuel in concrete shielded hot cell.

6. Developmental activities: SFH Section has carried out the
designs for thee^d^£§nnection of fuel feed liner for smooth
pushing of the^^modaiication of the contours of counter and
shear blades to semicircular shapes for proper clamping and
smooth cutting of the spent fuel.Hull monitoring system was
developped in consultation with
R.Ch.D. and FRD and arrangements were being made for installing
and testing the system at KARP.In cosultation with AFD tech-
niques were being developped f£T- £&&ting zircoloy cladding
material (mechanical decladding)*ana some^Suxs were already made.
For reducing the effect of impact loading during stipulated
accidental fall of shipping and charging casks by 9.2m, SFHS
was co-ordinating with CE<3, IGCAR for arriving at suitable
shock absorbing frames to withstand the impact energies
during the fall of the casks and to limit within the pool floor
design as per the present requirement of AERB.

7. Remote Handling devices and radiation resistance viewing
windows (RRVWs): In spite of continuous efforts from SFHS and
DRHR Master Slave Manipulators (MSMs), Power Manipulators (PMs)
could not be procured for KARP Project. Additional efforts
were being made to procure the required items soon. Regarding
RRVWs the possible suppliers were being contacted and discussed
for obtaining required windows for PREFRE III, ROP, FUS (for
treating zircalloy clad fuel) projects. They are very much
needed for required remote operation and maintenance of equip-
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ments within the shielded cells.

8. Procurement of spare Hydraulic cylinders, and shear internals
such as Aux. and Main Gags, Blade Holder and upper and lower
guide beams: These spare equipments are required for continuous
and uninterrupted operation of spent fuel choppers. The materi-
als for the same were being procured and arrangements were being
made with CWS for getting them fabricated.

9. IAEA Research Coordinated Programme(CRP)/Research
Contract(HC): SFHS was involved with the CRP/RC on i, "Mechanism
and Predictive Modelling of materials behaviour in Spent Fuel
Storage Facitilies" along with RMD,MScD,PREFRE,&. FRD and which
forms the part of the IAEA CRP on "Irradiation Enhanced Degrada-
tion of Materials in Spent Fuel Storage Facilities",ii,"Research
Reactor Aluminium clad fuel corrosion during storage" along with
MScD,RMD &, FRD,The deliberations for the former CRP/RC were
nearly completed as detailed below and for the latter CRP, test-
ing the Al clad material coupons at the spent fuel storage pools
was initiated.

10. Research Co-ordinated Meeting (RCM) on "Irradiation Enhanced
Degradation of materials in Spent Fuel Storage Facili-
ties(SFSF)": IAEA wanted to conduct the final RCM in India in
consultaion and with assistance from SFHS. The purpose of con-
ducting the RCM is to comtemplate a report on extrapolating
materials durability in Fuel Storage Pools (FSPs) prepared by
some of the participants, to draft a similar report on the
assessment of dry storage technology and to draft the final
report on Co-ordination Research Programme. SFHS has co-ordi-
nated for arranging the meeting in India during November 25-
29, 1996 at Murabai with Mr. P. Seetharamaiah as RCM Co-ordinator
and Mr. I. Ritchie, IAEA as Scientific Secretary. Six coun-
tries, USA, UK, Canada, Russia, Japan and India participared
in the RCM. In this RCM, Mr. I.Ritchie, IAEA has informed the
Agency's activities on nuclear fuel cycle. Mr.A.B. Johnson,
USA, the Chairman of the RCM has presented the summary of the
Research Co-ordination Programme carried out till September,
1996, titled "Basis to asses durability of Spent Nuclear Fuels
and Storage Facility components in Wet Storage". Mr.G.Knowles,
UK, has presented on "Corrosion of sensitised AGR fuel cladding
in moist air environment of 35 and 50 deg. C. Mr.Fraser King,
Canada has presented on "Predicting the effects of Microbial
Activity on the corrosion of Copper Nuclear Fuel Waste Disposal
containers. Mr, V, Chichov, Russia has presented on "examina-
tion of microstructure and composition of Zr-1 Nb cladding as
operated in Boiling Water Reactors and after Wet Storage".
Mr. K. Hashizume, Japan, has presented on "Estimation of Hydro-
gen Redestribution in Zircaloy cladding of Spent Fuel under
thermal conditions of dry storage and evaluation of its
influence of mechanical properties of cladding.
Mr.P.Seetharamaiah, Chief Scientific Investigator, India, has
summarised the activities carried out in India followed by the
presentations by the members of the Indian team as detailed
below:
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i,Assessment of pool integrity using ultrasonic measure-
ments for pool wall, stainless steel pool lining, concrete
blocks, M.S. angle welded with pool lining, under water
examination of pool, and pool lining testing using ultrasonic
testing techniques.

ii,Procedure and experimental programme for general corrosion,
iii,Evaluation of methods for examination and testing of

materials in SFSFs,
iv,Electrochemical Potential measurements - a tool to

monitor/predict corrosion in SFS pools,
v,An accelerated test to assess the susceptibility to loca-

lised corrosion in SFSPs,
vi,Overview of Dry Storage and SIM Fuel Studies for evolution of
corrosion of fuel and clad materials for Dry Storage,

vii,Spent Fuel Storage in India - a design approach,
viii,Predictive Modelling Studies for corrosion of Zirconium,

Aluminium and Stainless Steel Alloys,
ix,Influence of Chlorine Concentration on the pitting be-

haviour of materials of interest in DM water in room tempera-
ture, and

x,Monitoring of microbes causing biofouling - an overview.

Mr. I. Ritchie, IAEA and other participants were quite
impressed about the arrangements made and the outcome of the RCM.
On the basis of reports received from the participants,
Mr.I, Ritchie and Mr. A.B. Johnson would compile the data received from
the participants and IAEA would prepare a TECDOC for the CRP.
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Publications

1."Corrosion behaviour of materials in spent fuel storage

pools" at NACE, International conference on corrosion and

its control,IIT,Mumbai,Nov.28,1995:

V.Kain, E.Ramadasan, S.Anantaraman, H,R.Pimparkar, K.Agarwal,

Munish Chandra, & P.Seethararaaiah

2."Overview of Dry Storage of Spent Fuel and SIM fuel studies

for evaluation of fuel and clad materials for dry storage"at IAEA

RCM.Mumbai,Nov.25-29,1996:Dr.A.K.Sengupta & K.Agarwal

3."Spent Fuel Storage in India-A design aproach"and"Elastometers

and Radiolysis of water", IAEA RCM,Mumbai, Nov.25-29,1996:

K.Agarwal

4."Predictive modelling for corrosion of Zircoly,Aluminium,and SS

materials", IAEA RCM,Mumbai.Nov.25-29,1996:H.R.Pimparkar



TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. Important projects.

TSD completed all the assignments pertaining to electrical
and mechanical systems for various projects such as CCCM, Hyd~
erabad, inpatient facility at BARC Hospital, 8th five year plan
works of TSD and 8th five year plan projects of user divisions.

At CCCM, Hyderabad, Clean Laboratory System* with metal
•free materials of construction were implemented successfully.
The cleanliness levels achieved were far better than those
speci fi ed.

At BARC Hospital Sterile Room have been constructed for
barrier nursing facility. At this place also new arrangement for
HEPA filters and frames have been tried for first time. Heat
pipes have been introduced for recovery of refrigeration and for
maintaining satisfactory indoor conditions which will facili-
tate Barrier Nursing, Bone marrow transplant etc.

2.Energy Conservation

1100 TR machine which was renovated in last year by using
unique methods continued to give energy efficient performance.
Power factor improvement, lighting improvement, and optimal
operation of sub-station equipments and AC plants were continued
for consolidating the energy conservation gains.

3. O&M of Utility Net Work

Various infrastructural utilities comprising electrical
power, airconditioning, ventilation, water supply, boilers,
lifts, D.G.Sets etc. were operarted and maintained satisfactorily
•for uninterrupted performance through out the year and espe-
cially, during important occasions like International Mathematics
Olympiad, visits of dignitories, national and international
symposia etc.
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THEORETICAL PHYSICS DIVISION

Major Achievements

A. REACTOR PHYSICS

1. MOX Fuel in TAPS

Anamolous flux peak behaviour observed in MOX fuel
assemblies of TAPS cores was studied by SUPERB code. The
study revealed that the TIP conversion factors C and J need
a re-definition when a MOX fuel is surrounded by O-fuels. A
receipe has been worked out whereby one can use additional
set of conversion factors C* in order to account for the
above phenomenon.

2. Artificial Neural Network(ANN)

Application of Artificial Neural Network(ANN) in the
PHWR design and operational analysis has been taken up.
With a view to develop this expertise for practical
problems, the PHWR core simulation code CEMESH was used to
train an ANN algorithm for movement of RRs in a 220 MWe
PHWR. After adequate training ANN was seen to more or less
reproduce the channel power distributions calculated by
CEMESH for any arbitary combination of RR positions in just
a few ms.

3. High Temperature Reactor For Space Applications

After a review of several design concepts of a nuclear
reactor for space propulsion applications, it was found that
the Particle Bed Reactor (PBR) is the most attractie choice.
Detailed physics calculations were done to achieve the
minimum critical mass. Studies were also done with
alternative fuel like 0-233. Use of [J-233 increases the
reactivity significantly. A minimum critical mass of 1.7 Kg
of 0-235(93% enr..»-or a mass of 1.1 Kg of 0-233(100% enr.)
was found to be adequate for a system moderated and fully
reflected with Be and with hydrogen coolant.

4. Experiments in CIRUS

With a view to test the On-line Flux Mapping Software
(OFMS) algorithms which are developed for the design and
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operation of 500 MWe PHWR, one set of measurements of Cu
activation profiles were carried out in CIRUS reactor. Data
for different combinations of adjuster positions would be
collected prior to the long term maintenance shutdown of the
reactor.

5. Physics Design of 500 MWe PHWR

Further studies for the design of 500 MWe PHWR were
carried out. These studies are related to (1) The number
and location of COPPS, (ii)initial core loading with 12
Thorium bundles and its followup, (iii) loss of.regulation
transient analysis, and (iv) the variation of void
reactivity with coolant conditions. The core simulation
code TRIVENI has been modified to include (i) Xenon and R-
Rhodium equations and (iijoperation of zonal control system.
The transient analysis code 3D-FAST was also improved. The
experimental validation of flux mapping system simulator
MONIC in CIRUS reactor is under progress.

6. Nuclear Data

6.1 Selective Updating of Nuclear Data

86 enriched U02 lattices, 61 U-metal lattices and 30
PuC>2 mixed oxide lattice were analysed with NEMURLI code and
the cross section libraries WIMS69 (old 1966), WIMS87 (NEA
data bank), K0R-WIMSU988 >, TRKOV data for CJ-235, U-238.
Reaction rates and conversion ratios were also compared with
measured values wherever available. It is found that for
oxide lattice the average Keff is over-predicted by about 2%
for KOR-WIMS library, by 0.V% for WIMS69 library while the
other two evaluations show an under-prediction by 0.4%, For
metal latices the spreads are less. Recommendations of
proper cross section data and resonance integrals will be
based on the above analyses,

6.2 Consolidation of Nuclear Data

A list of 174 nuciides were selected from the above
three cross section data libraries and combined into a
single data set. These include fuel nuciides from Thorium
to Curium, more than 36 fission product nuciides, moderator,
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control and structural materials which are ne'ede in thermal
reactor claculations. A new depletion routine is being
developed which will cover the full burnup chain and the
above set of fission product nuclides.

6.3 Cross sections based on Optical Model
About half a dozen most commonly employed optical model

potentials were used to calculate the total, elastic and
reaction cross sections for neutrons of energy ranging from
1 to 150 MeV in case of C, Al, Ca, Fe, Sn Pb and V nuclides
which span the entire mass range of periodic table and are
important for the application in nuclear technology. These
cross sections for each of the nuclides along with the
experimental data are plotted for intercomparison for
providing a basis for parameter recommendations'. Some
nuclei specific potentials were also considered for
comparison. This work was done in connection of the IAEA
CRP on Development of Reference Input Parameter Library for
Nuclear Model calculations of Nuclear Data in collaboration
with Dr. P.(3. Young of Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA.

7. Modal Kinetics

The subspace iteration model to find lambda modes of
neutron diffusion equations has been developed. A
capability of calculating adjoint as well as direct fluxes
has been implemented. The model has been parallellised
using the ANUPUM computer. For a test case of a CANDU-PHWR,
12 modes were computed and a saving of nine-fold in CPU time
was achieved with parallellisation.

8. PWR Benchmarks

Amerian Nuclear Society proposed benchmarks to help
validate computer codes used for LWR neutronics
calculations. Three assembly configurations having a
progression in heteregenuity were analysed using the lattice
model LWRBOX and core model 3D-FAST.
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9. Statistical Correlation Techniques

A Markov Chain Approach for solving dead time problems
with time correlated pulses was developped. Solutions of
the Markov Chain equations have been obtained for passive
neutron assay and reactor noise problems by perturbation
theory and by a factorial cumulant expansion technique. The
theory has further been extended to included the effect of
space-energy dependence of the neutron field.
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10. List of Publications during 1996

10.1 Journals

1. "Solution of the Markov Chain for the Dead Time Problems",
S.B. Degwekar, Ann. Nucl. Energy (Accepted for Publication)

2. * "The Markov Chain Method for solving Dead Time Problems in

the Space Dependent Model of Reactor Noise", S.B. Degwekar,
Ann. Nucl. Energy, (Accepted for Publication).

3. "Computation of anisotropic flux escape and transmission

probabilities for cylindrical annular regions", Hem Prabha

and R.D.S. Yadav - Annals of Nuclear Energy, Vol.24, No. 4,

pp 315-324 (1997).

10.2 Th.P.D. - Notes

1. "Analysis of MOX FUEL Assembly with One or Two Pins
containing larger Plutonium content", P.D. Krishnani, Note
No.Th.P.D./474/1996

2. "Change of Albedos Due to Replacement of Fuel Support Pluges
by Dumy Fuel Assemblies in TAPS Reactors"- S.G.
Vaidya,V.K .Jain, V.N. Chaudhary, P.D. Krishnani and D.P.
Burte, Note No. Th.P.D./475/1996

3. Tarapur unit-2 cycle-15 beginning of cycle, S.G. Vaidya and

V.N. Chaudhary, report Th.P.D. Note no.478 dated 17/06/1996.

4. "Reactivity Load of Fission Product Ph-105 in 220 MWe PHWRS,
P.D. Krishnani and R. Srivenkatesan, Note No. ThPD/477.

5. "Tarapur Unit-1 Cycle-14 cycle summary report", S.G. Vaidya
and V.N. Chaudhary, Note No. ThPD/481, Aug.05, 1996

6. "Tarapur Unit-1 Cyole-15 Reload Pattern", S.G. Vaidya, V.N.
Chauhary and A.K. Kulkami, Note No. ThPD/483, Sept. 30,
1996
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7. "Weight Fractions of I), Fu Isotopes for Five Types of TAPS
Fuels as a Function of Burnup and Void", V, Jagannathan,
Note No.: Th.P.B./484, Oct. 16, 1996.

8. "Space-time Kinetics Analysis of Hypothetical Loss of
Regulation Transients in 500 MWe PHWK", V.K. Jain, Note No.
Th.PD/485 (Oct.96)

9. "Analysis of PWR Lattice Benchmark Problems", P.D. Krishnani
and V.K. Jain, Note No.Th.PD/489 (Dec.1996)

10. "TRIXEN - A New TRIVENI version with Explicit Simulation of
Xenon and Rhodium", by R. Srivenkatesan, V. Balaraman,
Arvind Kumar, Th.P.D., and, D. Nesaraj, T.N. Sandhya, R.F.
Dhanviz and A.N. Kumar, Analysis Group, NPCIL, Note No.
ThPD/486, 15 Nov. 1996.

11. "A study of Anomalous power peak observed in Mox fuel of
Tarapur BWR", V. Jagannathan and V.N. Chaudhary - Note
No.ThPD/490 dated 26/12/96.

10.3 Conferences

1. "Higher Order Flux Mapping method in Large Size PHWRs", A.K.
Kulkarni, V. Balaraman and H.D. Purandare, Paper presented
in IAEA-TCM on Advances in Heavy Water Reactors, Bombay.

2. "Time Average Equilibrium core simulations with a Higher
Order Nodal Code for PHWRs" R. Sriyenkatesan, V. Balaraman
and H.D. Purandare, Paper Accepted for International
Conference Physics of Reactors (PHYSOR), to be held in
Japan, Sept.96.

•3. "Experience of Kakrapar Atomic Power Plants with Thorium
Loading", R. Srivenkatesan et. al. , Paper Accepted for
PHYSOR.

4. "Comparative study of Full Length Shim Rods Vs Split Rods",
R.F. Dhanvij, et al and R. Srivenkatesan, National Conf. on
Radiation Shielding and Protection, IGCAR, Kalpakkam, June
26-28, 1996.
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5. "Power Ramp Analysis for 37 Element Fuel Bundle of 500 MWe

PHWR, Sherly Ray et al and R. Srivenkatesan, National Conf.

on RSAP, IGCAR, Kalpakkam, June 26-28, 1996.

6. "Need for Improvements in the Basic Nuclear Data Library for

Thermal Reactor Analyses", V. Jagannathan and S. Ganesan

(Nt.P.D.t, National Conf. on RSAP, IGCAR, Kalpakkam, June

26-28, 1996.

7. 'ANN Estimates of Channel Power Distribution in Real-Time",
B.P. Dubey, V. Jagannathan and S.K. Kataria, paper presented
at The International Conference on Knowledge Based Computer
Systems (KBCS-96), Mumbai during Dec.16-18, 1996.

8. "Intercomparison of optical model potentials for predicting
neutron cross sections of some nuclides", Ashok Kumar, Paper
sent for presentation at the International conference on
Nuclear Data for Science and Technology to be held at
Trieste, Italy during May 19-23, 1997.
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B. THEORETICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS

1. Feynman Path Integrals

A new expression for the path integrals for an
unharmonic oscillater was derived.

2. Quantum Optics and Geometric Phases

The work in the area of Quantum Optics during the year
of this report has been concerned with the investigations of
quantum effects in cavity electrodynamics; the definition of
coherent and squeezed states of an arbitrary hamiltonian
system describable by a Lie algebra; the problem of the
characterisation of the states of a system of spins as
classical or non-classical and the geometrical aspects of
the hamiltonian evolution. The theory of four-wave mixing
in a cavity has been the most significant contribution. It
makes new predictions about the•resonances in the four-wave
mixing susceptibility and puts a question mark on the
predictions of the existing theories by springing up a
surprise: the failure of the widely used; so called; secular
approximation. Some of the predictions of the theory about
the susceptibility of a cooperative system are stunning and
are yet to be explained in terms of the underlying physical
processes. The new theory of coherent and squeezed states
developed last year in the division has already been used to
sort out the ambiguities raised by the older approaches.
Similarly, the criterion proposed by us is the first of its
kind for classifying the states of a system of spins as
classical for non-classical in terms of a quasiprobability
function. It is expected to open new research avenues.

It was shown that the development of geometric phase is

inhibited during the evolution of a quantum system

subjected to a continuous measurement,
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3. Chaos and Statistical Mechanics

Interesting new analytical as well as numerical results

were obtained in the area of bifurcation theory related to

the period tripling phenomena in a periodically forced

Rayieigh-Duffing oscillator.

Within the semi-classical framework the expression for
the proliferation law of periodic orbits was used to obtain
the two-point correlation function for pseudo-integrable
billiards. This leads to a closed form for P(S), the
nearest neighbour distribution function.

It was shown that random matrix approach could be used
to study the statistical mechanics for dilute ideal gases.
In this framework there is no thrmal reservour and even so,
the second law of thermodynamics results from quantum chaos,
the theory also leads to the momentum distribution function
in two dimensions.

A systematic semi-classical linear response theory was
developed for many-body fermionic systems where the
effective one-body quantal system has a classical chaotic
dynamics.

The work on the search for quantum signatures of chaos
of a classically chaotic system yielded new results in
random matrix as well as the semiclassical phase space
approach.

4. Inertial Confinement Fusion

New reults on self-generated magnetic fields in hot

collisionai plasmas were obtained.

The problem of expansion of a dusty plasma in vacuum
was investigated and scaling laws were derived. Several
schemes of plasma- based acceleration of charged particles
were reviewed and their relative merits from practical
realizations were evaluated.
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Publications

Theoretical Physic Section:

1. "SfJ(l,l> coherent states defined via minimum-uncertainty
product and equality of quadrature variances", R.R. Puri and
G.S. Agarwal, Phy. Rev, A£3_ 1786(1996).

2. "Unitarily inequivalent classes of minimum uncertainty
states of SU(1,1)", R.R. Puri and G.S. Agarwal, Intl. J.
Mod. Phys. BJL£, 1563(1996).

3. "Stroboscopic dynamics of the micromaser", R.R. Puri, F,

Haake and D. Forster, JOSA BJ_3_, 2689(1996).

4. "A quasiprobability based criterion for classifying the
states of N spin-1/2 s as classical or non-classical", R.R.
Puri, J.Phys. A22, 5719(1996).

5. "Limit on the frequency of measuremtns in the quantum zeno
effect", A.K. Patf, Phys. Lett. A215. 7(1996).

6. "Nonuniversal spectral rigidity of quantum pseudointegrable
billiards" - H.D.Parab and S.R.Jain, J. Phys.A. Math. Gen.
22, 3903(1996). .

7. "Generation of'"poloidal magnetic field in a hot collisional
plasma by inverse Faraday effect" - M.K. Srivastava et al.
Phys. Plasmas 1, 1495(1996).

8. "Photon localization, the Pryce operator and Aharanov-Bohm
effect", A.K. Paii, Phys. Lett. AJ&lfi, 5(1996).

9. "From random matrix theory to statistical mechanics - anyon
gas", D. Alonso and S.R. Jain, Phys. Lett. B387. 812(1996).

10. "Periodic orbits sfod spectral statistics of pseudointegrable

sysems", D. Biswas, Phys. Rev. E54(Rapid Commun),

1044U996K
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11. "Effect of measurement on geometric phase during the
evolutionevolution of a quantum system", A.K. Pati and S.V.
Lawande, Phys. Lett. A223, 233(1996).

12. "Periodic Orbit theory and quantum - classical
correspondence" - D. Biswas and S.V. Lawande, Proc. Nat.
Acad. Sci. (India), Spl.Issue, 6_SA, 79(1996).

13. "Periodic orbits in a single ray-splitting system", Phys.

Rev. E M , 1232(1996).

14. "Semiclassical theory for many body Fermionic Systems", P.

Gaspard and S.R. Jain, Pramana - J. Phys. Special Issue on

Nonlinearity in Physical Sciences, IS, 503(1996).

Mathematical Physics

Publications

1. "Some new results pertaining to criticality and time
eigenvalues of one-speed neutron transport equation" - D.C,
Sahni - (review paper; Prog, in Nucl. Energy 30, 305(1996).

2. Some reciprocity-like relations in multi group neutron
diffusion and transport theory over bare homogeneous
regions" - R.S. Modak and D.C. Sahni - Ann. Nucl. Energy 23,
955(1996).

3. "Modelling of a vibrating reactor boundary and the
calculation of induced neutron noise" - N.S. Garis, I Pa3sit
and D.C. Sahni - Ann. Nucl. Energy 23, p.1197(1996).

4. "Criticality eigenvalues of one-speed transport equation
with Inonu scattering - relationship with rod model" - D.C.
Sahni and N.G. Sjostrand (communicated) - Trans. Theory and
Statis. Phys. (1996).



TRAINING & MANAGEMENT SERVICES
DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. 39th Course of BARC Training School completed the
one year orientation training proramme in July 1996. 72
trainees in 10 disciplines successfully completed the
programme and were absorbed in various units of DAE for
R&D assignments. Graduation Function was held on July
30, 1996 which was graced by the Director-Seneral ,
CSIR as the Chief Guest. Top ranking trainees in
individual disciplines received Homi Bhabha Prize from
the Chief Guest.

2. Along with 39th Course, 5 trainees of 5th
Orientation training for M.Techs also completed their
training. Their placement was decided at the time of
induction itself, as is the practice.

3. The division was redesignated as Training &
Management Services Division from Aug 1996 and was
given additional mandates like structuring modules for
retraining of existing staff, revenue generating
custom built refresher courses for industries,
streamlining training offered to overseas trainees
especially through IAEA etc. The division earnestly
applied itself to these issues.

4. One week refresher course in 'Fj.nite Element
Methods' for designers in industry was successfully
conducted in Dec 1996 with participants from several
private industries benefitting. A one week programme on
'Nuclear Technology' was worked out for Tata Consulting
Engineers <TCE). CThis programme was implemented in
March 19973.

5. Written Test pre-screening for Training School
admission was carried out successfully for the first
time on all-India basis with the help of DAE units
located at these places. Interviews for shortlisted
candidates were held in Mumbai. The current 40th Course
of Training School was constituted with 110 trainees in
in Sept 1996. They are expected to complete the
training by mid-August 1997. Steps were also
initiated to commence the 6th Orientation training for
M.Techs in 1997.
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6. A one month training programme was chalked out
with NTC.MAPS for PHWR system familiarisation as part
of retraining of young engineers working in reactor
design / O&M related areas within BARC. CThis was
implemented in March 1997D.

7. On a continuing basis the division coordinated the
activities of Practical Training / Project Work
requirements of B.Techs and M.Tech students from
various universities. Included in this is the specially
structured programme of Practice School for BITS,Pilani
under the existing mutual agreement.

8. The division contributed significantly to the
successful conduct of 34th International Mathematical
Olympiad held in Mumbai in July 1996.



URANIUM EXTRACTION DIVISION

Major Achievements

1. Setting up of Augmentation of Uranium Metal Plant (AUMP)
After completion of required systems design for production of 500 kg uranium ingot/

batch, procurement action for required machinery and equipments, technical services are in
process. Civil construction for ground floor is nearing completion.

2. Performance Evaluation of Reverse Osmosis (RO) and Nanofiltration (NF)
membranes for the decontamination of Ammonium Diuranate Effluents

In coordination with Desalination Division, BAR.C, a systematic study was conducted
for the removal of radioactive species from Ammonium diuranate filtrate effluent (ADUF)
containing about 4% ammonium nitrate. NF membrane have shown the potential to achieve very
high volume reduction factor (VRF) with good decontamination factors owing to their poor
ammonium nitrate rejection characteristics and consequent maintenance of permeate fluxes. The
studies indicate the viability of the NF process for the treatment of ammonium diuranate filtrate
effluents at a large scale. It also opens up the possibility of selling effluent ammonium nitrate
solution to outside market and earn revenue. The most important advantage of the process is
reuse of nitrate without any disposal problem.

Solvent Development Facility
Pilot plant demonstration for the production of organic solvent D2HPA, PC 88A and

high-grade TBP were successfully demonstrated to the representative from Heavy Water Board
and finally a pilot plant for the manufacture of organo phosphorous solvent at HWP, Talcher site
has been cleared. Divisional facility has also developed the flowsheet and manufactured the
organic solvent KSM-17 al a lab scale for departmental use.

Publications
1. Chemical processing of low grade wolframite : K.U. Nair and D.K. Bose, Proceedings on
National Seminar on Extraction of Non-ferrous Metals from Ores and By-products, Metex 97,
Feb. 13-1,1997 held at Jamshedpur.

2. Trace element characterisation of transmission copper and aluminium wire by NAA. Role
of chemical tagging for source correspondence studies : N. Chattopadhyay, AB.R. Tripathi, K.U.
Nair, D.K. Bose, MS. Rao and R.B Singh, Proceedings of 84th Seminar of the Indian Science
Congress, Delhi, Part IV, p 307, Jan. 1997.

3. Performance evaluation of reverse osmosis (RO) and nanofiltration (NF) membrane for
the decontamination of ammonium diuranate effluents : S. Prabhakar (DD) and S.B. Roy (UED)
et al, Separation Science and Technology, 31(4), pp 533-544,1996.

4. Recovery of molybdenum as molybdic oxide from Rakha Molybdenite, Indie, by Soda
Ash Roasting : V.D. Shah, R.H. Rakhasia, J.C. Sehra and D.K. Bose, The Inst. of Mining and
Metallurgy, vol. 105, C 151-204, Dec. 1996, pp 199-203.

5. Parametric simulation of HF scrubbing in counter current gravity chambers : S.K. Satpati,
S.B. Roy, A M Meghal, Indian Chemical Engg. Congress, 1996, Dec. 18-21,1996.
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WASTE MANAGEMENT DIVISION

Major Achievements

Waste Management Facilities located at Trombay, Tarapur and
Rajasthan were operated throughout the year to provide
uninterrupted services for the collection, treatment & disposal of
radioactive liquid and solid wastes generated at these sites.
Services were also provided for the treatment of protective wears
and valuable metal parts from reactors and other facilities for
reuse on decontamination. All the operations were carried out in a
safe manner and exposure to the operating personnel were kept to
the minimum. Surveillance of the solid waste disposal facilities
was carried out to check their integrity. There has been no
incident of unusual occurrence during these operations both with
respect to personnel and environmental safety. Details of
activities are described below:

1.0 OPERATION OF WASTE MANAGEMENT FACILITIES

Waste Management Facility, Trombay, processed a total of
about one lakh cubic meters of liquid effluent in Effluent
Treatment Plant. The discharge of the activity to the environment
was restricted to 3 percent of authorised limit for beta and 3.6

3
percent for tritium activity. About 410 M of solid waste was
collected, treated, conditioned and disposed of safely in near
surface engineered disposal facilities. Decontamination Centre
processed a total of about 150 MT of protective wears. In
equipment decontamination section a total of 356 fuel assemblies
from Dhruva and CIRUS reactors weighing about 12 MT were
successfully decontaminated by chemical and ultrasonic methods.

3
Waste Management Facility, Tarapur, handled about 200M of low
level liquid waste in liquid waste treatment plant located near
PREFRE. Activity removal to the extent of 95 percent was achieved.

3
Similarly about 20300 M of liquid effluents were received from
TAPS at Rad Waste Augmentation Plant. The liquids were
successfully decontaminated by chemical precipitation technique.
Activity removal efficiency of 88 percent was achieved. The
discharge of activity was restricted to 11 percent of the

3
authorised limit. About 690 M of solid waste was received from
different nuclear installations including TAPS. The solid waste
was suitably treated/conditioned before disposal in engineered
facilities. Decontamination Centre processed and decontaminated
about 12 MT of protective wears for reuse. Intermediate level and
high level waste from PREFRE are processed in Waste Immobilisation
Plant (WIP). Intermediate level waste is decontaminated by the use
of Resorcinol-Formaldehyde (RF) resin. RF resins were developed in
WMD laboratory and employed for regular use for this type of
waste. In the current campaign about one lakh litres of
intermediate level waste was processed. Vitrification operations
for immobilisation of high level waste were also carried out
successfully.
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Effluent Management Unit, Rajasthan, caters essentially to the
requirement of radioactive liquid and solid waste management for
RAPS. It consists of liquid collection & storage system with a
provision for dilution and dispersal. It has Solar Evaporation
system which consists of leak proof shallow concrete pans with
sufficient evaporation capacity to accommodate entire liquid waste

3
generated by the power station. A total of 26568 M of liquid

3
effluents were handled. About 11700 M of liquid effluents with
2.7 percent of authorised limit for tritium and 0.3 percent of
authorised discharge limit for beta activity were released to

3
the lake. A total of 330 M of solid wastes were collected and
disposed in RCC/ET/tile-holes as per standard procedure. Spent
resin cartridges from PHT system of RAPS-2 with radiation field
2.7 to 13.0 mGy/hr were also received and disposed safely.

2.0 SPECIAL CAMPAIGNS

2.1 Coolant Channel Handling & Disposal at EMU, Rajasthan

A complete facility consisting of coolant tube cutting
machine; 20 tons goliath crane, shielded flask, tube disposal
system, tileholes etc. was commissioned at Solid Waste Management
Plant, Kota, to handle highly radioactive coolant tubes and end
fittings from RAPS. The job involved shifting of coolant
channels/end fittings from RAPS site to disposal site in shielded
flasks, cutting of channels into predetermined sizes and disposal
in engineered trenches using DONUT guide assembly. About 500 nos.
of end fittings showing radiation fields up to 7000 mGy/hr were
collected and disposed in 51 nos. of tile holes. The radiation
field on tileholes after concreting was 0.1 to 0.3 mR/hr. About
300 nos. of coolant channels with radiation field of 5000 mGy/hr
after cutting into two pieces were disposed in tileholes. The
radiation field on tileholes was of the order of 0.1 to 0.5 mR/hr.
The whole operation was planned and completed with minimum
exposure to operating personnel and without any unusual incident.
Valuable experience has been gained in carrying out these
operations as this was the first time that dismantling and
disposal of reactor components of this magnitude was taken up.

2.2 Relining Of Storage Tanks - WMF, Trombay

As a part of tha WMF, Trombay revamping programme, relining of
Low Lsvsl Tanks (3 nos.) located balowground to receive liquid
wastss from different installations at Trombay was undertaken. The
job involvsd decontamination and dasludging of the old tanks and
solidification of ths muck in cement matrix. Tank liners procured
wars paintad and succsssfully lowered in position. Arrangements
ars baing mads to instal tha remaining liners.

3.0 RESEARCH 6 DEVELOPMENT

Studiss were carried out to asssss the chemical durability of
vitrified wasta products in tha presence of repository components
for long term evaluations.
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Solidified cement waste products incorporating intermediate
level waste from PREFRE were investigated for their leaching
behaviour. Effect of filler materials like vermiculite and fly ash
on leach rates is under investigation.

Experiments are in progress on alkaline hydrolysis of
organic waste from PREFRE to study reaction kinetics. Process
parameters are being standardised.

4.0 MAINTENANCE & MAJOR MODIFICATIONS

Preventive and breakdown maintenance activities were
carried out on regular basis in all the Waste Management
Facilities to ensure uninterrupted availability of various process
and auxilliary systems. Radioactive effluent pipelines from Dhruva
to WMF, Trombay were modified to instal control valves, flowmeters
and pH meters. Hydro testing of effluent transfer pipelines were
carried out and found that the lines were holding the test
pressure. Modified earth-trenches for disposal of solid waste were
constructed.

5.0 INSTRUMENTATION WORKS

Waste Immobilisation Project, Trombay: Data Acquisition and
Control System of WIP, Trombay was finalised and order was placed
with ECIL, Hyderabad. The complete scheme for Data Acquisition &
Control, software development, manual back-up and installation of
the system were discussed from time to time with ECIL engineers to
suit the requirement of the plant before taking the production of
the hardware units of the DACS. Procurement of instruments
required for the process instrumentation was continued. Piping
works for various services were co-ordinated with piping
engineers/contractors and process engineers of WMPD. Necessary
instruments required for above services were released after the
testing. Procurement of all Health Physics Instruments for plant
and personnel monitoring were received. Complete counting room
radiation counters for alpha, beta, gamma, and two multi-channel
analysers were received, tested, and commissioned.

Three nos. of Induction furnaces along with 1 set of inverters
and other accessories were received, installed and tested.
Further, 2 sets of inverters required for 2 furnaces, which were
to be supplied by RCnD, BARC, are in advanced stage of completion.
Procurement action for closed circuit television system for
inspection of in-cell equipments was carried out, and the order
was placed.

AWAY FROM REACTOR PROJECT (AFR): Process Instrumentation work was
carried out for the level measurement of various tanks/sumps which
includes SS tubing, copper tubing, installation and commissioning
of air headers, solenoid valves, and local pump control panels.
Health physics instrument requirement was also finalised and
indent specifications were prepared and sent to health physicist
for their comments.
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Joule Melter, Pilot Plant: The process instrumentation system
was designed, procured and installed, which includes all process
instruments, instrument panels, cabling, and wiring. PC-based data
acquisition was undertaken for development.

Waste Management Facility, Trombay: For ETP, process
instrumentation jobs were continued to upgrade the existing
instrumentation system, which includes commissioning of magnetic
flow sensors and pH sensors, providing autodrain facility for
dryer unit, procurement of ultrasonic level sensors, and
commissioning of new control panel. Upgradation of incinerator
instrumentation at RSMS was also carried out.

6.0 SERVICES

Consultancy services were provided to OSCOM, IRE with respect
to the disposal of radioactive solid waste generated from New
Thorium Plant (NTP). In consideration with the feedback data
available, the present practice was reviewed. A revised scheme
was worked out to economise on disposal operations. IRE has put up
the new scheme for the consideration and approval of AERB.

Consultancy was provided to M/S Herdillia Ltd., Mumbai for the
safe storage of spent thoria catalyst generated as radioactive
waste.

Design of a respirator filter canister to provide protection
against radioactive particulates and vapours like radio-iodine was
developed based on laboratory evaluation of components. Presently
such type of respirator filter canisters are being imported.

Studies on the development of a prefilter based on lead
exchanged molecular sieves were completed to avoid fire hazard due
to decay heat in systems employing activated charcoal adsorber
iodine filters in Nuclear Power Stations.

To avoid frequent replacement of the iodine filters using
activated charcoal adsorbent due to ageing and poisoning, a fixed
bed adsorber with replaceable adsorbent was developed. Design of a

3
standard 1700 M /hr unit was completed and fabricated.

Design and development of first and second stage off-gas
filters for Waste Immobilisation Plant, Trombay were completed
based on parametric evaluations of filter materials. Prototypes of
the design were assembled and evaluted for their filteration
charactristics.

Facilities for type testing of HEPA filters in respect of
* Core Tightness & Resistance to Rough Handling' were put up to
ascertain the performance integrity of filters during handling and
operation.
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Services in respect of assembly, testing and supply of
Combined Particulate and Iodine Filters to Nuclear Power Stations
were continued. During the year 54 nos. of such filters were
supplied. Other filters like stack sampling cartridges,
particulate respirator filter canisters,special glove-box filters,
sampling filter media for particulate and radio-iodine, asbestos
papers were also supplied to different DAE units.

Services for insitu testing of HEPA and iodine filter
installations were provided to various DAE units.

7.0 PUBLICATIONS/SYMPOSIUM

Shri.M.P.Gupta etal. Paper on 'Indian Experience in Near
Surface Disposal of Low Level Radioactive Waste' in the symposium
on "Experience in the Planning and Operation of Low Level Waste
Disposal Facilities" held at IAEA, Vienna during June 17-21,
1996.



WASTE MANAGEMENT PROJECTS DIVISION

Major Achievements

A resin fixation system forms a part of Waste Management Plant, NAPS.

The cold commissioning trials of this system were concluded,

generating 13 nos. of full scale blocks in polymer matrix. Based on

these trials, clearance was obtained from SARCOP for startup of hot

commissiong of the system. A campaign of producing 15 active blocks

was successfully completed meeting all safety stipulations. A proposal

seeking authorisation for regular operation has since been put up to

SARCOP and the same is expected to be received shortly.

Waste Immobilisation Project at Trombay is in advanced stage of

mechanical completion. Utility services like electrical system,

demineralisation plant, cooling water, compressed air system were

cp.mmise>ionpd. and O R prated, on r-PQWlSP bas,is>. fts, a. part of hioh level

waste treatment system, performance testing of the multi-zone

induction furnace w.r.t. glass melting and draining was completed. A

set up for full scale vitrification trial with simulated waste has

been installed. Low level cementation system was commissioned and

tested for full scale operation.

Satisfactory progress was achieved on Waste Immobilisation Project,

Kalpakkam. About 60*/. of civil construction work was completed. All the

necessary embedment parts were positioned. Procurement of bulk

material, material handling equipments like cranes, services

equipment, transformer and sub-station equipment etc. were received at

site.

During the year, active commissioning of the coolant-channel cutting

machine was concluded. The machine was put to regular use at site for

which all assistance was extended for its safe and uninterrupted

operat ion.
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MONAZITE SURVEY PROJECT

Major Achievements

Objectives

Assessment of the biological and health effects of low level chronic radiation on human
populations

The densely populated monazite bearing High Background Radiation (HBR) areas of Kerala coast provide unique
opportunities of investigating the health effects of low-level chronic radiation directly on human populations. The
investigations in human populations assume paramount significance, since low-level radiation effects in man
continue to be debated and no animal model can substitute the human studies. The average per capita dose
received by the HBR population in Kerala is about four times of the normal background radiation level.
However, the radiation levels in the region range widely from 1.0 mGy to over 35.0 mGy/year. The radioactivity
of this 55 km long and 0.5 km wide belt is primarily due to thorium content (and decay products) ranging from 8-
10%, which is among the highest recorded elsewhere. The size of human population in Kerala is also one of the
largest found elsewhere in the HBR areas, all over the world. Historically, human populations have been living in
these areas for over 1000 years. This provides an .unique and perhaps the most appropriate source of material to
discern the effects of continuous radiation exposure taking place during all the stages of human development, for
numerous successive generations. Thus, the programme is an effort to avail the unique opportunity of assessing
the impact of continuous low-level radiation exposure on human health and the manner in which the human
genome might have responded to the radiation stress through generations.

With the realization of the importance of the HBR areas of the coast, way back during late 1950s, several
investigations pertaining to dosimetry, cytological and radiological studies on different plants species grown in the
areas, demographic and health studies in human populations, have been undertaken during 1960s and 1970s by
BARC scientists. A field laboratory was started during mid 1970s at site to undertake specific investigations in
the Indo-Norwegian Medical College health unit campus at Neendakara. The lab was shifted toa new building at
IRE (MRDC) Campus, Quilon in 1986, since the Neendakara health unit became nonfunctional and a regular
laboratory set up was required for the programme. The Neendakara unit started cytogenetic work by growing
human lymphocytes as whole blood cultures for studies on chromosomal aberrations in the HBR population.
However, during the early phase of the programme for over 10 years, the major emphasis was laid on monitoring
of radiation occupational workers, who are also exposed to low-level radiation as permitted under the radiation
protection practices. Peripheral blood samples of Occupational workers from various DAE units including IRE
Chavara, Manavalakurichy, Alwaye, Trombay, UCIL Jaduguda and power plants MAP, TAP, RAP etc. were
collected at the respective sites. Analysis of over seventeen hundred individuals was completed for various types
of chromosomal aberrations. In addition, about four hundred adult samples from HBR and NBR areas were also
analyzed.

The scope of the project was expanded during 1986, incorporating studies on congenital malformations and
genetic disorders in the newborns. Likewise, the cytogenetic studies in the newborns were also initiated to obtain
frequency of chromosomal aberrations at birth. Since, BARC or DAE did not have an infrastructure for such
studies at Quilon, a collaborative programme with the Health Department of Kerala State, involving the primary
health centres catering to the areas, was started. Thus, essentially the presently ongoing studies were initiated
during mid 1986. The following long term investigations are being pursued and status of various activities is
summarized in this report.

• Monitoring of the newborns for major congenital malformations and genetic disorders for ascertainment of
the nature and incidence of such events in the population living in HBR and NBR areas.

• Cytogenetic studies for chromosomal anomalies among the newborns and adults for elucidation of the nature
and frequency of numerical and structural chromosomal mutations in the population.

• Characterization of the demographic and health profile of the study population in respect of ethnicity and the
prevailing social, economical and cultural practices.
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• Cytogenetic monitoring of the radiation workers has been in abeyance, since the starting of the newborn
screening from the study population.

A precise estimate of the incidence of congenital malformations and genetic disorders in the human population can
be established only at birth, since the affected pregnancy can lead to abortion, still birth and many of the severe
malformations are fatal at birth, during infancy or early adulthood. This study is being undertaken as
collaborative programme with State Govt. hospital units located in the study area and over 100,000 newborns
have been monitored. The computer entry of data on congenital malformations and genetic disorders is in
progress and it would be prudent to complete this data base and analyze the results for any trends or associations,
keeping in view all the confounding factors.

For elucidation of the nature and magnitude of numerical and structural chromosomal mutations in the newborns,
umbilical cord blood samples are collected from hospital units and brought to the laboratory under optimal
conditions. Lymphocytes are grown as whole blood cultures using mitogenic stimulation. Metaphase preparations
are made on microscopic slides, which are coded, stained and analyzed for various types of chromosomal
aberrations. Characterization of the demographic profile of about 50% of the population living in the HBR and
NBR areas to identify various ethnic groups and study social, economic cultural practices has been completed.
Such studies are necessary for an overall interpretation of the data obtained through the epidemiological studies.

The frequency of unstable configurations such as dicentrics and rings available from the data base of about 10,000
newborns based on analysis of over 8,50,000 cells at metaphase shows no significant variation between HBR and
NBR population, while detailed analysis for other chromosome and chromatid type of aberrations based on
different radiation levels and in respect of all the genetic and environmental factors is in progress. The total
numerical and structural chromosomal variants are in the range of those reported for general population in the
Western World. However, individual numerical variants are yet too small in number, since, their spontaneous
frequency is rare in the range of one per 1000 or 10,000 births. All the samples exhibiting structural
rearrangements such as translations and inversions have to be re-analyzed using banding techniques. An
indirect measure of chromosomal breakage and non-disjunction, which can be monitored as micronuclei in
binucleated lymphocytes blocked at cytokinesis, also did not show any difference between the newborns from
NBR and HBR areas though, the detail analysis remains to be completed and is in progress.

The various investigations were continued as part of the strategy to build an adequate data base necessary for
genetic epidemiology studies. There has also been major emphasis, during the current year on the following
aspects :

Creation of a computer data base of all the investigations undertaken so far, since the inception of the programme
for a detailed statistical analysis essential for such studies.

Development of expertise so as to institute more precise investigations in respect of detection of various numerical
and structural chromosomal aberrations, and upgrade infrastructure facilities required for these studies.
Monitoring of radiation levels at various locations in the study area has been undertaken as required.

Reconfirmation of certain cytogenetic variants as necessitated by retrospective examination of these slides. The
follow up of even the numerical variants undertaken for confirmation with more precise analysis led re-
categorization of some of the cases.

Since the inception of the programme during 1986, cytogenetic studies have been carried out using traditional
Giemsa staining, which is aquate for scoring of unstable configurations, such as dicentrics, rings etc. but inter- or
intra-chromosomal rearrangements can not be detected by this procedure. Chromosomal banding has, therefore,
been introduced for precise identification of chromosome regions involved in such rearrangements with
photographic facilities necessary for such studies. Therefore, the cytogenetic variants detected by the
conventional cytogenetic staining procedure are being traced and samples collected for re-analysis to identify
specific chromosomal changes. Emphasis is now being laid on monitoring for stable chromosomal configurations,
which, unlike unstable configurations, can accumulate during continuous radiation exposure. Likewise, rather
than continuing analysis for unstable chromosomal aberrations continued so far, the emphasis now is on
karyotypic changes, for both structural and numerical variants, since these are more consequential. This will also
help to optimize expanding the sample size, in a relatively short time.
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A new programme on DNA mutations has been started with the objective of analyzing DNA mutations involving
the highly hypervariable regions of the genome of various ethnic groups of the populations from HBR and NBR
areas. About 30 minisatellite and/or microsatellite loci have been identified for genomic analysis. The specific
primers for PCR amplification of these have been synthesized in the Division. Studies on six of these loci have
been completed using locally available samples and analysis of another five loci is in progress. Over 500 samples
obtained from HBR areas have been processed and DNA analysis employing the standardized protocols are
underway. While, considerable work has been reported from the Western populations, comprehensive information
on DNA polymorphism is not yet available on human populations from India.

Because of the enormity of sample size and complexity of confounding factors, it is practically beyond any manual
effort to adequately undertake data analysis. Therefore, a major emphasis has been to build a computer data base
of all the observations recorded so far. This would allow a detailed analysis of the data, an inherent component of
epidemiological studies, in respect of age, religion, ethnicity, socioeconomic structure, consanguinity, occupation,
life style, personal habits, diet, pregnancy, maternal and paternal health status, medication and several other
genetic and environmental factors, in addition to radiation background levels. A computer data base of cytogenetic
studies available for over 10,000 newborns has been created during the year and the analysis is in progress.
Likewise, data covering over 40,000 proformae pertaining to monitoring of newborns for major congenital
malformations and genetic disorders has been entered in the computer. Out of a total 100,000 newborns
monitored for congenital malformations over 60% have been from distal referral hospitals, catering to the
population located far away from the HBR areas. From the remaining 40,000 newborns about 25,000 are from
NBR area and 15,000 from HBR areas. The time and/or hospital based trends show considerable variability.
Further, the levels of ascertainment of malformations among different hospital units are other complexities for
data analysis, in addition to several dozens of confounding factors.

This is an ongoing programme and the nature of studies, like any other epidemiological study requires large data
base for any meaningful conclusions. Furthermore, the study is primarily based on monitoring of the newborns in
the relevant HBR areas. The sample size thus available per year is limited due to highest literacy and remarkable
awareness about small family size in Kerala compared to other states in the country. The adequate sample size
can thus, be obtained as a matter of time as by its nature, it cannot be enhanced by extraneous efforts.

PUBLICATION/SYMPOSIA

1. Bhilwade, H.N., Subha Venkat, Birajlaxmi Das, C.V. Karuppasamy, M.V. Thampi, R.C Chaubey and
P.S. Chauhan (1996). Micronuclei as a biomarker in somatic cells of laboratory mice and for monitoring
of human populations : Studies on radioadaptation and low-dose radiation exposure. XXI Annual
Conference of EMSI, Univ. of Madras, Madras, Feb. 13-16, p.24A. (Book of Abstracts).

2. Das, Birajalaxmi participated in the International Conference Ron-Boc 100, Hundred Years of X-ray and
Radioactivity, BARC, Feb.21-24. 1996.
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